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II.III.0 Objectives 
 

After working through this, you will understand the major characters in Hamlet and 
analyse some of the problems in the play. 
 
II.III.2 Introduction  
 
 This unit will enable you to understand and analyse the nature of the characters in the play.  
You will learn how the play has become a hard nut for critics; you will also be able to discuss the 
intricate themes in the play.    
 
II. III. 2.  Characters 
 
II. III. 2. 1 Hamlet. 

     

Hamlet the young Prince of Denmark is handsome, polite, courteous (as Ophelia 
describes him), a scholar and student of Philosophy, noble (as his close friend Horatio and Ophelia 
describe him), pensive and given to contemplation on the nature of the world and of man, and is 
generally not keen to jump into impulsive action.  He had great love and admiration for his father, 
the old King Hamlet. He believed in a principle of harmony in the universe: the organization of the 
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world is based upon certain principles; the microcosm is the family, man and woman. Filial, love 
and loyalty between husband and wife are the inviolable moral tenets, which constitute the 
harmonizing principles behind the world. The hasty (“a beast that wants discourse of reason would 
have mourned longer”) and thoughtless marriage of his mother Gertrude with his uncle Claudius 
(“my father’s brother, but no more like my father than I to Hercules”) signifies a moral lapse, and 
it disturbs Hamlet much more than his father’s demise.  From his mother’s action, he generalizes 
and concludes that woman is frail. 

He could probably have been saved from frustration and disillusionment by Ophelia 
whom he loved. (It is a pity that we are not shown Hamlet in love; but then he was meant for 
something else!) Ophelia loved him and had genuine admiration for his personality. But, docile as 
she is, she is controlled by her father, and helplessly rejected Hamlet’s overtures.  Even this would 
not have greatly bothered him. He hoped that she would be loyal to him. When he realized that she 
is a tool in her father’s hands and is set up by him to unravel his secret (at least, according to critic 
John Dover Wilson), he feels badly let down by her.  The little faith he could still entertain in 
womanhood is thoroughly shaken by her inability to stand by him. 

Though a scholar and student of philosophy, Hamlet was ready to listen to what the Ghost 
had to say. He overcomes his initial skepticism and finds his suspicions corroborated by what he 
heard from the Ghost (“O, my prophetic soul, my uncle!”) Towards the end of that scene we see 
that he had completely believed in the ghost story but that, having sworn his friends to secrecy, he 
himself wished to check out the veracity of the accusation. Perhaps he suspected that it was all a 
mental aberration, an inner suggestion in tune with what he himself wished to believe. (This is 
how a modern critic might explain the role of the Ghost in the play.) 

This skepticism and his basic aversion to action result in his putting on an antic 
disposition, as he terms it. This could be a mask to enable him to test the authenticity of the 
ghost’s story. It could also be an attempt to protect himself from a fate similar to that of his father, 
at least until he could avenge his father’s murder. This creates an impression among people that he 
is mad or has gone mad, particularly the King, Queen, Polonius and Ophelia.  Secondly, it leads to 
a procrastination in taking the necessary action as per the pledge he had given to the Ghost.  

The puzzle of Hamlet’s character is beset by two crucial problems: why does he delay, 
and is Hamlet mad? As we have already noticed, delay is the natural consequence of his aversion 
to impulsive action. But in its turn it results in the tragic climax leading to the catastrophe. His 
delay helps his opponent to plot carefully and consolidate his position. His inaction, or non-action 
at the right time when he comes across Claudius ‘praying’ (it is ironical that he was incapable of 
‘praying’, for which Hamlet spared him), and action at the wrong moment ,-- killing Polonius 
under the impression, more a hope, that the one behind the curtain was the King -- (having left the 
King in the praying position hardly a few moments earlier, how could he imagine that he would 
come and hide behind the curtain, unseen by him? ) – which hastens his departure to England, 
leads to the point where he plays into the King’s hands. And Claudius has the leisure to organize a 
series of strategies to ensure Hamlet’s death. In his soliloquies he comes out heavily against his 
own inaction: it is not that he did not love his father as much as he proclaims, – certainly much 
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more than the actor loved Hecuba. It is not also because he is a coward. There is no instance 
anywhere in the play to suggest even remotely that Hamlet could be a coward. 

His preoccupation with the larger, universal, problems seems to keep him away from the 
revenge, which he could have taken at any time. What is man, what worth this life, and what does 
one face after death—these and such other metaphysical-moral issues make revenge a matter of 
minor significance.  He could even set aside his ardent love for Ophelia (“forty thousand brothers 
could not, with all their quantity of love, make up my sum”) for the larger problems of life.  

It is true that there is delay in the play, and it is equally true that that delay has tragic 
consequences, directly leading to the tragic denouement. But the delay is neither planned, 
deliberate, not accidental.  It is the direct outcome of the hero’s personality, a trait of his character. 

As to the question if Hamlet is mad, there are perhaps as many answers as there are 
readers.  He does declare, in I, 4., that he would put on an ‘antic disposition’ now and then. But his 
melancholy moods and his broodings, the wild and rambling way he speaks with Polonius, the 
violent outburst when Ophelia tries to return the love-tokens she had received from him earlier, the 
near-abuse and ill-treatment he metes out to her, asking her to go to a nunnery, the alternating 
moods of melancholy and hilarity in talking to Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, in welcoming the 
players, and responding to the Hecuba-passage, in his speaking sharply to his mother (“speak 
daggers, but use none”), his inexplicably impulsive act of killing Polonius, leading a chase all 
round the palace, and the grave demeanour  through the rest of the play except for the few 
instances of impulsive action, jumping into the pirate ship, jumping into the grave and grappling 
with Leartes, and of killing Claudius, -- all could be taken as ravings and deeds of a man crazed in 
mind.  Some medical experts of the early twentieth century have concluded that Hamlet shows all 
the symptoms of a typical lunatic. When Hamlet is trying to follow the beckoning ghost to a 
remoter place on the battlements, Horatio appeals to him not to go, lest it should assume a horrible 
form,  

Which might deprive your sovereignty of reason  And draw you into madness.  

Is it then possible that Hamlet not only displays symptoms of madness, but is really mad, 
at least temporarily? Not so. Because the Ghost’s revelation indicates to him that perhaps there is a 
danger to his own life, and he has to protect himself at least until he could avenge his father’s 
murder, he puts on the mask of madness. It also helps him in his investigation.   

There is one strong evidence in the play to say that Hamlet is not mad. It is Ophelia’s 
madness. It is an artistic master-stroke of Shakespeare that for some very valid reasons he makes 
her lose her reason. She is a weak character, emotional (not intellectual), dependent, and unhappy 
over losing the love of Hamlet. Faced with her father’s sudden death, and her lover’s 
disappearance, she had nobody to turn to for consolation. So she goes crazy. Shakespeare presents 
Ophelia’s madness almost entirely to contrast it with Hamlet’s ‘pretended’ madness. It could not 
be so crude as to form a deliberate design on Shakespeare’s part). It would be contrary to 
Shakespeare’s artistry to have another mad character if Hamlet was intended to be mad.  If the 
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medical experts were convinced about the symptoms of lunacy in Hamlet, it only goes to show the 
great artistry of the poet in creating a character who can confound so many people so long. 

For all the contradictions in the character, there is an integrity in Hamlet’s 
characterization.  Moreover, if he is intended to be so convincingly mad as the medical authorities 
wish to claim, he would not regain sanity, and the death of a ‘mad’ Hamlet would hardly be tragic. 
Pathetic, pitiable, maybe, but never tragic. In the many versions of the tale prior to this play, 
scholars noticed either a pretended or temporary madness. Hieronymo of Kyd’s The Spanish 
Tragedy pretends madness. So it suited Shakespeare’s artistic purposes to present Hamlet with the 
convincing symptoms of madness.  

Hamlet is the tragedy of a man who thinks too much. As one critic put it succinctly, “the 
great object of his life is defeated by continually resolving to do, yet doing nothing but resolve”. If 
a person of the temperament of Othello, or even Leartes, were in his shoes, the tragedy would not 
have taken place. A man of great sensitivity and extraordinary sensibility, Hamlet is being forced 
to set right a world gone awry, contrary to his inclinations, and ends in such a tragic waste of 
goodness and nobility, that we can only exclaim, “the pity of it, O, the pity of it!” 

II. III. 2. 2. Claudius. 

  Claudius is one of the less attractive villains of Shakespeare. He has cunning and craft, 
he is treacherous, and he is weak as well as incestuous. These traits enable him to kill the King 
who is also his brother, take the throne, and proceed to take the Queen too. He would drink on 
every occasion, like a typical Dane, for the Danes, according to Hamlet, are notorious for this 
habit and, whatever their virtues, they take “corruption from that particular fault”. His cunning 
nature makes it difficult for Claudius to believe the simple explanation proposed by Polonius 
about Hamlet’s madness. Again, we have to attribute to his craftiness his success in winning over 
Polonius, and through him the other courtiers, without whose support he could not have occupied 
the throne. His craftiness is in full display when he had to encounter the irate Leartes demanding 
explanation for his father’s sudden death and hasty funeral. Showing a rare streak of courage, he 
confronts him, and brings him round, converting a certain enemy into a malleable supporter: his 
interpretation of events was so masterly, and the blame so confidently placed on Hamlet that 
Leartes was willing to concede the plausibility. He turns so docile that he actively endorses the 
King’s plot to kill Hamlet in a mock fencing match with multiple levels of offence to poison him.  

Disloyal and treacherous as he is, he is ready to use Hamlet’s schoolfellows, Rosencrantz 
and Guildenstern to spy on him to unravel the mystery behind his queer behaviour.  Hamlet might 
easily have been taken in, and might have confided in them. Luckily for him, they were not smart 
enough to play their part with skill. It did not take Hamlet much effort to gauge their intentions. 
This pair too, like Polonius, were more the victims of the King’s deceit, than of Hamlet’s 
impulsive action. Claudius shows no compunction in using Polonius as his spy, and in using 
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern as his agents to escort Hamlet to his death, as he planned, in 
England.  He never imagined for a moment that Hamlet might act impulsively, as he did in killing 
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Polonius, or turn the tables on him (“it’s sport to see the enginer hoist with his own petar”), -- as 
he rewrote the royal command and sent his school fellows to their death. Hamlet did feel sorry for  

Polonius: 

For this same lord,  I do repent, but heaven hath pleased it so,  To punish me with this, 
and this with me,  That I must be their scourge and minister. … 

 

But he had no qualms about sending Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to death: they did not 
deserve anything better for their treachery, even if it is unwitting: they were willing to spy on their 
own ‘friend’! 

In the beginning, Claudius shows a regal dignity in dealing with Norway, thereby creating 
a favourable impression, if only for a brief while, on the readers. Under old King Hamlet, 
Denmark was noted for its valour and staidness, and perhaps Claudius was merely making use of 
this reputation to threaten Norway, and later browbeat England. To be fair, one can say that he 
possessed a good diplomatic sense. 

Another apparently positive characteristic that seems to—only seems to—redeem his 
character is his love for Gertrude.  His love for her predates his becoming the king.  It is quite 
possible that he could have chosen to kill his brother only for the love of Gertrude. Kingship might 
have been incidental, or the two might have been equally strong, and he got them at one stroke. He 
proclaims publicly how he had taken to wife “our sometime sister, now our queen”. He seems to 
have genuine love for the queen: while trying to pray, after the ‘play-within the play’ episode, he 
wonders if he would be pardoned, and yet could retain “my crown, mine own ambition, and my 
queen”. He almost constantly has her by his side: it is only while he was spying on Hamlet-
Ophelia meeting, while he was trying to pray or sending off Hamlet to England, or while he was 
plotting with Leartes about eliminating Hamlet, that we do not find her by his side. Yet, at the 
climax when he sees Gertrude about to drink the poisoned wine intended for Hamlet, he only 
protests weakly, but is not man enough to knock it out of her hands. Evidently his love for the 
Queen is not stronger than his love for himself. He lacked the courage to expose his villainy to 
Hamlet in an attempt to save his “imperial jointress”. (Contrast this with Hamlet’s readiness, 
against odds, to expose himself to the King and to the wrath of Leartes, in order to declare his love 
for Ophelia.) When, on being stabbed by Hamlet, he weakly cries out “O, yet defend me, friends; I 
am but hurt”, none of the courtiers or soldiers come to his rescue. It could be either because of 
their love for the Prince, or maybe because of their feeling that he richly deserved the treatment.  
(Of course, there is no evidence to bear out the latter assumption.)  The reader certainly feels that 
the wretch fully deserved the punishment at Hamlet’s hands, because he was the principle of evil, 
the element that brought disorder into the moral world, and threw it out of joint. 

II. III. 2. 3 Polonius. 

Polonius is an officious, busy old fool, more a clown than a wise minister.  For all his 
years, he does not seem to have gained wisdom beyond a basketful of platitudes.  He generously 
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doles out these moral tents to his son at the time he was returning to Paris.  It is perhaps more out 
of obedience of Leartes and Ophelia that he succeeds in being a father, than out of natural qualities 
of loveability, worth or nobility.  When he tries to pit his wit against Hamlet, he comes out the 
worse: Hamlet only tolerates him for his age, not for his office or his wisdom.  

One question that bothers the reader is his sense of loyalty. How far was he loyal to the 
old King Hamlet? He does not have the wit or complexity to have engineered or advised, or even 
abetted the poisoning of King Hamlet. Like Gertrude, he too must be acquitted of any complicity 
in the crime. For him perhaps loyalty to the throne was equal to loyalty to the person, and so we 
cannot say that he switched loyalties. Under the notion of loyalty to King Claudius, he works 
counter to Hamlet’s interests. He must have known the Prince as a boy and a young man, polite, 
courteous, cultured, sensible and sensitive, at least as much as his daughter Ophelia had known 
him. If he still sided with Claudius, it only means that he was insensitive to moral niceties, or 
incapable of distinguishing between right and wrong. At no point in the play do we find him 
empathizing with the protagonist, or expressing pity or admiration for him. In this regard, he 
serves as a petty tool in the hands of Claudius, no better than a sword, a dagger or a bowl of wine. 

Polonius remains in the memory of the reader as a busybody, a clown, pronouncing wise 
platitudes, and nothing else. If anyone feels any tenderness for him, it is mostly because he is 
Ophelia’s father. By himself, he did not deserve respect or sympathy from the audiences or 
readers. 

II. III. 2. 4 Ophelia. 

We have no way of knowing the true nature of Ophelia except through the way others 
treat her. The very brief time she appears as an innocent loving girl is when she is free in talking 
to, or being harangued by, Leartes. After his departure she goes into the shell of an obedient 
daughter of an opinionated father. The next we meet her is when she hands over the letter from 
Hamlet and describes his condition to her father. When she meets Hamlet, she is nervous and 
tensed up, being under strict instructions from her father, and conscious of the eavesdropping 
presence of the King and her father behind the curtain.  At the play when Hamlet chooses to sit at 
her feet with his head in he lap, she is embarrassed and self-conscious, because the entire assembly 
is watching them. She sees double meanings in everything Hamlet says, and her modesty is 
offended. This is the last stage of her protected, normal (her) life. She wakes up to a shattered 
world the next morning, with her father killed, and her lover mysteriously missing. The shock is 
too much for her, and she goes mad: her weak sensibility is destroyed by the turn of events over 
which she could hardly have any control. 

So we do not have direct evidence about her beauty, sweetness, gentle temper, her 
loveability, etc. Her one great qualification for our liking her is that she is loved by Hamlet. The 
readers generously shift a part of their admiration of Hamlet to Ophelia, the object of his love. She 
shows herself as a sweet girl in her madness as she goes round the court singing amorous songs, 
and the way she is reported to have picked flowers, decked herself with them, and gently drifted 
on the stream to her death, still singing. When Queen Gertrude briefly expresses her regret that she 
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hoped to have decked her bride-bed, rather than strewn her grave, with flowers, she might be 
formally eulogizing the dead, or she might have had a genuine liking for the girl. (for Hamlet’s 
sake?). 

All we know about her is by indirection. And we know that Hamlet is angry with her. He 
might have longed for her soothing loving company, particularly when he was puzzled by the 
Ghost’s tale. But obeying her father, she ‘shunned’ him, lending strength to his growing 
disillusionment with womankind. Hence his outburst, “Why wouldst thou be a breeder of sinners? 
– Get thee to a nunnery, go!” the lack of positive response from her, her ‘inaction’, only confirms 
him in his sad conclusion, “Frailty, thy name is woman!” She could not understand him. It is a pity 
that she is not more resolute, in addition to being simple, innocent and loving.  Any other girl, a 
Rosalind or a Portia, or even a Jessica, might have made a lot of difference for Hamlet the man, 
and the play.  

But is not Ophelia’s condition, and her fortune, similar to that of Hamlet himself? She too 
is the victim of circumstances: called upon to play an impossible part, like Hamlet, she too 
succumbs. It is an unconscious irony of the tragedy that Hamlet, as well as the audience, lose sight 
of this, and feel bitter about her!! 

II. III. 2. 5. Gertrude. 

Gertrude was the queen of the old king, Hamlet, and is the queen of the present king, 
Claudius. She has no positive qualities, even to the extent Ophelia has. She is a neutral character. 
One looks on her with some sympathy because she is Hamlet’s mother. In spite of the great puzzle 
as to how this lady could forget King Hamlet and shift her affection to Claudius, forget the loving 
and indulgent husband and be infatuated by the drunkard-coward, still she receives respect and 
affection from Hamlet. Her love for the son seems to be genuine. Insensitive as she is, she is 
puzzled by his continued sorrow over the loss of his father. She wants that like her, he too should 
let bygones be bygones, and move with the present.  There is something “animal” about her; it 
looks as if she is insensitive to the moral aspects of her wedding to Claudius so soon after the 
death of her former husband. She needed the cozy protection of somebody, and after King 
Hamlet’s death, she felt she found it in Claudius.  

Yet it cannot be said that she was proxy to Claudius in his crime, she could not have had a 
share in it. She was totally surprised when she hears about the ‘killing of a king. She is too simple 
and uncomplicated to be able to pretend innocence if she was guilty. We can watch this side of her 
character as Hamlet works on her conscience in the ‘closet scene’. We can be confident that she 
would not betray Hamlet. After this scene, there is an apparent change in her behaviour with 
regard to Claudius (at least we assume it). She continues to appear in the company of the King and 
he continues to shower his love on her: he even indulges her in her love for her son, as he 
confesses to Leartes: 

The queen his mother  Lives almost by his looks; and for myself,  She’s so conjunctive to 
my life and soul,…  
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She probably loved Ophelia, whom she must have seen growing up into a young woman, 
and after she learnt from Polonius about Hamlet’s love for her, she must have been pleased. When 
Ophelia turned insane, she was distressed and asked Horatio to keep an eye upon her; and at her 
funeral, she was performing the queenly unction of praying for the dead. 

Simple as she is, she does not suspect any foul play in the King organizing a fencing 
match between Leartes and Hamlet. Particularly after what happened in the grave, anyone with 
some common sense would have suspected the motive. But unsuspectingly, she picks up the cup 
that Claudius had intended for Hamlet, and not heeding the King’s warning, drinks it with a vein 
of stubbornness, which we see in her for the first and last time. 

At the end we feel that she gets precisely her due in Hamlet’s final farewell to her: 
“wretched queen, adieu!” 

II. III. 3 Some Problems.           

II. III. 3. 1 Supernatural Element. 

Shakespeare is in the habit of using ghosts, witches, magic and elves in his plays for 
dramatic purpose.  This was made possible because a large portion of his audiences were 
superstitious, believed in supernatural agencies, and were excited by their presence on the stage.  
The Ghost in Hamlet and Julius Caesar, the elves in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, witches and 
ghost in Macbeth and magic in Tempest are the more popular uses of this element in his plays. 

Shakespeare had a precedent in Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy. There was an earlier version 
of Hamlet play, probably written by Kyd himself, in which a ghost appeared, on the model of The 
Spanish Tragedy.  The audiences were excited and thrilled by such spectacles, and with earlier 
instances of such uses, Shakespeare was happy to cater to the tastes of his audiences. One of the 
most important things in theatre activity for Shakespeare was the satisfaction of his audiences. 
Against this background, it is irrelevant to ask if he shared the beliefs of his contemporaries. It 
does not matter if he did or did not. Given a dramatic situation, he had a way of maximizing the 
dramatic effect, and to achieve it, he would use any device that is to hand. 

Thus he makes the Ghost of Hamlet as one of the dramatis personae. Just as a Messenger 
in a classical tragedy would come to report events of the past, here too, the ghost is furnishing 
details to Hamlet and the audiences about the death of the old King; and the information is of 
supreme dramatic importance, since it modifies and shapes the later course of action. If it were a 
human character, rather than a ghost, still he would have served the same purpose. But using a 
human character would entail other complications, like a live witness, who would be in mortal 
danger from the king, etc. Such problems would be avoided with a ghost. As we have seen earlier, 
creating a dramatic effect, by whatever means, is of importance to Shakespeare. 

Samuel Johnson says that in Shakespeare, Kings and Romans are first and foremost 
humans and then alone kings or Romans. Similarly, his ghost too is first and foremost a ‘human’-
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like character, and then alone a ghost. The Ghost is made to show all human emotions and 
sentiments. On the first occasion when he meets Hamlet on the battlements of Elsinore, he comes 
clad in armour, perhaps to signify his undiminished regality and majesty. He laments over the 
kinds of experiences he had been having since his murder, shows anger at his brother’s treachery, 
and he urges Hamlet’s friends to swear quickly, like an eager old man seeking a quick redress. He 
expresses his love for the truant Gertrude, and cautions Hamlet not to harm her. . 

The second time he appears is in the Queen’s closet, this time, clad in a nightgown, 
proper to the place he is visiting. Though primarily he came to remind Hamlet about his pledge 
(“to whet thy almost blunted purpose”), soon he displays a loving husband’s concern for his 
disturbed queen and asks Hamlet to reassure her. But when he realizes that she is not able to see or 
hear him, he is sorely disillusioned and leaves, with a reiteration to his son not to hurt her, but to 
“leave her to heaven”.  In his reactions to the developing situation in the human world, the Ghost 
is in no way different from a human character. 

If the first appearance of the Ghost serves a dramatic purpose, the second appearance 
serves a more sentimental purpose for the dramatist.  

It is not difficult to give a modern interpretation to the visitation of the Ghost. Puzzled by 
the circumstances, Hamlet was perhaps entertaining various doubts, and one that appeared 
plausible was Claudius murdering the King, -- the motive of gain is obvious. This suspicion  (“my 
prophetic soul, my uncle!”) could have been dramatically externalized. That the Ghost appeared to 
Bernardo, Marcellus and Horatio, besides Hamlet, does not pose any problem, because none of 
these characters cut across the course of action and vitiate it: for all dramatic purposes, they might 
not have seen the ghost at all! 

The second appearance also could be explained as a self-reminder for Hamlet after the 
play-within-the play clarified his doubt, and as he observes the helplessness of his mother. The 
ambience, his own words, “ay, madam, as bloody as kill a king and marry his brother”, and his 
hapless killing of Polonius, suddenly make him realize his remissness and delay in taking revenge. 
The Ghost’s parting exhortation to leave his mother to her own conscience also could be taken as 
autosuggestion, externalized.  

In the famous “To be, or not to be” soliloquy, Hamlet refers to “the undiscovered country 
from whose bourns no traveller returns”.  This is in tune with what Philosophy had taught him. 
But the Ghost whom he encounters contradicts his knowledge. That is why he is made to say to 
Horatio, “There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are thought of in your 
philosophy”. Perhaps Shakespeare is non-committal in his belief regarding ghosts and other 
supernatural beings. 

However that be, and whatever be the factors that prompted him to make use of a ghost, 
the Ghost in the play contributes significantly to the structure of the narrative and the nature of the 
tragedy. 
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II. III. 3. 2. Soliloquies. 

Soliloquy is a speech by a character when he is alone on the stage. (When he speaks to 
himself, and to the audiences, while others are present, it is called an ‘Aside’.) It is not exactly 
addressed to anybody, but the audiences ‘overhear’ what the character is saying to himself. It is a 
dramatic device wherein the character is thinking aloud, projecting his inner conflict, expressing 
his thoughts, or explaining his conduct or actions.  Thus a soliloquy can be a signpost or self-
introduction, may sum up feelings, (rarely go motive hunting, as in the case of Iago in Othello), or 
it can be reflective-meditative.  The last type may not have any direct link with the external action, 
but it reveals the character’s deeper levels of consciousness. So long as it is not misused for 
merely furnishing information to the audiences, soliloquy is a legitimate, and even unavoidable, 
dramatic device. However, the modern theoreticians of drama dismiss it as being artificial and 
undramatic.  Modern drama has, in the pursuit of ‘realism’, given up a very useful dramatic 
convention. 

Elizabethan drama made good use of soliloquies. Faustus’ choosing of Necromancy for 
study, and his final moments of anguish and spiritual struggle are only two of the many examples 
one can list out from the plays of the times. Shakespeare made use of the device generously in all 
his plays, including comedies (‘including’ because a comedy very rarely requires use for this 
device: the situation of Viola-Cesario in Twelfth Night and of Rosalind in As You Like It could not 
do without a soliloquy.)  Prince Hal in Henry IV, Richard II and Richard III, and Brutus in Julius 
Caesar are further examples who needed to express their inner thoughts. 

By its very nature, tragedy seems to require a use of this convention frequently. Macbeth 
and Lear, Othello and even Iago, and Hamlet indulge in soliloquies. Much of the delineation of the 
characters depends directly on what these soliloquies contain. Claudius has two to his name. Soon 
after the play, he suffers from a prick of conscience, turns repentant, and forcing his knees to bend, 
he tries to pray. His confession about fratricide and regicide is something that no one can express 
to an associate however intimate. Again, sending Hamlet in charge of Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern, he spells out what he had asked the King of England to do in his letter. This helps 
build up the tension among the audiences till they hear of Hamlet’s safe return, the action itself 
concentrating on Ophelia and Leartes and moving away from Hamlet. 

There are a total of seven soliloquies for Hamlet. The very first one refers to his mother’s 
incestuous wedding, thoughts about which he could not have shared with others. Moreover, it tells 
a good deal about his nature, and his world of values. In the ‘Hecuba’ passage he is struck by his 
inaction, and indulges in self-analysis: he fixes on the play as the thing that should help to catch 
“the conscience of the King”. The ‘Fortinbras’ passage makes him resolve that he had done with 
thinking, and that he would act now: “let my thoughts be bloody, or be nothing”. There is a small 
passage in which he wonders if he should kill the King, kneeling in prayer (“now might I do it 
pat”). It is unthinkable that Hamlet would speak out these words as regular dialogue. The situation 
makes a soliloquy inevitable.  The small one in which he prepares to meet his mother in her closet 
expresses his frame of mind (“speak daggers to her, though  use none”). “To be or not to be” is the 
most famous soliloquy of English literature. It is an existentialist cry, reflecting the universal 
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human predicament. It shows the protagonist in a speculative mood, an important side of his 
character. 

Talking of the unnaturalness of a soliloquy as a dramatic device, can there be an 
alternative to express what Hamlet was trying to do in the more important passages? More 
importantly, what would be our understanding or impression about Hamlet, in the event that there 
are no soliloquies, -- or those that are present are erased? He would appear a weak, blundering, 
vacillating and bloodthirsty person, not meriting our sympathy, and none at all of our admiration 
for being such a fascinating though puzzling character. This masterly use of soliloquies shows 
Shakespeare’s mastery of dramatic art, taking Hamlet to the very verge of things reprehensible, yet 
making him such an adorable and fascinating character, perhaps the most loved character in the 
entire Western literature!  

II. III. 3. 3.‘The Play within the Play’ 

In The Spanish Tragedy Kyd used a ‘play within a play’ device to wreak vengeance on 
the perpetrators of the original crime.  Shakespeare borrowed this device along with the ghost and 
madness for his Hamlet. The device, as used by Kyd, is crude: the protagonist, Hieronymo takes 
part in the play, and he persuades the antagonists to take two other roles. And as a part of the 
action, he kills his antagonists. It is improbable that the bride-to-be and the bridegroom-to-be 
should act in a play to entertain the visiting viceroy and the King of Spain. In Hamlet, it is used 
with greater artistry and finesse.  

As the troupe of players arrives at the court, Hamlet wishes to take their help to enact a 
play by way of entertainment: they had come to entertain the courtiers. The King and the Queen 
welcome the idea that the Prince, given to moods of melancholy should show enthusiasm in 
organizing a performance. Hamlet makes a deal with the chief actor that a particular play, ‘The 
Murder of Gonzago’, should be presented. He had seen it earlier, and from what he remembered of 
it, it ran parallel to his father’s murder. (In this play, a near relative poisons the King and courts 
the dead king’s spouse.) He was primarily interested in cornering the Claudius into exposing his 
guilt by word or gesture (based on the psychological principle that a person confronted by a show 
of a deed he had done would wince and betray himself. Remembering the love Elizabethan 
audiences had for tragedy, bloodshed, murder, and so on, Hamlet’s choice of the play here is quite 
apt. Not the protagonist and antagonist, but a roving group of actors is being employed for the 
purpose. All this is quite in order. As the play reaches its climax, and the player pours poison in 
the ears of the player King, Claudius understands not only the drift of the play, but also Hamlet’s 
knowledge of his crime, and the purpose of choosing this play for the show. He is upset, reacts 
violently, and the show is curtailed at that point.  But it had served the purpose as far as Hamlet is 
concerned (“O good Horatio, I’ll take the ghost’s word for a thousand pound”) 

But there are structural and thematic problems posed by this device that need to be 
resolved. The play, as edited by Hamlet, is preceded by a Dumb show, in which the events of the 
plot are quickly shown in mime. This was contrary to what Hamlet had asked them to do. He 
wished that Claudius should be taken by surprise. If he is alerted by the Dumb Show, the entire 
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plan would be defeated. Did not the King see the pantomime, and did he have to wait for the 
actual play before he could betray himself? Or did he miss the point, having seen it, -- or, as some 
experts opine, did he need a reiteration before the point struck home? 

The players of those days were in the habit of presenting a kind of brief dumb show to 
entertain one section of the audience. Shakespeare had reservations about the method, and 
expressed his views through Hamlet’s exhortation to the players. When they put it on, in spite of 
his warning, he was worried that the King might be alerted by the Dumb Show. Luckily (for him), 
the King was either preoccupied with the Queen, or was only half-attentive to something meant for 
the underlings (where are the underlings at a King’s court?)  It was a risky thing, and disturbed 
Hamlet (“this is miching mallecho; it means mischief”). 

There is the additional danger that some of the courtiers who might have watched the 
Show and the play might identify the villain with Hamlet because it is the nephew who poisons the 
king in the play. This is one of such other problems that contribute to the complexity of the play 
Hamlet, but one which works out favourably to the protagonist, by sheer luck! 

II. III.4.  Let us Some up Hamlet 
  

Hamlet, written in about 1600/1, at the height of Shakespeare’s creative powers, is that 
arguably the most popular and famous play ever written, and its hero seems to have exerted a huge 
fascination over theatre audiences of every age, race, colour, creed, and time. 
 

The play contains a great deal of corruption, sickness, and disease imagery. Some critics 
link this to the supposed decline of the Elizabethan 'golden age'. When Hamlet was written Queen 
Elizabeth was an old woman with no children of her own. The next in line to the throne was James 
VI of Scotland, king of England’s oldest enemy, and son of Mary Queen of Scots, executed on the 
orders of Queen Elizabeth some years previously. Civil war, an unpopular king, and acts of 
revenge against the old order were all possibilities, and may have contributed to an atmosphere of 
corruption and decay in the play. 
 

Of all Shakespeare's plays Hamlet is the one in which the most questions are asked and the 
fewest answered. Hamlet cannot be certain of how his father died, whether his mother knew or not 
of his father's murder, if the Ghost is telling the truth, or if his friends are indeed on his side. 
Hamlet is caught in a web of uncertainty, confusion, and misunderstanding; the harder he 
struggles, the more he becomes entangled. 
 

Deception and political intrigue are common features in the play, but even the masters of 
it, Claudius and Polonius, find that events run away with them, and all the intrigue and deception 
they can muster does not save them from death. 
 

Madness is an excellent protection for Hamlet, because the madman is unpredictable, and 
is avoided by other people. With both Hamlet and Ophelia, madness is seen as a symbol or sign of 
a mind that has been pushed beyond the level of tolerance, and which can no longer cope. 
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Appearance and reality is a major theme in Hamlet. Is the Ghost what he appears to be, the 
spirit of Hamlet's murdered father, or is he a spirit of evil sent to lure Hamlet to his destruction? Is 
Ophelia in love with Hamlet, or prepared to act merely as Polonius's spy on her ex-lover? Did 
Gertrude know about the murder of old Hamlet? Is Polonius an old fool, or one of the most 
dangerous men in the play?  Nothing in Hamlet is what it seems to be; almost everything could be 
interpreted in several different ways. 
 

One theory which attempts to explain the fascination of the play to successive generations 
states that the play dramatises the terrible realisation that all young people go through that life is 
not as simple, as good, or as straightforward as it appeared to be when they were children - a loss 
of innocence that is both painful and inevitable given a corrupt world and corrupt humanity. The 
play thus appeals to young people because Hamlet rebels against a cruel world, and to older 
people he emerges from the painful learning process a better and wiser man. 

 
Hamlet has every possible advantage. He is intelligent, physically proficient, and born into 

the highest family in the kingdom. He has a loving father and mother, and every advantage that 
money, rank, and privilege can bring. In a short space of time, one by one, everything that he has 
relied on in his life is taken away from him, often with cruel force. His father dies, and Hamlet 
then finds out that he has been murdered by his uncle, who now reigns with every sign of success, 
thus throwing doubt on family love and the whole honesty of the Danish court, as well as 
revealing how ruthless the streak of ambition can be in human nature. His mother shames him and 
the family name by a hasty remarriage, taking away Hamlet’s faith in his mother. The girl he 
appears to have been in love with is caught out acting as a spy on Hamlet for her father and the 
murdering Claudius. His friends from the University turn out to be acting on the orders of 
Claudius. Almost at a stroke Hamlet has lost father, mother, lover, and friends, and has been 
exposed to an ever-widening vein of corruption. It is as if Hamlet, up to the point where the play 
starts, has been leading his life behind screens which shielded him from the true horror and cruelty 
and corruption of human life. In a matter of weeks events serve to smash these screens and show 
him the full corruption and stink of human misdemeanour. In desperation he retreats into an act of 
madness, in a desperate attempt to gain time to distinguish appearance from reality, truth from 
deceit. In doing this Hamlet can be seen as the archetypcal adolescent, the young man who has the 
scales ripped from his eyes, and who suddenly sees life as it really is for the first time, but cannot 
find the means to confront it.  
 

Madness symbolises the breakdown of natural order in the mind, a breakdown which in 
turn reflects the breakdown of all law and natural order in Denmark, where a murderer reigns. 
Ironically it is the mad people who often speak the truth; this sanity-in-madness is a symbol of a 
topsy-turvy world where nothing is as expected. 
 

It is however perhaps surprising that there is any question about Hamlet’s sanity. Hamlet 
clearly announces to Horatio that he will feign madness. It allows Hamlet to say things that a sane 
man would not be permitted to say, and it distances him from other people, who, if they could get 
closer, might be able to distinguish his real motives. As Hamlet has been under severe strain it is 
also relatively easy for him to act mad. 
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The problem is that at times he does it too well, and can give the impression of being truly 

mad - that is, having lost all rational control over his actions. Only the reader or audience can 
decide. 

 
On the other hand, he is described as a ‘sweet prince’, and as someone who would have 

made a good king. He is popular with the people. He is a scholar and a fighter, the best Denmark 
has. He is a loving and loyal son, and does nothing to bring about the events that lead to the action 
of the play. He is placed in an appalling predicament and suffers vastly. As far as he is aware 
Ophelia and Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are spies for Claudius, and have betrayed him. He can 
and does do evil things; it need not spoil him completely or even partially as a hero, merely make 
him more realistic. His treatment of Ophelia may be a result of his attitude to women in general, 
which in turn springs from his reaction to his mother's betrayal of the family honour by her re-
marriage. 

 
After your reading of Hamlet your might like to ask if its only firm conclusion is that  

humans must suffer what is dealt out to them by Fate with dignity, strength, and without  
complaint; that humans can never hope to understand the complexity of life. Ask yourself also the 
signifance of Rosencrantz and guildensterm, Fortinbras, the episode on the pirate slip, why Hamlet 
leaps into Ophelia’s grave when he appears to have regained his vauity and  whether or not 
Gertrude realizes Uandius’s guilt. 
 
II.  III. 3.5.  Hamlet 

 
SELECT LITERARY CRITICISM 

 
If the dramas of Shakespeare were to be characterized, each by the particular excellence 

which distinguishes it from the rest, we must allow to the tragedy of Hamlet the praise of variety. 
The incidents are so numerous that the argument of the play would make a long tale. The scenes 
are interchangeably diversified with merriment and solemnity; with merriment that includes 
judicious and instructive observations; and solemnity not strained by poetical violence above the 
natural sentiments of man. New characters appear from time to time in continual succession, 
exhibiting various forms of life and particular modes of conversation. The pretended madness of 
Hamlet causes much mirth, the mournful distraction of Ophelia fills the heart with tenderness, and 
every personage produces the effect intended, from the Apparition, that in the First Act chills the 
blood with horror, to the Fop in the last, that exposes affectation to just contempt. . . . 

 
 Hamlet is, through the whole piece, rather an instrument than an agent. After he has, by the 

stratagem of the play, convicted the King, he makes no attempt to punish him; and his death is at 
last effected by an incident which Hamlet had no part in producing. 
 

SAMUEL JOHNSON (1765). 
 

The grief of Hamlet is for the death of a father: he entertains aversion against an incestuous 
uncle, and indignation at the ingratitude and guilt of a mother. . .. The death of his father was a 
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natural evil, and as such he endures it. That he is excluded from succeeding immediately to the 
royalty that belongs to him, seems to affect him slightly; for to vehement and vain ambition he 
appears superior. He is moved by finer principles, by an exquisite sense of virtue, of moral beauty 
and turpitude. The impropriety of Gertrude's behaviour, her ingratitude to the memory of her 
former husband, and the depravity she discovers in the choice of a successor, afflict his soul, and 
east him into utter agony. Here then is the principle and spring of all his actions. 

 
WILLIAM RICHARDSON (1784). 

 
 

AROUND the main action the play gathers a varied and attractive world within which the 
whole Renaissance atmosphere in its humours, its intrigue, its interest in art, language and 
superstition, gains ample illustration. At the centre is Hamlet himself, melancholic, introspective, 
witty, incomprehensible and gracious, that strange, unaccountable Renaissance prince in whom, 
by some unfathomable miracle, Everyman not only in England but wherever the play is enacted, 
finds the image of his own art. 

B. IFOR EVANS, English Literature (1044). 
 

The Character of Hamlet 
 

The character of Hamlet has been many times discussed, and the opinions expressed may, 
for the most part, be ranged in two opposing camps. Some critics have held, with Goethe and 
Coleridge, that Hamlet is Shakespeare's study of the unpractical temperament; the portrait of a 
dreamer. Others, denying this, have called attention to his extraordinary courage and promptitude 
in action. He follows the Ghost without a moment's misgiving, in spite of his companions' 
warnings. He kills Polonius out of hand, and, when he finds his mistake, brushes it aside like a fly, 
to return to the main business. He sends Rosencrantz and Guildenstern to their death with cool 
despatch, and gives them a hasty epitaph: 

 
“Tis dangerous when the baser nature comes  
Between the pass and fell incensed points 
Of mighty opposites. 
 

In the sea-fight, we are told, he was the first to board the pirate vessel. And nothing in 
speech could be more pointed, practical, and searching, than his rapid- cross-examination of 
Horatio concerning the appearance of the Ghost. Some of those who lay stress on these things go 
further, and maintain that Hamlet succeeds in his designs. His business was to convince himself of 
the King's guilt, and to make open demonstration of it before all Denmark. When these things are 
done, he stabs the King, and though his own life is taken by treachery, his task is accomplished, 
now that the story of the murder cannot be buried in his grave. 
 

Yet when we read this or any other summary of the events narrated, we feel that it takes us 
far from the real theme of the play. A play is not a collection of the biographies of those that 
appear in it. It is a grouping of certain facts and events round a single centre, so that they may be 
seen at a glance. In this play that centre is the mind of Hamlet. We see with his eyes, and think his 
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thoughts. When once we are caught in the rush of events we judge him no more than we judge 
ourselves. Almost all that has ever been said of his character is true; his character is so live and 
versatile that it presents many aspects. 

 
It is observed by Coleridge that in Hamlet the equilibrium between the real and the 

imaginary worlds is disturbed. Just such a disturbance, so to call it, is produced by any great shock 
given to feeling, by bereavement or crime breaking in upon the walled serenity of daily life and 
opening vistas into the infinite expanse, where only the imagination can travel. The horizon is 
widened far beyond the narrow range of possible action; the old woes of the world are revived, 
and pass like shadows before the spellbound watcher. What Hamlet does is of little importance; 
nothing that he can do would avert the tragedy, or lessen his own agony. It is not by what he does 
that he appeals to us, but by what he sees and feels. 

WALTER RALEIGH, Shakespeare (1907). 

In Hamlet, what Shakespeare values and makes us value is an extreme of experiencing 
power which, while it may produce the symptoms of irresolution, is not irresolution.  In Hamlet 
there is neither uncertainty nor poverty of values; it is because his values are so rich and strong 
that he experiences all things so fully; and because he experiences them fully, he is more hurt by 
the calamity that befalls him than the common hero would be. But his hurt is also of a peculiar 
kind; the very calamity, beginning as external, becomes internal; his mind cannot adjust itself to 
the world of the court, as he finds it, or to life itself, since the world of the court is part of life. It is 
not merely conscience but his sovereign reason that rebels and is shaken by .its own rebellion. The 
common hero, in such a case, would do something effective; in a tragedy he would be killed doing 
it, and the tragedy would consist of his death. But Hamlet's tragedy is his life after he has learned 
the truth from the Ghost; and it consists in the fact that, by his very virtues, moral, intellectual, and 
aesthetic, he is prevented from doing anything effective. It is the tragedy of 'Captive good 
attending captain ill’; and yet we are sure that this very capacity for suffering is more to be valued 
than the common hero's effectiveness. We may not be able to say why; we may, when the spell of 
Hamlet is no longer upon us, even ask why he does not act like the common hero; but, so long as 
we are under his spell, we do value him, not in terms of what he does, but in terms of himself. 

 

A. CLUTTON BROCK, Hamlet (1922). 

It should be plain to any reader that the signal characteristic Hamlet's inmost nature is by 
no means irresolution or hesitation or any form of weakness, but rather the strong conflux of 
contending forces. That during four whole acts Hamlet cannot or does not make up his mind to 
any direct and deliberate action against his uncle is true enough; true, also, we may say, that 
Hamlet had somewhat more of mind than another man to make up, and might properly want 
somewhat more time than might another man to do it in; but not, I venture to say in spite of 
Goethe, through innate inadequacy to his task and unconquerable weakness of will; not, I venture 
to think in spite of Hugo, through immedicable scepticism of the spirit and irremediable 
propensity to nebulous intellectual refinement. One practical point in the action of the play 
precludes us from accepting so ready a solution of the riddle as is suggested either by the simple 
theory of half-heartedness or by the simple hypothesis of doubt. There is absolutely no other 
reason, we might say there was no other excuse, for the introduction or intrusion of an else 
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superfluous episode into a play which was already, and which remains even after all possible 
excisions, one of the longest plays upon record. The compulsory expedition of Hamlet to England, 
his discovery by the way of the plot laid against his life, his interception of the King's letter and 
his forgery of a substitute for it against the lives of the King's agents, the ensuing adventure of the 
sea-fight, with Hamlet's daring act of hot-headed personal intrepidity, his capture and subsequent 
release on terms giving no less patent proof of his cool-headed and ready-witted courage and 
resource than the attack had afforded of his physically impulsive and even impetuous hardihood-
all this serves no purpose whatever but that of exhibiting the instant and almost unscrupulous 
resolution of Hamlet's character in time of practical need. But for all that he or Hamlet has got by 
it, Shakespeare might too evidently have spared. his pains; and for all this voice as of one crying in 
the wilderness, Hamlet will too surely remain to the majority of students, not less than to all actors 
and all editors and all critics, the standing type and embodied emblem of irresolution, half-
heartedness, and doubt. 

A. C. SWINBURNE, A Study of Shakespeare (1879). 

 

His troubles apart, what sort of a man is Hamlet? The course of the action gives us three 
different views of him: in his disillusioned grief; under the strain of his madness; and returning, 
hardened, to quit his account with the King. But they are all abnormal views. And, while we 
discount without much difficulty the antic disposition and even the moments of sore distraction, 
there would be no measuring the depth of the moral tragedy did not Shakespeare contrive to give 
us also some refracted glimpses of a more normal man. 

 
The players are put to this use. The imaginative Hamlet finds forgetfulness in that unreal 

world, and in the noble music of Aeneas' tale to Dido, though his thoughts soon drift back. 
 

Here is the man of fastidious taste, who prefers a play that ‘pleased not the million' and had 
‘no sallets in the lines to make the matter savoury' -- upon which small point alone he will be at 
odds with his surroundings, with the revelling Claudius, and with that man of the world Polonius, 
who is  for a jig, or a tale of bawdry, or he sleeps. 
 

Here is a Hamlet, too, as princely in welcoming a common player as his friend, as (from 
another standpoint) in his frank mockery of Polonius, and (from yet another) in his curt warning to 
the favoured player not to follow his example. The famous advice to the players throws light on 
the intrinsic Hamlet too.  It is like him, at such a crisis, to trouble with it at all. Upon what he has 
written for them to act his whole project may depend; but that they might mouth it, or saw the air 
with their hands, or o'erstep the modesty of nature cannot matter in the least. But this is Hamlet 
ingrain; delighting in the thing that does not matter, and delighting in it for its own sake; and only 
the more because it is a fictive thing. The imaginative I man prefers the unreal to the real; he can 
have his will of it. 

 
But the chief use of these glimpses of a sounder Hamlet is for a counterpoise to the 

soliloquies--where, it first blush, we might expect to see him as he most unfeignedly is. But we do 
not. In a tragedy of spiritual struggle, discord will be at its worst when a man is left alone with his 
thoughts. When we see Hamlet alone he is either lapsed in self-conscious grief, or savagely self-
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reproachful, wrought to murderous excitement, or in suicidal despair. And when, in the calm of 
defeat, he deliberately questions himself, he has to admit that he knows nothing of himself at all. 

 
But, this moral turmoil apart, it is not from his self-communings that we should best learn 

the simple truth about him. He is too imaginative a man for that. When he says to his mother: 
you shall not budge; 

You go not till I set you up a glass 
Where you may see the inmost part of you. . . 

 
it is his own disposition that prompts the image. He is always looking at himself in the glass of his 
conscience. He tells the players 'to hold, as 'twere, the mirror up to nature'; and there is, indeed, 
more than a little of the actor in him. 

 
It is not that he is crudely self-conscious. But he is ever trying to see himself, with his 

mind's eye, as he is; never, in the nature of things, succeeding; never satisfied of the truth of what 
he sees. Before such a mirror so constantly and provokingly held up a man inevitably falls to 
attitudinising, and to distorting the truth about himself. Till suffering has flogged. all self-
consciousness out of him, Hamlet is ever a little apt to be striking spiritual attitudes. 

HARLEY GRANVILLE-BARKER,  
Prefaces to Shakespeare: Third Series (1937). 

 
The character of Hamlet is itself a pure effusion of genius. It is not a character marked by 

strength of passion or will, but by refinement of thought and feeling. Hamlet is as little of the hero 
as a man can well be: but he is a young and princely novice, full of high enthusiasm and quick 
sensibility--the sport of circumstances, questioning with fortune, and refining on his own feelings, 
and forced from the natural bias of his character by the strangeness of his situation. He seems 
incapable of deliberate action, and' is only hurried into extremities on the spur of the occasion, 
when he has no time to reflect, as in the scene where he kills Polonius, and again, where he alters 
the letters which Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are taking with them to England, purporting his 
death. At other times, when he is most bound to act, he remains puzzled, undecided and sceptical, 
dallies with his purposes, till the occasion is lost, and always finds some pretence to relapse into 
indolence and thoughtfulness again. For this reason he refuses to kill the King when he is at his 
prayers, and by a refinement in malice, which is in truth only an excise for his own want of 
resolution, defers his revenge to some more fatal opportunity, when its object shall be engaged in 
some act 'that has no relish of salvation in it'. 

 
 

He is the prince of philosophical speculators, and because he cannot have his revenge 
perfect, according to the most refined idea his wish can form, he misses it altogether. So he 
scruples to trust the suggestions of the Ghost, contrives the scene of the play to have surer proof of 
his uncle's guilt, and then rests satisfied with this confirmation of his suspicions, and the success 
of his experiment, instead of acting upon it. Yet he is sensible of his own weakness, taxes himself 
with it, and tries to reason himself out of it. . .. It is not for any want of attachment to his father or 
abhorrence of his murder that Hamlet is thus dilatory, but it is more to his taste to indulge his 
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imagination in reflecting upon the enormity of thc crime and refining on his schemes of 
vengeance, than to put them into immediate practice. His ruling passion is to think, not-to act: and 
any vague pretence that flatters this propensity instantly diverts him from his previous purposes. . . 
. 
 

Hamlet is probably, of all other of Shakespeare's characters, the most difficult to personate 
on the stage. It is like the i attempt to embody a shadow. . . . The character is spun to the finest 
thread, yet never loses its continuity. It has the i yielding flexibility of a wave of the sea I It is 
made up of undulating lines, without a single sharp angle. There is no set purpose, no straining at a 
point. The observations are suggested by the passing scene the gusts of passion come and go, like 
the sounds of music borne on the wind. The interest depends not on the action, but on the 
thoughts. 

WILLIAM HAZLITT,  
Characters 01 Shakespeare's Plays (1818). 

 
People indeed reflect so little in the theatre. What has just passed is scarcely remembered, 

yet judgement is pronounced upon what is directly before their eyes; the public depends upon 
what it sees, and is so engrossed with that, that it is led without thought into the greatest violations 
of logic. To consider Hamlet insane, then again immediately to believe that it is mere feigning, 
and then to return to the first impression, and to continue changing thus backwards and forwards, 
is nothing that a poet like Shakespeare might not count upon in a susceptible public. He 
commands, and his audience follow him obediently like children, to whom he tells a story, making 
them laugh and cry by turns. 

HERMAN GRIMM (1875). 
 

One very manifest purpose of adopting the disguise of feigned madness was to obtain 
access to the King in some moment of unguarded privacy. . .. The ordinary tone of social 
intercourse would be the last he would willingly or successfully support. This feint of madness 
offered a disguise to him the more welcome, and which called for less constraint, than the 
laboured support of an ordinary, unnoticeable demeanor. The mimicry of madness was but the 
excess of that levity and wildness which naturally sprang from his impatient and overwrought 
spirit. It afforded some scope to those disquieted feelings which it served to conceal. The feint of 
madness covered all, -- even the sarcasm, and disgust, and turbulence, which it freed in some 
measure from an intolerable restraint. Nor was it a disguise ungrateful to a moody spirit, grown 
careless of the respect of men, and indifferent to all the 'ordinary projects and desires of life. The 
masquerade brought with it no sense of humiliation it pleased a misanthropic humor,-it gave him 
shelter and a sort of escape from society, and it cost him little effort. That mingled bitterness and 
levity, which served for the representation of insanity, was often the most faithful expression of 
his feelings.  

Blackwood's Magazine (1839). 

Hamlet, among all the characters of Shakespeare, is the most eminently a metaphysician 
and psychologist. He is a close observer, continually analysing his own nature and that of others, 
letting fall his little drops of acid irony on all who come near him, to make them show what they 
are made of. Even Ophelia is not too sacred, Osric not too contemptible for experiment. If such a 
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man assumed madness, he would play his part perfectly. . " If you deprive Hamlet of reason, there 
is no truly tragic motive left. He would be a fit subject for Bedlam, but not for the stage. We might 
have pathology enough, but no pathos. Ajax first becomes tragic when he recovers his wits. If 
Hamlet is irresponsible, the whole play is a chaos. 
 

This feigned madness of Hamlet's is one of the few points in which Shakespeare has kept 
close to the old story on which he founded his play; and as he never decided without deliberation, 
so he never acted without unerring judgement. Hamlet drifts through the whole play. . .. The 
scheme of simulated insanity is precisely the one he would have been likely to hit upon, because it 
enabled him to follow his own bent, and to drift with an apparent purpose, postponing decisive 
action by the very means he adopts to arrive at its accomplishment, and satisfying himself with the 
show of doing something that he may escape so much the longer the dreaded necessity of really 
doing anything at all. 

J.R. LOWELL (1870) 
 

‘Hamlet' and ‘ Macbeth' 
 

In 'Macbeth and Hamlet not only is the feeling of a supreme power or destiny peculiarly 
marked, but it has also at times a peculiar tone, which may be called, in a sense, religious. I cannot 
make my meaning clear without using language too definite to describe truly the imaginative 
impression produced; but it is roughly true that, while we do not imagine the supreme power as a 
divine being who avenges crime, or as a providence which supernaturally interferes, our sense of it 
is influenced by the fact that Shakespeare uses current religious ideas here much more decidedly 
than in Othello or King Lear. The horror in Macbeth's soul is more than once represented as 
desperation at the thought that he is eternally 'lost' ; the same idea appears in the attempt of 
Claudius at repentance; and as Hamlet nears its close the' religious' tone of the tragedy is deepened 
in two ways. In the first place, accident' is introduced into the plot in its barest and least dramatic 
form, when Hamlet is brought back to Denmark by the chance of the meeting with the pirate ship. 
. .. It appears probable that the 'accident' is meant to impress the imagination as the very reverse of 
'accidental', and with many readers it certainly does so. And that this was the intention is made the 
more likely by a second fact, the fact that in connection with the events of the voyage Shakespeare 
introduces that feeling on Hamlet's part of his being in the hands of Providence. . . . 

 
We may remember another significant point of resemblance between Hamlet and Macbeth, 

the appearance in each play of a Ghost, -- a figure which seems quite in place in either, whereas it 
would seem utterly out of place in Othello or King Lear. Much might be said of the Ghost in 
Hamlet, but I confine myself to the matter which we are now considering. What is the effect of the 
appearance of the Ghost? And, in particular, why does Shakespeare make this Ghost so majestical 
a phantom, giving it that measured and solemn utterance, and that air of impersonal abstraction 
which forbids, for example, all expression of affection for Hamlet and checks in Hamlet the 
outburst of pity for his father? Whatever the intention may have been, the result is that the Ghost 
affects imagination not simply as the apparition of a dead king who desires the accomplishment of 
his purposes, but also as the representative of that hidden ultimate power, the messenger of divine 
justice set upon the expiation of offences which it appeared impossible for man to discover and 
avenge, a reminder or a symbol of the connection of the limited world of ordinary experience with 
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the vaster life of which it is but a partial appearance. And as, at the beginning of the play, we have 
this intimation, conveyed through the medium of the received religious idea of a soul come from 
purgatory, so at the end, conveyed through the similar idea of a soul carried by angels to its rest, 
we have an intimation of the same character, and a reminder that the apparent failure of Hamlet's 
life is not the ultimate truth concerning him. 

A. C. BRADLEY, Shakesperean Tragedy (1904). 
 

The Imagery of the Play 

In Hamlet, naturally, we find ourselves in an entirely different atmosphere. If we look 
closely we see this is partly due to the number of images of sickness, disease or blemish of the 
body, in the play, and we discover that the idea of an ulcer or tumour, as descriptive of the 
unwholesome condition of Denmark morally, is, on the whole, the dominating one. 

 
Hamlet speaks of his mother's sin as a blister on the 'fair forehead of an innocent love', she 

speaks of her 'sick soul'. and as in King Lear the emotion is so strong and the picture so vivid, that 
the metaphor overflows into the verbs and adjectives: heaven's face, he tells her, is thought-sick at 
the act; her husband is a mildew'd ear, blasting his wholesome brother; to have married him, her 
sense must be not only sickly, but apoplex'd. Finally, at the end of that terrific scene (III. iv.), he 
implores her not to soothe herself with the belief that his father's apparition is due to her son's 
madness, and not to her guilt, for that  

 
will but skin and film the ulcerous place, 

Whiles rank corruption, mining all within,  
Infects unseen. 

 
So also, later, he compares the unnecessary fighting between Norway and Poland to a kind 

of tumour which grows out of too much prosperity. lie sees the country and the people in it alike in 
terms of a sick body needing medicine or the surgeon's knife. When he surprises Claudius at his 
prayers, he exclaims, 
 

This physic but prolongs thy sickly days; 
 
and he describes the action of conscience in the unforgettable picture of the healthy, ruddy 
countenance turning pale with sickness. A mote in the eye, a vicious mole, a galled chilblain. a 
probed wound and purgation, are also among Hamlet's images; and the mind of Claudius runs 
equally on the same theme. 
 

When he hears of the murder of Polonius, he declares that his weakness in not sooner 
having had Hamlet shut up was comparable to the cowardly action of a man with a 'foul disease' 
who 
 

To keep it from divulging, let it feed 
Even on the pith of life; 
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and later, when arranging to send Hamlet to England and to his death. he justifies it by the 
proverbial tag: 
 

diseases desperate grown  
By desperate appliance are relieved,  
Or not at all ; 

 
and adjures the English King to carry out his behest, in the words of a fever patient seeking a 
sedative: 
 

For like the hectic in my blood he rages,  
And thou must cure me. 

 
When working on Lacrtes, so that he will easily fall in with the design for the fencing 

match, his speech is full of the same underlying thought of a body sick, or ill at ease: 
  goodness, growing to a plurisy, 

Dies in his own too much;  
 
and finally, he sums up the essence of the position and its urgency with lightning vividness in a 
short medical phrase: 
  
  But, to the quick o' the ulcer: 

Hamlet comes back. 
. . . In Hamlet, . . . anguish is not the dominating thought, but rottenness, disease, corruption, the 
result of dirt; the people are' muddied', 
 

Thick and unwholesome in their thoughts and whispers; 
 

and this corruption is, in the words of Claudius, 'rank' and 'smells to heaven', so that the state of 
things in Denmark which shocks, paralyses and finally overwhelms Hamlet, is as the foul tumour 
breaking inwardly and poisoning the whole body, while showing 
  
   no cause without 
   Why the man dies. 
 

This image pictures and reflects not only the outward condition which causes Hamlet's 
spiritual illness, but also his own state. 

CAROLINE SPURGEON,  
Shakespeare's Imagery (1935). 
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II. III. 4  Sample Questions. 
1. Development of drama in Elizabethan England. 

2. Revenge play, and revenge motive in Elizabethan drama 

3. Characteristics of Shakespearean tragedy 

4. Consider Hamlet as a tragedy 

5. The role of Ophelia (or) the Ghost in the play Hamlet 

6. Significance of ‘the play within the play’ 

7. Hamlet’s character 

8. ‘Character is destiny’—how far is it true of Hamlet? 

9. Causes for delay. 

10. Is Hamlet mad? 

11. Hamlet is the tragedy of a man who is given to too much thinking. 

12. Character of Polonius (or) Claudius 

13. Supernatural element in the play. 

14. The importance of soliloquy in the play. 

15. The tragic world of Hamlet 
 

II. III. 5. Suggested Reading: 
Verity (ed), Hamlet 

Furness (ed), Veriorum edition of Hamlet 

Walter Raleigh, Shakespeare 

KRS Iyengar, Shakespeare, his Mind and Art 

H Granville-Barker, Prefaces to Shakespeare’s Plays 

AC Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy 

John Dover Wilson, What Happens in Hamlet? 

TS Eliot, Elizabethan Essays. 

Prof. R. SARASWATHI 
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III. THE SONNETS 
 
Structure 
 
III. 0     Objectives 
III. 1     Introduction 
III. 2.1  Background 
     2.2  Summary 
III.3      Some Problems 

3.1 Themes 
3.2 Dedication, Dating etc., 
3.3 Autobiographical Element  

III.4.     Sample Questions 
III.5.     Suggested Reading  
 
III.0 Objectives 
 
After going through the Unit you will be able to 
 

 Understand the form ‘Sonnet’ 
 Tradition of Sonnet-Writing 
 Kinds of Sonnets 
 Themes of prescribed sonnets and 
 Shakespeare’s greatness as a sonneteer. 

 
III. 1. Introduction 
 
 This lesson enables you to understand the form ‘sonnet’ and its evolution and 
development.  You will be able to understand Shakespear’s excellence as a poet and as a 
sonneteer. 
 
III.2.1. Background 

Sonnet is a fourteen-lined stanza probably developed in Italian literature before 14th 
century. Petrarch, the greatest love poet of that century, popularized it by using it for his love 
poems. He became a trendsetter for love poetry for almost the entire Europe during the 
Renaissance.  Wyatt and the Earl of Surrey, the two poets of pre-Elizabethan England introduced 
the sonnet form into English. Many of their compositions in this genre were published in Tottel’s 
Miscellany in 1557. This simple literary form caught the attention of the later scholar-poets, 
Spenser, Sidney, Drayton and others. 

Thanks to Petrarch and his imitators, sonnet got firmly linked with love poetry, and love 
poetry itself developed certain conventions. So when the Elizabethan poets started composing 
sonnets, they also borrowed the conventions which came with the sonneteering tradition. The 
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themes always range between a description of the beauty and cruelty of the lady love, the lover’s 
infatuation for her, his concern over her refusal to take a mate, and therefore his appeal to her to 
marry and beget children. They talked about the mutability of human life and the fading of one’s 
beauty, they philosophized on the relentlessness of Time and the impossibility to escape death. 
The poetic convention also included the similes and metaphors the poets tended to use to describe 
the various beautiful aspects of the lady, and describe the poet-lover’s despondency over 
unrequited love and so on.  (The literary picture in regard to the sonneteering during 16th century 
reminds one of the era of ‘prabandha’ poetry in Telugu, in which too there are literary conventions 
about themes, styles, imagery and the like.) 

Because of the simplicity of its structure and the popularity of the themes, all the young 
poets, aspirants to poetry, and poetasters, took to writing sonnets. When critics described England 
of the 16th century as “a nest of singing birds”, they are probably referring to the prolific writing of 
amorous verse by nearly all who had any pretense to writing.  Of course only a few of them could 
be said to have really mastered the technique of even the sonnet form, and turned out sonnets 
worth reading. Philip Sidney’s Astrophel and Stella and Spenser’s Amoretti are two of the more 
popular sonnet sequences. (A sonnet sequence is a string of sonnets connected in theme: a number 
of sonnets addressed to the same lady love, or making the same appeal in different, convoluted 
shapes and using varied arguments.)  The last decade of the century, probably 1592-1601, was the 
time when sonnet writing was at its height in England, and there were innumerable sonnet 
sequences by almost every poet, full-fledged, half-baked or pretentious. 

It is natural that Shakespeare too should have heard of the new fad, the tradition as well as 
the conventions. He too was young and aspiring to make a mark, or just rousing the envy of a few 
scholar-writers. He is reputed, by tradition, to be a prolific reader, covering all translated works, 
tales, legends, histories, biographies, travel accounts, as also a few works in French, and maybe 
Latin too (of which he had working knowledge).  It is not difficult to imagine the young 
Shakespeare viewing the new genre and the tradition with curiosity, and do some experiment in it. 
Fundamentally a poet who saw the possibility of the dramatic in everything, he turned out a 
number of sonnets on a theme that is conventional, and yet different, using the same imagery as 
found in the tradition of love poetry, and altering the structure to make it more ‘malleable’, more 
expressive, and less rigid. In other words, taking up the sonnet as it was borrowed from Italian and 
practised by his contemporaries, he molded it in such a way as to leave his impress upon it.  It is 
no wonder that Shakespearean sonnet has come down as distinct from the Petrarchan sonnet. The 
very fact that the sonnet is called after him (‘Shakespearean’, not ‘Spenserian’ or ‘Sidneyan’) 
indicates that he was not a mere imitator, as the other poets, but took his place by the side of 
Petrarch in this regard!) 

The Petrarchan sonnet has a natural break after the eighth line. The fourteen lines are 
divided into an octave (8 lines) and a sestet (6 lines). Petrarch used the octave for a query, a doubt, 
or a statement to be debated, and in the sestet, answered the question, cleared the doubt or 
concluded the argument. So there was cohesiveness, an integrity, in the sonnet. All those who 
borrowed and imitated in English followed this model, though the Earl of Surrey himself furnished 
an alternative, which was used by Daniel and Drayton. Even Milton of the next century chose to 
use the classical structure for his Latin and many English sonnets. Later writers like Wordsworth 
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and Keats also favoured it. But Shakespeare found the model used by Drayton and Daniel more 
resilient, and broke the sonnet into four quatrains (4 lined stanzas) and a couplet (2 lines). With 
this structure, he had a greater elbow room for expression, while the end couplet “served either to 
summarize or else in epigrammatic form to serve as an antithesis to the rest of the sonnet”.  Some 
of his sonnets do show a octave-sestet break-up in theme, though they are very few. Moreover, he 
altered the rhyme scheme too. The octave of the Petrarchan sonnet has ‘abba abba‘ and the sestet 
has ‘cdcdcd’ or ‘cdecde’. The scheme we find in a Shakespeare sonnet is ‘abab cdcd efef gg’. The 
simplicity of the structure made this form more popular, and rightly named after the poet who was 
responsible for its popularity. 

We said earlier that Shakespeare wrote his sonnets on a theme that is conventional and yet 
different, using the same imagery, but with a difference. The conventions of love poetry present a 
young lady, as cruel as she is beautiful, and as stubborn. The lover is usually the poet himself, and 
he indulges in serenading the lady despite her rejection of his advances. He admonishes her over 
her cruelty to herself and refusal to marry, since she would die without leaving a copy of her 
beauty behind. Somewhere on the way there is a rival for the poet to the lady’s attention. Jealousy 
and magnanimous surrender are the result. All these are presented in conventional imagery, which 
is stock-in-trade of the sonneteering tradition.  Shakespeare uses all these features and some more, 
yet projects an entirely different picture of the situation. 

For, most of his sonnets are address to a handsome young man. His beauty and the 
transient nature of earthly beauty are described in conventional language. He talks of the young 
man’s need to marry, and leave a copy of his beauty to the world in gratitude to Nature which had 
showered on him the riches of his physical beauty. He talks of the passing time, and the 
approaching end. 

He also talks of a rival to him, a rival poet who had inveigled himself into the young man’s 
favours during his temporary absence. There is a lady too; but here she is a dark one, not pretty in 
conventional sense, but all the same alluring.  He makes use of conventional imagery to convey 
the opposite of beautiful and graceful in her. The poet is her slave, and is saddened that she had 
seduced his favourite; that his loss is a double one, the loss of a friend, and the loss of his mistress. 
He blames her for her treachery, but he is indulgent towards the young man and is ready to 
condone the lapse. 

Looking at the group of sonnets Shakespeare wrote, we tend to believe that he too was 
participating in the sonneteering revels of the times. The sequence carries all the traits of 
conventional sonnets, displaced no doubt, yet all there, as in a Picasso painting. Because of this we 
wonder how much of seriousness went into the composition. Dramatist that he was, his energies 
would have been focussed on turning writing dramas. Any versification he indulged in could be 
off-hand, casual, maybe more to while away time, or even to experiment with a new, interesting 
form. It could also be a reflection of something intensely personal, a record of some disturbing 
experiences, which occasionally peep through there and there in his plays. But whether they are 
literary exercises or a passionate recordation of personal anguish, these sonnets are a repository of 
a very high poetic order. 
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III.2.2 Summary 

No. 12.  The clock tells the passage of time, and the day sinks into night. Men grow grey, 
lofty trees shed leaves, an entire grove that shaded the herds of sheep from summer’s sun grows 
barren. Vigorous summer grows old, dies and is buried in grim winter. When the entire nature is 
put to waste, the poet wonders how the young man could save his beauty from the ravages of time. 
Nothing can defend it from the onslaught of Time, except progeny. It is only one’s children who 
can carry a copy of one’s beauty, and thus defeat the design of Time. (The poet is suggesting that 
the young man should marry and beget children if he wished the future generations to have a 
glimpse of his beauty.) 

No. 18.  The young man, according to the poet, is more gracious and eve-tempered, than 
summer. The buds of May may be marred by rough winds; summer itself may be too short; 
sometimes the sun shines too bright, and more often dimmed and behind clouds. By chance, or by 
the shifting moods of Nature, things of beauty may decline or be destroyed. But the poet assures 
the young man that his beauty, and its reputation, will enjoy ‘eternal summer’, and will not come 
under the dragnet of Death, for he is immortalized in the poet’s verse. As long as men live and can 
see and read, the verse will give life to the young man. 

No. 20.  The poet says, the young man possesses almost feminine beauty, his face hand-
crafted by Nature herself; his heart is gentle like a woman’s, but not changeable like a woman’s; 
his eye is brighter than that of a woman, but not false like a woman’s rolling eye. A man by nature 
and in control of all nature, he attracts men’s eyes and fills women with wonder. Attracting the 
poet with beauty, yet being a man, he becomes the “master-Mistress” of his passion. Originally 
Nature intended him for the poet, but slipping up, it made him into a man, thus deceiving the poet. 
Reconciling to the situation, the poet is content that the young man should give him his love, even 
if he should satisfy his manhood in the company of women. 

No. 23.  An imperfect actor might be upset by stage fright, or he may overact, and weaken 
his impact. Similarly the poet, afraid to trust his luck, or overwhelmed by the enormity of his own 
love, fails to give full expression to his own devotion to love. He appeals to the young man to 
ignore his imperfectly spoken professions of love, but rather look into his verses to read what 
silent love has expressed, for after all, love’s language is to be found in looks, and not in speeches.  

No. 30.  In a pensive mood the poet calls up the memory of past experiences.  At such 
times, he regretfully remembers many qualities he did not possess, and remembers the wastage of 
his youth. Unused to weeping, he would shed tears for dear friends gone into Death’s embrace, 
and again would lament over the sorrows of love as well as the loss of lovely sights. These 
sessions only serve to moan over the dead past, as if he had not paid that debt earlier. But when he 
remembers his dear friend at such times, he feels that all his sorrows are ended, and that all losses 
restored. Such is the reviving impact the young man has on the poet. 

No. 33.  {rack  mass of floating clouds; region clouds  clouds of the sky; alchemy  ancient 
science, based on the belief that metals could be transformed into gold.} 
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Often one sees the sun of a glorious morning light up the hills, transform the streams and 
pasturelands with ‘heavenly alchemy’.  But soon the dark clouds hide the sun’s face from the 
world; the sun sinks in the west in ‘disgrace’. Even thus, the human ‘sun’, the young man, shone 
on the poet for a brief while in triumphant splendour, and the rank clouds hide him from the poet 
now. But this does not diminish the poet’s love for the young man, for if the heaven’s sun is 
defaced, what to say about the humans? 

No. 35.  Beautiful roses have thorns; silver fountains still have mud; sun and moon are 
afflicted by clouds and eclipses; even the sweetest bud carries a canker in its heart. After all men 
do err.  Even the poet committed the error of excusing the young man’s trespass. So he need not 
feel sorry about it. The poet is ready to forgive the young man for all his errors and much more, 
himself the plaintiff and himself the advocate for  the young man against his own self. There is so 
much of internal struggle in the poet, that it is no wonder he aids and abets the ‘sweet thief’ who 
robs him.  (He is here talking about the poet’s mistress betraying him and seducing the young 
man.) 

No. 55.  The verse of the poet is more powerful and long-lasting than marble structures or 
royal monuments: in time they would be abandoned and marked by passing time, or destroyed by 
battles or civil strife. No such depredation would affect the record of the young man’s memory: 
his praise shall live through till the Doomsday.  The young man may be reassured that he would 
live in the works of the poet, as he lives in the lover’s eyes, until he is called to his judgment.  

No. 60.  Just as the waves in the sea move towards the shore, one after the other, in a 
sequence, the minutes hasten to the end in the relentless march of time. Born in brightness, man 
crawls towards maturity, the crown of manhood. But soon it is eclipsed, and time that had 
endowed gifts in childhood and youth takes them all back. The pride and beauty set on youth’s 
brow is furrowed with lines in due course. And nothing can save itself from the fell stroke of the 
sickle of Time. Yet, says the poet, his verse praising the young man’s worth would stand against 
the ravages of Time.  

No. 64.  In the relentless march of Time, proud products of an age, the magnificent 
monuments and lofty towers, are destroyed or razed to the ground,  brass itself  becomes slave to 
‘mortal rage’; oceans submerge the land, or land pushes out the sea, now gaining, now losing. 
When the poet notices such alteration in the state of things, or the very condition of things getting 
confounded, he begins to ponder on the possibility that his precious love too will be targeted by 
Time. The very thought of the possible loss of his love is like death to him, because he cannot but 
choose to love something that is ‘mortal’ and ‘short-living’.  

 

No. 73.  The poet describes his own old age: it is the winter of life, when the cold breezes 
shake the boughs without, or with few yellowed leaves of a once mighty tree, now with only a sad 
moan where once sweet birds sang. His life is in its evening, fading into twilight, soon to be 
overtaken by black night. This is a kind of death. It is like the fire that is dying out, fire lying on its 
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own ashes, consumed by that same air which had earlier kindled and nourished it.  The young man 
sees this state in the poet, and this knowledge makes his love stronger indeed; or, to love 
something that one knows one must soon lose, is to love well.  

No. 94.  Some people have the power to hurt, but do not use that power; they desist from 
doing what they appear to be inclined to do. Such people may affect others, but are themselves 
unaffected, unmoved, and slow to be tempted. They inherit heaven’s graces, and manage their 
inheritance carefully: they are the lords and masters of their own faces. The others are but 
“stewards” poor managers of their own petty virtues. The flower of a summer may live and die for 
itself. Yet, it spreads sweetness around the season. If it should be infected by canker, its dignity 
would be as nothing in comparison to even a base weed.  When sweet things turn sour, they out-
rot everything.  Is it not true that the beautiful lily when it rots smells far worse than weeds? 

No. 116. Love is not true love if it should alter with circumstances, or if it should vanish.  
So the poet wants not to think of any impediments for the love between him and the young man, -- 
“the marriage of true minds”. True love is steady, unshaken by tempests, steadfast like the 
polestar, immeasurable in its greatness, even when one attempts to measure its height.  Youth and 
beauty, with rosy cheeks and lips may be ravaged by time, but love is not a victim to it. True love 
defies Time, and endures through eternity. The poet pledges the truth of this on his verse.  If it is 
proved false in his case, he says his verse is nothing (“I never writ”) and man’s love is worthless. 

No. 123.  The poet defies time, and says he is not going to change: the pyramids piled up are 
nothing new to him: they had been envisioned before. Men of lives may admire time defying 
edifices, which are more often shaped by men’s wishes (what they wish to see in them) than 
something heard of earlier. The poet is not bothered by the past or the passing present, for the 
evidences of the past and what men see before their eyes both lie, and are not constant. They grow 
greater or lesser by the hastening march of time. The poet vows and promises that he would ever 
be true (to his love), in spite of the ravaging time and its destructive power.  

No. 130.  The poet describes his mistress, (the notorious Dark Lady of the sonnets). Her 
eyes are not bright like the sun; her lips are not red like coral; her breasts are pale and not white 
like snow; her hair resembles more a coil of wires; no rosy red of white flourishes in her cheeks; 
her breath is not pleasant, but stinks; when she speaks, no music can be heard in the voice, though 
the poet loves to hear her speak; and when she walks, her tread is certainly not like that of a 
goddess. But the poet is fondly in love with her despite all her defects: to his eyes she appears as 
agreeable and loveable as any woman beautified by the exaggerations of the love poets. 

No. 144. {suggest  persuade, instruct.} 

The poet talks about the two loves he has, the one comforting, and the other disturbing, both 
of which, like two spirits, control him. The better spirit is a beautiful angelic man, and the worse 
one is a dark-favoured woman. Since this Dark lady had succeeded in tempting the young man 
away from the poet’s side, he is in veritable hell. She would corrupt a saint into a devil, seducing 
his purity with her pride. It is hard for the poet to say if his friend had already turned into a devil, 
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though he suspects it.  Both of them were his friends, and therefore friends to each other; and 
possibly one of them is controlled by the other. The poet would be tormented by doubts, but would 
never know for certain about this until (and unless) the bad angel releases the good angel from her 
clutches. 

III.3 Problems 

III.3.1. Themes 

By all accounts, Shakespeare seems to have composed his sonnets over a decade and more, 
but most of them seem to belong to 1594-98.  The poetic vitality and the metaphorical exuberance 
which one finds in the early plays, and some thematic features found in some Romantic comedies 
like the Merchant of Venice and the Twelfth Night, can also be found in some of the sonnets. This 
constitutes the internal evidence, suggesting the approximate time of composition.  Sonnet writing 
was in vogue during the decade, every poet, noted or not so noted, took to writing sonnets or 
sonnet sequences. Shakespeare too might have had his fling at the new and exciting experiment. 
Perhaps with his dislike for slavery to tradition, -- the stock-in-trade poetry, as one might call it, -- 
and the slavish imitation of imagery and themes, he must have reversed the central elements in the 
tradition: he describes the young lady as being dark complexioned, and correspondingly proud and 
evil; he replaces the poet’s conventional object of love with an angelic and handsome (more 
woman-like in beauty: “the Master-Mistress of my passion”) young man. Together with his 
modification of the stanza form and the rhyme scheme, in the manner of Surrey, Daniel and 
Drayton, --  (‘abbaabba cdcdcd’ or abbaabba cdecde’ replaced by ‘abab cdcd, efef gg’), -- these 
may be considered as casual experiments or a pleasant diversion in between the serious business 
of writing plays. 

Some of the sonnets were in circulation among Shakespeare’s friends. They were 
apparently well-received. In 1598, Meres refers to “the sugared sonnets making the round among 
the friends”. They were collected and published in 1609, apparently without the approval of 
Shakespeare, though he did not care to deny their authenticity. It is possible that he did not want 
them published. Shakespeare never took any care about publishing his plays. He just ignored 
them, not bothering if they were printed with errors, or not published at all. He just forgot about 
them after handing over the manuscript to the theatre managers. Was his displeasure over the 
publication of the sonnets then because they were mere experiments not worth publishing, or 
because they were too intimate for public gaze? If the later, he should not have circulated them 
among his friends! 

Whatever may be the circumstances associated with their composition, circulation and 
publication, the Sonnets come to us in an assortment, expressing some odd sentiments and 
excessive passions, both positive and negative.  Yet, with all their defects, they possess some 
“absolute beauty” in places. In the words of Legouis, “His unequal collection, spoilt in more than 
one place by excessive subtlety, … the casket which encloses the most precious pearls of 
Elizabethan lyricism, some of them unsurpassed by any lyricism”. 
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One can discern a loose story line in the collection. Sonnets 1 to 126 are generally 
addressed to a handsome youth, 127 to 152 are addressed to a ‘black” lady, perverse and alluring.  
The last two are conventional exercises. The speaker, or the personal, of the sonnets is the poet, or 
one whose vocation is poetry. 

There are variegated moods and sentiments expressed in connection with the young man 
ranging from sheer ecstasy of love to the depths of despair, from abject surrender to total 
resignation. In a group of sonnets, the poet is urging the young man to marry and not allow his 
matchless beauty to wither and die without a copy. He urges the youth to beget children and 
ensure the perpetration of the tradition of beauty. He got beauty as a legacy from his parents and it 
is his duty to leave a legacy in the form of beautiful children. He would be dishonoured like the 
setting sun if he should die childless; if he is trying to save a woman from widowhood and tears, 
the entire world would lament his death if he should die childless. He should not be cruel to 
himself, but take warning from fast-paced Time and marry to defeat Time’s designs. He 
admonishes him not be content with the panegyrics of poets. (But in the very next breath, he says 
that his beauty would be immortalized in his verse, and enjoy ‘eternal summer’.) 

This is followed by another group of sonnets that revolve round the poet’s departure from 
the place and consequent absence (the ‘absence group’ of sonnets). Even in his exile he carries the 
image of his beloved in his heart and dwells upon the “master-mistress” of his passion. He may be 
much older than the youth, and as a poet may not have rank, status or recognition; but as long as 
his friend is youthful and handsome, and as long as he can enjoy his love, the poet considers 
himself luckier than all the others of rank, the favourites of Princes.  For they do not know when 
they would fall from grace. On the contrary, he loves and is loved. Even if he is separated from 
him, and unhappy and disgraced, yet thinking of the young man would restore his cheer to him, 
and all loss is recompensed.  

But the period of absence had wrought mischief too in his absence: the poet’s mistress had 
seduced the young man. He could do nothing but forgive them both since losing them both, the 
friend and the lover, he had only lost them to each other. Here follows self-pity, self-abasement 
and exhortation to the young man, not to mourn if he should die, because the world would mock 
him for loving the poet. Even like the mistress, there are others trying to inveigle into the young 
man’s favours; there is another poet, a rival, who is trying to get close to the youth, taking 
advantage of his absence. If the young man should be persuaded away from him, the poet would 
not blame; he would rather try to justify the young man’s actions, because the other poet must be 
worthier than himself for having caught the young man’s attention. He has his love enshrined in 
his heart, which consoles him, and all his injuries are forgotten the moment he thinks on the youth. 
His love is unchanging, for, true love would not change with changing circumstances. 

The last group of sonnets, addressed to the dark lady, is filled with passion, but there is 
also a seething satire colouring them. Though she is dark and far from beautiful, the poet is 
infatuated with her. She is not only ‘black’ in complexion, she is black in her deeds too. By 
seducing his friend, she had not only deprived him of her love, but also of his friend. Inspite of all 
her weaknesses and defects, he still loves her. Yet, he cannot bear to think of her capturing the 
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‘angelic’ young man and leading him into the ways of hell. Fully conscious of his infatuation for 
her, the poet rises and falls in his own estimate of his love for her and his own self-abnegation. 

There are many sonnets in which Shakespeare expresses the sheer joy of loving and the 
agony of love for a fickle lady. There is passion, poignancy, and lyrical beauty in them. The 
sonnets are perhaps to be rated as “the highest of their kind”. In them, there is “an intensity of 
central fire that makes most of sonnets of the other Elizabethan Sonneteers seem tepid exercises”. 

III . 3. 2  Dedication, Dating, the Young Man, the Rival Poet and the Dark Lady. 

Shakespeare perhaps never cared to publish the sonnets he wrote. He was content to 
circulate them among his close friends. A decade after they were first mentioned by Meres (1598), 
an enterprising and unscrupulous publisher, T.T. (Thomas Torpe) published the sonnets in some 
arbitrary order (according to later critics who see inconsistencies in the arrangement). Shakespeare 
never cared to publish any of his plays, nor cared how they were published, when they were 
published. But, he was annoyed by this unauthorised publication. Whether it was the irregular 
order of the sonnets that annoyed him, or the very fact of publishing something private, close to 
his heart (?) we would never know. He did not care about the plays because they were meant for 
the stage and were already public property once they were handed over to the theatre manager. It 
hardly mattered how they were published if ever, but poems are a different matter. 

Mr. Thorpe published the sonnets with a ‘dedication’ in capital letters, prefixed to the 
sonnets: 

 
TO THE ONLIE BEGETTER OF 

THESE INSUING SONNETS 
MR. W.H. ALL HAPPINESSE 

AND THAT ETERNITIE 
PROMISED 

BY 
OUR EVER-LIVING POET 

WISHETH 
THE WELL-WISHING 

ADVENTURER IN  
SETTING 
FORTH 

T.T. 
 

Nearly one-fourth of the critical activity relating to Shakespeare’s writing, comprising how 
many millions of words it is hard and rash to guess, has surrounded the puzzles that the Sonnets 
has let loose. Who is W.H.? Is he the same as the youth described in the course of the poem? It 
was not Shakespeare who prepared the dedication, it was T.T., because, it was already clear that 
T.T. published the sonnets without Shakespeare’s approval or knowledge. Much ink has flowed 
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over the identity of the ‘begetter’. Literary snoops tried to suggest various candidates based upon 
contemporary equations and internal evidence. 

At the best this is a ‘mysterious dedication’, and a mischievous one, as the scores of critics 
who broke their lances in trying to solve the mystery testify. As already mentioned, Shakespeare 
had no hand in the matter of the dedication, and T.T.’s vagaries hardly matter. But, even if it was 
Shakespeare’s, it has no relevance or importance for the lover of poetry. How often do we check 
to see to whom a particular book is dedicated, and then relate it to the theme of the book? The 
‘mischief’ was in linking ‘the only begetter’, ‘W.H.’ and ‘that eternity promised by our ever-living 
poet’. The critical curiosity that distracts our attention from the poetry and lyrical beauty in the 
book to inessentials is unhealthy. For, the exact identity of Mr W.H. does not tell us anything vital, 
nor does it help us appreciate the poem any better. 

When were the sonnets written? Sonneteering became a rage around 1592 or thereafter. 
(Marlowe who died in ‘93, was not bitten by this bug). Shakespeare, always with eyes open to 
what went around him, and ever ready to experiment with things that touched his fancy or 
curiosity, could have written them “in moments snatched from work for the theatre”. Parallels with 
Love’s Labour’s Lost, Two Gentlemen of Verona, As You Like It and Twelfth Night, indicate that 
probably many of the lyrics addressed to the youth were written between ‘94 and ‘98. 
Commentators have noted how the dialogue between Romeo and Juliet at the dance when they 
met for the first time takes the shape of a sonnet. The sombre note in middle sonnets and the biting 
tone in the later ones addressed to the ‘black lady’, parallel his moods in his problem plays and the 
great tragedies. It is possible that he went on spinning out these sonnets on some roughly common 
threads, even into early 1600s. (It is a well-known fact that Shakespeare reflected contemporary 
events like the Spanish Armada – as in the ‘mortal Moon’ sonnet -- etc. in his plays as much as in 
his sonnets. Such items constitute the internal evidence.)  

Since they were not written for a particular occasion, or to a deadline, and since in all 
probability, they were but a casual composition, -- perfecting a form, without any particular aim, 
(unlike those of Spenser or Sydney), the sonnets can be read for their own sake, for the lyrical 
beauty, imagery and the poetry therein, without seeking remoter intellectual satisfaction. 

By 1609, when Thorpe chose to publish them, he got a total of 154 sonnets, loosely 
grouped around themes of marriage, absence, a rival poet and the black lady. Since there is no 
connected theme as such, either in itself, or as agreed upon by the busy literary detectives, the 
reader would do well to take them as they are, and enjoy the riches found therein, for this 
collection is a casket “which encloses the most precious pearls of Elizabethan lyricism”; and the 
great critical investigation surrounding this body of writing should not be allowed “to conceal the 
absolute beauty of the verses or the clear lines of the drama of feeling they trace”. 

If Shakespeare had followed the conventional lines for his poem, no one would have cared 
greatly about the ‘dedication’, and the ‘dating’. The presence of the mysterious youth, and the 
glorious terms in which his beauty is described, are the elements at the root of the problem, the 
other being the dark lady, presented in quite contrasting terms. Inspite of the exhortations of the 
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wise voices like Churton Collins and W.H. Auden to leave other things be and “consider the 
sonnets themselves”, the critics of a certain kind continue to dig and excavate in the hope of 
getting new evidence. Is the young man William Herbert (W.H.) or Henry Wriothesley, the Earl of 
Southampton (inverted H.W.)?  (The poet had dedicated his The Phoenix and The Turtle and The 
Rape of Lucrece to the Earl.) The critical discussion in regard to the poet’s passionate relationship 
to the young man also considered the possibility of ‘homosexuality’. His plays contain some 
relationships (for e.g., that between Antonio and Bassanio in The Merchant of Venice) that might 
be considered as bordering on the abnormal. But friendship among men was glorified in 16th 
century Europe. In addition, Shakespeare set great value by loyalty. Any violation of loyalty is 
anathema to him. From the early comedies to the very last play, The Tempest, we see instance after 
instance of this moral problem presented. It could thus be seen to be in tune with his way of 
thinking, and need not disturb the reader too much. 

The Rival Poet could be Christopher Marlowe or George Chapman, said the commentators. 
Shakespeare had been riding a wave of success. Especially until the turn of the century, he was 
unrivalled. Under the circumstances it is rather surprising to see a note of diffidence and self-
abnegation creeping into some sonnets.  It is difficult to believe that the ‘persona’ could be 
Shakespeare himself. Having tasted success for so many years, should he feel demoralized or 
belittled if some critic hailed Ben Jonson or Chapman as superior to him? The general picture of 
his personality we get from the plays does not bear out this aspect. He would not have minded it, 
much less felt jealous of the rival.  (Marlowe was killed in ’93; the Earl – if he was the young man 
– had refused a marriage proposal in ’92, apparently; Shakespeare was writing these sonnets some 
time in ’96 or ’97. How could one take it that the rival poet could be Marlowe, for whom 
Shakespeare had admiration?) One sane explanation would be to consider these sonnets as 
following the Petrarchan convention that calls for a rival (a poet here), in comparison with whom 
the poet feels small, and yet appeals to the young lady not to cut him off from her favours. 

Similarly, for the Dark Lady, they suggested the candidature of one Mary Titton, Emilia 
Lanier and even Anne Hathaway. Shakespeare described the young lady as ‘black’. But she has 
gone into critical circles as the ‘Dark Lady’. She could not be a non-European, but only a brunette, 
with a stronger complexion than the usual ‘pale face’ one saw in the Northern latitudes. Hermia of 
A Mid-Summer Night’s Dream, Rosalind of Love’s Labour’s Lost as also Rosalind to whom 
Romeo wrote a sonnet were described as dark in complexion. The darkness of the Dark Lady was 
perhaps to be found more in her character than in her colour. She is perverse, willful, a ‘worser 
spirit’, with nothing ‘angelic’ about her: 

 
           …those lips of thine 
  That have profaned their scarlet ornaments 
  And sealed false bonds of love as oft as mine,  
  Robbed others’ beds’ revenues of their rents;… 

 

This echoes Antony’s recrimination of Cleopatra at a crucial stage in the play, but on a 
sharper note. 
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 To reiterate, the identity of the lady does not add a whit to our enjoyment of the poem, nor 
the ignorance thereof take away a whit from it. Yet the critical industry is ever active in this 
regard. The critics no doubt have their own axes to grind, and their own arguments to establish the 
identity of the young man, the poet and the lady. A.L.Rowse among the moderns is one of the 
most confident and determined of these conjecturers, as the title of his book, Shakespeare’s 
Sonnets: the Problems Solved (1972) suggests. 

 Let us remember that drama is an impersonal art form, and that the best of dramatists could 
not express a feeling or emotion beyond what a particular character can carry. On the other hand, 
lyric poetry is a form in which a poet need not rein back his galloping imagination. And again, it is 
no news that Shakespeare had gone through the entire gamut of passions and emotions, almost 
touching the limits through some characters (Juliet? Othello? Antony? Cleopatra? Lear?)  Why 
should we wonder  that we meet with profound poignancy and pathos and intensity of emotions in 
The Sonnets? The pleasure, first and foremost, is in their lyrical beauty. The identity of the various 
figures that people the sonnets becomes immaterial. The sonnets should be read for themselves, 
simply. 

 
III . 3. 3. Autobiographical element. 

 

The poignancy and intensity of passion the poet displays in the Sonnets gives scope for the 
argument that they could be autobiographical, or based upon personal experience. The consistency 
and persistence with which the poet dwells upon certain emotions like dedicated love, abject 
surrender, poignancy in the feeling of loss, and the bitterness surrounding the betrayal by the 
beloved, etc., lends added weight to this argument. 

The puzzle of the ‘dedication’ and the identity of the young man, the dark lady and the 
rival poet, only complicate the picture, and allow the literary detectives to fish for evidences and 
solutions. Because the poet did not address a ladylove but a handsome young man, there must be 
some original of which the portrayal is not merely a fair imitation, but a close copy, argue the 
scholars. They look at the Elizabethan scene and come up with possible candidates: William 
Herbert? The Earl of Southampton, Henry Wriothesley? The Earl appears to have rejected a 
marriage proposal in 1592. So in ’94 this poet who had dedicated two of his poems to his patron, 
the Earl, writes a number of sonnets urging him to marry and beget children! 

Did Shakespeare suffer from a sense of inferiority such that he could feel self-pity when 
another poet was mentioned as superior to him, or when the young man tended to show favours to 
another poet? Could it be Marlowe who died in ’93, or Chapman for whom Shakespeare had 
considerable respect, the two candidates for the rival poet, proposed by the researchers? 

And to top it all, who was this lady of ‘black’ favour, the Dark Lady of the Sonnets, a 
proud, unprincipled lady of easy virtue? Would these scholars want us to believe that having left 
his wife and kids at Stratford-upon-Avon, he came to London and had a very serious affair with a 
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married lady? And then he quarrels quarrels with her morals for having seduced the young man? 
Some names are suggested, but the Dark Lady eludes their resolutions.  

Leave aside the personages, and their identities. Should one believe that Shakespeare 
poured out the ecstasy and anguish of his heart into the sonnets? The scholars seem to believe not 
only that it is possible, but are confident that it must be so. Let us leave them smugly embracing 
their pet theories and look at the sonnets themselves. 

On one side we have the tradition of sonneteering, with its stock-responses and Petrarchan 
conventions. On another side we have a poet young at heart, romantic, with an imagination 
vigorously active, and savouring success as a dramatist. There is his tendency to experiment with 
every new thing to such a degree that he left his stamp upon it. In addition, there is the fact that 
Shakespeare is a dramatist.  

The Petrarchan convention laid down that the lady love is beautiful, cruel and proud. “The 
cruellest she” (to borrow a phrase from Twelfth Night) would not marry. So the poet appeals to the 
lady to marry and beget children of equal beauty, and thus pay back the debt to Nature, as also 
confirm that the poet’s description of her beauty is factual and not born of poetic fancy. The 
convention postulates a rival to her favours, and the poet feeling sorry for himself, and for the way 
he had fallen from her favours. 

Whether it is for experiment’s sake or because he is critical of the sentimentalism in the 
convention, Shakespeare alters the personages and presents, in the place of the young lady, a 
young man, refusing to marry. Since a rival lover is untenable, he presents a rival poet; the rivalry 
being in social rank and artistic merit, in both of which our poet seems to suffer by comparison. 
The convention needs a rivalry in love; so another lady is presented. Since the young man is 
handsome, the lady possesses contrasting traits: she is not beautiful, though alluring, very 
seductive, at least for him, being his beloved. But she casts her spell on his young friend, throwing 
the poet into ‘a slough of despond.’  

All this is easy for an imaginative poet. Moreover, quite a number of features and ideas we 
find in The Sonnets have parallels in the plays, mostly the early ones, but the later plays too echo 
the ideas. It is not too hard to assume that a dramatist like Shakespeare could easily identify with 
the poet, and present the ecstatic and poignant in lyric after lyric. As a dramatist, we are told, 
Shakespeare went about observing human nature closely, and nothing escaped his attention. What 
he observed, he universalized. Should it then be necessary to assume that he must have personal 
experience of the agony and rapture that find expression in these poems? 

Shakespeare was a dramatist of the first order, and had written more plays, on more varied 
themes, than any contemporary of note. His plays present emotions ranging from the quiet to the 
most violent, and personages from the most simple to the most complex, from the most innocent to 
the most villainous. Here was God’s plenty, exclaim the critics. With his ‘negative capability’, in 
the words of Keats, he was able to fill each of his characters to its most complete authenticity. Did 
it entail that he should have had personal experience of all the emotions, passions and villainies, in 
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order to make his characters authentic? How easy for such a writer to present a crude tale of 
admiration for a young man, infatuation for an undeserving woman of no character, portray the 
pain of separation, the keenness of jealousy, or sorrow over the loss of love? No doubt the 
presentation is in lyric form, in a series of loosely connected sonnets, and not in the impersonal 
form of drama. In the lyric a poet tends to pour out the innermost of his experiences. For a 
dramatist who also wrote poems occasionally, it need not be necessary to have first hand 
experience to be able to write the way Shakespeare wrote: it should not be necessary to have 
homosexual relation with an handsome young man, or love for a lascivious young lady, to be able 
to present the passions and emotions we encounter here. 

Critics are in the habit of lamenting that they know so little about Shakespeare the man. 
Not one-tenth, not even one-hundredth of what we know about other poets, is known about him. 
Beyond the certificate of baptism, some references to his life in London, his will and his burial, 
there is no other evidence about his life. There are the plays. So for the biography-hungry critics 
Shakespeare remains a mystery. 

The poets of the early 19th century, votaries of Romanticism, but a romanticism different 
from that of Shakespeare and other Elizabethan poets, were greatly impressed by the sonnets. 
Wordsworth declared that with the sonnets Shakespeare “unlocked his heart”, something very 
welcome for the hungry critics. But Browning retorted with a sneer: “Did Shakespeare? If so, the 
less Shakespeare he”. 

“The tradition of gentility”, said Walter Raleigh, “clings to the name of Shakespeare like a 
faded perfume”. From all accounts, ‘Master Shakespeare’ was a gentle, benign and sedate man, 
cheerful, friendly and uncritical. Not only because of the personality, and his value system, that 
emerges out of a study of his plays, but also because of his stature as an artist, it is difficult to 
believe that he had to stoop to the device of writing the sonnets in order to give access to his heart. 
That is why Browning quipped that Shakespeare would be less worthy than what one considers 
him to be. 

All this goes to show that we see in a poet what we want to see. Such investigations and 
arguments, researches and declarations, are futile. In the final analysis, the reader is well advised 
to ignore all this brushwood of critical opinion, and approach the sonnets as they are, huge trees in 
a wild forest filled with resplendent flora and the music of exotic birds. 

 
III. 4 Sample Questions 
 

1. Sonnet tradition in England. 

2. Shakespeare’s contribution to sonneteering tradition in the 16th century. 

3. Themes in The Sonnets. 

4. The circumstances associated with the composition and publication of The Sonnets. 

5. A note on the ‘Dedication’ of the Sonnets. 
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6. Impact of the identity of the Youth, the Dark Lady and the Rival Poet on the appreciation 
of the sonnets. 

7. Are the sonnets autobiographical? 

8. With the sonnets, Shakespeare “unlocked his heart”, it is said. Do you agree? 

9. “If so, the less Shakespeare he”—who said this about what, and why? 
 
 
III. 5 Suggested Reading. 
 

1. Sir Sidney Lee, Shakespeare’s Poetry 

2. Clutton Brock, Shakespeare’s Sonnets 

3. A.C. Bradley, Lectures on Poetry 

4. AL Rowse, Shakespeare’s Sonnets: The Problems Solved 

5. Walter Raleigh, Shakespeare 

 
Prof. S. Krishna Sarma 
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Twelfth Night
or

What You WA

List of Characters

Orsino, Duke of lllyria.

Olivir, a rich Countess.

Slr Toby Belch, Uncle to Olivia, her kinsman.

ilaris, Olivia's waiting - gentlewoman.

talvalio, Olivia's staward.

Fabian, a member of Olivia's household.

Slr Andrew Aguecheek, companionof Sir Toby.

Viola, a lady, later disguised as Gesario.

Sebastian, Mola's twin brother.

Antonio, a sea Captain, friend to Seabstian.

A Sea Captaln, friend to Mola.

Valentine, Curio, Gentleman attending on the Duke.

Fabian, Feste, a Ctown, Servants to Oliva.

Lords, Priests, Saitors, Offi@rs, Musicians, and other Attendants.

Scence: A City in lllyria; and the Sea Coast near it.
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Unit - IV - TWELFTH NIGHT - Lesson - 1 
 

IV.0 Objectives 
 After going through this unit you will be able to  

 * Understand the Date and Composition of the play 

 * Know about the title of the play  

 * Have an idea regarding the sources of the play 

 * Analyse the characterstics of the play 

 IV.1 -  STRUCTURE 

IV.0 Objectives 

IV.I Structure 

IV.2 Introduction 

 IV.2.1 Date and composition of the play 

 IV.2.2 Title of the play 

 IV.2.3  Sources of the play 

IV.3 Some characterstics of the play 

 IV.3.1 Illyria - Land of romance 

 IV.3.2 Music and songs 

 IV.3.3 Social Background 

 IV.3.4 Satire on Puritanism 

 IV.3.5 No pathos but sadness with happiness 

 IV.3.6 Full of Gulls 

 IV.3.7 Love Theme or play of love at first sight 

 IV 3.8 Improbabilities 

 IV 3.9 Plot construction 

 IV.4.  Select Literary Criticism 

 IV.5. Let us sum up 

 IV.5. Check your progress 

 IV.6. Suggested Readings 

 



 
 
 
Twelfth Night 2 Shakespeare 

IV.2 - INTRODUCTION 

 This unit enables you to understand the important characteristics of the play,  about the 
significance of the title  Twelfth Night or What You Will its date of composition and sources. 

 Last and best (of the comedies) came Twelfth Night , which for sheer lightness of touch 
goes as far as even Shakespeare can reach, blending music and revelry, realism and romance, 
the wittiest prose and the most ravishing poetry. 

 Twelfth Night is Shakespeare’s farewell to comedy for many years.  It is fitting that the 
earliest recorded performance should have been at a feast in the Middle Temple, since this marks 
the fact that from beginning to end the comedies and histories were composed for audiences of 
young men.  It is also which provides youth with its eternal retort to the cooling blood of age:  
“Dost think, because thou art virtuous, there shall be no more cakes and ale?” 

 John Dover Wilson  The Essential Shakespeare (1932) 

 Twelfth Night is undoubtedly the most profound of Shakespeare’s so called  “golden 
comedies” It has been a favourite with the students as well as with audience.  Johnson, a man 
not given to unconsidered judgements admired its elegance and ease and its exquisite humour 
and he conceded on the ground that the principal action “wants credibility” and  ''exhibits no just 
picture of life”.  Brandes considers the play as “perhaps the most graceful and harmonious 
comedy Shakespeare ever worte.   Hazlitt estimates it to be the most delightful of his comedies 
“full of sweetness and pleasantry”. Mrs.Jameson describes it as a “perpetual spring of the gayest 
and sweetest fancies". 

 Twelfth Night belongs to the period of authorship of Shakespeare when he was at  the 
height of his fame and brilliant maturity.  This light-hearted comedy belongs to the group of 
Shakespeare’s comedies, which have been  variously referred to as “the middle comedies, the 
sunny comedies or comedies, joyous, refined, romantic.  The other, comedies of this group are 
As You Like it, Much Ado About Nothing and Merry Wives of Windsor.  The comedies of the 
earlier phase are characterised by immaturities and crudities of different kinds, from which the 
present comedy is entirely free.  Neither has it the gloom, the bitterness, and the comedy 
atmosphere of the later comedies which followed as Measure for Measure and All is Well that 
Ends Well. These Comedies of the middle phase represent Shakespeare at his happiest, they 
are ranked among the greatest comedies of the world, and Twelfth Night is commonly regarded 
as the best of this group of comedies. 

IV.2.1.  Date of Composition:  

 Although the absolute chronology of Shakespeare’s play is far from certain, the consensus 
of opinion of the leading modern scholars is that Twlefth Night was written round about the year 
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1601 i.e. just after As You Like It and just before Hamlet, first acted in 1602 and printed in the 
Folio of 1623.  The following are the reasons to  assaign the play to the above date: 

 (a) This play is not included in the list of 12 plays mentioned by Meres 

 (b)  John Mannigham, a barrister, recorded his witnessing the play on February, 2, 1602. 

 (c)  The lines in the play referring to “the new map with the augmentation  to the Indies" 
(III.ii.85) and referring to “Words are very rascals since bounds disgraced them" (III.ii. 
25) besides the reference to “Mistress to Mall’s picture” (I.iii.3) indicate topical 
allusions that can assign the composition to 1601-1602. 

 The verse structure and the use of prose alike belong to the middle period of Shakespeare.  
These facts point to the date of composition to 1601. 

IV.2.2. Title of the Play:  

 Why  was the play called Twelfth Night or What you Will?, Shakespeare seems never to 
have pondered over the title of his plays.  From the chronology of his writing we can see that he 
was continuously writing, probably writing in a hurry to fulfil his assignments and naturally he did 
not look back to search for a title.  Thus the title of his plays gave scope for controversies.  Those 
named after the heroes like Hamlet or King Lear are beyond dispute.  Twelfth Night is one of 
those plays whose title was given without much consideration.  The justification seems to be as 
Quiller Couch points out “The dramatist had written the play and the title to say nothing of the 
sub-title, was no great matter.  After all, the play’s the thing." 

 Several explanations are offered justifying the title and sub-title.  Halliwell Phillips thinks that 
the play was called so because of its first performance on the festivities after Christmas.  The 
festivities of the night are characterised by merry-making, revelry and fun, which form the 
dominating trait of the play; the alternative title “What You Will” is attributed by Wright to 
Shakespeare’s indifference to the title.  Reading the two titles together would mean that the 
choise of the title is left to the reader or audience.  Indeed Charles I, who was a Catholic 
sympathiser, called the play Malvolio to indicate his amusement at gulling of the steward, "a kind 
of puritan” 

IV.2.3 Sources of the Play: 

 Pillaging was a distinguished Renaissance tradition for Italian, Spanish, French and English 
writers of Shakespeare’s days and before borrowing his plot for Twelfth Night Shakespeare 
fashionably did pilfer Plautus for the Comedy of Errors.  The adventures and misadventures of a 
pair of identical twins was a popular subject in Greek comedy and the change in the basic 
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situation was the sexual differentiation of the twins, affording a variety of intrigues and 
complications into the play.  Also it is not difficult for us to trace the sources of Shakespeare as he 
follows the originals sometimes and occasionally improves upon those situations.  But whatever 
might be his borrowing, the play when it went into Shakespeare's hands was something new and 
different. 

 Leading features of the main plot were drawn from GI, Inganni (The Deceived) and 
Apolonius and Silla.  The Olivia-Orsino and Viola-Sebastian plots were derived from the tale 
Apolonius and Silla in Barnaby Riche’s Farewell to the Militarie Profession (1581).  Riche’s 
own source for this was a "novella” in French by Bandello (1554).  No source is known for the 
secondary plot involving Malvolio, Maria, Sir Andrew Auguecheek and Sir Toby Belch. The sub-
plot and its characters as well as the weaving of it into the main plot was Shakespeare's 
contribution.  Twelfth Night is distinctively, as fundamentally Shakespeare’s as if every 
conception, every incident and every character had been without any precedent in literature. 

IV.3  Some Characteristics of the Play 

IV.3.1  Illyria, land of romance : 

 Captain’s announcement that “this is Illyria, Lady” makes us aware of the scene of the 
play’s action.  Being accustomed to look to places of Italy in Shakespearean plays, the plays 
came to be associated with that country by some Elizabethans.  But situations in the play are not 
connected to any precise locality.  As Thorndike describes, it is a land of romance bounded by 
the land of fun, not far removed from the republic of reality and entirely surrounded by poetry.  It 
is an artist's vision of a land of romance, which means in literature the union of strangeness and 
beauty.  As imaginary and indefinite a realm as Illyria is, equally indefinite is the period in which 
the events are supposed to have happened.  Yet in this wonderful land of romance, the events 
are governed by our time scale. 

 Considered as “one of the most delightful of Shakespeare’s comedies” it is full of sweetness 
and pleasantry. A genial spirit runs through it,  it is harmonious and symmetrical in construction, 
with situations dovetailed into one another.  The whole theme moves like a symphony and without 
a jarring note.  Smooth movement of action, combination of diversity of incidents and delineation 
of characters make it a “genuine comedy-a perpetual spring of the gayest and sweetest of 
fancies” 

IV.3.2. Music and Songs 

 There is no play in which we see the use of music more clearly than in Twelfth Night, 
which begins and ends with music” says a critic.  Bradley considers that the playwright’s praise 
for music occurs in this play only.  It gives expression to the interest of the Elizabethans in the art 
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of the modulation of voice and instrument.  Every character is music minded, but it is Feste, the 
fool that sings all the songs in play.  Not only for jesting but also in selecting his songs, he 
observes the “moods, the quality of persons and the time” and this choice adds musical value to 
the romantic and humourous quality of the play. 

IV.3.3 Social Background : 

 Inspite of its great popularity, Twelfth Night at sometime “suffered” in its popularity “by 
reason of a fairly general ignorance of that aspect of Elizabethan life which is mirrored in its 
under- plot” (Byrne) Though Illyria need not have any parallel in the Elizabethan social 
background, Shakespearean audience must have searched for paralleds in the play.  Only from 
this angle,  Bailey’s observation that “no play is more  Shakespearean or more English” will find 
justification.  The entire household of Olivia was considered an epitome of the Elizabethan 
society.  Quiller Couch finds Sir Toby a late survival of the old feudal order.  Stories of Olivia and 
Orsino as well as Malvolio had a parallel and original in the current history of the Elizabethans. 

IV.3.4  Satire on Puritanism :  

 But to infer Shakespeare’s antipathies or sympathies to any particular folly or virtue is 
hazardous.  Some read a deliberate attack on Puritanism in the portrayal of Malvolio but Lamb 
correctly explains it, saying that Malvolio is not essentially ludirous, but “he becomes comic by 
accident."  His virtues are but patched with sin, as Feste puts it.  Shakespeare’s opposition goes 
only against narrowness and intolerance of the puritans, but there is pity for the pathetic plight 
and aversion at the steward’s overweening and vain temparament.  It is doing injustice to the play 
wright  to consider the Malvolio incident as a satire on puritanism. 

IV.3.5  No pathos but sadness with happiness:    

 A golden comedy as it is often described, Twelfth Night  has no trace of real sadness but 
that born out of obsessions.  Fine poetry provides  a high tone of sentiment to the action and 
motives.  Some consider it as containing strain of “romantic  pathos” but  Brooke describes it as a 
“sadness mingled with happiness” Chevrillon observes that, "melancholy is linked with joy, 
emotion with humour, tenderness with petulant wit."  Refuting that the play has a touch of 
romantic pathos, Brooke points out that the pathos is only “Sweet imaginings of sorrow, on the 
edge of joy, aromatic pain, monetary despair, uprushing of passions , which flush their being".  It 
will be difficult to find a trace of the deep sorrows of the world in it.  The fantasies of love, jovial 
humour abound in it as if Shakespeare is bidding farewell to mirth, Twelfth Night  being the last 
of his joyous comedies.  It is the dividing line in his growth to full stature as an artist and a man.  
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IV.3.6 Full of gulls: 

 The gulling of a fool is the single situation in the play and the three main lines of action are 
reciprocal and reverberating statements of that situation.  Writers from Artistophanes to Bernard 
Shaw have used this situation, in one form or another to didactic puposes because they have 
brought the fool through ridicule to exposure and correction.  Each of the main characters-Orsino, 
Olivia, Sir Toby, Sir Andrew and Malvolio are gulls, victims of self deception who learn nothing 
from experience.  Each of them is successfully gulled and it is rightly called a play “full of gulls” 
though not all of them are of the same kind. They are victims of obsessions they deliberately 
cultivate. 

IV.3.7 Love Theme or the Play of “love at First Sight :  

 Twelfth Night is a play of “Love at First Sight.”  When Duke Orsino sees Olivia, he knows 
how “She purg’d the air of pestilence” because of her love for him.  He becomes a prey.  Viola 
inspite of her distressed condition falls in love with the name of the Duke at first and later after 
joining his service.  But she does not divulge it.  She determines “Who ever I woo, myself would 
be his wife."  Olivia who is on a vow not to think of love for seven years, grieved by her brother’s 
death she falls in love with a page, despite her rank-consciousness.  Malvolio is plagued with 
love, though it might not be love at first sight.  Sir Toby discovers a gull-catcher in Maria, a 
kindred spirit, and falls head long into love.  Sebastain with his robust commonsense, does not 
fall in love with Olivia, but agrees to it from the beginning knowing that it would be to his 
advantage. 

 Along with love at first sight, there are two other elements that make the play a delightful 
comedy - they are the issues of human hearts at cross puposes and the problem of mistaken 
identity of the twins.  There are finally three pairs of lovers in the play.  Viola and Orsino, Olivia 
and Sebastain and Maria and Sir Toby.  Each has his characteristics way of love.  Entanglement 
in love and the lovers is the theme.  They are trapped by their illusions.  They are victims not 
merely of deceit but also of their own folly.  For example, Orsino is blinded by his image of himself 
as an ardent but despairing lover and to the question of Viola “But if she cannot love you Sir?” the 
Duke’s reply is “I cannot be so answered” He indulges in this hope and conviction throughout the 
play, because like most self-centered persons, his discussion about his most complicated state of 
mind shows him off.  What he really loves is the romantic notion of a lover of which he himself is 
the model.  His utterances on fancy and love are mere lyrical self-deceptions.  See how easily he 
transfers his love of “Olivia” to Viola.  Again Olivia is similarly shackled by her inability or refusal 
to comprehend her own emotions or even to discern her blunders.  Though preoccupied with a 
“Brother’s dead love” a single visit of Cesario (Viola in disguise) provides her with a new 
obsession.  Malvolio is known to one and all, of course except to Olivia, as one “sick of self love”.  
Sir Andrew’s follies are too many.  Sir Toby fails to understand his own foibles, though he 
encashes on other’s follies.  Viola suffers in all respects from another type of obsession. She 
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thinks that she must embark upon a programme of deceit inorder to survive and requests the 
captain, “conceal me what I am”.  Her finest moment in the play-- the speech about the love-lorn 
girl who never told her love--is charming and pathetic.  It shows a certain pleasure in 
equivocation.  Her skill and relish for the kind of organised deceit on which the action hinges is 
appropriate as the heroine of a play in which dissimulation and deception are routine. 

 Only Feste the clown seems to be clear-headed and free from the pandemic error  in Illyria.  
In a world where every one is slightly a maniac, his motley is a badge of knowledge.  Almost 
everyone in the play lives by error and illusion.  Orsino, Olivia and Malvolio are all the victims of 
deception and only the third clings to his absurd illusions.  It does not mean that the other two 
surrendered their obsession, but only they are released from the maze of misconceptions.  
Malvolio alone is not profited by this comic therapy and at the end we see his self - love stiffened 
further by a sense of his injured merit leaving the merry folks in anger, he says "I’ll be revenged 
on the whole pack of you."  The others teach us the lesson of life that we must settle for illusions, 
since we rarely win our way to truth. 

IV.3.8 Improbabilities :  

 All Shakespearean plays are meant for giving enjoyment on the stage. Despite the laurels 
Twelfth Night received from critics as being one of his “golden comedies” during all these 
centuries, the play has not escaped criticism for the lapses one finds in it by reading closely. The 
lapses go under the heading of discrepancies and inconsistencies which include an ana 
chronism.  Shakespeare seems never to have supervised his plays when once they left his hand 
to reach the theatre.  He seems to have cared more for the totality of effect, which he limited to 
creation of an artistic delight.  Thus the so-called discrepancies and inconsistencies have not 
materially altered that effect. 

 The first glaring defect pointed out by the critics is about the duration of the play. The time-
scheme has not been paid sufficient attention, as it has been pointed out.  Fabian’s 
announcement of the marriage of Sir Toby and Maria before his Lady Olivia in the last scene is 
considered to strain the sense of probability.  Improbability of a Countess falling in love with a 
page comes next for considration.  Verity explains the fallacy by explaining the page as “ a youth 
employed as a personal attendant of a personal rank,” which means that he does not need to 
belong to inferior social status. Viola tells Olivia “My state is well; I am a gentle man.”  Other 
minor discrepancies are obvious.  Orsino is referred  to as the Duke and the Count. Clown’s song 
(II IV) does not accord with the description the Duke had given earlier.  Substitution of Fabian for 
Feste in the plotters is not hinted.  Easy shifting of love of main characters, release of Malvolio 
and the captain that rescued Viola, the church bells of St. Bendick, Sebastain's change in name, 
and Antonio’s love for the youth are considered other minor  discrepancies.  But none of these 
mar the sweet and pleasant effect of the play and they are visible to an arm-chair critic only.   
Twelfth Night is a gay comedy and its extravagance is unlimited.  
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IV.3. 9 Plot Construction : 

 “The movement of the piece is so light and rapid, and several actions move so naturally 
without perplexing or confusing each other that if it were played from beginning to end without 
any pause at all” the spectators will have artistic satisfaction.  Shakespeare exhibits technical 
mastery  of construction in Twelfth Night, almost last of his comedies, by which fresh situations 
are perpetually evolved without any sense of strain.   Every part of the plot is made to fit into 
every other part, so that everything appears to turn out precisely as it must have happened. 

 The two plots, the anguished passion of Orsino and the gulling of Malvolio are skillfully 
intervowen with the love of  Olivia and the disguise of Viola that it scarcely becomes possible to 
divide the two.  Starting as two different stories, both are brought into full swing by the time 
Sebastian reaches Illyria and Sebastian brings them together.  The duel episode is the interlude 
that binds the two plots.  The main plot and the under plot are so arranged as to overlap at 
several points and criss-cross each other that they finally fit into an artistic whole.  Although 
conducted in the most delightful manner and with artistic ingenuity, some critics feel  (Johnson is 
one of them) that Viola’s disguise fails the test of relevance.  (Eminent scholars line up in defence 
of her action and equally large number remark that it requires the “implicit faith of a child to 
receive without misgiving or of belief”.) 

 Questioning the relevance of Viola’s disguise hits the essential characteristics of a romantic 
comedy at the root because only by a “willing suspension of disbelief" does the structure of a 
romance become probable.  Viola’s disguise was in agreement with the theatrical convention of 
his times and the Elizabethans did not consider it an improbability.  They admired the elegance, 
exquisite humour and ease with which the playwright had used the convention.  Shakespeare 
was   not the first writer to use this device to serve a dramatic purpose.  But the fact remains that 
he had handled it with superb mastery and skill.  In his hands the machinery of romance acquires 
the novel function of articulating the theme.  To say that it “wants credibility” and so the play 
“exhibits no just picture of life” challenges the very hypothesis of a romance and it has a logic of 
its own and it creates an independent frame of reference that baffles any moral or utilitarian test.  
Beguiled by its mazy plot and music, many might not even dare to ask if this disguise is probable.   

 Spread over a span of two decades Shakespeare's thirty seven plays as well as his non -- 
dramatic poems though ill - edited are a legacy to posterity, the vitality of his genius remains 
undiminished at the end of four centuries and seems to increase with every reading.  His form is 
at once unique and incomparable, his individuality asserts itself with irrepressible power in the 
form of his plays, though marred by a few glaring faults.  The defects of his genius are almost as 
striking as his merits and the poet is not always restrained by the dramatist in him. 
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IV.4  LET US SUM UP 

 In this lesson we have learned about the title of the play and other important 

characterstics of the play which help us appreciate the play as the most delightful of his comedies 

"full of sweetness and pleasantry" and play of love at first sight inspite of various inconsistencies 

and improbabilities. 

IV.5 - CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

 1)       Write a note on the Title.  

 2)       Discuss the love theme of the play ? 

 3)       Explain the improbabilities in the play 

 4)      Write briefly about the plot construction of the play. 

IV.6 - SUGGESTED READINGS 

 1)    Twelfth Night  -  Edited by K. Deighton. 

 2)  John Dover Wilson  -  The Essential Shakespeare (1932) 

 3)  S.A. Brooke  -  The Plays of Shakespeare 

 4)  A.B. Charlton              -     Shakespearean Comedy and Other Studies. 

 

P.N.V.D. Mahesh 
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Unit - II - TWELFTH NIGHT - Lesson - II 
 

IV.II.0 OBJECTIVES 

 After going through this unit you will be able to  

 * Understand the summary of the play 

IV.II.I - STRUCTURE 

IV.II.0 OBJECTIVES 

IV.II.1 STRUCTURE 

IV.II.2 INTRODUCTION 

 IV.II.2.1  Out line summary of the play 

 IV.II.2.2  Scene wise / Act wise summary 

IV.II.3 Let us sum up 

IV.II.4 Check your progress 

IV.II.5 Suggested Readings 

 

IV.II.2  - INTRODUCTION 

 The second lesson helps you understand the outline summary of the play.  In order to 
understand the play clearly scene wise summary is also given along with critical comments. 

 

IV.II.2.1  OUTLINE SUMMARY OF THE PLAY 

 It is essential for the student to possess some knowledge of the general sweep of the 
action before any attempt can be made to interpret the play in greater detail.  The following is a 
brief outline of the plot and this section should be constantly consulted while reading the play and 
the fuller summary follows. 

 Orsino, Duke of Illyria, is stimulating his strong streak of sentimentality by assuming the 
part of a languishing lover and courting his rich neighbour, the Countess Olivia, by deputy. To 
present his suit he sends to her Cesario, a favourite page who has just entered his employ.  He 
does not know that this page is really Viola a shipwrecked gentlewoman in disguise, who has 
fallen in love with him.  Olivia, like the Duke is a sentimentalist, and is indulging in a season of 
grief and mourning for a dead brother, refusing to entertain the advances of any man.  Although 
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she admires her royal suitor, she cannot love him.  Her sorrow over the loss of her brother is not 
so profound, however, as to keep her from falling passionately in love with the disguised Viola 
and from determining to see more of this youthful envoy of the Duke’s.  In Olivia’s household only 
Malvolio, the melancholy steward, finds a morbid pleasure in the atmosphere of mourning which 
has been decreed.  Her irresponsible uncle,  Sir Toby Belch, a riotous gentleman who sponges  
on her, does not believe in excessive grief;he employs his time in drinking with Olivia’s jester 
Feste and with his dupe,  Sir Andrew Aguecheek, a wealthy but foolish and faint - hearted knight, 
who keeps Sir Toby in funds while the latter pretends to advance his courtship with the countess. 

 Sebastain,Viola's twin brother, whom she supposes to have been drowned in the 
shipwreck, arrives in Illyria with a sea captain, Antonio.  Olivia, meanwhile, sends a ring to 
Cesario by the haughty and peevish Malvolio.  This conceited fellow has been so arrogant 
towards Sir Toby and Olivia’s servants that her maid, Maria, plots with Sir Toby to get him into 
trouble with the Countess.  This they succeed in doing by placing where he will find it a bogus 
letter from Olivia in which she professes love for him and begs him, if he responds, to wear yellow 
hose, go cross-gartered and smile perpetually in her presence. 

 When Ceasario returns to Olivia, the countess can no longer conceal her passion but 
makes advance to him openly.  Fearing that Sir Andrew will leave Illyria in disgust, Sir Toby prods 
the cowardly knight into challenging the supposed page to a duel.  In another part of the city, 
Antonio parts from Sebastian after having lent his purse to the youth.  The revenge plot against 
Malvolio comes to a successful climax; his unaccountable antics lead Olivia to think him mad, and 
Sir Toby and Maria have little difficulty in having him committed to a dark room. With Malvolio 
disposed of, Sir Toby presses the fearful Sir Andrew and Cesario into a duel, but as they draw 
unwilling swords against each other, Antonio rushes in to rescue - as he supposes - his friend 
Sebastian. Recognizing the sea captain as an old enemy of the state, officers arrest him, and to 
his astonishment his appeal to the supposed Sebastian for money is met with a denial from 
Cesario that he ever saw him.  

 Seeing Cesario so timid, Sir Andrew rushes after him to complete the duel but encounters 
Viola’s twin brother Sebastian, who readily draws his sword and wounds the astonished knight 
and also Sir Toby, who has come to his friend’s rescue.  Olivia interferes and mistaking Sebastian 
for Cesario, leads him into her house, sends for a priest and promptly marries the astonished 
young man.  Meantime, at Maria’s suggestion, Feste, the clown, completes the plot against 
Malvolio by going to the dark room in the guise of a curate and unmercifully badgering the 
imprisoned steward. 

 The Duke Orsino with the disguised Viola and other attendants appears before Olivia’s 
house just as the Duke’s officers enter with Antonio.  Orsino supports Cesario’s claim that he 
does not have the sea captain’s purse, but turns upon him savagely when the Countess 
addresses the supposed youth as her husband and summons the priest to testify to the marriage.  
There is still more confusion when Sir Toby and Sir Andrew enter bleeding and accuse Cesario of 
having wounded them.  The appearance of the twin brother astounds all, but clears up the 
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mystery; and the Duke gladly yields the Countess to the newcomer when he learns that his 
“page” is a lovely maiden anxious to marry him.  Sir Toby weds Maria for her wit, and only 
Malvolio, released at last from his captivity, seems characteristically dissatisfied with the 
happiness of the others. 

 

IV.II.2.2 SCENE WISE  SUMMARY OF THE PLAY 

ACT - I : Scene - 1 

 The play opens in a room in the palace of Orsino, Duke of Illyria.  When the Duke enters 
with Curio and other attendants, musicians are playing.  As the Duke is in love,  he says that the 
music should continue, for it appeals to the emotion which he feels.  Soon, however, he orders 
the players to stop, for the spirit of love is one which can suddenly change. 

 Curio asks whether his lord intends to go hunting the hart (deer), and with a play on words 
the Duke replies that he seeks the heart of his beloved Olivia. 

 Valentine, an attendant on the Duke, enters.  He has returned from the house of Olivia, 
where he was sent by the Duke.  She would not, however, see Valentine, for she is in seven 
years’ mourning for her dead brother.  The Duke is impressed by the deep feelings which Olivia 
feels for a dead brother when she marries, then the love which she will show for her husband will 
surely be a whole - hearted one. 

Scene - 2 

 On the sea coast, we see Viola and a Sea Captain, who have both been saved from a 
sunken ship.  Viola believes that her brother (Sebastian) has been drowned.  The Captain, 
however,  claims that he saw Sebastian clinging to one of the masts of the ship. 

 The Captian knows Illyria well,  for he was born near the very place where they now 
stand.  It is governed,  he says,  by a noble duke, Orsino, whose name Viola remembers having 
heard from her late father.  When last the Captain heard of the Duke - only a month ago - he 
sought the hand of the wealthy Olivia, whose father died a year before, leaving his daughter in 
the protection of her brother.  The brother died shortly after and now Olivia has declared that she 
will not have the company of men. 

 It is Viola’s wish that she may serve Olivia, but this the Captain thinks to be impossible, for 
the countess will not even admit Orsino to her presence.  To Viola there then comes the idea that 
she should, disguised as a boy serve the Duke as his page, and she offers the captain a 
generous reward if he will help to introduce her into the Duke’s household. 

Scene - 3 

 In this scene we are introduced to the hard-drinking Sir Toby Belch and Olivia’s servant,  
Maria, in a room in Olivia’s house.  Sir Toby, uncle to Olivia cannot understand his niece's long  
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mourning for her dead brother, while Olivia, Maria says, objects to Sir Toby’s late hours and wild 
habits.  In particular Olivia does  not like Toby’s friend, Sir Andrew Aguecheek, being brought, to 
her house.   Sir Toby brings him, of course, because of his wealth.  Maria judges Sir Andrew as 
being but a fool, a coward and a drunkard.   The foolish knight is actually deceived by Sir Toby 
into believing that Olivia would consider him as a husband. 

 Sir Andrew Aguecheek then enters, and both Sir Toby and Maria make jokes at his 
expense.  Maria leaves the two men, and Sir Andrew announces that he intends to leave on the 
following day, for he feels that he has no chance to gain Olivia’s hand. Sir Toby, however, talks 
him into staying, and this the gullible knight agrees to do. 

Scene - 4 

 (In this scene we first see Viola disguised as the boy Cesario.  We will, therefore, refer to 
Viola as “Cesario” and use the pronouns “he”, “his”, “him”, etc., whenever Viola is in the presence 
of others who believe her to be a male.) 

 In a room in the Duke’s palace are Valentine and Viola (disguised as a page and known 
as Cesario).  It is clear that Cesario has quickly become well liked by the Duke. 

 Orsino, Curio and attendants then enter.  The Duke addresses Cesario (Viola) ordering 
him to go to the house of Olivia and not to leave there until he sees the countess in person. He 
must tell her of the deep love which the Duke feels for her.  Although the Duke feels sure that his 
young messenger will do more than would one older, Cesario is doubtful but promises to do his 
best. 

Scene - 5 

 In a room in Olivia’s house are found Maria and Feste (the clown).  Maria demands to 
know why Feste has been away for so long from Olivia’s house, but the clown jokes with her and 
she leaves without knowing the reason for his absence. 

 Olivia then enters with her steward Malvolio.  The countess is at first angry with the clown 
and orders him to be removed from her presence, but Feste’s wit quickly wins her over to his side 
again.  The prim and proper Malvolio, however, is amazed that Olivia can see fun in such a fool 
as her clown.  Olivia accuses Malvolio of being so full of self - importance that he cannot 
appreciate a joke. 

 Maria then enters to tell her mistress that there is a young man at the gate who wishes to 
talk to her, but he is prevented from entering by Sir Toby.  Olivia orders that Sir Toby be called 
away from the gate, but, if the messenger is from the Duke,  he must be sent away.  Sir Toby 
then enters, but he is clearly drunk and thus Olivia tells the clown to look after him. 

 Malvolio, sent to attend to the messenger at the gate, then returns.  The young man, the 
steward says, is determined to see Olivia and will not go away until he does.  Although young, 
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Malvolio says, the youth speaks well and is of good bearing. At last therefore, Olivia  grants 
admittance.  Calling Maria, Olivia asks for her veil.. 

 Cesario (Viola) then enters, and asks if he addresses Olivia.  At first Olivia is unwilling to 
hear the Duke’s messenger, but Cesario is insistent and Olivia dismisses Maria so that she may 
hear the youth alone.  At Cesario’s request, Olivia unveils and the young messenger praises her 
beauty.  

 The page then tries to explain to Olivia the love which Orsino feels for her but the 
countess,  while admitting the Duke’s good points,  feels that she cannot love him.  If only, 
Cesario says, he loved Olivia with the same passion as his master, he could never leave her 
gate.  Olivia, however, is clearly more interested in the page than in the Duke; nevertheless, she 
tells him to return to his master saying that she cannot love him.  Cesario refuses the money 
which she offers him. 

 Once Cesario is gone, Olivia thinks deeply and affectionately about the youth.  Calling 
Malvolio, she orders him to go after Cesario and to give back the ring which he left (Cesario, of 
course, left no ring) and to tell him that if he should call again she will tell him the reason for which 
she returns it. 

ACT II : Scene - 1 

 On the sea-coast we meet Antonio (a sea captain) and Sebastian (brother to Viola).  To 
the captain, Sebastain explains he and his sister (Viola) were twins.  Now, it appears, he has 
been saved from the shipwreck while his beloved sister has lost her life.  So grieved is he at the 
throught that his sister has been drowned that Sebastian would rather that Antonio should kill 
him.  Nevertheless, heart-sore though he is, Sebastian determines to go to the court of Duke 
Orsino.  

Antonio also wishes that he could go with Sebastian, but he has fought in battle against Duke 
Orsino and is thus a deadly enemy.  Inspite of the danger,  however,  the brave Captain 
determines to follow Sebastian. 

Scene - 2 

 In a street, Cesario (Viola) is overtaken by Malvolio, who bears Olivia’s ring and asks 
Cesario to take it back.  Cesario, being sharply aware of Olivia’s feelings, protests that Olivia took 
the ring from him and thus he refuses to take it back.   Malvolio, however, throws the ring on the 
ground and makes his way back to his mistress’s house. Left alone, Viola picks up the ring.  She 
then bitterly realizes the irony of the situation . For while Duke Orsino is deeply in love with Olivia 
in spite of her showing no love in return, the strange situation has arisen in which Olivia is in love 
with the Duke’s page , not knowing that the page is a woman in men’s clothing. 
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Scene - 3 

 Sir Toby Belch and Sir Andrew Aguecheek are up well after midnight in a room in Olivia's 
house.  The clown then enters and both the knights call for a song.  Bribed with money, Feste 
sings them the song, "O Mistress mine", but in the midst of the drunken revelry, Maria enters to 
warn them of Olivia's displeasure at such scenes in her house. 

 Almost immediately afterwards,  Malvolio comes in, bearing from his mistress a stern 
request for silence.  For, says the steward, although Sir Toby may be his mistress's unlcle, she 
will ask him to leave her house if he does not act in an orderly manner.  Sir Toby, however, will 
not take a reprimand from Olivia's steward, and asks Maria for more wine.  Malvolio leaves, 
urging Maria not to give more liquor to the knight, for the countess would not approve.  

 As soon as Malvolio has gone, Sir Andrew and Sir Toby suggest challenging the steward 
to a duel. Maria, however, has a better plan for dealing with the puritan Malvolio. (At the time of 
the writing of Twelfth Night the Puritans were much in disfavour in the eyes of the king. It is 
suggested that Shakespeare introduced the idea of Malvolio’s being a puritan in order to gain the 
royal favour of King James-I).  Maria's plan is to deliver to Malvolio, in some way or another, a 
letter that will suggest that Olivia is in love with him, for she can right in a hand very like that of 
her mistress. The two knights greet this scheme with enthusiasm. Maria retires. Sir Toby having 
approached his friend. Sir Andrew, for more money , the scene ends. 

Scene - 4 

 In the Duke’s Court are Orsino, Cesario(Viola), Curio and others.  The Duke calls for 
music, asking for him who had sung the previous night. Curio explains that it was Feste, Olivia’s 
clown.  Orsino then speaks to Cesario ,amazed that the “boy” has so deep an insight into love 
and all that love means. He asks Cesario whom it is that he loves, and his answer is someone of 
the Duke’s age and complexion . One should, the Duke says, marry a woman yournger than 
oneself, for a woman adapts herself to a man,while a man’s love is more fickle than that of a 
woman.    Curio then returns with Feste, and the clown sings a song for the Duke, who gives him 
money for his trouble. 

 Orsino desires to be left alone with Cesario, and he instructs his page to go once more to 
Olivia to tell her of his love. Cesario asks, howerever, what the position would be if some woman 
were to love him (Orsino) as deeply as he loves Olivia, and yet he were to feel that he could not 
return the love. The Duke is sure, however, that no woman could love a man as deeply as he 
loves Olivia.  Cesario then tells the Duke of his “sister”, who loved a man very dearly but could 
never reveal it (the significance of this, of course, lies in that  Viola is deeply in love with the 
Duke, but being disguised as the boy Cesario she cannot reveal it).  Orsino instructs Cesario to 
go once again to Olivia's court. 
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Scene - 5 

 In the garden of Olivia's palace we see Sir Toby, Sir Andrew, and Fabian (a servant to 
Olivia).  The time has arrived for the practical joke which Maria is to play on Malvolio, and Maria 
comes to urge the men to hide behind a tree. Knowing that Malvolio will soon be coming down 
the path, she drops the letter which she has written. 

 Malvolio, in all his vanity, walks down the path. it is clear that he believes that Olivia has 
some affection for him -- he has heard so from Maria -- and other noble women have married 
their stewards .Meanwhile, it is difficult for the others to keep Sir  Toby quiet as they lie hidden 
behind the tree. The  vain Malvolio even imagines the day when he can be patronizing towards 
his “inferior” -- Sir   Toby  -- and can urge him to a more sober way of life. 

 Malvolio then notices the letter, which he picks up. The handwriting suggests that it comes 
from his mistress, Olivia. The letter is addressed to “M O A I” which the steward interprets as his 
own name. Reading further, it instructs him to be hostile to a kinsman (Sir Toby) and to the 
servants; furthermore, he should wear yellow stockings and dress himself cross-gartered.  In a 
postscript, the letter urges him to appear  smiling before his lover.(Everything which the letter 
urges Malvolio to do is, of course, just what Maria knows Olivia to dislike!). 

 Sure of his mistress’s love, Malvolio leaves, while Sir Toby , Sir Andrew, Fabian and Maria 
have a good laugh, for they know how Olivia will react to the yellow stockings, the cross-garters 
and the smiles of Malvolio. 

ACT III : Scene - 1 

 In Olivia’s garden, Cesario (Viola)meets Feste the clown. We have in this scene some 
examples of the clown’s jests, for when Cesario asks whether he lives by the drum (meaning 
whether he lives by his music), the clown replies that he lives by the church---not that he is a 
clergyman but his house is near the church. Again, when Cesario suggests that Feste cares for 
nothing (meaning that he has a light- hearted approach to life) the clown replies that he does care 
for something but he does not care for Cesario, i.e,he does not like  Cesario. On Cesario’s asking 
whether he is Olivia’s fool(i.e.clown), he replies that Olivia has no folly and will keep no fool until 
she marries.  Cesario asks whether Olivia is within and gives Feste money. The clown leaves, 
and presently Cesario is joined in the garden by Sir Toby and Sir Andrew.  Sir Toby tells Cesario 
that Olivia is desirous that  he should enter, but before the Duke’s page can do so Olivia hereself 
comes into the garden with Maria. 

 Olivia dismisses Maria and the two knights as she wishes to be alone with Cesario.  The 
page calls himself Olivia’s servant; for, since he is servant to the Duke and the Duke is Olivia’s 
servant, Cesario is therefore the servant of Olivia.  Cesario explains that the purpose of his visit is 
to bring to the countess the Duke’s love. Olivia, however asks that no more be said of the Duke 
for, she admits, she is in love with Cesario.  The countess also admits having sent Malvolio after 
Cesario with the ring, agreeing that she displayed “fearful cunning" in doing so.  
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 Cesario, however, feels pity for Olivia in her emotions (for, naturally, Olivia must 
eventually learn that the Duke’s page is the girl Viola, disguised in men’s clothing).Olivia says, 
however,that she “will not have” Cesario; yet, when the page turns to go, Olivia again tells 
Cesario of her love. Cesario departs, saying that no woman will ever have his heart (for, since 
Viola is a woman, it is impossible for her to fall in love with a woman). Olivia begs that Cesario 
should call again. 

 (In this scene we see that disguise may carry one successfully to a certain point, but that 
eventually it will lead to grave complications.) 

Scene - 2 

 This scene is in a room in Olivia’s palace, where we see Sir Toby, Sir Andrew and Fabian. 
Sir Andrew has decided to leave the court, for he sees that Olivia is in love with the Duke’s  page 
and not with him.(Remember that Sir Toby, wanting to make use of Sir Andrew’s money,keeps 
him in the court  by persuading him that he stands a chance of winning Olivia’s hand.) . Fabian 
tells Sir Andrew that Olivia paid attention to the page (Cesario) so as to make him (Sir  Andrew) 
jealous;it was Sir Andrew’s  duty to have shown Olivia how much better a man he is than the 
page. 

 Sir Toby says that the only possible way in which Sir Andrew can redeem himself is to 
challenge Cesario to a duel , and Fabian agrees that this is the right course to take. They 
therefore urge Sir Andrew to write a challenge to the page. 

 After Sir Andrew has left, Sir Toby and Fabian joke heartily about the duel . For Sir Toby 
knows that his fellow knight is an utter coward, while Fabian remarks that Cesario appears too 
gentle to be a fighter. 

 Maria then enters, to hear the news that Malvolio, on the strength of the letter which he 
picked up, is now dressed in yellow stockings,is cross-gartered and smiles all the time. Sir Toby 
asks only that he be given the opportunity of seeing Malvolio at  his antics. 

Scene - 3 

 (In Act II , Scene 1, we saw how Antonio, the sea captain, felt the urge to follow his friend 
Sebasian (brother to viola---who, as we know , is now disguised as a page),although he knew 
that he was in danger in Orsino’s dukedom. In this scene, we see Antonio once again with 
Sebastian.) 

 Sebastian and Antonio are together, the captain explaining that his love for Sebastian is 
so sincere that he cannot think  of his wandering alone in a strange town.  Sebastian is grateful 
for what Antonio has done, and suggests that they pass some time in looking at the sights of the 
town.  Antonio, however, asks Sebastian to excuse him for not joining him; for Antonio is in 
danger in the town, having once fought in battle against Orsino's ships.  While most of Antionio's 
fellow citizens had repaid to the Duke what had been taken, he had not done so, and thus he 
could be thrown into prison if caught.   Antonio is nevertheless anxious that Sebastian should not 
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be robbed of enjoyment, and thus he gives Sebastian his purse and arranges that they meet 
again at the Elephant Inn. 

 

Scene - 4 

 Olivia and Maria are in the garden of the countess’s palace. Olivia, deeply in love, has 
sent for Cesario, and she confides to Maria how deeply she feels for the youth. The seriousness 
of Malvolio is in keeping with Olivia’s feelings, and thus she sends for her steward.  Maria warns 
her mistress that Malvolio is in a strange mood. Even when Olivia tells him that she feels sad 
(because of her love for Cesario) Malvolio smiles and tells Olivia that he comes in the way she 
wished. (Malvolio, having acted on the letter dropped by Maria, is wearing yellow stockings, is 
crossgartered, and wears a perpetual smile!) 

 Malvolio quotes lines from the letter he picked up, but Olivia can only think that he is ill 
and should go to bed.  A servant then calls to announce that Cesario waits to see Olivia.  The 
countess therefore tells Maria to make  sure that Malvolio(whom she belives to be mad ) is  
looked after, for she would not like to see him come to harm. 

     Olivia then leaves, and Malvolio is sure that Olivia has put him in the care of Sir Toby for a 
purpose, for the letter told him to be “opposite with a kinsman” and  to be “surly with servants”. 

 Sir Toby and Fabian then enter, the knight announcing that his niece (Olivia)wishes him to 
look after Malvolio.  The two men and Maria humour the lovesick Malvolio, who soon leaves as 
the others are not of his class. After the steward has gone, Sir Toby, Maria and Fabian realize 
that the letter has affected Malvolio more than they ever thought likely. Sir Toby, however, 
decides that Malvolio must be put in a dark room; for, since Olivia thinks him mad, they can carry 
their joke to its limits. 

          Sir Andrew comes in with the challenge which he has written to Cesario. Sir Toby reads it 
to the company, and agrees to give it to the page. Sir Andrew must now wait his chance to fight 
Cesario.  After Sir Andrew has gone, Sir Toby tells Fabian and Maria that he has no intention of 
delivering the letter, for it is so poorly written that it will impress nobody. Sir Toby will rather 
deliver the challenge by word of mouth. 

 Seeing Olivia and Cesario approaching , Sir Toby, Fabian, and Maria leave. Olivia is 
trying hard to impress Cesario with the love she feels for him. The page, however, asks only that 
she show love for his master, the Duke. Olivia leaves, imploring that Cesario should come again. 

 Sir Toby Belch and Fabian then return, and the knight announces to Cesario that his 
opponent awaits him in the orchard.  Cesario cannot understand who could wish to fight with him, 
for he has no enemies.  He therefore asks Sir Toby to find out in what way he has offended.   Sir 
Toby does so, leaving Cesario with Fabian. 
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 While Sir Toby is away, Fabian tries to impress upon Cesario what a great fighter Sir 
Andrew is.  Fabian and Cesario then walk away. 

 Sir Toby returns with Sir Andrew, and impresses on the latter the bravery and the skill of 
Cesario as a fighter .  Sir Andrew wants to withdraw from the duel and on hearing that Cesario is 
determined to fight offers his horse to settle the argument. 

 At this point Viola ( Cesario ) comes near to disclosing her identity.  Sir Andrew is as 
frightened of Cesario as Cesario is of him but, convinced by Sir Toby that Cesario will not hurt 
him, Sir Andrew draws his sword. 

 The duel is interrupted by the arrival of Antonio who, mistaking Cesario for Sebastian 
(remember that Sebastian and Viola are twins and thus Viola, disguised as Cesario, looks much 
like her brother) draws his sword to protect Cesario.  Sir Toby then wants to fight with Antonio, 
but the confusion comes to an end when officers arrive and arrest Antonio. 

 Antonio (still thinking he is talking to Sebastain) asks Cesario for his money (for Antonio 
had given Sebastain his purse).  Cesario is bewildered at the request, but offers to lend Antonio 
half of all he has in consideration of the kind help the Captain has given against Sir Andrew.  
Antonio cannot understand what has happened and he bitterly explains to the officers how he had 
saved Sebastain (whom he confuses with Cesario) from drowning.  Viola is thus given to some 
deep thinking, as it occurs to her that her brother may, after all, have been saved. 

 After Cesario has gone, Sir Toby convinces Sir Andrew that the boy is a coward.  Thus Sir 
Andrew hastens after him. 

ACT IV : Scene - 1 

 In the street before Olivia’s house, Feste the clown meets Sebastian, whom he mistakes 
for Cesario.  Sebastian, of course, cannot understand why Olivia should have sent the clown to 
call him; he therefore gives Feste money and tells him to go. 

 Sir Andrew comes in and also mistaking Sebastian for Cesario, hits him.  Sebastian, 
however,  forcibly returns the blows.  Sir Toby, entering with Fabian, interferes, and Sebastian  
draws his sword. 

 Olivia enters and angrily orders Sir Toby to stop fighting.  She dimisses the two knights 
and Fabian.  Left alone with Sebastian ( whom she thinks is Cesario)   She asks him to come into 
her house.  Although he does not understand the situation, Sebastian follows Olivia. 

Scene - 2 

 In a room in Olivia’s house, Sir Toby, Maria and Feste are preparing a practical joke on 
Malvolio now locked in a dark room.  Feste has dressed up as Sir Topas, the curate, and they go 
to Malvolio’s room.   
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 Malvolio, from within, greets “Sir Topas” and asks him to call Olivia.  The clown replies 
that Malvolio must be mad, for he says that his room is dark when it is a room with huge bay 
windows.  (Actually, of course, it has no windows at all ) After continuing to tease Malvolio in this 
way for some time,  Feste drops his mimicry of a parson;  Sir Toby and Maria leave. 

 Malvolio now pleads with the clown to see that he gets a light and is given paper whereon 
to write a note to Olivia. 

Scene - 3 

 Sebastian is in the garden of Olivia’s house, almost unable to believe that things are real.  
He knows that he is not mad; but yet he can hardly believe that Olivia is in love with him.  He 
thinks, too of Antonio, and wonders why he was not to be found at the Elephant Inn. 

 Olivia then enters with a priest.  Before the priest, they will “plight their troth”.  (In 
shakespearian times it was usual for the contract of marriage to be solemnized privately before a 
priest some forty days before the official wedding ceremony.  The former is what is referred to 
when Olivia asks Sebastian to “Plight me the full assurance of your faith.” 

ACT  V : Scene - 1 

 The clown and Fabian are in the street outside Olivia’s house.  Fabian is anxious to read 
the letter which Feste has brought from Malvolio, but the clown will not show it to him. 

 Duke Orsino enters with Cesario, Curio and others, and asks Fabian and Feste whether 
they are of the Countess Olivia’s household.  The Duke, of course, recognizes the clown (who 
has played before him in his court), and the clown jokes with the Duke, earning handsome 
rewards for his efforts. 

 Cesario then calls the Duke’s attention to Antonio, whom he sees approaching with 
officers, and tells Orsino that he is the man who rescued him from Sir Andrew.  The Duke 
recognizes in Antonio the captain of a ship against which the Duke’s fleet had fought.  The first 
officer supports this, and reminds the Duke that Antonio captured the ship Phoenix after the 
vessel, laden with freight, had sailed form Crete; he had also boarded the Tiger, in a fight in 
which Orsino’s nephew lost a leg.  As the officer had seen Antonio in a street fight, he had taken 
him into arrest. 

 Cesario adds that Antonio had bravely rescued him from Sir Andrew.  Afterwards, 
however, he spoke strangely.  The Duke cannot think why Antonio should have come to Illyria, 
knowing the danger in which he stands. 

 Antonio protests that he has never been either a thief or a pirate, although he agrees to 
being the Duke’s enemy.  He was drawn to the town through his love for the young boy (she 
thinks Cesario is Sebastian), whom he saved from drowning after the sinking of his ship.  
Notwithstanding the danger, Antonio  came to Illyria and drew his sword in defence of his friend.  
The ungrateful youth, however had refused even to return his purse. 
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 The Duke asks when Antonio’s young friend came to the town.  Antonio replies that it was 
only half an hour before the duel.  This the Duke realizes to be impossible, for Cesario has served 
him as a page for three months. 

 Seeing Olivia approaching with attendants,  Orsino orders Antonio to be taken to one side.  
The countess asks Cesario (she confuses Sebastian and Cesario) why he has not kept his word 
with her.  Cesario says that his master would speak with her, and the countess is ready to hear 
the Duke so long as it is not on the old theme of his love for her.  Orsino feels forlorn that Olivia 
does not return his love, the more so as he can see that she loves Cesario.  His jealousy tells him 
that he must kill Cesario so as to save his own broken heart.  Therefore the Duke turns to go  and 
Cesario prepares to follow him  for  the young page would gladly die for his master. 

 Olivia (not realizing that it was with Sebastian and not Cesario that she appeared before 
the priest) chides the page for his faithlessness.  and asks if he has forgotten how they swore 
marriage vows before the holy priest.  At that moment the priest himself arrives and he supports 
Olivia by telling the Duke that Cesario and the countess had only two hours before sworn the holy 
vows of matrimony. 

 The Duke is amazed to hear this, and he charges Cesario with deception in that he has 
sought Olivia’s hand in marriage while professing to be pressing his master’s suit.  Cesario may 
take Olivia as his wife, but he must never again cross the Duke’s path. 

 Before Cesario can speak, Sir andrew arrives.  Sir Toby needs a surgeon, for he has been 
wounded by Cesario (it was, of Course, Sebastian who had attacked Sir Toby).  Sir Andrew tells 
the others how he had himself been set upon by Cesario (again, of  course, he refers to his 
coming to blows with Sebastian). 

 Sir Toby then arrives.  He is clearly drunk  and Olivia orders Sir Andrew, Fabian and the 
clown to take him away, so that his wounds may be seen to. 

 Sebastian himself appears on the scene, and apologizes to Olivia for hurting Sir Toby.  
The Duke is the first to see the likeness in appearance, in voice and in demeanour between 
Sebastian and Cesario.  Sebastian greets his old friend and helper, Antonio, and the captain asks 
which of the two people really is Sebastian. 

 Sebastian explains that he has no brother,  but had a sister who was drowned in a 
shipwreck.  Cesario announces that he comes from  Messaline; his father was named Sebastian 
and he had a brother also called Sebastian; this brother however had been drowned. 

 In reply, Sebastian says that if Cesario were a woman he would greet her as his sister 
Viola.  It is then that Viola reveals her identity and admits that, after being received by a sea 
captain, she had disguised herself as a man and entered the service of the Duke. 

 The Duke is only too anxious to see Viola in her women’s clothes.  Unfortunately, 
however, the sea captain has Viola’s clothes and this captain is now in prison on the orders of 
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Malvolio.  (This is introduced by Shakespeare so that the audience will not feel too much 
sympathy for Malvolio.) 

 Olivia orders Malvolio to be brought to her, but then remembers that her steward is ill and, 
she believes, out of his mind.  The clown then enters, with Fabian, and gives Olivia a letter from 
Malvolio.  In this letter Malvolio tells of the injustice which he feels at being put into a dark room 
under Sir Toby, for he is fully in his senses.  Whatever he did was the result of the letter which the 
countess wrote him.  (i.e., the letter written by Maria in her mistress’s hand ). Olivia orders that 
Malvolio be released.   

 Malvolio then appears, protesting against the wrong which the countess has done him.  
He shows Olivia the letter in which she asked him to wear yellow stockings, to dress himself 
cross-gartered and to smile all the time.  Olivia tells Mavolio that, although the writing is very 
much like her own, it is plain to her that Maria penned the letter.  Nevertheless, justice will be 
done to Malvolio for what has happened. 

 Fabian explains that Sir Toby and he were the prime movers in the plot, and that Maria 
had written the letter for them.  Sir Toby has, indeed, married Maria.  It was, however, all meant 
as a joke and there was no maliciousness behind their plot.  Olivia feels sorry for Malvolio 
because he has been made to look foolish. 

 The Clown adds that he had a hand in the plot by posing as Sir Topas.  Thus he had had 
his revenge on Malvolio, who had always looked upon him as a fool. 

 Angrily vowing vengeance, Malvolio leaves.  The Duke orders that they go after Malvolio, 
however, for he has yet to answer questions about his imprisoning the sea captain.  Once that 
has been settled,  he and Viola will marry. 

 All leave, save the clown, who ends the scene (and the play) with the song “Hey, ho, the 
wind and the rain”. 

IV.II.3.  LET US SUM UP 

 In this lesson we have understood not only the outline summary of the play but also the 

scene wise summary along with critical comments which help us go into the details of the play in 

order to understand it on sound lines. 

IV.II.4 - CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

 1) The dominant theme of the play is love - Discuss. 

 2) Explain the significance of ring episode. 

 3) What is importance of the duel episode ? 
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IV.II.5   SUGGESGED READINGS 

 1) Notes on Shakespeare's Twelfth Night Methuen & Co., Ltd. 

 2) S.C. Sen Gupta   - Shakespearean Comedy 

 3) J.W. Mackail   - The Approach to Shakespeare (Oxford 1934) 

 

P.N.V.D. Mahesh 
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Unit - III - TWELFTH NIGHT - Lesson - III 
 

IV.III.1 OBJECTIVES 

 After going through this unit you will be able to  

 analyse the characters of the play 

IV.III.1 STRUCTURE 

IV.III.0 OBJECTIVES 

IV.III.1 STRUCTURE 

IV.III.2 INTRODUCTION 

IV.III.3 CHARACTERISATION  

 Major Characters 

 IV.III.3.1 - Olivia 

 IV.III.3.2 - Viola 

 IV.III.3.3 - Orsino The Duke 

 IV.III.3.4 - Malvolio 

 IV.III.3.5 - Feste The Clown 

IV.III.4 Minor Characters 

 IV.III.4.1 - Maria 

 IV.III.4.2 - Sir Toby Belch 

 IV.III.4.3 - Sir Andrew Aguecheek 

 IV.III.4.4 -  Fabian 

IV.III.5 Plot Construction of the Play 

IV.III.6 Let us sum up 

IV.III.7 Check your progress 

IV.III.8 Suggested Readings 
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IV.III.2 INTRODUCTION 

 The lesson aims at helping you analyse the nature of all major characters of the play, 
and the development of action from the begining till the end.  

 Character delineation is the strong point of Shakespeare’s works.  His fame rests more on 
the exquisite way in which he re-tells a story that he borrowed and recreates the characters and 
atmosphere, adding new characters and incidents to heighten or sublimate the effects of his 
narrative.  The deep reflective power and subtle insight into the working of minds of characters 
makes Goethe reflect that Shakespeare’s "characters are like watches with dial plates of 
transparent crystal... they show you the hour like others and inward mechanism is also visible."  
Characterisation is the really fundamental and lasting element in any play. In matters of 
characterisation and creating an atmosphere, in a play is different from a novel.  The first 
condition of dramatic art is brevity. The dramatist has to deal with motive and character within the 
narrowly circumscribed area of a few scenes while a novelist has no such limit, he can enter into 
a dialogue with the reader directly and explain the implications of a situation, in detail if need be.  
So concentration as a necessary condition of dramatic characterisation, of course, implies the 
most carefully considered emphasis upon the qualities which have to be brought into relief.  Prof. 
Tolston states in this connection that only  those characteristics of a hero, and for that of any 
important character "should be made prominent which really influences the course of action, and 
that these characteristics should be unmisitakble”. 

 Impersonality of the artist is another essential feature because the dramatist cannot 
constitute himself the judge and official interpreter of his characters and commentator on the 
situations.  He has to make the characters his medium of expression to unfold the theme, to 
disclose the personalities and explain the significance of situations. 

 The plot is means to characterisation because we know the characters by what they do.  
Through the very movement of the story, and particularly through its great crises and situations, 
the larger intellectual and moral qualities of the persons who take part in it are necessarily 
impressed upon us.  The plot shows the man in action and discloses the broad characteristics 
only.  The principal function of dialogue in the drama is in direct connection with characterisation.  

 Carlyle says, “It is in what I call portrait painting, delineating of men and things, especially 
of men that Shakespeare is great.  All the greatness of the man comes out decisively here.  It is 
unexampled, I think that calm and creative perspicacity of Shakespeare.  The things he looks at 
reveals this or not that face of it, but its inmost heart and generic secret; it dissolves itself as in 
light before him, so that he discerns the perfect strucutre of it." 
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   IV.III.3   CHARACTERISATION  MAJOR CHARACTERS 

IV.III.3.1 OLIVIA  

 Olivia stands at the central point of the whole action.  When seen at the outset, it can be 
inferred from her bearing that she is a woman of unusual energy. She is mourning the death of 
her father and brother.  For seven years she intends  to go veiled; oppressed by melancholy, she 
laments in cloister - like retirement, and has abjured the company of men.  The power of feeling 
which induces such a resolve, and the strength of character which trusts to itself to carry it out, 
influence her whole nature.  

 She is revealed as a dignified aristocrat of free and serious mind - not of a humour to bear 
the jests of a messenger, but thoroughly capable of thoughtfully receiving the significant thrusts of 
her jester.  Not sufficiently masculine to dismiss with more than words the dissolute relatives who 
beset her house, she is, nevertheless, carefully considerate of maintaining order through her 
puritanical steward, whom she holds in honour for the sake of his virtuous zeal. 

 By various traits she sustains the severely moral character which these qualities indicate; 
she is an enemy of all fashionable dress; if Viola calls herself her servant, she considers it “lowly 
feigning”; the manner in which she turns her back on the Duke’s suit seems to infer an icy 
coldness of character; “my mouse of virtue” is the term which the fool confers upon her. 

 The appearance of Viola in the guise of “Cesario” serves to transform the Countess’s 
personality.  She becomes suddenly restless and absent-minded,  enquires after the messenger's 
parentage, fixes her eyes steadfastly upon “him” sends “him”, a ring, and invites “him” to come 
again.  Indeed, with the same eagerness as that with which she had before expressed her 
aversion to Orsino, she now pursues this awakening passion.  Olivia is obliged to confess that "a 
murderous guilt shows not itself more soon than love that would seem hid", and she passes from 
the one extreme of a somewhat intense melancholy and resignation to the other extreme of 
ardent passion. 

 Even her pride-- her last weapon against her overpowering feeling  is blunted; a fiend like 
Cesario, she confesses, might bear her soul to hell, but she would even gain the disdainful youth 
by bribery. Suddenly she encounters Sebastian, and discovers her imagined Cesario a 
transformed character.  In her “extracting frenzy”, as she herself calls her condition, she forgets 
every other business, but never her own dignity and chains her unexpectedly obtained favourite 
indissolubly to herself in the bonds of marriage. 

Brandes  on Olivia  

“The Countess Olivia forms a pendant to the  Duke:  She, like him, is full of yearning melancholy.  
With an  ostentatious exaggeration of sisterly love, she  has vowed to pass seven whole years 
veiled like a nun, consecrating her whole life to sorrow for her brother.  Yet we find in her 
speeches no trace of this devouring sorrow; she jests with her household, and rules it ably and 
well until, at the first sight of the disguised Viola, she flames out into passion, and, careless of the 
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traditional reserve of her sex, takes the most daring step to win the supposed youth.  She is 
conceived as an unbalanced character, who passes at a bound from exaggerated hatred for all 
worldly things to total forgetfulness of her never-to-be forgotten sorrow.  Yet she is not comic like 
Phoebe, for Shakespeare has indicated that it is the Sebastian type foreshadowed in the 
disguised Viola, which is irresistible to her; and Sebastian, we see at once, requites the love 
which his sister had to reject.  Her utterance of her passion, moreover, is always poetically 
beautiful. "yet while she is sighing in vain for Viola, she necessarily appears as though seized  
with a mild erotic madness, similar to that of the Duke: and the folly of each is parodied in a witty 
and delightful fashion by Malvolio’s entirely  ludicrous love for his mistress, and his vain 
confidence  that she returns it.  Olivia feels and says that herself, where she exclaims  

 “Go, call him hither,  I am as mad as he 

 If sad and merry madness equal be.” 

 IV.III.3.2 VIOLA  

 A feminine contrast to the Duke and his assuming self-centred love is presented by 
Shakespeare in Viola’s modest nature, and her quiet reserved passion.  From the testimony of 
her twin brother, she is accounted beautiful by all; the Duke, too, considers her lips “smooth and 
rubious” as Diana’s and her soft maiden-like voice strikes him, when he sees her in the page’s 
dress.  “She bore a mind,"  says Sebastain,  “which envy could but call fair" 

 When shipwrecked and impoverished Viola is driven to the inhospitable shores of Illyria 
and her first wish is to go to Olivia, in order that she may withdraw from the world; when this 
appears hard to compass, she goes in man’s attire to the Duke.  Scarcely is she with him than 
she wins the favour and full confidence of the tender-hearted lover, and is commissioned with his 
messages to Olivia. Viola herself just as quickly conceives an affection for Orsino, but she 
confesses it in secret with one passing sigh -- a serious hope of possessing him never occurs to 
her, and she dutifully delivers her message.   

 The man who has no power over Olivia captivates Viola’s heart more and more; 
moreover, he touches her heart far more deeply because of his hopeless position, which is so 
analogous to her own.  On the other hand, she steals gently, though disguised as a boy, into the 
heart of the man; in a masterly manner, she knows how to speak of the passion which torments 
Orsino, and his most subtle observations meet with her understanding; she knows how to whisper 
to the Duke that she shall never love a wife as she does him. 

 When Orsino at last goes personally to work, and is rejected by Olivia, his shallow love for 
the countess turns suddenly into hate and jealously; he wishes to sacrifice Olivia’s favourite, 
Cesario, to his revenge, and the victim offers herself readily to the knife.  When matters are 
explained, Viola confesses her disguise, and the Duke suddenly appreciates what he has learnt 
from her modest love and its language; Orsino has little hesitation in making his former page his 
"mistress and his fancy’s queen”.   
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Mrs. Jameson on Viola  

 “Viola is the chosen favourite of the enamoured Duke, and becomes his messenger to 
Olivia and the interpreter of his sufferings to that inaccessible beauty.  In her character of youthful 
page, she attracts the favour of Olivia, and excites the jealousy of her lord.  The situation is 
critical and delicate, but how exquisitely is the character of Viola fitted to her part, carrying her 
through the ordeal with all the inward and spiritual grace of modesty !  What beautiful propriety is 
the distinction drawn between Rosalind and  Viola !  The wild sweetness and the frolic humour, 
which sports free and unblamed amid the shades of Ardennes, would ill become Viola, whose 
playfulness is assumed as part of her disguise as a court page, and is guarded by the strictest 
delicacy. She has not, like Rosalind, a saucy enjoyment in her own incognito;  her disguise does 
not sit so easily upon her;  her heart does not beat freely under it. As in the old ballad, where 
sweet William is detected weeping in secret over her man’s array, so for Viola, a sweet 
consciousness of her feminine nature is for ever breaking through her masquerade  

 “And on her cheek is ready with a blush 

 Modest as morning, when she coldly eyes 

 The youthful Phoebus  . . . . “ 

 “The feminine cowardice of Viola, which will not allow her even to affect a courage 
becoming her attire – her horror at the idea of drawing a sword, is very natural and characteristic; 
and produces a most humorous effect, even  at the very moment it charms and interests us.” 

IV.III.3.3 Orsino the Duke 

 Orsino, the Duke of Illyria, represents a type of wealthy young men who live in a world of 
fancy.  Liberal praise is bestowed on him by the other characters.  He is described as an 
attractive figure, “of fresh and stainless youth”,  "free learned and valiant," and “a gracious 
person”.  He is known to be noble “in nature as in name”.  Even Olivia admits him to be noble.  
He is kindly and courageous to all, eloquent and full of poetic thoughts and sentiments. 

 At the opening of the play, he appears to us to be an egoist, a dilettante in love, who is too 
much occupied with his own painful and pleasurable emotion to feel very strong or lasting 
affection for another.  But the "passion of Orsino does not spring from those inmost recesses of 
the heart whence alone draws its irresistable spell; it is a nursling of the fancy and in its lack of 
fibre and of magnetic force betrays but too clearly the sources of its being.  The sympathy he 
gains by the rejection of his love by Olivia at first is forfeited and it becomes clear that his sorrows 
are an expression of self-conscious melancholy.  They are fine speeches made by a literary artist 
using his own emotions as a "subject."  His love of Olivia was almost a fiction; she had only 
“entrenched his imagination, not won his heart”. 

 An amiable egoist Orsino is in fact blinded by his image of himself as an ardent but 
despairing lover that he is maimed by the obsession.  He is incapable of discerning the fact that 
he can never inspire love in a woman except as in case of Viola who is wrapt up in him to 
perceive his defects.  It is for this trait that he accepts Viola’s devotion as a matter of course.  
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Possibly he would have won Olivia had he been driven by his irresistible passion into her 
presence and made ‘a willow cabin’ at Olivia’s gate and sing the loyal cantons of his condemned 
love but his egomania comes in the way. 

 "When at last he nerves himself to plead his suit in person, it is too late, for Olivia is 
already contracted by Sebastian, whom she has mistaken for Viola, in whom he recognizes a 
triumphant rival."  With the reappearance of Sebastian and the revelation of Viola’s true sex,  
Orsino now finds the cue to the enigmatical speeches of his supposed page on the subject of love 
and with all the sudden, overwhelming changes of feelings,  he transfers his affections wholesale 
to Viola and proclaims her his mistress and his fancy’s queen. 

 “Though he seems to be favoured beyond his desserts in carrying off so lightly a far richer 
prize than that for which he had long sighed in vain, the chastened tone of his utterances 
encourage the hope that his dilettante love in idleness has been but the prelude to genuine manly 
devotion, driving its roots deep into the secret places of the soul" (Boas) 

Stopford Brooke on Orsino 

 “The Duke’s love is love in idleness; and he is always discussing it and holding it in 
different lights, feelings it in different ways and surroundings, and it seems as if he were at play 
with it.” 

 “In all the imaginations of an imagined love, he is just like Romeo in love with Rosalind 
before he met Juliet.  It is a fantasy of passion that he feels, not passion itself.  Like Romeo he 
seeks solitude.  “I myself am best, when least in company.”  Like Romeo he unloads his heart in 
words to Curio, even in the hearing of his court. When Viola joins him, he “unclasps to her”  whom 
he thinks a youth “the book even of his secret soul”. 

 “The deeper passions are not like this. They are surface-smooth and still, like profound 
waters.   Music, to which the Duke, with his love of beauty, is always flying for solace, does not 
relieve the greater passions but disturbs them into a storm.” 

IV.III.3.4  MALVOLIO  

 With Malvolio “self-love” is the “ruling pussion”.  His self-love is responsible for his failure 
in understanding that “to be generous, guiltless and of free disposition, is to take those things for 
bird-bolts that he deems cannon bullets”.  He is cold, austere, repelling, but dignified, consistent 
and rather of an over -- stretched morality. He has no stretched comprehension of things that do 
not fall within his sense of propriety and decorum. 

 He is essentially ludicrous, but becomes comic by accident.  Olivia knows his weaknesses 
-- overweening sense of his own importance, vain and self - conceited -- and other things that 
recommend him. He is a capable and trustworthy steward who is sober, industrious in 
discharging his duties, whom Olivia "would not have him miscarry for the half of her dowry”. 
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 His rebuke to the knights, Sir Toby and Sir Andrew and their Scottish revellers is spirited 
and sensible.  That Malvolio was meant to be represented as possessing estimable qualities, the 
expression of the Duke, in his anxiety to have him reconciled almost infers;  “Pursue him and 
entreat him to a peace."  

 The steward has a positive gift for fault -- finding.  He has not a grain of humour and 
hence he takes things too seriously. Too dull to see a joke, he looks on the clown's jests as 
offences against sense.  It is natural for him to magnify trifles into grave misdemeanours.  His 
sense of dignity brings him to ridicule in the plot against him.  He becomes the victim and central 
figure in the sub-plot.  Most of the comic scenes revolve round him and his self - conceit and 
swelling vanity make him the easy butt for the confederates headed by Maria. 

 A over virtuous person who loves virtue for its own sake, Malvolio is just in day dreaming 
to censure Sir Toby and bidding him “amend his ways.”  Maria considers “the house will be the 
quieter”,  if the steward goes mad, and is confined.  Handing over the ring his lady gives him to 
return to Cesario, Malvolio says “You might have saved me my pains”. 

 Maria does not want the steward’s  austere, cold outlook on things be understood as 
puritanic.  She describes him "an affected ass" that crammed excellencies "a kind of puritan”, “a 
time pleaser”.  She certainly brings him out in true colours through an ingenuous thick. Malvolio is 
misled into believing that his lady loves him.  To please Olivia, he follows the instructions implictly 
and his vanity is tickled.  He practises behaviour, he struts like a rare turkey and jets under hjis 
advanced plumes”,  he is presumptuous to wish that Olivia also certainly reciprocates and 
showers him with affection and some day he will become count Malvolio. 

IV.III.3.5  Feste the Clown 

 Though a clown Feste doesnot “wear his motley in his brain” Weiss compliments him 
saying “Feste is the best endowed with many-sided mirth” He loves fun and jokes by nature.  He 
is one of Sir Toby’s boon companion.  Bradley echoes the Feste fans and rightly observes that 
“Feste, the so-called clown, endears himself to us." 

 Viola in the very first encounter considers him “wise enough” to play the Fool, “that well 
craves a kind of wit”.  He is a professional entertainer and is “for all waters”.   He gives his 
audience be it the love-lorn Duke, grief struck Olivia or gay Cesario... what he knows will please 
them. Though playing a fool, he maintains a certain reserve and dignity.  According to the 
company, his fooling changes and in the company of the knights, his humour is all for wild 
nonsense.  He does not hide his dislike for the proud and puritanical steward and even joins the 
others in playing the cruellest trick on him. 

 Feste is conscious of superiority, being witty fool rather than folly-fallen wiseman.  Some 
consider him not to be so wise a fool as some others of Shakespeare but, it is true, “a merrier one 
is not to be found.   We never laugh at Feste.  He possesses not only the ready wit required by 
his profession and an intellectual agility greater than it requires, but also an insight into character 
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and into practical situations so swift and sure that he seems to supply, in fuller measure than any 
of Shakespeare's other Fools; the poet's  own comment on the story". 

 Besides fun and jesting, wit and repartee, merry and jovial temperament, Feste, the singer 
with his mellifluous voice becomes lovable to the audience.  His love of music needs no 
testimony.  Lute songs, folk songs as well as catches enchram us so as to make the welkin 
dance.  Music does not only irradiate the play but makes it as  play of music and all the music and 
praise of it comes from Feste.  He aptly replies to the Duke, "I take pleasure in singing, Sir." 

 A "corrupter of words" his retorts are ready, quick and audacious.  His skill in the 
repartees is amusing when he exhibits his talent in a bout of wit with Viola and as well as with the 
Duke to carry his message of arrival to Olivia.  He knows that "a sentence is but a cheveril glove 
to a good wit... how quickly the wrong side may be turned outside."  He enjoys the wit of Viola as 
a worthy rival.  Shrewd Maria is always ready for a bout of wit with him. 

 Ulrici sums him up as an "impersonation of comic irony."  He has not bothere to cultivate a 
philosophy of life and the only thing he loves is to amuse everyone and at times to instruct, as in 
the case of Malvolio. 

Dover Wilson on Feste 

 “We must hold, and insist on holding Feste, Master of the Revels, to be the master-mind 
and controller of  Twelfth Night, its comic spirit and president, even as Puck is the comic spirit 
and president of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Unscathed by slabs and side blows of the plot, 
in the end he get’s dismissed out into the cold ; and that is Shakespeare’s last word of irony-- as it 
is with his last word on the poor loyal Fool in Lear. But while the play lasts, and his business, 
Feste has it in charge.  Does the Duke demand music? Feste provides it; but  it is something 
other than the Duke demands. As, when he sings, ‘O mistress mine,” he is rewarded by 
Aguecheek with ‘A melifluous voice, as I am true knight’, so, when he sings that incomparable 
ditty, ‘Come away, come away death’, the Duke rewards him with a coin and is answered by the 
artist with a recommendation to get a tailor to make him a doublet of changeable taffeta to fit an 
opal-shifting mind. 

  “I would have men of such constancy put to sea, that their 
business might be everything and their intent everywhere, for that’s it that 
always makes a good voyage of nothing…… farewell”. 

 

IV. III.4  Minor Characters 

IV.III.4.1 Maria 

 Little villain of the sub-plot is Maria, the smart, waiting maid of Olivia. She is "as witty a 
piece of Eve's flesh as any in Illyria."  Clever, quick-witted damsel with a keen sense of enjoyment 
of humour and jokes, she leads the other members of the confederation.  For her short stature, 
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she is often referred to as "giant" euphemistically, and Penthesilea.  She is an admirer of Sir Toby 
whom she wins as a husband. 

 She has insight into the character of all the people around her.  She gauges through the 
self-love of Malvolio and correctly lays her finger on his vanity.  Her knowledge of the countess 
and her moods enables her to choose the right moment to play the trick on Malvolio.  Olivia is 
even told of the " most distracting frenzy " Malvolio is suffering from. 

 Adequately educated she is to adapt herself to those about her.  She is demure in Olivia's 
presence.  She speaks the navy dialect to Viola, asking her to "hoist sail", Her contempt for Sir 
Andrew is no secret as she taunts him at every turn making his gross ignorance exhibited in his 
talk and conduct. 

 There are two reasons for supporting the confederacy against the steward and acting as 
the brain behind it.  She is envious of Malvolio for the esteemed position he enjoys in the eyes of 
her mistress Olivia.  Like others she dislikes his over-weening, fault-finding and affected conduct.  
The most important is her ambition, to become a lady marrying Sir Toby, who promises in 
recompense to the trick to humiliate Malvolio and make him a laughing stock.  She knows well to 
handle the drunkard Sir Toby, being the " most excellent devil of wit" that prepared the strategy 
against the steward.  She makes Feste to tease Malvolio further, after imprisonment in the dark 
room declaring him a lunatic, by disguising as Sir Topas the curate.  

IV.III.4.2 Sir Toby Belch 

 Sir Toby Belch is a "bibulous, out at elbows hanger on his niece, " the Countess Olivia.  
With his wit, relish of humour and genius for sociability, it looks odd that he has to depend on his 
opulent and liberal relative.  But he is easy going and his idle disposition makes him to sponge 
upon gulls  who are well of, either by flattery or under threats. 

 An epicurian by choice, he loves to spend his time drinking and dancing, burning sacks, 
singing catches and baiting fools.  "Care's an enemy to life" is the principal motto of his life.  
Unhesitatingly he admits that he is a perfect topper and he will drink "as long as there is passage 
in my throat and drink in Illyria. "  He disapproves the purposeless grief of his niece Olivia over 
her dead brother as well as Malvolio's objections to gay life.  His retort to Malvolio that "Dost thou 
think because thou art virtuous, there shall be no more cakes and ale?" is a challenge to people 
in every age who believe they have a right to sit in judgement over the deeds of others because 
of their self-righteousness. 

 Sir Toby has a rough and ready sort of cleverness that gratifies his love of fun by devising 
comic situations like gulling Malvolio and the episode of the duel between Sir Andrew and 
Cesario (Viola).  In playing mischief he abondons  himself fully.  He is the active agent in the 
mischief on Sir Andrew fleecing him fully and fooling him to the bent but in the mischief against 
Malvolio he is not the central figure.  No doubt he enjoys the mischief in bringing the two unwilling 
combatants.  Sir Andrew and Cesario, face in a duel.  His admiration of Maria's scheme to 
ridicule  Malvolio traps him in her net, but he is not repentent. 
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 Though accustomed to easy-going life and revelry, he is brave and manly and he gives it 
hard to Sebastian on behalf of his friend.  Though he has a poor opinion of Sir Andrew, in time of 
need he chivalrously stands by him.  Priestly admires him justly.  "There is about this drunken, 
staggering, swaggering, knight such ripeness and gusto that his humours are infectitious and 
once we are in his riotous company, decency and order seem intrusive and postively ill-natured. 

 His love of fun is such that he takes it to the logical extent where it ends with his marriage 
to Maria, in a "sportful malice." 

 Quiller Couch describes Sir Toby as "Falstaff Flattened out" a Falstaff in two dimensions, 
a figure in which vice has lost all its evil by losing all its grossness.  Lamb calls him "half-Falstaff."  
The resemblance between Sir Toby and Falstaff is in accepting the dictum " Care's an enemy to 
life." 

IV.III.4.3 Sir Andrew Aguecheek 

 Sir Andrew is, according to Maria, "a foolish knight as you brought in one night here to be 
her wooer."  He is one of the comic characters, who is the cause of admirable fooling in others.  
He is but on whom the others exercise their wit and ridicule him.  He lacks individuality to act 
except at the prompting of someone; on many occasions Sir Toby is the prompter ; Sir Toby's 
interest in him was the money he brought to Illyria as a suitor to Olivia.  

 A knight on carpet considerations, he is a miserable coward.  The duel episode shows him 
an imbecile.  Even to challenge his rival, Cesario in love he needs the help of Sir Toby. Boasting 
himself to be a fire-eater, he writes an apologetic statement as his challenge.  No sooner 
imaginary stories of valour of Viola he hears, than he gets terrified and crest-fallen.  He offers his 
grey capilet to Sir Toby to mediate with Ceasario for peace.  

 Knowing that he must pretend to be intelligent and learned, he claims to have acquired a 
skill in fencing, dancing and bear baiting.  Sir Toby, Maria and Feste make him a fool at every 
turn, by taking in a strain which he fails to understand.  The knight attributes his dull wits to "beer 
eating.  Sir Toby makes fun of him and his collossal ignorance, introducing him as one who 
"speaks three or four languages word of word without book and hath all the good gifts of nature.  
the foolish knight confesses that he sometimes has no more wit than a Christian or an ordinary 
man"  

 Till Sir Toby in the end calls him an ass-head, a cox-comb, a knave, a thin-faced knave 
and a gull, no suspicion of his friend's false play crosses Sir Andrew's thoughts.  His confidence 
and admiration remain unshaken.  The fantastic fool as he is, he is a contrsct to Malvolio that is 
the solemn coxcomb.  Sir Andrew does not feel humiliated at Sir Toby's words, due to happy 
unconsciousness and self-content of true imbecility.  Shakespeare succeeds making a sheer 
imbecile a delightful comic character. 
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IV.III.4.4  Fabian 

 Fabian, a man-servant in the household of Olivia, is not known till his services are enlisted 
"to have the niggardly, rascally sheep-bitter (Malvolio) come by some notable shame.  He is cool, 
sober and on the whole dutiful and he becomes a confederate as he also nurtures as all others a 
grievance against the steward. 

 Though a trusted servant of the Countess he takes delight in gulling the steward merely 
as a "sport". He is not carried away by the emotions, it is his sobriety that prevents Sir Toby and 
Sir Andrew from bursting out against Malvolio's antics at the time of reading the faked letter of 
Olivia.  More than that, with his racy, apt and pithy sentences he gives a running commentary on 
feelings and passing thoughts of Malvolio reading the letter.  Every minute he spends then he 
considers invaluable fun. Clever as he is in understanding the absence of "presage of cruetly" in 
Cesario, he knows before hand the outcome of the duel.  Engrossed in the fun, he fails to 
understand her sex. 

 A trusted servant he makes bold to confess before Olivia not only their mischief against 
Malvolio out of "sportful malice" but also to plead that the injuries" have on both sides pass'd" If 
"beneath every comedy lurk elements of tragedy"  Fabian checks the development of the tragic 
element in the sub-plot dissolve in the comedy through his restraining influence on his biosterous 
companions and timely confession of the plot.  He lifts up the theme to high comedy.    

 

IV.III.5  PLOT COSNTRUCTION OF THE PLAY 

Exposition 

 In the opening scene we meet Orsino, Duke of Illyria. His love-sick, sentimental mood is 
expressed in the very first line that he utters. Then we are told that the Duke is in 1ove with Olivia, 
and has been courting her by a messenger. We can properly estimate the character of the Duke 
from his sentimental speech. It does not surprise us that Olivia should have lent no favourable ear 
to the Duke’s courtship. What interests us more to know is that Olivia has shut herself up on 
account of her brother’s death, and she is not going to appear in public until seven years pass. So 
in the opening scene we are given sufficient glimpses into the two characters--sentimental love in 
the Duke and sentimental grief in Olivia. The second scene introduces Viola. Viola and her 
brother are ship-wrecked, and they are separated, Viola being picked up by the captain of the 
ship. Having landed on a strange shore, she adopts the disguise of a page-boy for her own safety 
and takes service with the Duke. The complications of the plot are to start from Viola’s disguise. If 
she had taken service with Olivia, as she at first intended, the story would have developed in any 
other way, and there would have been less scope for the romantic complications, which make the 
story so interesting. Then we come to the third scene, in which we meet all the characters, who 
are to play their parts in the comic underworld. 

 Here we meet some of Olivia’s retainers--her uncle, Sir Toby Belch, his companion Sir 
Andrew Aguecheek, and her maid in waiting Maria, who is the queen of this underworld. In the 
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beginning the main plot and the sub-plot seem to have little connection. But let it be noted that it 
is Viola’s disguise in the main plot and the antagonism between Malvolio and Sir Toby which set 
the mainspring of the plot in action. At first our attention is claimed by the affairs of the Duke. 
Viola in man’s attire has won the favour of the Duke. So Viola is employed by the Duke as a 
messenger of love to Olivia. Viola has her own notion about this business of wooing Olivia: 
“Whoe’er I woo, myself would be his wife.” Here is the first hint of the coming complications. 
Malvolio is introduced to us in Scene V. We also meet Feste, Olivia’s Clown. We see how 
Malvolio dislikes the Clown, and would have liked to put him out of favour with Olivia. We shall 
soon find that Malvolio renders himself unpopular by his strictness and by his hatred of cakes and 
ale. We are more interested, however, in the meeting between Viola and Olivia. Viola is disguised 
as the Duke’s page, and comes as the messenger of love to Olivia. The complications already 
begin, for as soon as Viola departs, Olivia finds herself in love with this handsome messenger. 
Olivia, unlike the Duke, who can only nourish the sentiment of love in his heart, is more practical 
in her love, and by a trick which is characteristic of women, sends a ring after Viola, pretending to 
Malvolio that it was a gift from the Duke, left by the messenger against her will.  

Development of the Action. 

In the second Act the play is fairly started. On the one hand the Duke is in love with Olivia, and till 
now Olivia has not returned this love; and on the other, Olivia falls in love with the Duke’s page, a 
woman in disguise. A new interest is now added to the play; we see that Sebastian, Viola’s 
brother, has also been rescued. But neither brother nor sister knows that the other is alive. The 
play could not have done without Sebastian, for he will be a necessary agent in the resolution of 
the plot. Sebastian is proceeding to the Count of Orsino. Antonio, who has rescued him, resolves 
to accompany him in spite of the risk of his being arrested for his hostility to  the Duke. 

 The second scene is linked up with the last scene of the first Act. We perceive Viola’s 
delicacy and sense of honour.  She spares Olivia, and keeps the ring with herself without 
enlightening Malvolio. It strikes her at once that Olivia is in love with her. So the story is getting 
complicated. Viola cannot foresee how it will work out; she can leave it only to time. 

 In the third scene, we return to the comic underworld. We now watch how the plot against 
Malvolio is conceived. It originates in Maria’s brain. Maria can imitate the handwriting of her 
mistress. What she is going to do is to write a letter with veiled hints of love for Malvolio; Malvolio 
will be entrapped into believing that Olivia is in love with him when he gets this letter. Up till now 
the main plot and the sub-plot are kept apart. 

 The fourth scene does not much advance the plot. The confidences between the Duke 
and Viola may have an interest other than dramatic. There is the fine flower of poetry in Viola’s 
speeches on love. With a pause in the fourth scene we hurry on to the next in which Maria’s plot 
against Malvolio is carried out. Malvolio picks up the letter, which is written in Maria’s hand, but 
purports to come from Olivia. Malvolio is. at once caught in the trap. Sir Toby is so delighted with 
the success of Maria’s plot that he declares: “I could marry this wench for this device.” It is a hint 
of the coming event. 
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Further complications and duplication of the intrigues. 

 Viola is sent again as messenger to Olivia in the first scene of the third Act. Viola first 
meets the Clown. Here is the suggestion of an approach between the serious part of the play and 
the comic sub-plot. Viola also meets Sir Toby and Sir Andrew. In this scene Olivia confesses 
openly her love to Viola, and Viola rejects it with scorn. 

 In the second scene another plot is being formed. It involves Viola. Sir Andrew envies 
Viola, (or rather Cesario) because he has seen Olivia show special favour to her. Sir Toby and 
Fabian induce Sir Andrew to send a challenge to Viola. 

 The third scene brings Sebastian and Antonio again before us. In this scene Sebastian 
parts from Antonio to have a look round the town, and to him Antonio entrusts his purse; till now 
Sebastian is kept out of the main plot and the sub. plot. 

 The fourth scene marks the culmination of the plot against Malvolio. Malvolio appears 
yellow-stockinged and crossgartered before Olivia, and keeps smiling and talking in what seems 
to be an unintelligible manner to Olivia. So Olivia is led to believe that Malvolio is out of his 
senses. . In the meantime Viola comes back, entreated by Olivia. While Olivia is busy with Viola, 
Sir Toby takes charge of Malvolio, and manages that Malvolio, as a madman, should be confined 
in a dark room. 

Linking up of the main Plot with the sub-Plot. 

 Now Sir Andrew brings the challenge which he has drafted to Sir Toby. They, (Sir Toby 
and Fabian) intercept Viola when she in returning from Olivia. Of course Sir Andrew’s challenge 
in writing is not delivered to her, but she is informed orally of it. The trick that they play is to 
frighten both Sir Andrew and Viola by an exaggerated account of the valour of their opponent. 
Viola finds herself in a very anomalous position. Either she will have to meet Sir Andrew in 
combat or to confess that she is a woman disguised as a page. Providence at last seems .to 
come to her help. Antonio happens to appear on the scene. He mistakes Viola for her brother, 
Sebastian, and intervenes on ber behalf. Antonio, however, is apprehended by the Duke’s 
officers. Viola, whom Antonio addresses under the impression that she is Sebastian, disowns 
Antonio, and denies having received his purse. When Antonio is led away, Viola goes over the 
whole matter, and is persuaded to believe that her brother may be alive. 

The Climax. 

 The last scene of the third act has a great dramatic importance. First, the complications 
become more complicated.  Secondly, the main plot and the subplot become linked up. 

 Thirdly, the story of Sebastian and Antonio is taken up into the main plot, as indicated by 
the arrest of Antonio. Now we are nearing the climax in the main plot. 

 In the first scene of the fourth Act, the Clown meets Sebastian and mistakes him for Viola. 
Sir Andrew and Sir Toby fall into the same mistake. Sir Andrew, gaining courage from the fact 
that Viola is too timid strikes Sebastian, thinking that he is Viola, and Sebastian at once returns 
the blow. Sir Toby intervenes. It develops into a street brawl. Olivia appears on the scene. Now 
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Olivia mistakes Sebastian ,for Viola. Sebastian is quite willing to obey Olivia, and follows her to 
her house. Here is the climax or the turning point of the main plot. 

 The second scene marks the climax of the sub-plot. Malvolio is shut up as a madman in a 
dark room. The Clown puts on the gown of a priest, and comes to taunt him. Later the Clown 
appears in his own character. To oblige Malvolio, he agrees to supply him with ink and paper. In 
the next scene Olivia persuades Sebastian to be formally betrothed to her. 

Denouement or resolution. 

 The denouement or resolution of the plot starts in the first Scene of the fifth act. For the 
first time the Duke calls on Olivia. He is attended by Viola. They meet the Clown, and send a 
message to Olivia by the Clown. 

 In the meantime, Antonio is brought under arrest to the Duke. He claims the acquaintance 
of Viola, whom he mistakes for Sebastian. When Olivia appears before the Duke, he dismisses 
Antonio. Now Olivia claims Viola as her husband, and summons the priest to prove it. Then 
appear Sir Toby and Sir Andrew--Sir Andrew with a broken head, for which he charges Viola, 
mistaking her for Sebastian. So there is a series of surprises for Viola. First, against the evidence 
of the priest, she cannot convince the Duke that she did not go through the betrothal ceremony 
with Olivia. Secondly, she cannot repel the charge that Sir Andrew brings against her; his broken 
head is an evidence that cannot be set aside. Things seem to have come to a deadlock, when 
Sebastian appears. The Duke and Olivia note the striking similarity between brother and sister-- 
each seems to be the other’s double. Then follows the recognition between the two. It now 
appears that Olivia has been engaged to the brother, and not to the sister. The Duke transfers his 
love to Viola. 

 There now remains Malvolio to be disposed of. The Clown gives his letter to Olivia. 
Malvolio is sent for; he produces the letter which he supposes Olivia to have written. Now the trick 
that has been played upon Malvolio becomes exposed.  Fabian confesses the whole thing. 
Malvolio will receive no apologies, and retires in indignation. The play ends with Malvolio’s 
severance from either world.  

 To sum up, the plot is fairly complex. First we have the main plot and the sub-plot. In the 
beginning they are apart. The main plot is developed through Viola’s visits to Olivia as the Duke’s 
messenger of love. It is again through Viola that the main plot and the sub-plot are linked 
together. Viola herself gets involved in the sub-- plot. The sub-plot is developed through the 
double intrigue. 

 (i) The intrigue that involves the gulling of Malvolio; 

 (ii) The intrigue that compromises the position of Viola. 

 The story of Antonio and Sebastian is taken up into the main plot in the last scene of the 
third Act, and that again through the sub-plot, because Antonio is arrested for coming to the 
rescue of Viola. The resolution of the plot depends on Sebastian’s appearance at the critical 
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moment. Sebastian first gets involved in the sub-plot, and then the betrothal ceremony brings him 
into the main plot. The personal visit of the Duke to Olivia also contributes to the resolution of the 
plot. 

 The analysis of the plot reveals Shakespeare’s marvellous craftsmanship in keeping the 
different strands of the story separate and distinct, and then uniting them into a harmonious 
whole.  

 

IV.III.6 LET US SUM UP 

 In this lesson we have studied about the Major characters and Minor characters in Twelfth 
Night.  We have also learned about the structure of the play by way of understanding the 
development of its action, from the beginning to the end. 

 

IV.III.7 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

 1) To Think  Twelfth Night  is to think of Viola Discuss 

 2) Sketch the Character of Malvolio. 

 3) Role and significance of the fool. 

 4) Give an analytical description of the structure of the play. 

 

IV.III.8 SUGGESTED READINGS 

 1) Hazlitt - Characters of Shakespeare's Plays 

 2) Hudson - Shakespeare - His Mind, Art and Literature 

 

P.N.V.D. Mahesh. 
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Unit - IV - TWELFTH NIGHT - Lesson - IV 
 

IV.IV.1 OBJECTIVES 

 After going through this unit you will be able to  

 * Understand the evolution of Shakespearean Comedy 

 * Understand Twelfth Night as a Romantic Comedy 

 * Learn the opinions of Critics on the play 

 * Understand the meaning of Various Technical terms. 

IV.IV.1 STRUCTURE 

IV.IV.0 Objectives 

IV.IV.1 Structure 

IV.IV.2 Introduction 

IV.IV.3 Shakespearean Comedy 

IV.IV.4 Twelfth Night as a Romantic Comedy 

IV.IV.5 Select Literary Criticism 

IV.IV.6. Let us sum up 

IV.IV.7 Check your Progress 

IV.IV.8 Suggested Readings 

IV.IV.9 Glossary 

 

IV.IV.2 INTRODUCTION 

 This lesson will make you understand the evolution of Shakespearean comedy and 
appreciate Twelfth Night as a Romantic Comedy.  The list of Glossary will help you read and 
understand the play. 
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IV.IV.3   SHAKESPEAREAN COMEDY 

(OR)  THE ROMANTIC COMEDY : ITS EVOLUTION  

 A Comedy has been defined as a play aiming at the production of laughter, more laughter 
and nothing but laughter.  It has also been defined as a dramatic composition with a happy 
ending.  The world of comedy may appear to be characterized by light--heartedness but the idea 
is to show humanity its follies so that people may correct themselves.  Thus Simon O Lesser 
points out, “ to be sure, comic characters have their faults, some of them seem to be composed 
largely of faults.  Comic characters may be indolent, unreliable, vain, hypocritical, frivolous, 
acquisitive, and lascivious and sometimes a single character has almost this entire roster of 
failings”.  The ancients greatly respected the tragedy as a genre and did not give half its value to 
comedy.  But as George Meridith puts it, “there never will be a civilization where comedy is not 
possible".  A comedy may be of two types--Classical and Romantic. 

 The classical comedy follows the rules of dramatic composition as laid down by the 
ancient Greek and Roman masters like Plautus, Terence and Aristophanes.  Observing the unites 
of time, place and action, seperation of tragic and comic, relevance and satiric are the 
characteristics of classical comedy.  The chief exponent of this type of comedy in England was 
Ben Jonson. 

 The Romantic or Shakespearean comedy violates the three unities and it just grows out of 
national tastes and traditions.  The playwright does not care for rules of literarycreation but writes 
according to the dictates of his fancy.  There is a free mingling of the comic and tragic, the 
serious and the gay.  Its aim is not satiric but innocent good natured laughter.  Follies are no 
doubt exposed and ridiculed but the laughter is gentle and sympathetic and there is no zeal of a 
reformer.  In his treatise on Shakespearean comedy, Charlton rightly points out the imaginative 
basis of Shakespearean comedy, in his view Shakespearean comedy is poetic rather than satiric.  
It is creative and not conservative.  It is an artist’s vision and not a critic’s exposition.  But as 
Charlton observes Shakespearean comedy is not unreal.  People in the Shakespearean comedy 
are as real as we are.  They are not supernatural beings distanced from humanity.  Though the 
ultimate world of Shakespearean comedy is romantic, poetic and imaginative, it is by no means 
unsubstantial and fantastic. 

Classification of Shakespeare’s Comedies  

 Shakespeare’s comedies can be classified as follows to understand the way his comic 
genius has become fruitful. 

 Love’s Labour  Lost, The Comedy of Errors, The Two Gentlemen of Verona, and The 
Midsummer Night’s Dream are early comedies which are farcical and immature.  They are 
replete with wit, word-play, puns and conceits.  The Merchant of Venice, As you like It, Much 
Ado About Nothing and Twelfth Night are funny comedies with which Shakespeare’s comic 
genius comes to full flowering.  These comedies are rich in the comic spirit which manifests itself 
at various levels.  The atomsphere is that of merry making throughout and essence is Love and 
Music.  The heroines of these comedies Viola, Rosalind, Celia and Beatrice have been admired 
by all. Measure for Measure, All is well that Ends Well and Troilus and Cressida are dark 
comedies.  All the materials and methods of Shakespeare’s tragedies are to be found dispersed 
in these comedies.  As Albert rightly says, these comedies reflect a cynical, disillusioned attitude 
to life, and a fondness for objectionable characters and situations Cymbeline,  The Winter’s 
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Tale and Tempest are the later comedies or romances.  They have their own peculair features 
which distinguish them sharply from the earlier comedies.     

 The World of Shakespearean comedy says Raleigh, is a, “rainbow world of love in 
idleness”.  It makes us escape from the realities of life.  The dramatist transports us on the wings 
of his imagination to the forest of Arden, to the shores of Illyria, to Messina or to an ancient forest 
in Greece where the inhabitants have no other business than love making.  “The intensities and 
realities of life shimmer into smoke and film into that delicate atmosphere”.  The Midsummer 
Nights Dream serves the best example of Shakespeare’s romanticism with the presence of the 
fairies, bright, beautiful, idealised beings of Shakespeare’s fancy. 

 There is a confrontation of the romantic mainplot with a realistic sub-plot.  The 
characterisation is realistic.  His characters are ordinary human beings and incidents are common 
in everyday life.  Jacques reminds us of the ingratitude of man in As you like it. In Midsummer 
Night’s Dream, the homely Botton and his companions are reminders of the reality of life.  The 
Malvolio episode and the wise comments in Twelfth  Night are realistic to the core.  In the view 
of Alardyce Nicoll, 

 Characters and scenes alike are viewed through magic casements which transform 
reality, the settings are all imaginative - an unknown island Arden,  Illyria or Venice - each one 
conceived in the glow of strong and beautiful fancy.  Yet all are related to real life. 

 Shakespeare and his contemporaries are influenced by the Italian comedy of intrigue.  
Mistaken identity is one of the devices that Shakespeare uses in his comedies by which the 
influence of Italian Comedy on him is obvious.  In Elizabethan age it was very common that boys 
used to play the role of women as there were no women actors in Shakespeare’s time.  Disguise 
and mistaken identity formed a legitimate part of Shakespeare’s comic devices. 

 Charlton rightly says, that “Shakespeare embodies in his comic heroes the capacity for 
comparing the world and the balance of mind without which the characters may be rendered 
unable to distinguish between bushes and bears". 

 One Shakespearean comedy after another is a tale of the love longings of young people.  
The hero and the heroine are not alone in loving but all are in love.  The entire atmosphere is 
surcharged with love, as passionate, intense and lyrical, as only love of young people can be.  
This love is engendered in the eye at first sight.  The words of Marlowe, “Who ever loved that 
loved not at first sight" is perfectly applicable to Shakespeare’s lovers.  Raleigh says, “that 
summons is as inevitable and unforeseen as that of death, it comes to all - Clown and Courtier, 
wayward youth and serious maiden, leading them forth on the dance of love through that maze of 
happy adventure which is Shakespeare’s comedy.  This desire of the eyes is exhibited in many 
beautiful and fanciful guises, transforming itself into passion or caprice and its victims to 
unexpected goals.  This youthful love has no commerce with reason.  It is, high fantastical; it can 
lead to Titania’s infatuation for an ass, and we should agree with Helena in The Midsummer 
Nights dream when says; “Things base and vile holding no quantity Love can transpose to form 
and dignity”. According to Symons in Twelfth Night “Love is a pose, a wanton playing with the 
great passion which brought Romeo and Juliet to their untimely end”.  In As you like It says S.A 
Brooke, “Love lives in many forms; in Orlando and Rosalind, Celia and Oliver, Silvius and Phebe, 
Touchstone and Audrey”.  The call comes even to Benedick, the woman hater, one who was ever 
a ‘tyrant to the sex.’  Young gallants with no intent to turn husbands go on the slightest errand to 
the Antipodes and run to meet their fate.  Delicate girls brought up in seclusion and luxury put on 
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hose and doublet and follow their defaulting lovers to the wildwood or to the court of a foreign 
potentate.  This love ennobles, uplifts and inspires both the lover and the beloved.  It is the 
means of all “human fulfilment and the source of all natural fruition”.  The course of this true love 
never runs smooth; misfortunes soon cross the path of the lovers.  They are opposed by their 
parents or other members of the family; delusions, confusion of identity, misunderstanding 
between the lovers etc. often lead to highly comic situations.  Sex confusion always had a 
peculair fascination for Shakespeare.  In Twelfth Night it results in Viola’s embarrassment as the 
subject of Olivia’s passion and Sir Andrew’s challenge.  It is true that he does not deal like 
Shelley, Dante or Spencer with metaphysical love, with love conceived as the animating spirit of 
the universe. 

 Music is the food of love and Shakespearean comedy is intensely musical.  Music and 
dance are its very life and soul.  Twelfth Night opens with music which strikes the key note of the 
merry tale of love.  As you like It and Midsummer Nights Dream too abound in music.  The 
plays end with music, dance and merrymaking with Hymen the God of love presiding. In deed 
Shakespeare is prodigal in the provision of light-hearted mirth and revelry in his comedies.  This 
spirit of mirth takes on a graver mood when the dramatist’s mind was centered on tragic themes 
in the later comedies. 

 Ruskin’s sweeping generalisation that “Shakespeare has no heroes, but only heroines” is 
accepted but this remark is applicable only to his comedies and it is certainly not true of his 
tragedies and histories.  The women of the English History plays are all pathetic figures, playing 
second fiddle to Man, dissatisfied with their lives for one reason or the other.  The histories offer, 
says Gordon “ a harsh and unfavourable soil for the characteristic virtue and brighter graces of 
women.”  But the case is entirely different with comedies.  All lectures on Shakespearean 
comedy, says Gordon,  “tend to become lectures on his women”.  A number of glittering heroines, 
bright, beautiful and witty move across the canvas, and what is more they always hold the front of 
the stage.  “The world of Shakespearean comedy is a world made safe for women”, a world in 
which a girl can prosper and come to flower”.  “ It is a world in which the masculine element drops 
its voice” and recedes into the background, “When any real business has got to be done, It is 
woman who does it” says Gordon.  Raleigh is of the view that’ “they are almost all practical”, 
impatient of mere words, clear sighted as to ends and means.  They do not accept the premises 
to bend the conclusion or decorate the inevitable with imaginative loadings.  Rosalind, Portia, 
Viola though they are rich in witty and eloquent discourse are frank and simple in thought.  They 
are never deceived by their own eloquence and never forget the ends they have to achieve.  
Shakespeare’s men cannot as a class, compare with his women for practical genius.  Their 
imagination often masters and disables them.  While Orsino remains at home passively enjoying 
the luxury of Love, Viola courts his lady for him, and brushes aside all obstacles in her way.  “The 
heart and head sway equal” says Gordon in Shakespeare’s ideal woman.  In his women alone 
“will you find that perfect harmony which is the basis and first condition of a happy life”.  These 
women of Shakespeare says Raleigh “act not on thought but on instinct, which once it is 
accepted, admits of no argument.  They have knowledge, shrewdness, wit and courage, without 
ceasing to be wholly feminine and objects of desire.  They win the hearts of readers with their 
simplicity and intensity.  As Mrs.Jameson shows, whatever courage and heroism they have is not 
in born in them but they derive it through their affection and sensibilities.  Their love is passionate 
all physical; it is never ascetic or puritanical.  According to J.W.Levers “Shakespeare’s heroines 
are quite lacking in the saintly qualities of a Petrarchan mistress.”  Praising his heroines Hudson 
writes, “virtue is with them a discipline as well as a joy, a strong upright will is the back bone of it 
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and a healthy conscience is its keeper”, and continues “next to the Christian religion, humanity 
has no other so precious an inheritance as Shakespeare’s divine gallery of womanhood”, Helena, 
Portia, Rosalind Viola, Isabella etc - what a wealth and assemblage of moral beauty.  They are all 
divinely good and virtuous.  Gordon rightly says, “Shakespeare was a great student of women, 
and his portraits of women have never been surpassed.  He has women of all ranks and ages, 
from the queen to the dairymaid - and from fifty to fifteen.  The best of artists have their limits, but 
in this bright particular region Shakespeare would appear to have had none”. 

 The Fool is too often, regarded as a seperate growth, and independent creation of 
Shakespeare’s genius.  The popularity of the fool was one of the most striking features of the 
drama in the days of its greatest glory and a play without some recognised fun maker was no 
likely to be popular.  So the playwrights introduced freely the merry-makers in their plays.  Dr 
R.H.Goldsmith opines that Shakespeare’s fool is derived from Erasmus.  Perhaps the 
Elizabethan stage fool was a direct descendant of the devil or the vice, the fun makers in the 
Morality plays.  The fool is often the wisest character in the piece and his folly is simply a mask 
thrown over his essential wisdom.  The remark of Duke senior about Touchstone clearly bears 
this, out, “He uses his folly like a stalking horse, and under the pretence of that he shoots his wit”.  
As Feste in Twelfth Night remarks “Better a witty fool than a foolish wit”. He impresses Viola with 
his wisdom and she comments,  "This fellow is wise enough to play the Fool."  And to do that well 
craves a kind of wit.  Plamer says “A fool of this class is a man of keen observation.  He will see 
things as they are but without malice”.  The Fool is a superfluous personage, introduced in the 
play merely to provide fun and has devotion for his master.  He loves physical comforts and uses 
all his wits to obtain money.  He is often a coward and often a word monger.  He loves music.  
Sometimes he talks nonsense of all kinds as does Feste with Sir Andrew in Twelfth Night.  “His 
sallies of wit often serve as a corrective to the excesses of the romantic characters.  Often his 
comments strike the key-note of common sense in a scene of confused harmonies and serve to 
put the spectator at the right point of view.”  It is the clowns office to restore  the equlibrium of life 
which is the essence of comedy, whenever that equilibrium is too much disturbed.  Sometimes, 
his comments may be merely entertaining, but more often than not they are apt and weighty.  He 
serves to underline the essential folly of the so called characters.  Often we find him parodying 
the actions of his master.  Thus Launcelot Gobbo imitates the supernatural beliefs of his master 
the Jew and Touchstone has a love affair in imitation of that of Rosalind.  The fools of 
Shakespeare perform a numer of useful functions.  The dramatist makes them integral to the 
action by attacking them as servants to someone or the other character. They carry letters and 
messages, and reveal the characters of their masters. Moreover his position fits him particularly 
well for linking a comic sub-plot to the main action ----- a useful office which cannot so easily be 
performed by an attached clown. No where in English drama do we find a Fool with an 
importance in the action to be compared even for one moment with that of Feste in Twelfth 
Night. Feste is the centre of interest in the sub-plot as also the connecting link between the sub-
plot and the main plot. Shakespearean fool often performs the function of the chorus in Greek 
drama. he frequently comments on the course of action and different cahracters, as well as 
supplies information necessary for proper understanding of the play.He is often the mouth piece 
of the dramatist. 

        “ Fate in the realm of comedy, appears in the milder and capricious character of fortune 
whose wheel turns again and again and vindicates the merry heart", says Raleigh.  The 
difficulties of the hero and heroine are unexpectedly and unaccountably removed.  Things turn up 
by chance at the right moment and all ends well.  It is as if some unseen power, some friendly 
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god watches benignly over the lovers and helps them when they stand in need of it.  This fortune 
of the comedies or "circumstance, the mirthful god", as Dowden would have it, is a kindly and 
sympathetic being who only enjoys a bit of fun like puck or Ariel, at the expense of poor mortals, 
but is never unfavourable to them.  It is by the intervention of these friendly God that all ships of 
Antonio in The Merchant of Venice return home safe just at the right moment, that Sebastian 
arrives in time to save Viola from a bloody duel, that the love tangle in Midsummer Nights 
dream is so satisfactorily resolved and that Dogberry and Verges in Much Ado about Nothing 
overhear the villainous plot and expose it As viola puts it, 

  "O, Time thou must untangle this, not I  

  It is too hard a knot for me to untie". 

 Humour has been defined as "Kindly amused contemplation of the incongruities of life, 
and the artistic expression there of ".  Shakespeare is one of the greatest humourists in English 
literature.  The most important feature of Shakespeare's humour is its variety.  He was writing for 
the public stage, and had constantly to keep all kinds of people in mind.  As most of his audience 
belonged to the lower strata, It is to pander to their taste that he provides indecent jokes and jests 
at the expense of women.  It is for this reason he introduces the clown in almost all his plays.  
The dramatist manipulates incidents in such a way that laughter is provided either by the 
ludicrous or by contrast.  In Midsummer Nights Dream such comic situations are contrived by 
the mischievous Puck and in Twelfth Night the entire Malvolio episode is the best example of 
this kind of humour in Shakespeare.  Dowden writes,  Shakespeare’s plays abound in kindly mirth 
; he receives an exquisite pleasure from the wit and bright good sense of Rosalind ; he can 
dandle a fool as tenderly as any nurse, qualified to take a baby from the birth.  But Shakespeare 
is not pledge to deep-eyed ultra amiability with Jacques.  He can rail at the world, while remaining 
curiously aloof from all deep concerns about its interests this way or that.  With Timon he can turn 
upon the World with a rage no less than that of Swift, and discover in man and woman a creature 
as abominable as the Yahoo.  In other words "the humour of Shakespeare, like his total genius, is 
dramatic;  it varies from character to character. 

 Shakespeare interpentrates tragedy with comedy and comedy with tragic earnestness.  
Hudson commenting on this mingling of the comic and the tragic writes, "His humour in tragic 
scenes carries the power of tears as well as smiles; in his deepest strains of tragedy there is 
often a subtle infusion of it and this tool, in such a way as to heighten the tragic effect; we may 
feel it playing delicately beneath his most pathetic scenes and deepening their pathos. 

 "The best and highest part of Shakespeare's imagination was not concerned with plot 
architectiture" The heart of a Shakespearean play lies in its characterisation and not in its plot" 
says a critic.  S.T.Coleridge agrees with the view and says "the interest in the plot is on account 
of characters not vice versa, as in almost all other writers, the plot is a mere canvas and no more.  
The plots of Shakespeare's comedies were borrowed indifferently from English or foreign 
sources.  While in the great tragedies, action issues out of character and develops naturally, 
without being forced or twisted, there is no logical development of plot in the comedies.  There is 
much that is superfluous, ridiculous, shapeless, grotesque and artificial.  Much is improbable, 
unconvincing and absurd.  Too much depends on fortune or chance. Deceits, disguises, mistaken 
identities and cross purposes are the stock devices used by the dramatist to maintain suspense 
and prolong the interest.  But the absurdities of the plot are concealed by heightening the 
character interest Raleigh says", He so bathes his story in the atmosphere of poetry and fantasy, 
his characters are so high spirited and good tempered and resourceful, the action passes in such 
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a tempest of boisterous enjoyment and is mitigated by so many touches of human feeling, that 
the whole effect remains gracious and pleasant; and the master of the show is still the gentle 
Shakespeare.  Mackail writes in the same vein, "Shakespeare took no pains to fasten up loose 
ends.  He was concerned with dramatic effectiveness not with the artifice of construction. 

 The early comedies are replete with Shakespeare's faults.  After a few years he matured 
into the fantastical world of romantic comedies to which Twelfth Night belongs.  He experienced 
a period of bitterness after his happy comedies which resulted in the dark comedies like Measure 
for Measure that deal with the problem of morality and demonstrates how even virtue could 
stoop low and kiss the feet of devil.  The Tempest that marks the last phase in Shakespeare's 
comic art is an obvious indication of the maturity of mind the playwright has attained.    

 The sunny atmosphere, idyllic nature, spirit of kindliness, humanity etc of a 
Shakespearean comedy endears it to all his readers.  His comedies are not merely collections of 
mirth provoking incidents "but pictures of life in its sunnier aspects, its sparking and vivacious 
moods.”  One striking feature is that more of Shakespeare's plays have held the stage 
continuosly to the present time than the work of all the other Elizabethan dramatists put  together.  
Further more through all the changes of fashion and taste in four hundred years, if he has never 
at any moment been the most popular, he has never been forgotten and has never lost his appeal 
to audiences or to ambitious actors.  And the essential reason for this is that the fundamental 
quality of most of Shakespeare's plays is that they have good plots and entertaining stories.  "He 
was the man who of all modern, and perhaps ancient poets had the largest and most 
comprehensive soul" (John Dryden.) 

IV.IV.4  TWELFTH NIGHT AS A ROMANTIC COMEDY. 

 Twelfth Night fulfils all the requirements of romantic comedy. Love in diverse forms is the 
theme of romantic comedy. In As You Like It there are different types of love-romantic love, of 
Orlando and Rosalind, pastoral love of Silvius and Phoebe, realistic, commonsense love of Oliver 
and Celia, and even a parody of love in Touchstone. The theme is worked out in As You Like It 
by the methods of disguise, mistaken identity, humour, contrast and parallelism, etc. We are 
referring to As You Like It because it may be taken as a good example of romantic comedy.  But 
Shakespeare always varies his means and methods. Twelfth Night is the last of his romantic 
comedies. In Twelfth Night again love is the main theme, as it should be in a romantic comedy, 
but it is sentimental love in Orsino, which is certainly contrasted with the real passion of Viola. It 
has been noted that Shakespeare works out the main theme by contrast and parallelism. So 
along with the sentimental love of the Duke, Shakespeare paints the real passion of love in Viola; 
with the sentimental love of the Duke should be compared the sentimental grief of Olivia, and 
Malvolio’s infatuation, which is the result of his self-Love or egotism. The theme of Shakespeare’s 
plays, as we note here, is amplified on a broad scale, and that lifts the motive and theme of the 
play to the plane of universality. In Twelfth Night Shakespeare gives greater scope to rollicking 
fun, mirth and laughter in the sub-plot than in As You Like It. But again, contrasted with it is the 
serious note-the uncertainty of the issue of Viola’s disguised love. The serious strain, as we have 
observed above, is a characteristic of Shakespeare’s romantic comedy, but finally it dissolves into 
the sunshine of smile. Then there is the sub-plot of Twelfth Night, which adds the usual quota of 
humour and laughter, but reacts on, and supplements, the main plot. The sub-plot has been 
worked out with elaborate care, and is an integral part of the play, contributing to its artistic 
triumph. Feste the clown has an important function, at once satirical and interpretative. The need 
of satirizing certain foibles has not been neglected in Twelfth Night. The Duke’s sentimental love, 
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Olivia’s sentimental grief, Malvolio’s vanity, Sir Andrew’s stupidity, all come in for ridicule. Lastly, 
the setting of the play is ideal; the Illyria of Twelfth Night is not identical with geographical Illyria - 
it is an “airy nothing,” that has been given “a local habitation and a name.” But this ideal setting is 
offset by the realistic portraits of minor characters in the play - Sir Toby and his group, the captain 
who rescues Viola, Feste, etc. Thus in Twelfth Night there is a blending of romance, humour, 
satire, rollicking fun and  realism etc. 

 

IV.IV.5 SELECT LITERARY CRITICISM 

1.  Johnson (1765): This play is in the graver part elegant and easy and in some of the lighter 
scenes exquisitely humorous. Aguecheek is drawn with great propriety, but his character 
is, in a great measure, that of natural fatuity, and is therefore not the proper prey of a 
satirist. The soliloquy of Malvolio is truly comic; he is betrayed to ridicule merely by his 
pride.  

2.  A.W.Schlegel (1811): This comedy unites the entertainment of an intrigue, contrived with 
great ingenuity, to the richest fund of comic characters and situations, and the beauteous 
colours of an ethereal poetry. In most of his plays Shakespeare treats love more as an 
affair of the imagination than the heart; but here we are particularly reminded by him that 
in his language, the same word, fancy, signified both fancy and love. The love of the 
music-enraptured Duke to Olivia is not merely a fancy, but an imagination. 

3. W.Hazlitt : This is justly considered as one of the most delightful of Shakespeare’s 
comedies. It is full of sweetness and pleasantry. It is perhaps too good-natured for 
comedy. It has little satire, no spleen. It makes us laugh at the ludicrous rather than the 
ridiculous. It makes us laugh at the follies of mankind, not to despise them, and still less 
bear any ill-will towards them. Shakespeare’s comic genius resembles the bee rather in its 
power of extracting sweets from weeds or poisons than in leaving a sting behind it…. Folly 
is indigenous to the soil, and shoots out with native, happy, unchecked luxuriance. 
Absurdity has every encouragement afforded it, and nonsense has room to flourish in… 
The poet runs riot in a conceit, and idolizes a quibble. His whole object is to turn the 
meanest rudest objects to a pleasurable account. The relish, which he has of a pun, or the 
quaint humour of a low character, does not interfere with the delight with which he 
describes a beautiful image or the most refined love.  

 

IV.IV.6  LET US SUM UP 

 

 In this lesson we have come to know about the classification of Shakespearean comedies 
and the important features of his comedies. We have also understppd that Twelfth Night is 
considered a Romantic Comedy.  The opinions of various critics help us appreciate the play. The 
given glossary gives meanings of difficult words to understand the original text.   
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IV.IV.7 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

 

 1) What are the characterstics of Shakesparean Comedy ? 

 2) Twelfth Night is a Romantic Comedy, Evaluate. 

 

IV.IV.8  SUGGESTED READINGS 

 

 1) E. Dowden - Shakespeare's Mind and Art 

 2) Mrs. Jameson - Shakespeare's Heroines 

 

IV.IV.9  GLOSSARY  

 1. Surfeiting :  Satiated by excess of food 

 2. That instant  :  Allude to the story of Actaeon, a famous hunter, who for 
gazing indiscreetly on Diana, goddess of the chase, was 
changed into a stag, and was torn to pieces by his hounds.  
Here “Hounds “ are “Orsino’s desire for Olivia”. 

 3. Cloistress  :  “A nun” a woman in religious seclusion. 

 4. Brine  :  salt water or sea water; 

 5. Golden shaft  :  “True passion of love” Cupid’s golden shaft is believed to 
cause love while the leaden shaft cuases aversion and 
disdain, repulsion. 

 6. Illyria  :  Region bordering the east coast of the  Adriatic. 

 7. Elysium  :  heaven; the adobe of the happy dead. 

 8. Arion  :  An ancient Greek poet and musician of the seventh century 
B.C. 

 9. ducats  :  a coin then (1602) worth in England six shillings and eight 
pence. 

 10. violde-gamboys  :  bass veil; an instrument of music. 

 11. coystril  :  a mean fellow;  a rascal; (literally, a groom who takes care 
a knight’s horse); 

 12. Castiliano vulgo :  it sounds vaguely spanish, to impress Maria and to divert 
her attention to Sir Andrew coming then, “put on your 
Castilian counteance i.e. grve solemn looks” (Warburton) 

 13. Marry  :  indeed ( a mild interjection; originally an oath by the Virgin 
Mary) 
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 14. pourquoi  :  Why ? for what (French) 

 15. distaff : stick used in spinning; 

 16. galliard : a lively dance in triple time. 

 17. Mistress Mall's : Mall is a shortened form for Mary; an imaginary character 
known to Elizabethan audience from her celebrity as a 
thief. 

 18. coranto ? : quick running dance 

 19. Taurus ? : One of the 12 Zodiac signs. 

 20. address thy gait : direct your steps. 

 21. Diana's : Goddess of the Moon and hunting ; here the symbol of 
womanly beauty. 

 22. lenten : thin; meagre; poor. 

 23. thou wert as witty a piece of Eve's flesh 

   : youwill make as clever a wife (any woman). for you 

 24. Quinapalus : a sage of the Clown's invention; name of a philosopher 
coined by the clown. 

 25. motely : dress made up of different colours; Fool's dress. 

 26. madonna : my lady. 

 27. catechize : elicit answers to questions 

 28. zanies : liberal minded 

 29. birdbolts : blunt arrows; harmless things. 

 30. love : Jupiter, chief of the Jewish gods. 

 31. pia mater : brain. 

 32. sheriff's post : notice - past at the Sheriff; at the doors of sheriffs usually 
posts were set up on which proclamations wer fixed" - and 
it served to denote the official residence. 

 33. my profound heart : my sagacious lady. 

 34. usurp : betry; wrong (yourself by not giving herself to Orsino). 

 35. profanation : unholy. 

 36. heresy : gossip; unholy talk. 

 37. nonpareil : the peerless queen, the paragon of. 

 38. babbling gossip : thick with noise of utterance of Olivia's name 

 39. blazon : a knight's armorial bearings; hearldic insignia; a sign of high 
birth. 
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 40. decreed : decided by fate as irrevocable; ordined by fate. 

 41. malignancy : malevolence, a desire to do evil to others. 

 42. Messaline : an imaginary locality. 

 43. pregnant enemy : crafty fiend i.e., Satan. 

 44. diluculo surgere : it is most healthful to rise early 

 45. stoup : a drinking cup, flask; 

 46. leman : sweetheart. 

 47. testril : a tip of six pence. 

 48. mellifluous  : sweat; "flowing like honey". 

 49. welkin : sky 

 50. caterwauling : crying like cats; noise and uproar 

 51. Peg-a-Ramsey : a character in an old song; a term of contempt. 

 52. consanguineous : related; King (to Olivio) 

 53. tilly-vally : nonsense 

 54. St.Anne : The mother of Virgin Mary; a term of swearing. 

 55. gull him : fool him; gull was considered a foolish bird. 

 56. a horse of that colour 

   : a sport of that kind. 

 57. Penthesilea : the queen of Amazons, in classical mythologyl the 
Amazons were a race of female warriors. 

 58. antique : "Old fashioned", quaint. 

 59. unstaid and skittish :  changeable and fickle. 

 60. spinsters : spinners; who spin yarn 

 61. cypress : a coffin made of cypress wood, hence the three indicates 
death. 

 62. sovereign cruelty force 

   : most among the hard - hearted persons; peerless and 
disdainful lady (Olivia). 

 63. demask : like a pink or white damask rose 

 64. sheep biter : malicious fellow; thief 

 65. contemplative : self centered contemmplative idiot : an idiot with "a 
tendency to self-deception." 
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 66. tickling : stroking : flattery. 

 67. overweening : pretentious; proud. 

 68. "Slight : God's light; an oath. 

 69. lady of the strachy :  an unidentified lady who married beneath her. 

 70. Jazebel : the wicked wife of Israel King Ahab- an absurb reproach to 
apply to Malvolio. 

 71. sinews : strength, texure. 

 72. Lucrece : noble Roman matron who stabbed herself after she was 
stabbed by Tarquin, hence a symbol of chastity. 

 73. staniel : kestrel; a small hawk. 

 74. O : sound of lamentation; owe. 

 75. postcript : addition to a letter. 

 76. Sophy : Shah of persia. 

 77. aqua-vitae : ditilled liquores 

 78. save thee : God save you 

 79. tabor : a small drum used by clowns. 

 80. cheveril : sot kid lather or such material 

 81. troth : truly 

 82. loth : unwilling 

 83. pilchards : a small kind of fish 

 84. herrings  : a species of fish 

 85. Panduras : the go-between in the disastruss love affair between Trilus 
and Cressida. 

 86. Cressida was a beggar :  Cressida, heriine in Chaucer's story, is portayed (being the 
faithless heroine) in Testament of Cressida as a harlot and 
a beggar. 

 87. Dieu vous grade monsieur :  God protect you. Sir. 

 88. Et vous aussi : votre serviteur : and you also sir, your servant. 

 89. gait : walking 

 90. lowly feigning : affected humility; pretended humility 

 91. music from the spheres : the alleaged celestial harmony of the revolving stars and 
planets. 

 92. unmuzzled : let loose; relieved; 
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 93. westward-ho : cry of Thames boatmen; back to Duke's place 

 94. maidhood : maidenhood 

 95. dormouse : sleepy 

 96. fire - new from the mint :  brand new. 

 97. Brownist : follower of William Brown, who advocated the seperation of 
church and state. 

 98. licence of ink : freedom that writing permits 

 99. cubiculo : chamber 

 100. visage : countenance; face 

 101. youngest wren : smallest of small birds 

 102. traffic's sake : on account of our trade 

 103. Elephant : an inn 

 104. idle markets : unnecessary purchases. 

 105. the sweet Roman hand :  elegant, clear handwriting modelled on dilicate Italian style. 

 106. miscarry : come to harm 

 107. scruple : doubt 

 108. scruple : one-third of a dram; five drops 

 109. legion : an army or group of devils 

 110. bawcock : fine fellow (French beau coq) 

 111. Cherry-pit : a game in whcih cherry - stones were pitched into a small 
hole 

 112. collier : vendor of coals; coal miner; "the devil is called a collier for 
his blackness." 

 113. bring the device to the bar reveal the plot and have it judged (by public opinion)  

 114. May morning  : the time of merry - making; May Day pageant. 

 115. by and by : very shortly. 

 116. clodepole : dunce ; blockhead 

 117. cockatrices : fabulous serpents that could kill with a glance 

 118. dismount thy tuck :  unsheathe your rapier; draw thy sword( tuck:rapier) 

 119. firago : Sir Toby's mistake for virago, meaning shrewish woman. 

 120. Sophy : Shah of Iran 

 121. Perdition of souls  : loss of life 
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 122. by the duello : by the law of duel 

 123. defy you : challenge you to a duel 

 124. lean and low ability :  poor and scanty means., 

 125. tempt my misery : try me in my misfortunes. 

 126. o'erflurished : decorated with carvings and painting. 

 127. 'sild  : God's eyelid (an oath) 

 128. folish : Greek a flooish, merry person; buffoon 

 129. after fourteen year's purchase : after a long delay; at a high price. 

 130. well fleshed : mede eager for a flight after testing blood. 

 131. malapert  : saucy; impuent, haughty. 

 132. rudesby : ruffian; rough fellow. 

 133. beshrew : cruse 

 134. Lethe : in classical mythology, the river of oblivion (forget-fulness) 
in Hell 

 135. curate : Priest 

 136. competitors : conspirtors; plotters; participants in the foolery. 

 137. Peace in the prison : blessing invoked by the priest on entering a house 

 138. hyperbolical fiend : wicked devil; biosterous spirit. 

 139. Barricadoes : obstructions; barricades 

 140. Egyptians in their fog :  reference is to "thick darkness" that lasted three days over 
Egypt, brought by Moses. 

 141. Pythagoras : ancient Greek philosopher who expounded the doctrine of 
transmigration of souls. 

 142. Perdy : by God 

 143. five wits : five senses - " comon wit, imagination, fantasy estimation 
and memory" are the five wits. 

 144. bibble babble : foolish talk 

 145. Well-a-day : alas 

 146. prithee : beseech 

 147. vice : a stock mischievous 

 148. lath : wooden 

 149. this pearl : gem studed ring 
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 150. flood of fortune : sudden turn of events  

 151. chantry by : nearby chapel 

 152. consecrated : holy, sacred 

 153. primo, secundo, tertio :  one, two, three 

 154. covetousness : greed 

 155. anon : soon 

 156. Vulcabn : Smith of Gods; Roman god of fire. 

 157. shallow draught : flat bottomed draught 

 158. fraught : freight cargo 

 159. salt-water thief : pirate 

 160. base and ground enough :  with good reason. diate; disown 

 161. base and ground enough  : with good reason. 

 162. witchcraft  : a fascination; a spell. 

 163. ingrate and unauspicious : ungrateful and unpropitious 

 164. jocund, apt and willingly :  glady, radily and willingly 

 165. strangel thy propriety : deny your identity 

 166. contract : bethrothal 

 167. coxcomb : head; pate, one who places a comb in his cap i.e., fool 

 168. 'Ods lifelings : by God's  life an oath 

 169. bespake you fair : addressed you courteously 

 170. passy measures pavin : a grave and stately but slow dance of eight bars. 

 171. fear'st thou that : do you doubt. 

 172. form and suit : body and clothing  

 173. the rest goes even  : everything else corresponds, fits in 

 174. cohere adn jump : fall together and agree; fit in and agree 

 175. occurrence of my fortune  : all my business 

 176. orbed continent : the sphere of the sun, in Ptolemic astonomy. 

 177. distract : out of his mind 

 178. Beelzebub : name of a leader of devils. 

 179. stave's end : at a distance 

 180. vox : an appropriately loud voice 
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 181. mettle : natural disposition, character,  

 182. geck and gull : dupe and fool 

 183. plaintiff : petitioner  

 184. bothsides passed : equalled, balanced 

 185. Whirlgig : a toy-wheel; revolving wheel. 

 

* * * 

2.4.10 SELECTED SAMPLE  QUESTIONS 

1) Twelfth Night as a typical Shakespearean comedy ? 

or 

 The romantic elements in the play 

 

2) "To think of Twelfth Night is to think of Viola" 

or 

 Sketch the character of Viola 

 

3) Role and significance of the fool 

or 

 Feste is the highest wisdom of the play and its lowest buffoonery 

 

4) The element of satire in the play 

or 

 Sketch the character of Malvolio 

  

5) Twelfth Night as a "study of love on various planes" 

 

6) Bring out the dramatic significance of the ring episode 

 

7) The dramatic significance of the duel episode 
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2.4.11 SUGGESTED READING 

1. A.B. Charlton  - Shakespearean Comedy. 

2.  G. Gordon  - Shakespearean Comedy and other Studies. 

3. S.C. Sen Gupta - Sheakespearean Comedy 

4. S.A. Brooke  -  The Plays of Shakespeare 

5. E. Dowden  - Shakespeare’s Mind and Art. 

6. Hudson  -  Shakespeare, His mind, Art and Literature. 

7. Hazlitt   - Characters of Sjakespeare’s Plays. 

8. Mrs. Jameson  - Shakespeare’s Heroines. 

9. Twelfth Night  - Edited by K. Deighton. 

***** 

P.N.V.D. Mahesh. 
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Lesson - IV. IV. 5 

SELECT LITERARY CRITICISM 

THE TWELFTH NIGHT 

HAZLITT ON ‘TWELFTH NIGHT’ 
 

This is justly considered as one of the most delightful of Shakespeare's comedies. 
It is full of sweetness and pleasantry. It is perhaps too good-natured for comedy. It has 
little satire, and no spleen. It aims at the ludicrous rather than the ridiculous. It makes us 
laugh at the follies of mankind, not despise them, and still less bear any ill-will towards 
them. Shakespeare's comic genius resembles the bee rather in its power of extracting 
sweets from weeds or poisons, than in leaving a sting behind it.  He gives the most 
amusing exaggeration of the prevailing foibles of his characters, but in a way that they 
themselves, instead of being offended at, would almost join in to humour; he rather 
contrives opportunities for them to show themselves off in the happiest lights, than tender 
them contemptible in the perverse construction of the wit or malice of others. . . . 
Absurdity has every encouragement afforded it; and nonsense has room to flourish in. 
Nothing is stunted by the churlish, icy hand of indifference or severity. The poet runs riot 
in a conceit, and idolizes a quibble. His whole object is to turn the meanest or rudest 
objects to a pleasurable account. The relish which he has of a pun, or of the quaint 
humour of a low character, does not interfere with the delight with which he describes a 
beautiful image, or the most refined love. The clown's forced jests do not spoil the 
sweetness of the character of Viola; the same house is big enough to hold Malvolio, the 
Countess, Maria, Sir Toby, and Sir Andrew Ague-cheek. . .. There is a constant infusion 
of the romantic and enthusiastic, in proportion as the characters are natural and sincere. 

From Hazlitt’s Characters of Shakespeare’s Plays (1817) 
 
 

JOHN MASEFIELD ON 'TWELFTH NIGHT' 
 

This is the happiest and one of the loveliest of all Shakespearian plays. It is the 
best English comedy. The great mind that mixed a tragedy of intellect with a tragedy of 
stupidity, here mixes mirth with romantic beauty.  The play is so mixed with beauty that 
one can see it played night after night, week after week, without weariness, even in a 
London theatre. 

The play presents images of self-deception, or delusional sentimentality, by means 
of a romantic fable and a vigorous fable. It shows us three souls suffering from the kind of 
sickly vanity that feeds on day-dreams. Orsino is in an unreal mood of emotion. 'Love is 
an active passion. Orsino is in the clutch of its dangerous passive enemy called 
sentimentality. He lolls upon a couch to music when he ought to be carrying her glove to 
battle. Olivia is in an unreal mood of mourning for her brother. Grief is a destroying 
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passion. Olivia makes it a form of self-indulgence, or one sweet the more to attract flies to 
her.  Malvolio is in an unreal mood of self-importance. Long posing at the head of 
ceremony has given him the faith that ceremony, of which he is the head, is the whole of 
life. This faith deludes him into a life of day-dreams, common enough among inactive 
clever people, but dangerous to the indulger, as all things are that distort the mental 
vision. At the point at which the play begins the day-dream has brought him to the pitch of 
blindness necessary for effective impact on the wall. 

 
The only cure for the sickly in the mind is reality. Something real has to be felt or 

experienced. Life that is over-delicate and remote through something unbalanced in the 
mind is not life but decay. The knife, the bludgeon, the practical joke, and the money-
weaponed figure of Sorrow are life's remedies for those who fail to live. We are the 
earth's children; we have no business in limbo. Living in limbo is like living in the smoke 
from a crater: highly picturesque, but too near death for safety. 

 
Orsino is cured of sentiment by the sight of Sebastian making love like a man. He 

rouses to do the like by Viola. Olivia is piqued out of sentiment by coming to know some 
one who despises her. She falls in love with that person. Malvolio is mocked out of 
sentiment by the knowledge that other minds have seen his mind. He has not the 
happiness to be rewarded with love at the end of the play; but he has the alternative of 
hate, which is as active a passion and as real. All three are roused to activity by the 
coming of something real into their livers; and all three, in coming to the active state, 
cease to be interesting and beautiful and pathetic. 

   From John Masefield’s Shakespeare (1911) 
 
 

JOHN DOVER WILSON ON 'TWELFTH NIGHT' 
 

Last and best [of the comedies] came Twelfth Night, which for sheer lightness of 
touch goes as far as even Shakespeare can reach, blending music and revelry, realism 
and romance, the wittiest prose and the most ravishing poetry. 

 
Twelfth Night is Shakespeare's farewell to comedy for many years. It is fitting that 

the earliest recorded performance should have been at a feast in the Middle Temple, 
since this marks the fact that from beginning to end the comedies and histories were 
composed for audiences of young men. It is Twelfth Night also which provides youth with 
its eternal retort to the cooling blood of age: 'Dost think, because thou art virtuous, there 
shall be no more cakes and ale?' 

From JOHN DOVER WILSON’S The Essential Shakespeare (1932). 
 

THE CHARACTER OF VIOLA 
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Viola undoubtedly lies in most of our minds as an extremely sentimental person, 
the impression being chiefly derived from the speech, 'She never told her love'. In order to 
conform to this conception it was necessary to suppress any exuberant gaiety in those 
passages in which Viola is tickled by the thought that she, a woman, is about to be loved 
as a man by Olivia. Those who see Miss Terry in the part will be convinced by the most 
irresistible of demonstrations that Viola was rather one of those thoroughly healthy and 
happy young women who, while fraught with the capacity for loving and certain to be true 
in love, will scarcely pine grievously under their own lovetroubles, or regard those of any 
ordinary woman as likely to be fatal. It is not very seriously of herself that she tells the 
story about concealment feeding on the damask cheek. She will not play patience on a 
monument unless the smiling at grief be very genuine. She feels the pathos of the story. 
Her frame quivers as she tells it to Orsino with lowered head, and his head presses upon 
hers in mere brotherly sympathy. But Viola is hearty though not heart-whole. and Miss 
Terry persuades us readily that the true Viola is one from whose gentle nature gaiety is 
not likely to be permanently estranged. 

From SIR EDWARD RUSSELL, ‘Mr. Irving’s Work’, in  
The Fortnightly review, Sept. 1884. 

 
THE CHARACTER OF OLIVIA 

 
Contrasted with the deep, silent, patient love of Viola for the Duke, we have the 

lady-like wilfulness of Olivia; and her sudden passion, or rather fancy, for the disguised 
page, takes so beautiful a colouring of poetry and sentiment, that we do not think her 
forward. Olivia is like a princess of romance, and has all the privileges of one; she is, like 
Portia, high born and high bred, mistress over her servants-but not, like Portia, 'queen 
o'er herself'. She has never in her life been opposed; the first contradiction, therefore, 
rouses all the woman in her, and turns a caprice into a headlong passion. . . . 

 
The distance of rank which separates the Countess from the youthful page--the 

real sex of Viola--the dignified elegance of Olivia's deportment, except where passion 
gets the better of her pride-her consistent coldness towards the Duke-the description of 
that' smooth, discreet, and stable bearing' with which she rules her household--her 
generous care for her steward Malvolio, in the midst of her own distress--all these 
circumstances raise Olivia in our fancy, and render her caprice for the page a source of 
amusement and interest, not a subject of reproach. 

. . . . . . . . . . 

In artificial society men and women are divided into castes and classes, and it is 
rarely that extremes in character or manners can approximate. To blend into one 
harmonious picture the utmost grace and refinement of sentiment, and the broadest 
effects of humour, the most poignant wit, and the most indulgent benignity, in short, to 
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bring before us in the same scene, Viola and Olivia, with Malvolio and Sir Toby, belonged 
only to Nature and to Shakespeare. 

From Mrs. JAMESON’S Characteristics of Women (1832) 
 

THE CHARACTER OF MALVOLIO 
 

Malvolio is not essentially ludicrous. He becomes comic but by accident. He is 
cold, austere, repelling; but dignified, consistent, and for what appears, rather of an over-
stretched morality. Maria describes him as a sort of Puritan; and he might have worn his 
gold chain with honour in one of our old round-head families, in the service of a Lambert, 
or a Lady Fairfax. But his morality and his manners are misplaced in Illyria. He is opposed 
to the proper levities of the piece, and falls in the unequal contest. Still his pride, or his 
gravity (call it what you will) is inherent, and native to the man, not mock or affected, 
which latter only are the fit objects to excite laughter. His quality is at the best unlovely, 
but neither buffoon nor contemptible. His bearing is lofty, a little above his station, but 
probably not much above his deserts. 'We see no reason why he should not have been 
brave, honourable, accomplished. His careless committal of the ring to the ground (which 
he was commissioned to restore to Cesario), bespeaks a generosity of birth and feeling. 
His dialect on all occasions is that of a gentleman, and a man of education. We must not 
confound him with the eternal old, low steward of comedy. He is master of the household 
to a great Princess; a dignity probably conferred upon him for other respects than age or 
length of service. . . . Even in his abused state of chains and darkness, a sort of great-
ness seems never to desert him. He argues highly and well with the supposed Sir Topas, 
and philosophizes gallantly upon his straw. There must have been some shadow of worth 
about the man,; he must have been something more than a mere vapour a thing of straw, 
or Jack in office--before Fabian and Maria could have ventured sending him upon a 
courting-errand to Olivia. There was some consonancy (as he would say) in the 
undertaking, or the jest would have been too bold even for that house of misrule. 

 

From CHARLES LAMB’s On Some of the Old Actors (1822) 
 

FESTE THE JESTER 

 Lear’s Fool stands in a place apart—a sacred place; but of Shakespeare’s other 
Fools, Feste, the so-called Clown in Twelfth Night, has always lain nearest to my heart. 
He is not, perhaps, more amusing than Touchstone, to whom I bow profoundly in passing; 
but I love him more. 

 
Whether Lear's Fool was not slightly touched in his wits is disputable. Though 

Touchstone is both sane and wise, we sometimes wonder what would happen if he had to 
shift for himself. Here and there he is ridiculous as well as humorous; we laugh at him, 
and not only with him. We never laugh at Feste. . . . He is as sane as his mistress; his 
position considered, he cannot be called even eccentric, scarcely even flighty; and he 
possesses not only the ready wit required by his profession, and intellectual agility 
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greater than it requires, but also an insight into character and into practical situations so 
swift and sure that he seems to supply, in fuller measure than any of Shakespeare's other 
Fools, the poet's own comment on the story. . . . All the agility of wit and fancy, all the 
penetration and wisdom, which Feste shows in his calling, would not by themselves 
explain our feeling for him. But his mind to him a kingdom is, and one full of such present 
joys that he finds contentment there. Outwardly he may be little better than a slave; but 
Epictetus was a slave outright and yet absolutely free: and so is Feste. That world of 
quibbles which are pointless to his audience, of incongruities which nobody else can see, 
of flitting fancies which he only cares to pursue, is his sunny realm. . .  Having thus a 
world of his own, and being lord of himself, he cares little for Fortune. His mistress may 
turn him away; but, 'to be turned away, let summer bear it out'. This 'sunshine of the 
breast' is always with him and spreads its radiance over the whole scene in which he 
moves. .And so we love him. 

 
We have another reason. The Fool's voice is as melodious as the 'sweet content' 

of his soul... . Almost all the music and the praise of music comes from Feste or has to do 
with Feste. In this, he stands alone among Shakespeare's Fools; and that this, with the 
influence it has on our feeling for him, was intended by the poet should be plain. It is no 
accident that when the Duke thanks him for his 'pains' in singing he answers, 'No pains, 
sir; I take pleasure in singing, sir' ; that the revelry for which he risks punishment is a 
revelry of song; that, when he is left alone, he still sings. . . . 
 

I have a last grace to notice in our wise, happy, melodious Fool. He was little 
injured by his calling. He speaks as he likes; but from first to last, whether he is revelling 
or chopping logic or playing with words, and to whomsoever he speaks or sings, he keeps 
his tongue free from obscenity. The fact is in accord with the spirit of this ever-blessed 
play, which could not have endured the' foul-mouthed' Fool of All's Well. . . . 

 
The position of the professional jester we must needs feel to be more or less hard, 

if not of necessity degrading.  In Feste's case, it is peculiarly hard. He is perfectly sane, 
and there is nothing to show that he is unfit for independence. In important respects he is, 
more than Shakespeare's other fools, superior in mind to his superiors in rank. And he 
has no Celia, no Countess, no Lear to protect or love him. He had been Fool to Olivia's 
father, who 'took much delight in him'; but Olivia, though not unkind, cannot be said to 
love him. We find him, on his first appearance, in disgrace and (if Maria is right) in danger 
of being punished or even turned away. His mistress, entering, tells him that he is a dry 
fool, that she'll no more of him, and (later) that his fooling grows old and people dislike it. 
Her displeasure, doubtless, has a cause, and it is transient, but her words are none the 
less significant. Feste is a relic of the past. The steward, a person highly valued by his 
lady, is Feste's enemy. Though Maria likes him and, within limits, would stand his friend, 
there is no tone of affection in her words to him, and ~ certainly none in those of any 
other person. We cannot but feel sorry for him. . 
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This peculiar position explains certain traits in Feste himself which might otherwise 
diminish our sympathy. One is that he himself, though he shows no serious malevolence 
even to his enemy, shows no affection for anyone. . . . The fact is, he recognizes very 
clearly that, as this world goes, a man whom nobody loves must look out for himself. 
Hence (this is the second trait) he is a shameless beggar, much the most 80 of 
Shakespeare's Fools. He is fully justified. and he begs so amusingly that we welcome his 
begging; but shameless it is. But he is laying up treasures on earth against the day when 
some freak of his own, or some whim of his mistress, will bring his dismissal. and the 
short summer of his freedom will be followed by the wind and the rain. And so, finally, he 
is as careful as his love of fun will allow to keep clear of any really dangerous enterprise. 
He must join in the revel of the knights and the defiance of the steward; but from the 
moment when Malvolio retires with a threat to Maria, and Maria begins to expound her 
plot against him, Feste keeps silence; and, though she expressly assigns him a part in 
the conspiracy, he takes none. The plot succeeds magnificently, and Malvolio is shut up, 
chained as a lunatic, in a dark room; and that comic genius Maria has a new scheme, 
which requires the active help of the Fool. But her words, 'Nay, I prithee, put on this gown 
and this beard’, show that he objects. 

A.C. BRADLEY, from ‘Feste the Jester’, in A Book of Homage 
to Shakespeare, 1916 (reprinted in A Miscellany, 1929). 

 
 

SHAKESPEARE’S USE OF SONG IN ‘TWELFTH NIGHT’ 

That it was not the original intention to assign all the singing to Feste is evident 
from the fact that Viola was to be presented to the Duke, not as a page as the event now 
has it, but as a eunuch who could 'sing and speak to him in many sorts of music'. Further, 
it is patent that to Viola was to be appointed that 'Old and antique song' in Act II, Scene 4, 
where by an obvious device Feste is substituted as the singer. If all were known, it is not 
improbable that in this change is contained an interesting piece of theatrical history. From 
Hamlet and Othello we know that Shakespeare's company had from about 1601 until 
1604 a leading boy capable of playing upon the lute and of singing ballads of the plaintive 
kind alluded to by Orsino. Probably on the occasion of a revival there was no boy 
available capable both of taking such a part as Viola's and of singing. Also the comedian, 
who personated Feste, may have proved such an excellent 'draw' as a singer, that it was 
good business not' only to allot him all the songs but actually to increase their number. As 
the play stands now, Feste is not only a witty fool and a plausible beggar, but domestic 
minstrelsy is his profession, and Malvolio distinguishes him from Sir Topas by his 
breaking into song. . . . 
 

The context of the song [Come away, come away, death, Act II, Scene 4] is not 
without interest--limits are imposed on the kind of air to be set to the words; we are told 
that it must avoid 'light airs and recollected. terms' (if' recollected terms' has application to 
tl1e music it may mean a tune that is 'catchy' in character, that is, one that is easily 
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memorized). In the second place it must be such that 
 

The spinsters and knitters in the sun, 
And the free maids that weave their thread with bones,  
Do use to chant it. 

 
Clearly a folk idiom is indicated, and a rhythm that is too insistent or regular must be 
avoided. The attention of producers is drawn to this very important point. 

 
In Germany, at Karlsruhe, the song has been rendered by Viola instead of by 

Feste. While it is agreed that it was the original intention that Viola should sing here, yet it 
is submitted that the song she sang was other than the one now standing and allotted to 
Feste. Leaving aside the debatable resemblance of the present song to the Duke's 
description of it, for Viola, even though disguised as a youth, to sing it were a dramatic 
impropriety, which Shakespeare was not in the habit of committing. The song, which had 
been chanted by the spinsters and free maids, might have been appropriate, but not this 
one. In any case, the scene has been so much altered, and there is now so much matter 
specially contextual to the song as rendered by Feste, that it is quite impossible for a 
producer, who has any sense of consistency of effect, to attempt to restore the original-
the motive contained in Feste's adieu to the Duke is quite in keeping with the motive of 
the song. . . . 

 
The third song, I am gone, sir (Act IV, Scene 2), occurs at the end of the very 

diverting scene where Feste tantalizes Malvolio. The interest of the song lies entirely in 
its illustration of Shakespeare's dramatic craftsmanship, and helps to bear out Irving's 
remark that no actor could ever complain that Shakespeare had sent him tamely off the 
stage. Imagine to yourself a stage projecting out into the orchestra and without a drop 
scene, and try to devise an effective method of ending the situation, and you will then the 
better appreciate the genius of this song as covering the Clown's exit. Feste is enabled to 
withdraw gradually and with mock ceremony and to disappear on the final insult ‘devil', 
hurled derisively at the much-wronged Malvolio. I have seen a performance in which the 
actor was allowed to flutter about the stage while uttering the lines, and I must confess I 
have never seen anything on the stage more futile or unintelligent. 

 
Perhaps it ought to be explained that the Vice, mentioned in the song, was a 

buffoon, who appeared chiefly in the old interludes. He wore a long coat (it is not clear 
that he also had a cap with ass's ears, the statement to that effect in Nares's Glossary is 
based upon that of Theobald) and was armed with a thin slip of wood fashioned in the 
shape of a dagger. He was wont to make sport with the devil by leaping on his back and 
by belabouring him with his lathen dagger, but notwithstanding in the end the devil 
succeeded in carrying him off. The devil was supposed to keep his nails unpared from 
choice, hence, when Feste tells Malvolio to pare his nails, it is equivalent to calling him a 
devil, a spirit that was said to inhabit those whose wits were tainted. 
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Appropriately enough, Feste winds up this high-spirited comedy with an Epilogue 

in the form of a song round a popular refrain, which in all probability the groundlings 
would take up. To Warburton, Steevens, Staunton, and a host of other grave Georgian 
and Victorian editors the song was anathema, and they would have consigned the ditty to 
the footnotes as being the gag of an actor. It is important to remember that Shakespeare 
was not of a dry antiquarian cast of mind like some of his commentators; he was an actor 
and a practical man of affairs out to entertain all those willing to pay for their amusement, 
and he well knew, none better, the value of nonsense in attaining that end. Every one, 
whose life is at all worth living, has capacity for nonsense in its proper season, and when 
could it be more timely than at the end of Twelfth Night, for the wise nonsense contained 
in this ditty serves as a commentary on the events of the play, and is a fitting corollary to 
the first song, O mistress mine? 

From RICHMOND NOBLE, Shakepeare’s Use of Song (1928) 
 

JOHN BAILEY ON ‘TWELFTH NIGHT’ 
 

Twelfth Night is another delightful creation with nearly as much fun in it and much 
more poetry. Its romance is all poetry and pleasure; it never gets so near tragedy as the 
business of Hero in Much Ado. The only sadness in it is the beautiful sadness of love; 
there are no villains like Don John and his crew. The only flaw in the mingled romance 
and comedy of its story is the tiresome and unconvincing business of the confusion 
between Sebastian and Viola; much more tiresome here than, for instance, in The 
Comedy of Errors because 'the play is so much truer and finer. Of course, one has again 
to remember that both parts were played by boys, which reduced the absurdity. But it 
must have remained an absurdity, and have added to the fairy-tale improbability of the 
action which is, apart from it, much less conspicuous in this than in most of the 
Shakespearean romances. Only, for probability of the action as a whole the middle 
Shakespeare cared little, the Shakespeare of the earliest and latest plays nothing at all. 
Perhaps another defect may be remarked. Olivia, the middle-aged and melancholy, has 
not charm enough to fill her part. We find it difficult to follow the Duke's infatuation. We 
almost grudge her receiving even a substitute for the lovely Cesario of her delusion. 

 
One of the happy things to be noted in this enchanting play is that in it is to be 

found all Shakespeare's best praise, except the famous passage in the Merchant of 
Venice, of the one art outside his own which he understood and loved. Of painting and 
sculpture he knew nothing. Whenever he speaks of them he falls into the silly old 
ignorance which supposes that their business is to produce a deceiving copy of nature. 
But of music he knows much and has felt all. I myself have heard one of the greatest of 
living musicians say something to the effect that of the three of our poets who speak 
oftenest of music, Browning is always meaningless or wrong, Milton always, Shakespeare 
nearly always, beautifully and passionately right. Anyhow,-whatever his actual knowledge 
of the art and science of music may have amounted to, there can be no doubt about his 
feeling. One gets the impression that the words which he puts into the mouth of Caesar, 
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and several other of his characters, express some feeling of his own. The man that' hears 
no music' is' for him a disagreeable man, even a man not to be trusted. It is pleasant to 
see that Shakespeare, the contemporary of William Byrd, delighted in the art of voice and 
instrument, in which his countrymen were then achieving such triumphs. And there is no 
play in which we see that more clearly than in Twelfth Night, which begins and ends with 
music. . . . 

 
There are a few other points that may be noticed. What an art there is in 

beginnings! And no greater master of it than Shakespeare. Could this play begin more 
significantly than with 'If music be the food of love, play on'? It is of music anu love that it 
is made, at least the serious part of it. And the other half, the foolery which is the foil to 
the romance, how the note of that also is struck in Sir Toby's first words: 'What a plague 
means my niece to take the death of her brother thus? I am sure care's an enemy to life.' 
On the whole, perhaps, no play is fuller than this of Shakespeare himself, that double 
being, the greatest of all romantics and. at the same time, of all realists too I None 
exhibits more the madness of the BacoDians, whose great man, so utterly unlike 
Shakespeare, has almost as little of realism in him as he has of romance. What he cared 
about in men and things was the material they pro. vided for argument or philosophy, not 
their smack and savour and suggestion in which the poet and the realist find life and 
truth. The contrast between them is well illustrated in a note of Johnson's on this play. He 
points out that, while Shakespeare took the story of Diana and Actaeon as illustrating the 
torture of love which has sel1 forbidden sights, Bacon supposes it to  warn us against 
enquiring into the secrets of princes.' And it is this Privy Councillor who, we are asked to 
believe, created Juliet and Rosalind one cannot but wish that Johnson had lived to deal 
with the Baconians as they deserve and as none but he could deal !  

 
Twelfth Night alone would be enough to put these seekers after whimsies in their 

right place. It is signed all over with the only signature that ever gave us either such 
things as ‘O mistress mine', or such as ‘Is it a world to hide virtues in? or  ‘Dost thou think 
because thou art virtuous there shall be no more cakes and ale?' No play is more 
Shakespearean or more English. It combines in one, poetry and prose, tragedy and 
comedy, joy and grief, cakes and ale and tricks, and laughter with bereavement and 
disappointment, solitude and sorrow. Shakespeare has left us nothing gayer, and nothing 
lovelier. 

From JOHN BAILEY, Shakespeare (1929) 

A NOTE ON SHAKESPEARE’S LANGUAGE 

By C.T. ONIONS 
 
VOCABULARY: 

 As the Oxford Shakespeare Glossary shows, there are some ten thousand words 
in the whole of the works attributed to Shakespeare which require explanation for the 
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general reader, either because they are no longer in ordinary use or because they are 
used by him in some way that is not now familiar.  Among the former are such words as 
ballow cudge, fill-horse shaft-horse, and neaf fist, which are now only provincial, and such 
others as benison blessing, foison abundance, mow grimace, purlous dangerous, 
puissant powerful, teen grief, which may be found still in literary diction, as well as a 
considerable number that have been used, so far as we know, by Shakespeare alone. 
With such as these we become acquainted by reference to glossaries and notes. But it is 
possible to continue to read Shakespeare without properly understanding him because 
we are unaware of, and sometimes do not even suspect, differences in the meaning of 
words that are in general use to-day. The following selection of such words will serve to 
indicate the nature of the differences that may be looked for. 
 
allow approve 
argument proof, subject of discourse 
brave fine, splendid  
churchman clergyman  
close secret 
complexion habit or constitution of body or mind, look, aspect, appearance 
conceit idea, thought, invention 
condition covenant, rank, character 
difference disagreement, dispute 
evil disease 
fashion sort 
favour appearance, face feature bodily form 
gear affair, business 
grudge complain 
hint opportunity 
hope expect, suppose 
infer allege 
instance cause, evidence, proof 
level aim 
lewd bad, vile 
liberal unrestrained, licentious 
mere absolute, downright  
merely entirely 
miss do without 
note sign, stigma, information  
obsequious dutiful owe own 
painful laborious 
passion painful disease, strong emotion. 
peevish silly, perverse  
present immediate  
presently at once 
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prevent anticipate 
quality rank, profession  
rate estimation 
respect consideration 
sad grave, serious 
shrewd mischievous, bad  
sort rank, class, way, manner  
still always, continually  
stomach inclination, angry or proud temper 
sudden swift, violent 
tall fine, valiant 
type mark, barlge 
very true, complete 
        Among words having a very wide range of meaning the following may be noted: 
 
humour (1) moisture, (2) any of the four fluids of the human body recognized by the old 
physiologists, (3) temperament, (4) mood, temper, fancy, caprice, inclination;  
 
nice (1) delicate, (2) shy, coy, {3) fastidious, (4) subtle,  minute, (5) trivial, (6) critical, 
precarious, (7) exact, precise; 
  
quaint (1) skilled., clever, (2) pretty, dainty, (3) handsome, elegant, (4) carefully 
elaborated; 
 
sensible (1) sensitive, (2) of the senses, (3) capable of emotion, (4) rational, (5) tangible, 
substantial, (6) full of good sense; 
 
wit (1) mental powers, mind, faculty of perception, as in the five wits, (2) inventive power, 
(3) understanding, intelligence, (4) wisdom, good sense, as in brevity is the soul of wit, (5) 
lively fancy producing brilliant talk. 
 
A second adjective dear grievous, severe, dire (distinct from dear beloved, precious) is 
seen in my dear offence, thy dear exile. 
 
Many adjectives and participial words show the application of a suffix with a force 
different from that which is now usual: 
 
deceivable deceitful   grac'd gracious 
tuneable tuneful   gulled treacherous 
unmeritable undeserving   disdain'd disdainful 
questionable inviting question unexpressive inexpressible 
    plausive plausible 
careless uncared for   unavoided inevitable 
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cureless incurable   beholding obliged, beholden 
timeless untimely, premature 
  Note also the double meaning, active and passive, of artificial (1) 
constructive, creative, (2) produced by art. 
 

Shakespeare uses a multitude of technical terms of the arts and sciences; these 
are treated in their historical slitting in Shakespeare's England (O.D.P.); note especially 
the glossary of musical terms in vol. ii, pp. 32 ff. Some general aspects of the vocabulary 
are dealt with in G. S. Gordon's Shakespeare's English, Society of Pune English, Tract 
xxix (O.U.P.) 
 
 

Prof. R. Sarswathi 



The Tempest
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Sebastian, his Brother.
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Antonio, his Brother, the usurping Duke sf Milan.
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Unit V  THE TEMPEST –I 
 

V.0 OBJECTIVES 
 

After working through this unit you will be able to  

 Explain the state of Drama before Shakespeare 

 understand the aspects of the last plays of Shakespeare  

 discus the greatness of Shakespeare 

 discuss the time and sources of the play The Tempest 

 analyse critically the significance of  the play The Tempest 

 

 V-1 STRUCTURE 
 

V.0 Aims and objectives 

 V.1 Structure 

 V.2 Introduction 

  V.2.1 Drama before Shakespeare 

  V.2.2 Last plays of Shakespeare 

  V.2.3 Aspects of Shakespeare’s plays  

  V.2.4 Time and Sources 

  V.2.5    Significance of The Tempest and other plays of Shakespeare 

V         V.3 Check your progress I 

 V.4 Sample Examination Questions 

 V.5 Suggested Readings 

 

V.2 INTRODUCTION 
 

This unit enables you to understand the conditions of drama before Shakespeare, his last 
plays and the contribution and the greatness of Shakespeare as a playwright. You will learn about 
the significance of The Tempest as a play, its time of writing, its sources etc. 
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V.2.1 Drama before William Shakespeare 
  

Drama started as a religious activity in Britain.  The Bible provided themes and 
plays were performed in Church compounds on Christmas and Easter.  There were 
‘miracle’ plays celebrating the important events in the life of Christ from ‘Birth to 
Resurrection’.  The ‘morality’ plays represented the struggle between good and evil with 
personified qualities like vice and virtue.   After the Renaissance, inspiration was drawn 
from the classical sources i.e., the early Greek dramatists. At the end of the 15th century a 
new kind of play called ‘interlude’ came into existence.  The playwrights followed the 
observations of Aristotle which he expressed in his Poetics. The three classical unities, the 
unity of time, place and action were indicated by Aristotle to preserve the general dramatic 
unity and to protect a play from becoming a disjointed and disconnected event.  Further he 
felt that a play should possess the following divisions.   

 
                               a) The Exposition 

         b) The Rising Action 

                               c) The Crisis or Climax 

                               d) The Falling Action and 

                               e) The Catastrophe 
 

Drama was given a general artistic form by the university wits like Kyd, Greene, Nashe, 
Peele and Christopher Marlowe.  They introduced the romantic form of drama which was different 
from the classical one. Shakespeare gave a new direction and made the Elizabethan Drama a 
unique one.  The new drama of Shakespeare opposed the classical style of construction, chiefly - 
the three unities.  It included sub-plots and even under plots besides the central theme.   

 
     Shakespeare’s greatness lies in his art of presenting entire humanity on the stage.  He has given 
the play, a novel poetic sheen  which was not done by his predecessors.  He has given his plays an 
epic quality speaking about human nature.  His characters are true to nature and they speak the 
language of the common man.  His contribution to English drama is immense. 
 
V.II.2. LAST PLAYS OF SHAKESPEARE 
 

The last plays of every great playwright assume a special significance. In the case of 
Shakespeare they possess a magical power proclaiming the philosophical essence of human life. 
They project his ‘visions of truth, most intense moments of inspiration, and his discoveries about 
human life’. This is the period of his spiritual discovery. 

 
If Timon of Athens shows Shakespeare’s mood of indignation, The Tempest displays his 

august serenity. The Tempest is treated as his last play because it exposes the ideal expression of 
the temper of his mind as a dramatist. Hence Prof. Dowden observes “The Tempest, Winter’s Tale 
and Cymbeline are the three complete plays, which represent the final period of Shakespeare’s 
authorship. 
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These three plays have some common characteristics. 
 

1. Versification and style  

2. Scenic spectacle  

3. Plot construction   etc., 

Though they are the echoes of earlier themes of Shakespeare, they are all “mellowed, 
refined and exquisite”. They avoid ‘the extremes of broad humour and of tragic intensity’. Prof. 
Dowden observes “There are moments when Shakespeare was not wholly absorbed in his work as 
artist at this period; it is as if he were thinking of his own life, or of the fields and streams of 
Stratford, and still wrote on…” In all his tragedies we observe his serious imagination at work 
with into the mystery of evil. In the last plays he shows the grievous errors of the heart, the cruel 
wrongs of man to man beginning with a dissonance and ending with the dissonance, a 
reconciliation.  

 
The Tempest belongs to the last group of plays known as ‘ dramatic romances’ like 

Cymbeline, the Winter’s Tale and Pericles. All these plays share the following qualities of 
romances  

a. Tragic elements  

b. Comic moments 

c. Loss and restoration of children 

d. Reconciliation between members of family 

e. Magical elements, with exquisite poetry. 

 

 The last plays share all these qualities. They possess a tragic background but they end with 
reconciliation. ‘Forgiveness and reconciliation’ becomes the chief motif in these plays. 
Shakespeare has moved away from his earlier plots of vengeance and bloodshed. He proves that 
wrong and evil can be conquered through love and charity and all his last plays exemplify this.  
                

 The Tempest belongs to the last plays though they were placed in the first Folio. The 
volume opens with The Tempest and closes with Cymbeline. There are several evidences to show 
that The Tempest belongs to this group.  
                   

Shakespeare’s contemporary Fulke Greville mentions them. Cymbeline   and Winter’s Tale 
were seen by Simon Forman, an astrologer in 1610 and1611. Critics feel that Cymbeline is the 
loosest and most disorderly of all Shakespeare’s plays. Shakespeare has ignored the three unities, 
plot- construction and kept all incidents at a perfect tingle of loose ends.  This play sustains the 
interest only because of the episodes and poetry. More than anything else charm lies in the 
character of the heroine, Imogen.  The Winter’s Tale also shows the inaccuracy of construction. It 
has a great poetic appeal and the story is more romantic. Leontes shares the envy of  Othello and 
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that of Posthumus. Critics praise this play for the Partly tragic “opening and pastoral continuation 
of the Bohemian, the tragic-comic and ‘coup de theatre’ of the ending.”  
                       

When compared with these two , The Tempest is regular and it is open to none of the 
objections. This swan song of Shakespeare observes the three unities though the violation of 
“place” is almost small. The whole plot continues the ‘unity of action’ dealing with the spell of 
Prospero to bring in a change. The contrast of Caliban and Ariel is classical in appeal and 
Shakespeare’s use of satire in projecting the base human nature is obvious. Hence the play is 
praised by critics.  
                   

 These last plays share a similar concept – loss and restoration of a child; in Pericles 
Marina, in The Winter’s Tale Perdita, in The Tempest Miranda; in Cymbeline  the king’s two sons 
are lost and restored.  
                    

These last plays have also a theme in common – reconciliation and forgiveness. Wrong 
ways are mended and people are restored to their original places. In Cymbeline Imogen, the 
daughter of Cymbeline is wronged by her husband   Posthumus. She forgives him with broad 
mindedness and joy. In the Winter’s Tale Queen   Hermione  is wronged by her husband Leontes 
and she is restored to him as he recognises his folly. She forgives him. In The Tempest Prospero is 
wronged by his brother (his family member) and it is corrected in the end. Prospero forgives him 
though he is antagonistic. In all these it is the protagonist that has suffered and has forgiven others.  
          
           Hermione, Imogen, and Prospero- all these characters possess ‘gracious powers which 
extend forgiveness to men’. Prospero’s forgiveness is solemn, judicial, abstract and impersonal. 
Hence Dowden observes, “The forgiveness of Prospero is an embodiment of impartial wisdom and 
loving justice”. With Prospero, the play achieved its perfection. The critics praised, “The Tempest 
is not all Shakespeare :only all Shakespeare is that.” 
 
V.II.3. Aspects of Shakespeare’s plays 
 

You may wonder why Shakespeare is being revered even today.  As observed by great 
critics, his plays are filled with a vague wonder.  The greatness of his works lies in his unbridled 
imagination and portrayal of human nature.  He is criticised for taking his plots from old sources; 
but his magical touch makes the old, familiar material glow with the ‘deepest thoughts and the 
tenderest feelings that ennoble humanity’.  Shakespeare possessed great powers of imagination 
and observation, and the success of his immortality lies in his delineation of human nature in its 
true colours.  Samuel Johnson says that the plays are of Shakespeare are neither tragedies nor 
comedies but a composition of distinct kind.  In short, they are reflections of human life. 

 
V.2.3.1. 1Tragedies of Shakespeare   
 

Shakespeare’s tragic vision is similar to that of Aristotle.  He might be defying in 
presenting them away from the structure of the Greek tragedies, but his approach is more 
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Aristotelian than Platonic.  He presents a kind of intellectual tragedy but not a physical one.  His 
tragedy is a story of exceptional calamity and sorrow leading to the death of the protagonist.  All 
his tragedies are individual and in each play he explores a human folly.  Othello, Hamlet, Lear, 
Macbeth, Antony and Cleopatra – all these bring out the conflict of the inner psyche of his 
protagonists, each play in their own distinct way. Shakespearean tragic protagonist belongs to a 
higher stature.  He suffers from ‘hamartia’ or a ‘tragic flaw’.  It may be pride, suspicion, 
procrastination or over- vaulting ambition.  The action in his tragedy heightens in the release from 
passion (catharsis) through pity and terror.  He achieves ‘tragic perfection’ in every play in the 
Aristotelian sense; but in the process he deviates from the physical structure, by ignoring the three 
unties. 

 
V.2.3.2 Shakespeare’s Comedies  
 

The comedies of Shakespeare produce laughter and satisfy the intellect.  He exposes 
human folly in a gentle way.  They are full of wit, puns, conceits, music and love.  He creates a 
joyous, funny and romantic atmosphere.  They possess a magical, supernatural touch along with 
the realistic back ground. 1‘Love’s Labour’s Lost, 2 The Comedy of Errors, 3 The Two Gentlemen 
of Verona, 4 The Midsummer Night’s Dream, 5 The Merchant of Venice, 6 As you like It, 7 Much 
Ado About Nothing, 8 Twelfth Night, 9 All is Well that Ends Well 10. Measure for Measure, 11 
Troilus and Cressida are his comedies.  His early comedies 1-4 are boisterous, 5-8 are joyous and 
sunny and the remaining are dark in nature.  His dark comedies expose the base side human nature 
and are cynical in tone.  His latter comedies are again hilarious and romantic.  They are 
Cymbeline, The Winter’s Tale and The Tempest. 
    

 Even in presenting a comedy, Shakespeare flouts the three unities.  His comedies are an 
escape from everyday life.  They take place in idyllic surroundings of an Arden or the shores of 
Illyria, the away from the cruel human society. The characters of Shakespeare speak the ordinary 
language of everyday life.  They are true to life but they possess a typical poetic grandeur.  Every 
Shakespearean comedy ends with the jingling bells of marriage.  They are full of songs, dances, 
love and passionate utterances.  His women – may it be Rosalind, Portia or Beatrice – are all 
gentle portraits of love. The Shakespearean ‘fool’ is an ever-permissible spirit of mirth and 
philosophy.  He acts as the chorus of the play linking the characters and plots.  The characters of 
Shakespearean comedies face many problems as ‘true love does never run smooth’, and yet their 
love culminates in marriage.  If ‘fate’ takes a harsh role in his tragedies, it turns benevolent in his 
comedies. 

 
V.2.3.3. Shakespeare as a Poet  

 

In a way the success of Shakespeare was established by his poems. Venus and Adonis, his 
first work became immensely popular in London. Even I his dramas, his poetic stance is visible. It 
was felt that Shakespeare would have retained his place even with his poems. His poetical works, 
Venus and Adonis and The Rape of Lucrece contain much ‘poetic fancy’ despite their unpleasant 
length. His one hundred and fifty-four sonnets express his personal feelings. 
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V.2.3.4 Greatness of Shakespeare  
 

The greatness of Shakespeare is both ‘from within’ and ‘from without’.  His imagination 
and observation are the two inimitable things with Shakespeare.  His genius was shaped and 
enriched by external influences.  His themes are as varied as like his characters.   They may differ 
in stature, but in their virtues and vices but they are all ‘flesh and blood’ characters, true to life.  
They are not mere portraits.  Caesar, Brutus, Falstaff, Cleopatra, Rosalind, Portia, Touchstone, 
apart from his great tragic figures- all are strikingly human and realistic and the list is endless.     
Shakespeare’s plays have been immortal and great because of their universal appeal in style, 
dialogue and characterisation.  His plays often present the struggle between good and evil in both 
serious and comic terms.  

 
V.2.4        Time and Sources 
 
V.2.4.1 Time 
 

  The style, metre and general tone of the play The Tempest  suggests that it belongs to the 
last plays of Shakespeare, called ‘romances’.  It was published in 1623 in the first Folio edition of 
Shakespeare’s plays.  It was probably written towards the end of 1610 or at the beginning of 1611.  
The time of writing is associated with an incident  which mobilised the thoughts of England for 
wider development. 

      

The Virginia Company made the first permanent settlement of the English in America in 
1608.  In May of the following year a fleet of nine vessels bearing settlers and provisions for the 
new colony was despatched under the command of Sir George Somers.  On 25 July Sir George 
Somers’s vessel, the ‘Sea Adventure’ was driven ashore on the Bermudas.  They remained there 
for some months, built two new ships and continued their journey.  The other vessels had reached 
safely.  As such, the news about the disaster reached England at the end of 1609, creating a feeling 
about the permanent loss of the ‘Adventure’.  In 1610 some of the survivors returned home with 
the tidings of the ship’s safety.  A narrative of this adventure called A Discovery of the Bermudas 
otherwise called The Isle of Devils written by Silvester Jourdain was published in the autumn of 
1610.  It is thought that a reading of this tract inspired Shakespeare to produce The Tempest,  with 
its reference to the island, Bermudas.  (Bermoothes) 

 
     Verity provides a few more reasons to support his argument that the play might not 

have been written earlier than 1603 or later than 1613. 
 

1. onzalo’s description of an ideal Commonwealth refers to Florio’s translation of 
Montaigne’s Essays which was published in 1603. 

 
2. The record shows that The Tempest was one of the plays performed at court in 1613 

along with the festivities which accompanied the marriage of the Lady Elizabeth, 
daughter of James I, and the Elector Palatine. 
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3. Ben Jonson, in his introduction to his comedy, Bartholomew Fair alludes to The 
Tempest and it was supposed to have been written not later than 1614. 

   

   Dr. Dowden assigns the following dates: Pericles 1608. Cymbeline 1609; The Tempest 
1610, The Winter’s Tale 1610-11.  He describes Pericles as ‘a slighter and earlier Tempest in 
which Ceriman is the Prospero”.  We are asked to compare the storm- scenes of Pericles (III.I) 
and The Tempest. 

 
All these last plays have a common incident, i.e. ‘the restoration of a child supposed to be 

dead’.  Marina is restored to Pericles; Miranda, (The Tempest) who is supposed to have been 
drowned along with her father is restored to her country; Ferdinand to Alonso (The Tempest), 
Perdita to Leontes   like sons of Cymbeline to himself.  (Cymbeline). Verity focuses light even on 
the similarity of the names – Marina, Miranda, and Perdita and so on. 
 
 V.2.4.2 Sources of the plot   
 

Shakespeare, like many other writers borrowed his plots from other languages.  It is not 
known whether the plot of The Tempest was original or borrowed.   

     
 Collins felt that the plot was derived from a romance called Aurelio and Isabella (1588), 

which had versions in English, French, Italian and Spanish.  Critics observe that the play and the 
romance have nothing in common. 

    
   Apart from the travel literature which provided material for details of the storm and the 

enchanted island, the only positive source for   The Tempest is a passage in Montaigne’s essay “Of 
the Canniballes” in Florio’s translation of 1603. This provides material for Gonzalo’s description 
of an ideal commonwealth in II .i 147 ff. 

    
  The plot of The Tempest has some similarities with an old German play The Fair Sidea 

(‘Die Schore Sidea’) of Jacob Ayrer.  Dr. Dowden observes that both the plays deal with a 
magician, his only daughter and an attendant spirit. In both the plays the son of his enemy 
becomes the magician’s prisoner and he is made the bearer of logs for his mistress; in both, the 
story ends with reconciliation and the happiness of the lovers. 

      
Ayrer died in 1605 and hence he could not have borrowed the plot from The Tempest.  It is 

thought that 
 
a) Shakespeare must have been familiar with the German piece or 

b) Both Ayer and Shakespeare drew from the same source. 

The reasons for this may be varied. 

a) Shakespeare should have got his line from the company of the English actors ‘The English 
Comedians’ who travelled in Germany and in Nurnberg (where Jacob Ayrer stayed and 
wrote). 
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b) As the majority of the plays of Ayrer were not original, he should have got the line from 
the performances of The English Comedians’ plays or Italian romances of some old 
English.  Shakespeare might have borrowed it from the same source. 
 

      There is also another supposition that The Tempest shows traces of the influence of 
Jonson’s Masque of Hymen (1606). 

 
Professor Warwick Bond in The Times Literacy Supplement (27 May 1920) feels that 

Shakespeare had found the names of some of his Italian princes in The Tempest in William 
Thomas’ “Historie of Italia” (1549). This remark appears applicable to Shakespeare’s ‘Italian’ 
plays in general. 

 
V.2.5. Significance of   The Tempest and other Plays of Shakespeare 
 

The Tempest hence belongs to the last period of Shakespeare’s creative career.  It belongs 
to the group of plays called romances like The Winter’s Tale, Pericles and Cymbeline which deal 
with reconciliation between estranged kinsmen, of wrongs corrected through repentance and not 
revenge; of pardon and peace.  It was a period of restored serenity for Shakespeare.  

 

 It is unique among the plays of Shakespeare.  It has the three unities- the ‘unity of time’, 
‘unity of place’, and the ‘unity of action’. All the events, as observed by Verity, take place in less 
than four hours.  The ‘unity of place’, is also observed because the whole action takes place on the 
island - most of it at the some spot, i.e., before the cell of Prospero.  Only four scenes take place in 
another part of the same island.  In all other plays of Shakespeare, the scenes take place at 
different locations, or even in different countries.  As the main interest of the play is the exercise 
of magical powers of Prospero, there is no diversion in the unity of action. 

 
Even theatrically the play is considered to be a wonderful display of the resources of the 

theatre: - dramatic action, special effects, music, magic, monsters, dancing, storms and the like 
which we find only in A Midsummer Night’s Dream, among Shakespeare’s works.  Apart from all 
these, this play is sublime in its philosophy and poetry.  As observed by Prof. Ian Johnston, this 
play reflects all the earlier themes and characters of Shakespeare, and as Stephen Greenblatt calls 
it is “a kind of echo - chamber of Shakespearean motifs”.  

 
 As in the other ‘romances’ Pericles, The Winter’s Tale and Cymbeline, the play is a ‘story 

of loss and recovery’.   It shows the treacherous betrayal of legitimate ruler as in Richard II, Julius 
Caesar, Hamlet and Macbeth. It deals with the murderous hatred of one brother for another as in 
Richard III, As you like It, Hamlet or King Lear.  It has the passage from court society to the 
wilderness, with a promise of return, as in A Midsummer Night’s Dream and   As you Like It.  As 
in Henry IV, Much Ado about Nothing and Hamlet, it has an internal drama.  There is a relation 
between nature and nurture as in Pericles and The Winter’s Tale.  As in King Lear there is loss of 
identity and similar to  A Midsummer Night’s Dream there is manisfestation of magical powers.  
Thus the echoes are not forced but spontaneous in presentation.  This has become possible because 
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The Tempest is the last of his plays and it exhibits a combination of all Shakespearean themes and 
ideas. 

 
V.3 Check your Progress 
 

1. How was drama before Shakespeare? 

2. What is Shakespeare’s contribution to English drama? 

3. What do you know about the playwriting career of Shakespeare? 

4. What are the aspects of Shakespeare’s Comedies? 

5. When was The Tempest written and what were the Sources? 

6. Describe the significance of The Tempest 
 

V.4. Sample Examination Questions 
 

1. Describe the greatness of Shakespeare as an Elizabethan dramatist with reference to 
The Tempest? 

 
2. Bring out the greatness of the play The Tempest with proper comments on its time and 

sources? 
 
V.5.Suggested Readings 
 

1. William J. Long- English literature-Its History and Significance,  

             Kalyani Publishers, New Delhi, 2001. 

2. A History of English Literature, Arthur Compton – Rickett, Nelson,        

London &Universal Book Stall, New Delhi, 1971 

3. The Concise Cambridge History of English Literature – CUP/ELBS 

The Tempest Edit. By A.W. Verity 1970, CUP, 1966. 
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SELECT LITERARY CRITICISM 

V.   The Tempest 
The Tempest is one of the most original and perfect of Shakespeare's productions, and he has 

shown in it all the variety of his powers. It is full of grace and grandeur. The human and imaginary 
characters, the dramatic and the grotesque, are blended together with the greatest art, and without 
any appearance of it. Though he has here given' to airy nothing a local habitation and a name', yet 
that part which is only the fantastic creation of his mind has the same palpable texture, and coheres 
'semblably' with the rest. As the preternatural part has the air of reality, and almost haunts the 
imagination with a sense of truth, the real characters and events partake of the wildness of a dream.  
... Even the local scenery is of a piece and character with the subject. Prospero's enchanted island 
seems to have risen up out of the sea; the airy music, the tempest-tossed vessel, the turbulent waves, 
all have the effect of the landscape background of some fine picture. Shakespeare's pencil is (to use 
an allusion of his own) 'like the dyer's hand, subdued to what it works in'. Everything in him, though 
it partakes of' the liberty of wit', is also subjected to 'the law' of the understanding. For instance, even 
the drunken sailors, who are made reeling-ripe, share, in the disorder of their minds and bodies, in 
the tumult of the elements, and seem on shore to be as much at the mercy of chance as they were 
before at the mercy of the winds and waves. 
 

The Tempest, among Shakespeare's later plays, is a counterpart to the Midsummer Night's 
Dream of his lyric youth. Here, too, is a dream, or, if you will, a fairy tale, in which the protagonists 
are not men and women but imagined beings, taken partly from folk-belief and partly from literature, 
to be the symbols of forces dimly perceived by the poet as ruling that life, which is itself, after all, in 
another degree, but such stuff as dreams are made on. And, like A Midsummer Night's Dream, the 
play must interest the spectator less through a strictly dramatic appeal to his emotions, than by the 
strange romantic charm of its setting and its sensuous realization of the delicate and the grotesque in 
the mysterious personages which it brings before him. It is, in fact, to be classed as dramatic 
spectacle rather than as drama proper, and the elaboration with which it has been put upon the stage 
by modern managers may be regarded as not, in this case, wholly out of keeping with the intention 
of the dramatist. 

From W. HAZLITT, Characters of Shakespeare’s Plays (1817) 
 

The Contemporary Significance of the Play 
 

While then the drama before us is apparently so remote in locality and detail from Virginia, it 
is most curious to observe how many of the topics brought up by colonies and colonization are 
indicated and characterized in the play.-The wonders of new lands, new races; the exaggerations of 
travellers, and their truths more strange than exaggeration; new natural phenomena, and 
superstitious suggestions of them; the perils of the sea and shipwrecks; the effect of such fatalities in 
awakening remorse for ill deeds, not unremembered because easily committed; the quarrels and 
mutinies of colonists for grudges new and old, the contests for authority of the leaders, and the 
greedy misdirection of industry while even subsistence is precarious; the theories of government for 
plantations, the imaginary and actual characteristics of man in the state of nature, the complications 
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with the indigenae, the resort, penally or otherwise, to compelled labour, the reappearance on new 
soil of the vices of the older world, the contrast of moral and intellectual qualities between the 
civilized and the savage, and the gradual apprehension of the wondrous strangers by the savage . . . 
all these topics, problems, and conjunctures came up in the plantation of Virginia by James I; and 
familiarity with them. . . would heighten the sensibility of the audience to every scene. 

 
From W.W. LLOYD, Critical Essay to Singer’s Shakespeare (1856) 

 
The day of warring armies and revengeful ghosts was passing, but the audiences' craving for 

novelty was unceasing, and it is amply cared for . . . in The Tempest. The Tempest, to us a beautiful 
poem full of beneficent idealism, on the Elizabethan stage must have seemed largely an effort to 
satisfy this craving. Caliban, that immensely taking Elizabethan stage-beast, who has proved so 
prophetically philosophical, must have been the hit of the play. Then there was the old device 
borrowed from the Midsummer Night's Dream of the invisible Ariel bewildering the courtiers, and 
the still older business of the vanishing banquet, 'accomplished with a quaint device'. Then there 
were the drunken scenes; such as Shakespeare had used before, but now made especially diverting 
when the climax was reached and the dogs chased the drenched and filthy boors about the stage, 
while Prospera and Ariel cried on quarry! Prospera himself, with his magician's robes and wand, 
must have made an imposing spectacular figure. 

 
From A.H. THORNDIKE, The Influence of Beaumont 

and Fletcher on Shakespeare (1901) 
 

The playwright, least of all craftsmen, can pursue his art along fixed and unvarying lines. He 
must be alert to perceive changes in the public taste, he must be conscious of the value of novelty, he 
must study the successes and the failures of his fellows. As he grows in maturity and insight, he must 
put the best of his ripened powers into his work. If he fails to do these things, he will soon find 
himself falling behind, and becoming, not the entertainer of the present, but the memory of a bygone 
generation. Shakespeare made no such mistake. He was singularly quick to perceive changes in 
theatrical fashions, to provide his public with new varieties of amusement, and to pour out the best 
which he had to give for their deeper reflection. This was characteristic of him down to the very end 
of his active career in the theatre. In the Tempest, perhaps the last play wholly from his pen, he 
adapted effective elements from the Court masques and from current tales of adventure in the New 
World, which were then stirring the imagination of Englishmen, with no hint of the fatigue or the 
indifference of the magician about to break his staff and drown his book. 

 
From W.W. LAWRENCE, Shakespeare’s Problem 

Comedies (1931) 
 

The Construction of the Play 
 

Enchantment is a thing wholly outside our experience, it has no associations of memory 
interweaved with it, nor has it ever appealed to our sympathies in real life. The artist who dramatizes 
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a supernatural story is perpetually facing the practical difficulty-how to bridge over the gulf between 
his supernatural matter and the experience of his hearers or readers. There are three modes of 
treatment open to a dramatist by which he may meet such a difficulty. First, he may derationalize, or 
remove as far as possible from commonplace experience, the general surroundings amidst which the 
supernatural is to appear. Again, he may rationalize the supernatural element itself, that is; give it as 
many points of contact as possible with thought and experience. Yet again, he may give further sup-
port to the supernatural element by uniting with it as much as possible of what is nearest akin to it in 
the world of reality. All three modes of treatment are combined in Shakespeare's handling of 
Enchantment in the present play. . . . 

 
The very scene, insulated like a magic circle, is excluded from the commonplace, and is 

confined to that remoteness of nature in which distance from the real presents itself as nearness to 
the unseen. On the enchanted island there is nothing to break the spell by a suggestion of every-day 
experience, and the atmosphere is electrical with enchantment; while the inhabitants, untouched by 
social influences, are formed equally by nature and magic. As the story moves before us, the laws of 
nature the basis of our sense of reality-appear suspended, and it is the unnatural which presents itself 
as a thing of law. When at last personages of familiar experience are introduced, they fall wholly 
under the mysterious influence, and their realism-their tender loving and brutal carousing--only 
serves to remind us how much of real life is permeated by Enchantment. 

 
From R.G. MOULTON, Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist (1888) 

 
In handling enchantment one point of art will be to mark the process of passing from the real 

to the supernatural. ... Shakespeare's play recognizes only a single transition stage between reality 
and enchantment-music, strangely linked with dreamy slumber. ... The sleepy atmosphere seems a 
fixed quality of the climate, dulling the critical faculty that might question the visionary appearances. 
The music, however, that breaks out from time to time is always an immediate herald of some super-
natural effect: it is through this gate alone that we pass out into the world of enchantment. 

Ibid. 
 
Just here, however, comes in the dramatist's difficulty. Shakespeare is henceforth occupied, 

and to the end, with reconciliation. But (as I have pointed out) reconciliation, forgiveness, the 
adjustment and restoration of goodwill between injured and injurer must be, in the nature of things, a 
slow process. And this, of all themes, is the most heartbreaking for a dramatist, who has to tell, and 
by presented action, his complete story in two or three hours. Again and again this difficulty beat 
Shakespeare; and on our way through the later plays we have seen the devices by which he covered 
defeat. . .. And then of a sudden, in The Tempest Shakespeare brings off the trick! The whole action 
of the play, with the whole tale of ancient wrong unfolded, the whole company of injuring and 
injured gathered into a knot, the whole machinery of revenge turned to forgiveness, takes place in 
about three hours of imagined time, or just the time of its actual representation on the stage! 

 
 
 

'Marvellous stage craft? ' Yes. I would not make too much of the famous Unities, but though 
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discredited as laws, they abide as graces of drama; and pre-eminently a grace is this Unity of Time, 
whereby the author in Dryden's words— 

 
sets the audience, as it were, at the post where the race is to be concluded; and, saving them 
the tedious expectation of seeing the poet set out and ride the beginning of the course, suffers 
you not to behold him till he is in sight of goal and just upon you. 

From ARTHUR QUILLER-COUCH, Shakespeare’s Workmanship (1918) 
 

The Supernatural Element 
 

That the character and conduct of Prospero maybe understood, something must be known of 
the system of enchantment which supplied all the marvellous found in the romances of the Middle 
Ages. This system seems to be founded on the opinion that the fallen spirits, having different degrees 
of guilt, had different habitations allotted to them at their expulsion, some being confined to Hell, 
some, as Hooker, who delivers the opinion of our poet's age, expresses it, 'dispersed in air, some on 
earth, some in water, others in caves, dcns, or minerals under the earth'. Of these some were more 
malignant and mischievous than others. The earthy spirits seem to have been thought most depraved, 
and the aerial the least vitiated. Thus Prospero observes of Ariel, 

 
--Thou wast a spirit too delicllte 

To act her earthy and abhorred commands. 
 

Over these spirits a power might be obtained by certain rites performed or charms learned. This 
power was called the Black Art, or knowledge of enchantment. The enchanter being, as King James 
observes in his Demonology, one who commands the Devil, whereas the witch serves him. Those 
who thought best of this art, the existence of which was, I am afraid, believed very seriously, held 
that certain sounds and characters had a physical power over spirits, and compelled their agency; 
others who condemned the practice, which in reality was surely never practised, were of opinion, 
with more reason, that the power of charms arose only from compact, and was no more than the 
spirits voluntarily allowed them for the seduction of man. The art was held by all, though not equally 
criminal, yet unlawful, and therefore Casaubon, speaking of one who had commerce with spirits, 
blames him, though he imagines him 'one of the best kind who dealt with them by way of command'. 
Thus Prospero repents of his art in the last scene. The spirits were always considered as in some 
measure enslaved to the enchanter, at least for a time, and as serving with unwillingness; therefore 
Ariel so often begs for liberty, and Caliban observes that the spirits serve Prospero with no good 
will, but hate him rootedly.  --Of these trifles enough. 
 

From S. JOHNSON, The Plays of William Shakespeare (1765). 

 

The delineation of Prospero, the noblest conception of the Magic character which ever 
entered the mind of a poet, is founded upon a distinction which was supposed to exist between the 
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several professors of this mysterious science. They were separated, in fact, into two great orders: 
into those who commanded the service of superior intelligences, and into those who, by voluntary 
compact, entered into a league with, or submitted to be the instruments of lower powers. Under the 
first were ranked Magicians, who were again classed into higher or inferior, according to the extent 
of the control which they exerted over the invisible world; the former possessing an authority over 
celestial, as well as infernal spirits. Under the second were included Necromancers and Wizards, 
who, for the enjoyment of temporary power, subjected themselves, like the Witch, to final perdition. 

 
Of the highest class of the first order was Prospero, one of those Magicians or Conjurors 

who, as Reginald Scot [author of The Discoverie of Witchcraft, 1584] observes, ‘professed an art 
which some fond divines affirme to be more honest and lawfull than necromancie, which is called 
Theurgie; wherein they work by good angels’. Accordingly, we find Prospero operating upon 
inferior agents, upon elves, demons, and goblins, through the medium of Ariel, a spirit too delicate 
and good to ‘act abhorr’d commands’, but who’ answered his best pleasure’, and was subservient to 
his’ strong bidding’. 

 
Shakespeare has very properly given to the exterior of Prospero several of the adjuncts and 

costume of the popular magician. Much virtue was inherent in his very garments; and Scot has, in 
many instances, particularized this fashion. A pyramidal cap, a robe furred with fox-skins, a girdle 
three inches in breadth, and inscribed with cabalistic characters, shoes of russet leather, and 
unscabbarded swords formed the usual dress. 

From N. DRAKE, Shakespeare and his Times (1817) 
 

The Style of 'The Tempest' 
 

Shakespeare mingles everything, he runs line into line, embarrasses sentences and metaphors; 
before one idea has burst its shell, another is hatched and clamorous for disclosure. 

From C. LAMB, Specimens of the English Dramatic Poets (1808) 
 

 
The style of these last plays is a further development of the style of the Tragedies. The 

thought is often more packed and hurried, the expression more various and fluent, at the expense     
of full logical ordering. The change which came over Shakespeare's later work is that which Dryden, 
at an advanced age, perceived in himself. 'What judgment I had', he says in the Preface to the Fables, 
'increases rather than diminishes j and thoughts, such as they are, come crowding in so fast upon me, 
that my only difficulty is to choose or to reject, to run them into verse, or to give them the other 
harmony. of prose.' The bombasted magniloquence of the early rhetorical style has now disappeared. 
The very syntax is the syntax of thought rather than of language; constructions are mixed, 
grammatical links are dropped, the meaning of many sentences is compressed into one, hints and 
impressions count for as much as full-blown propositions. An illustration of this late style may be 
taken from the scene in The Tempest, where Antonio, the usurping Duke of Milan, tries to persuade 
Sebastian to murder his brother Alonso, and to seize upon the kingdom of Naples. Ferdinand, the 
heir to the kingdom, is believed to have perished in the shipwreck, and Antonio points to the 
sleeping king:  
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Antonio.  Who's the next heir of Naples? 
Sebastian.        Claribel.  
Antonio.  She that is Queen of Tunis; she that dwells 

Ten leagues beyond man's life. . . 
 

Here is a very huddle of thoughts, tumbled out as they present themselves, eagerly and fast. 
This crowded utterance is not proper to anyone character; Leontes in his jealous speculations, 
Imogen in her questions addressed to Pisanio, Prospero in his narrative to Miranda, ail speak in the 
same fashion, prompted by the same scurry of thought. It would be right to conclude, from the mere 
reading, that there was no blot in the papers to which these speeches were committed. 

 
The later style of Shakespeare, as it is seen in the Tragedies and Romances, is perhaps the 

most wonderful thing in English literature. From the first he was a lover of language, bandying 
words like tennis-balls, adorning his theme 'with many holiday and lady terms', proving that a 
sentence is but the cheveril glove to a good wit, so quickly the wrong side may be turned outward. 
He had a mint of phrases in his brain, an exchequer of words; he had fed of the dainties that are bred 
in a book; his speech was a very fantastical banquet. This early practice gave him an assured 
mastery, so that when his thoughts multiplied and strengthened, he was able to express himself. 
There has never been a writer who came nearer to giving adequate verbal expression to the subtlest 
turns of consciousness, the flitting shadows and half-conceived ideas and purposes which count for 
so much in the life of the mind--which determine action, in deed, although they could not be 
rationally formulated by a lawyer as a plea of action. His language, it is true, is often at its simplest 
when the thought is most active. . .. But where the situation allows of it, Shakespeare's wealth of 
expression is bewildering in its flow and variety. Ideas, metaphors, analogies, illustrations, crowd 
into his mind, and the pen cannot drive fast enough to give them full expression. He tumbles his 
jewels out in a heap, and does not spend labour on giving to any of them an elaborate setting. 'His 
mind and hand went together', but his mind went the faster. 

From W. RALEIGH, Shakespeare (1907). 
 

 
The Songs in 'The Tempest' 

 
As to the last two plays we have no difficulty as to date; we have fairly strong evidence that 

both The Winter's Tale and The Tempest were first produced in 1611. The songs therein contained 
are therefore the final development. Both contain a new kind of action song-set songs so deeply 
embedded in the text as dialogue that it is unnecessary to stop the action to permit them to be 
performed, for they are essentially a part of it. Had we possessed no information as to the dates of 
the two plays, there would even then have been no hesitation in assigning a late date to all the songs 
of Autolycus and Ariel. 

 
From B. NOBLE, Shakespeare’s Use of Song (1923). 
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Shakespeare and 'The Tempest' 

 
Of dramatic action in the stricter sense of the term there is little or none; for the action is 

throughout, down to its smallest details, planned and ordered by Prospero. He is the magician--one 
might almost go further and say the playwright-and the other figures are his puppets. This peculiar 
character of Prospero's has gone far in its unconscious influence towards creating the belief that 
Prospero is in effect Shakespeare himself, that we can hear in The Tempest Shakespeare speaking in 
his own voice rather than giving speech to a dramatic creation. . .. There is much, certainly, towards 
the end of the play, to suggest this view and impress it on us; and with due caution, it may be largely 
accepted. It is based not only on the epilogue; not only on Prospero's announcement of his own 
purpose to  

retire me to my Milan, where 
Every third thought shall be my grave; 

 

not only on the earlier passage where he orders Ariel to introduce the masque of goddesses and the 
dance of nymphs and reapers, with the curious soliloquizing words: 

I must 
Bestow upon the eyes of this young couple 
Some vanity of mine art: it is my promise. 

   And they expect it from me; 
 
though, indeed, 'my Milan' we must inevitably think of as Stratford, and 'this young couple' as the 
new generation. Nor is it only in that marvellous passage--the most famous as it is the most 
magnificent in all Shakespeare if not in all literature beginning' Our revels now are ended'. . . . Not 
only in those concluding scenes, but more subtly throughout, Prospero is, as I have suggested, the 
playwright; controlling, evolving, suspending, varying, interrupting, or resuming the action; the other 
characters, though alive with the full Shakespearian vitality, being, so far as concerns their action, 
figures that move at Prospero's manipulation. The dramatist has projected himself bodily into the 
drama. For once, and for once only, he lets us see him actually at work. It is perhaps this double 
consciousness-as though we were simultaneously in front watching the playas spectators, and behind 
seeing it being handled-that makes The Tempest not in fact. . . . highly effective on the stage. The 
illusion or hallucination to which, in seeing a play acted, we are asked to abandon ourselves, has not 
its full chance. But when we read it, if we read it carefully enough, it brings us nearer than almost 
anything else to understanding Shakespeare's art. It gets us closer to Shakespeare himself than we 
are likely to come by other means, whether by building insubstantial fabrics of arbitrary hypothesis, 
by searching in the plays for theories or obsessions, or by extracting from them revelations about 
Shakespeare's own experiences. 

From J.W. MACKAIL, The Approach to Shakespeare (1930). 
 
 

 I believe that Measure for Measure and The Tempest are Shakespeare’s greatest plays of 
forgiveness. 
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From R.W. CHAMBERS, The Jacobean Shakespeare  
and ‘Measure for Measure’ (1937) 

The Tempest was probably his last play--in the sense, at least, that he designed it for his 
farewell to the stage. The thought which occurs at once to almost every reader of the play, that 
Prospero resembles Shakespeare himself, can hardly have been absent from the mind of  the  author. 
... In all the work of Shakespeare there is nothing more like himself than those quiet words of 
parting--'Be cheerful, sir; our revels now are ended'. 

From W. RALEIGH, Shakespeare (1907). 
 
 

But as Shakespeare never wholly enters into his characters, as in every case only a part of his 
personality is contained in them, we cannot regard Prospero as an embodiment or symbolization of 
Shakespeare merely because his ripeness and serenity of mind may possibly reflect apart of 
Shakespeare's nature as it was at that time. It is surely an amazing piece of irony that critics seek to 
discover the greatest humorist the world has ever known precisely in that creation of his genius 
which is the least gifted with a sense of humour. 

From L.L. SCHCCKING, Character Problems in  
Shakespeare’s Plays (1922) 

 
Yet I cannot believe that there is any allegory, or symbolism, or even' veiled biography' here. 

The Tempest, like every other Shakespearian or popular Elizabethan drama, stands like a tub on its 
own bottom, is a story in its Own right and for its own sake; and unless the intention of the author 
be of no primary importance, and meanings be not derived from the text but imparted to it, this must 
be only a rather simpler story of his than usual, a sort of glorified fairy-tale on the stage, precious, 
not indeed because of the structure or situations, but because of the characters, the poetry, and the 
rich and dreamy spirit which for the most part informs it. That the story is slight is no proof that 
there is another within or behind it. And Prospero is not Shakespeare any more than (as fewer think) 
he is James 1. . . . Ariel is not genius, or the lawless imagination, craving liberty but kept in 
servitude; Miranda is not the drama; Caliban, not the vulgar public; Milan, not Stratford; and the 
enchanted isle, not the stage, or London, or the world. . .. Not only do I think such an interpretation 
unwarranted by the text and the spirit of the poet, I think it actually troubles and disturbs the artistic 
effect. 

 
Above all this is true of the characters, especially the mythical ones most eagerly seized upon 

as symbols-Ariel and Caliban. Where does the beauty or greatness of these creations lie if not in their 
reality? They are not single abstractions personified, but many-sided conceptions incarnated. They 
are not spirits such as are to be found in Shelley's verse dramas, but beings more actual and 
convincing than Miranda and Ferdinand themselves. 

From E.E. STOLL, The Tempest, P.M.L.A.,vol. xivii (1932). 
 
 

Shakespeare’s Last Plays 
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A comparison naturally suggests itself, between what was perhaps the latest of Shakespeare's 
completed works, and that early drama which first gave undoubted proof that his imagination had 
taken wings. The points of resemblance between The Tempest and A Midsummer Night's Dream, 
their common atmosphere of romance and magic, the beautiful absurdities of their intrigues, their 
studied contrasts of the grotesque with the delicate, the ethereal with the earthy, the charm of their 
lyrics, the verve of their vulgar comedy-these, of course, are obvious enough; but it is the points of 
difference which really make the comparison striking. One thing, at any rate, is certain about the 
wood near Athens-it is full of life. The persons that haunt it-though most of them are hardly more 
than children, and some of them are fairies, and all of them are too agreeable to be true--are 
nevertheless substantial creatures, whose loves and jokes and quarrels receive our thorough 
sympathy; and the air they breathe--the lords and the ladies, no less than the mechanics and the 
elves--is instinct with an exquisite good-humour, which makes us as happy as the night is long. To 
turn from Theseus and Titania and Bottom to the Enchanted Island, is to step out of a country lane 
into a conservatory. The roses and the dandelions have vanished before preposterous cactuses, and 
fascinating orchids too delicate for the open air; and, in the artificial atmosphere, the gaiety of youth 
has been replaced by the disillusionment of middle age. Prospero is the central figure of The 
Tempest; and it has often been wildly asserted that he is a portrait of the author--an embodiment of 
that spirit of wise benevolence which is supposed to have thrown a halo over Shakespeare's later life. 
But, on closer inspection, the portrait seems to be as imaginary as the original. To an irreverent eye, 
the ex-Duke of Milan would perhaps appear as an unpleasantly crusty personage, in whom a twelve 
years' monopoly of the conversation had developed an inordinate propensity for talking. These may 
have been the sentiments of Ariel, safe at the Bermoothes; but to state them is to risk at least ten 
years in the knotty entrails of an oak, and it is sufficient to point out, that if Prospero is wise, he is 
also self-opiniated and sour, that his gravity is often another name for pedantic severity, and that 
there is no character in the play to whom, during some part of it, he is not studiously disagreeable. 
But his Milanese countrymen are not even disagreeable; they are simply dull. 'This is the silliest stuff 
that e'er I heard', remarked Hippolyta of Bottom's amateur theatricals; and one is tempted to wonder 
what she would have said of the dreary puns and interminable conspiracies of Alonzo, and Gonzalo, 
and Sebastian, and Antonio, and Adrian, and Francisco, and other shipwrecked noblemen. At all 
events, there can be little doubt that they would not have had the entree at Athens. 

 
The depth of the gulf between the two plays is, however, best measured by a comparison of 

Cali ban and his masters with Bottom and his companions. The guileless group of English 
mechanics, whose sports are interrupted by the mischief of Puck, offers a strange contrast to the 
hideous trio of the jester', the 'drunken butler', and the 'savage and deformed slave', whose designs 
are thwarted by the magic of Ariel. Bottom was the first of Shakespeare's masterpieces in 
characterization, Caliban was the last: and what a world of bitterness and horror lies between them! 

 
From LYTTON STRACHEY, Books and Characters (1922). 

 
 

The remaining three plays of the traditional Shakespeare canon exhibit an altered mood, a 
kindlier and happier view of man's life and character. It is true, as Mr. Lytton Strachey has pointed 
out, that there are no worse characters anywhere than Iaehimo and others, and that these plays are 
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full of hideous crimes. But when he makes this a ground for questioning the 'serenity' of 
Shakespeare's final outlook, the answer is simple. These last plays end on a new note. The crimes do 
not triumph as they do in the tragedies. They fail. And the criminals are forgiven. The final word is 
no longer mere acquiescence in fate; it is forgiveness, reconciliation, recovery, peace. And the 
curtain falls now on life, not on death.  In the tragedies those for whom we have most cared--
Othello, Desdemona, Brutus, Hamlet and Ophelia, Lear and Cordelia--all die at or before the end of 
the play. Now they all live. If they have died or seemed to die, they are miraculously restored to life. 
The sins of the stupid--a Cymbeline, a Leontes--are not now irretrievable or repented in vain. The 
end is atonement: the lost are found, the estranged are reconciled, the quarrelling fathers and 
daughters, husbands and wives, whose quarrels have made the play, end it by becoming one family 
again. 

From JOHN BAILEY, Shakespeare (1929). 
 
 
 

***** 
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V. THE TEMPEST.  IV 
V.IV.O. OBJECTIVES 

After going through the play you will 

 understand the nature of minor characters of the play 

  be able to digest the play with the help of the glossary. 

 

V.IV.I.STRUCTURE 

 

V.IV.O OBJECTIVES 

V.IV.I.STRUCTURE 

V.IV.2.INTRODUCTION 

V.IV.2.1.MINOR CHARACTERS 

V.IV.3GLOSSARY 

V.IV.4. SAMPLE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 

V.IV.2.INTRODUCTION 

 

This unit will enable you to analyse the nature of minor characters and read the 

play on your own with the help of the glossary. 

V.IV.2.1. MINOR CHARACTERS 

 

V.IV.2.1.1. FERDINAND 

Without Miranda, Ferdinand does not possess any importance in the play. He is the son of Alonso. He 

is one of the members on the ship that breaks near the strange island after the wreck. He worries about 

his father till he is brought to the cell of prospero by Ariel. The presence of Miranda makes him forget 

everything. He is kept under the magic spell of Prospero. He falls in love with her and he forgets 

everything including his father. 
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He says  “my spirits, as in a dream, are all bound up. 

My father’s loss, the weakness which I feel, 

The wreck of all my friends, nor this man’s threats 

To whom I am subdu’d, are but light to me, 

Might I but through my prison once a day 

Behold this maid…….” (I.2.486-491) 

 He is kept under trial by Prospero and he endures it. He is ready to ‘crack sinews and break his back’ 

for Miranda. He is heroic but he has no opportunity to show his prowess. He works like a puppet to 

the commands of Prospero. He is a perfect match to Miranda who is extraordinarily innocent. He 

rejoices to see his father in the last scene. He is emotional, gentle and romantic. He fails to possess the 

depth to be the protagonist of the play.  

V.IV.2.1.2 ALONSO 

Alonso, though antagonistic is the least villainous of all the villains. He is the king of Naples. In his 

zeal for expansion of his kingdom, he joins hands with Antonio, the brother of Prospero. He gives his 

daughter Claribel to the king of Tunis. During their voyage back to Naples their ship gets caught in 

the tempest created by Prospero. He swims ashore with all others but loses his son. He worries about 

him and repents that it is a punishment given for his sin against prospero. He regrets a lot. In nature, 

he is superior to Antonio and Sebastian. 

 He is not aware of the evil plan of Antonio and Sebastian who try to kill him when he is 

asleep. He feels desperate after the mock-banquet scene. He is conscious of his sin and guilt.  He asks 

Prospero how he has lost his daughter and it seems that he is not aware of the conspiracy of Antonio. 

He feels immensely happy to find his son playing with angelic ‘Miranda’. He offers apology and asks 

for pardon. 

 He says to Miranda  “I am hers, 

    But, o, how oddly will it sound that I 

    Must ask my child forgiveness!” (V.1.194-196) 

He feels himself free from guilt after uniting the hands of Miranda and Ferdinand. He remains a 

memorable character. He stirs our compassion through remorse. 
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V.IV.2.1.3 ANTONIO 

  Antonio is the wicked character in the play. He usurps the kingdom of his gentle brother 

Prospero when the latter involves himself in a deeper study.  He joins hands with the King of Naples, 

the inveterate enemy of Prospero. Like an ‘ivy’ on a ‘trunk’, he ‘sucks out his verdure’ by replacing 

all his brother’s men with his own. He is the embodiment of all falsehood and villainy.  He sends out 

his brother along with his three year old daughter .He is monstrously greedy. 

 His evil nature comes out every step. He is very base in nature like Caliban. We see a change 

in Caliban in the end but we don’t find any iota of remorse in Antonio. He encourages Sebastian, the 

brother of Alonso to follow his footsteps in usurping his brother’s kingdom by killing him. He never 

cares for his conscience. His mind is very ugly. When asked by Sebastian about his conscience, he 

says- 

 “ay sir; where lies that? If ‘t were a kibe, 

 ‘T would put me to my slipper: but I feel not 

 This deity is my bosom: twenty consciences 

 That stand ‘twixt me and Milan, candied be they, 

 And melt, ere they molest!” (II.1.276-280) 

He is inferior to Caliban in some respects. He is perfidious, treacherous and remorseless. 

V.IV.2.1.4. SEBASTIAN 

Sebastian forms the pair of villains with Antonio.  He is the brother of Alonso the king of Naples.  He 

accompanies his brother to the marriage.  In his return journey after the ship wreck he swims a shore.   

Before his meeting with Antonio he does not exhibit any idea of usurping his brother’s kingdom.  

Antonio provokes him and he responds after some hesitation.   

 He is not totally innocent and gentle.  His arrogant and haughty nature appears in the opening 

scene itself.  He is impatient with the boatswain and he tries to  mock at the gentle Gonzalo though he 

is more than a match in wit.  As a brother he does not offer any courage or moral support to Alonso 

when he mourns for the loss of his son in added he adds fuel to his fire.   

 When encouraged by Antonio he shows some concern for the conscience but allows Antonio 

to snub it.  He joins hands with him to kill his sleeping brother.  Though not successful and though 
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they get warned by Prospero he remains unchanged with out shame and with out guilt.  If Caliban is 

base without education, Sebastian is crude and degraded despite civilisation. 

V.IV.2.1.5 

STEPHANO AND TRINCULO  

It seems that Shakespeare has included these two rogues to provide comic relief along with Caliban.  

These three characters form a new dimension, a sub- plot in the play. The presence of Stephano and 

Trinculo is heightened by their friendship with Caliban. Stephano is a drunken butler and Trinculo is a 

jester.  Their entry brings in a new cheer from the heavy tragic moments of conspiracy.  It lightens the 

play.  They come across Caliban supposing him to be either a man or a fish.  Their description of 

Caliban provides much laughter.  They are drunkards but like other Shakespearean fools, they are not 

wise.  If Antonio, Alonso and Sebastian form the evil-trio, these three form the same group but with a 

comic spirit. 

V.IV.2.1.6 

GONZALO 

Gonzalo is one of the pleasantest characters in the play. He is loyal, shrewd and witty. He is not 

heroic but he makes Prospero heroic by offering him timely succour and providing his most valuable 

books. He arranges food, clothes and books in the boat, when Prospero and his daughter are banished 

by Antonio. He is loyal and kind.  He also tries to comfort Alonso when he is in distress. His good 

nature becomes conspicuous against the base nature of Antonio and   Sebastian. He dominates 

Sebastian and Antonio in wit. He has a balanced mind and  he balances the play with his timely 

wisdom. 

V.IV.3.GLOSSARY 

Act I-Scene I  

 

4. Yarely: nimbly;  

11. Play the men, show yourselves men.  A phrase used several times by Marlowe; 24. work, produce, 

bring about 
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33. the rope, i.e. the halter, with which destiny meant that he should be hung.  ‘May it (says Gonzalo) 

serve as a cable to prevent our ship drifting on to the shore.’ 

37. Down with the topmast!  because the topmast from its weight and from holding ; the wind causes 

the vessel to drift to leeward, i.e., nearer the shore.  Lower!  probably the verb. 

Lay her a – hold, keep her as close to the wind as possible; another old nautical term 

Scene 2  

4. Welkin, sky; 

13. fraughting, i.e. who composed the fraught or cargo;  

21. thy no greater father, thy father who has no other greatness,  

22. meddle with;  literally ‘mix with’ 

31-5. Betid ….bootless; 

50. the dark backward, the dim past. 

65. Which is from, i.e. passed from. ‘Which I have forgotten.’ 

73. for, in respect to 

74. parallel, equal, rival. 

81.  To trash for over-topping, to check because of their out-stripping others. 

87. Verdure, life, vigour. 

89. ends, designs, aims; 

95. falsehood, perfidy ; 

97. sans, without; 

109. Absolute Milan, completely duke of Milan, 

111,112. confederates, plots. 

119. but nobly, otherwise than honourably. 

125. presently, at once, without delay. 

138.  impertinent; in its original sense  

143. colours, appearances;        butt; properly  ‘a cask, barrel’ ; 

152. a cherubin an angel 

157. An undergoing stomach,   an enduring and stubborn courage. 
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167. Volumes ; such as his ;book of magic ; 

172. more profit, make more progress. 

218. sustaining garments;  either ‘that bore up their wearers’, 

229. Bermoothyes, Bermudas, a group of islands in the North Atlantic, the nearest of the West Indian 

Islands and from the coast of America.   

240. At least two glasses. ‘Yes, it must be at ;least 2 O’clock..’ 

255. In the veins; used metaphorically = ‘in the interior’. 

258. Sycorax.  Various derivations have been suggested:  Origin Greek .  Mother of Caliban. 

317. Quaint. Dainty:  

334. Water with berries ; thought by some the mean coffee, which, although not introduced into 

England till about twenty years after Shakespeare’s death 

338. brine-pits, salt springs 

373. dam, used generally of animals or birds. 

380. Foot it;  it is a cognate accusative referring to the action 

381. Burden, refrain. 

421. the goddess ; Alonso’s words 

422. these airs,  Ariel’s songs. 

438. brave son ; note that he does not appear in the play.   

439. more braver ; control, confute, contradict in a way which admitted no answer. 

445. the third man;  here she recognises Caliban as a man; 

469. foot, inferior. 

484. nerves, sinews ; The spell cast by Prospero’s wand has robbed Ferdinand of all his  

strength. 

 Act II 

12, 13.  Watches were introduced from Germany into England about  strike , like the old 

‘repeater’ watches. 

17. A dollar, in payment for the ‘entertainment’: 

42. temperance,  temperature 
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43. Temperance; here a proper name, such as the Puritans liked; 

75. paragon, model of excellence. 

76. Dido……..Eneas. After the fall of Troy, Eneas came to the court of Dido, queen of 

Carthage, who fell in love with him; 

86. miraculous harp ; either the harp of Amphion, the sweet notes of which affected even 

stones and caused them to form the wall of Thebes of their own accord. 

102.doublet, the ordinary jacket worn in the house by Elizabethans. 

107. stomach, appetite, inclination. 

126. Where, in which country, 

133,134. Apparently ‘they were themselves confident of returning (home), but imagined part 

of the fleet destroyed’-Johnson 

143. plantation, colonisation. 

167,168. such perfection as to excel. 

173. minister occasion, supply with a topic of jesting. 

183. moon; sphere, orbit.186. good my lord; a possessive pronoun is often transposed in short 

phrases of address ; 

204-9. ‘How well the poet prepares the feelings of the reader for this plot. 

221. Trebles thee o’er , makes thee thrice as great as thou art. 

226. Ebbing, declining; ‘the tide of whose fortunes has turned’. 

242.  a wink, the smallest space ; properly used of time, not distance. 

274. fellows, equals.  Men, servants; 

279.  candied, congealed; 

321.  That’s verily; 

326,327. The only rhymed couplet of the play (excluding the songs and ‘Masque’ in Act IV) 

Scene 2  

17. mind me, notice. 

29. in England…this fish.  Such exhibitions were common especially at fairs. 

IV. 12. 36, 37 
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In Shakespeare’s plays and in Elizabethan plays generally there is a considerable element of 

what has been called’ topical allusion’, that is, to topics and events of the time, literary 

customs, pastimes, fashions, current jokes, etc. 

40. Gaberdine, long cloak 

60. puts tricks upon’s, impose upon, try to frighten, us 

80. I will not take too much,   I will be content with a moderate price.  

86. Give language to yo7u, cat.   ‘Alluding to the old proverb that  “good liquor will make a 

cat speak”-Stevens. 

98. Amen ! there, that’s enough 

121. Shakespeare had in mind stories of the natives’ passion for intoxicating liquors (‘fire-

water’) in the New World  

159. puppy-headed, stupid. 

188. ‘Ban; the final syllable of his own name, which he finds difficult to pronounce in his 

present state 

ACT II Scene I  

I,  2. There be some sports, etc. ‘There are pastimes which are toilsome, but the pleasure they 

afford us is a set-off against the labour they involve’. 

11. Upon a sore injunction,   under grievous (or ‘strict’) orders. 

21. Safe;   as we say, ‘safe out of the way’. 

46. put it to the foil, marred (literally ‘defeated’) it. 

66, 67. than to suffer; the ‘to’ is omitted with the first infinitive, ‘endure’, but inserted with the 

other, ‘suffer’. 

70,  71. invert. ‘Turn my best fortune to misfortune.’ 

80. it, her love. 

96. appertaining, necessary. 

 Scene 2  

1. Tell me not,   don’t talk to me ! 

10. set; cf. Twelfth Night, V.I . 205.206, ‘O, he’e drunk 
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21. not run, away from the enemy ; 

32. Wilt thou tell? As though Caliban, being only half a monster, ought not to tell a wholly 

‘monstrous’ lie. 

63.  this thing, Trinculo. 

88.  A murrain,   a plague on ; 

104. utensils, implements, goods; referring,  

108. a nonpareil, one who has no equal. 

128. any reason, anything reasonable. 

136. the picture of Nobody.  There was an Elizabethan comedy,  no-body and Some-body, to 

which was prefixed a prink representing a man with head, arms and legs but ’no body’. 

161. Will come? To Caliban, who would rather go against Prospero. 

Scene 3  

1. By’r lakin = by our lady kin (‘little lady’) cf. our lady, i.e. the Virgin Mary, and marry (III 

.2.46), a corruption of Mary.  

           attach’d,  seized; the ordinary meaning then. 

25,26. ‘And any other prodigy that people disbelieve, let it come to me and I’ll vouch for it.’ 

39. dumb discourse; ‘in dumb show’. 

48. Each putter-out of five for one, every traveller; a reference to an Elizabethan system of 

insurance. 

51. The best, i.e. part of his life; he is sad about his son. 

Stage –direction: like a harpy. 

61,62. elements, materials. 

86. with good life, in a most life-like manner; 

105. given to work, administered with the intention that it should act 

The close of the scene illustrates well the degrees of guilt in the ‘three men of sin’ ; Antonio 

and Sebastian ;being moved to reckless defiance of their ;supernatural visitant, while Alonso is 

stricken into an agony of remorse-Boas. 

 ACT IV       Scene I  
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2. a thrid, i.e. ‘ a fibre or ;integral part of his own life’ – 

9. boast her off, praise her as if with a view to your accepting her from me. 

           20.  rabble, band (of spirits); now a contemptuous word, but not always so then. 

30.  Cf. the reference in Lear, IV. I. 64, to the evil spirit Flibbertigibbet, prince ‘of mopping 

and mowing’.  

36. Ceres: in Roman mythology the goddess of agriculture and of all the fruits of the earth; 

39. thatch’d, covered. 

63. Dis, a name (said to be contracted from dives, ‘rich’) of Pluto, Greek. Hades, god of the 

gloomy, infernal regions: 

73. minion, favourite, darling  

77. by her gait. Virgil makes Juno say of herself ‘divom incedo rigina’ 

81-4. Juno speaks as the patroness of marriage. 

101. to do ;the gerundial infinitive, which was originally a verbal noun, 

113. In country footing, a country dance. 

133.rounded with, i.e. rounded off, finished with. 

139. with a thought, quick as thought. 

160,161. trumpery, trash; 

168. blind; a popular notion; 

202. To  by . luggage ;Cf. the contemptuous use of ‘baggage’. 

215.  pass of pate,  sally of wit. 

227. silver;  used also in the Taming of the Shrew, Induction, 

234. lies; so the Folios; 

ACT V      Scene I   

3. crack not, do not fail; 

4. 10. line-grove, grove of lime-trees;  

27. rarer; perhaps with both ideas,  

37. ringlets, the small circles of luxuriant, rich-coloured grass often found in meadows. 

45. rifted, cleft. 
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54. airy charm; a spell ‘wrought by spirits of the air’- Schmidt. 

69. My…preserver; alluding to the services mentioned in1,2. 160-8. 

96. so, so,  very good, that will do ;  

112. trifle, phantom, delusive image. 

123. taste, experience. 

142. of whose….grace, i.e.  who in her gracious mercy has given me efficacious aid to bear a 

similar loss.  

200. heaviness, sorrow. 

218 blasphemy; the abstract for the concrete; 

240. moping, downcast, 

248. single I’ll resolve you,  I will explain to you in private. 

 

V.IV.4.SAMPLE EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
1. “Forgiveness and freedom –these are the keynotes of the play”-discuss Dowden’s opinion 

critically. 

2. Sketch the character of Caliban in the light of Prospero’s words,”a born devil,on whose 

nature nurture  can never stick”. 

 3. Comment on the structure of the play. 

 4.Compare and contrast Ariel and Caliban. 

5. “The Tempest is neither a tragedy nor a comedy; it is a pure romance”-Prove this statement. 

V.IV.5 SUGGESTED READINGS 
1.Chambers,E.K, Shakespearean Gleanings,London,OUP,1944 

2. Dowden, Shakespeare-His Mind and Art,  

3.Hallet smith, edit; Twentieth Century Interpretations of the tempest, A Spectrum book ,1969 

4.Traversi,Derek, Shakespeare :The last phase,New york: Harcourt ,Brace &world inc.,1953 

 5. Tillyard. E.M, Shakespeare’s Last Plays,chatto and windus,1938 
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V.THE TEMPEST -III 

V.III.0.OBJECTIVES 

After going through this unit you will be able to 

 Understand and analyse the characters of the play 

 Various themes like 

o -the play as a record of British maritime enterprise 

o -the play projecting Illusion and Reality. 

o - the play as an allegory 

o -the play having ‘forgiveness and reconciliation’ as theme 

 

V.III.1.STRUCTURE 

 

  V.III.0.OBJECTIVES 

  V.III.1.STRUCTURE 

  V.III.2.INTRODUCTION 

  V.III.2.1MAJOR CHARACTERS 

  V.III.2.2.THEMES AND ISSUES 

  V.III.3.CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

  V.III.4. LET US SUM-UP 

   

 

V.III.2.1.MAJOR CHARACTERS 

 

V.III.2.1.1.PROSPERO 

Prospero is the central figure of the play.  He is the personification of wisdom. All the 

other characters appear by his side as mere silhouetted figures. As The Tempest is the fruit 

of Shakespeare’s final period as a writer, it shares some of the qualities of A Mid Summer 

Night’s Dream.  The magical powers of Prospero remind us the mysterious powers of   A 

Mid-Summer Night’s Dream.  The whole story is rounded about him, about his trials and 
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troubles and finally about his prosperity.  Prospero employs his magic spell chiefly in the 

interest of his daughter Miranda, who is the jewel of Prospero’s bosom.  We learn 

Prospero’s past from his own recapitulation.  

He is the Duke of Milan. He has neglected his duties and left the control of the 

whole state to his brother Antonio. Though Prospero is fond of retirement and deep study, 

he is liked by his people.  His brother Antonio becomes the master of the state and in 

alliance with Alonso is able to expel Prospero and his daughter from the state.    

Having reached the island, Prospero masters the art of magic and releases Ariel 

from the hands of Sycorax, a witch. Prospero is tactful. He makes Ariel his attendant and 

Caliban, his slave.  He reminds Ariel repeatedly how he is delivered from Sycorax and thus 

keeps him under control. He promises him freedom. 

Prospero is not cruel. Though he creates the storm, he asks about the safety of the 

men on the board. He pities Caliban and tries to teach him civilisation. He orders Ariel to 

bring Ferdinand to his cell to arrange their marriage. As a responsible father, he tests 

Ferdinand’s constancy of love. He is intelligent. He creates and strengthens   friendly 

relations between Naples and Milan by arranging a marriage between Ferdinand and 

Miranda. He is highly diplomatic. 

   Prospero’s knowledge is boundless.  It looks as if he were providence or God.  

Every incident in the play is directed and controlled by him. He controls both natural and 

supernatural forces.  The spirits of the Air and the Earth are under his control.  Ariel the 

delicate spirit of Air and he lies at his beck and call.  He follows him to ‘the syllable’. 

He dominates the whole play-some times visibly and some times invisibly. His 

presence is invisible when Ferdinand and Miranda exchange their love and also during the 

banquet scene. 

     Prospero is a kind brother and also a good father.  He is a gentle human being and is 

philosophical in nature. He believes that ‘nobler action is in virtue than in vengeance’.  He 

can kill his enemies, but he believes in forgiveness. Hence he sends Ariel to save Alonso 

from the hands of Antonio and Sebastian. He changes him through love and makes him 

penitent   his magic is not evil, as he does not invoke evil spirits .He forgives even Caliban 

who conspires against him.  Prospero is wise and powerful. He wants to give-up his ‘white 
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-magic’   because he is interested in heavenly music. His enunciation of magic elevates 

him to the level of a ‘superman’. 

 He is painted as a lordly personage.  Prospero has been identified with Bacon, 

James I and Shakespeare himself.  Dowden identified Prospero with Shakespeare and it is 

Chambers that identified Prospero with James I.  Prospero is a ‘harmonious and fully 

developed will’.  His heart is sensitive and he is profoundly touched by the joy of his 

loving child Miranda.  He is a true Man-in its perfect sense. 

V.III.2.1.2   MIRANDA  

 Miranda is the sweet cherubim and the ‘thrid’ of Prospero.  She has been brought 

up on an island and she does not know any other human being except her father who is an 

avid reader and aged magician. She expresses her surprise when she finds Ferdinand, 

Alonso and others on the island. Prospero and nature are her sole instructors.  (I.2.171-174, 

III. I .36,   37, 58, 59).  She is an embodiment of innocence and piety.  .  She cannot bear 

the idea that a Tempest is raised by her father to torture the members of the ship. Several 

times she asks her father to feel pity for them.  She is highly modest.  She cannot bear the 

sight of suffering.  When she hears the sad story of Prospero she says, 

 “Alack for pity 

 I, not remembering how I cried out then 

 Will cry out over again.” 

 She gets surprised to see another human being on their island in the form of 

Ferdinand. She thinks that he is a spirit. She wants to  

“call him  a thing divine; for nothing natural 

I ever saw so noble” (I.2.418-20) 

She falls in love with him at first sight. When Prospero turns cruel towards Ferdinand, she 

requests him to have pity on him. She advises Ferdinand to bear with her father’s cruelty, 

which is “unwonted”. She does not know that her father has been cruel outwardly to test 

the constancy of the love of Ferdinand. Ferdinand also loves her seriously. She advises him 

to take rest as her father is at study. She does not know that it is all the design of her father 

to bring them closer. Miranda is kind, loving and compassionate. She is extraordinarily 

tender hearted. She is so innocent and she is free from all worldly influences. Though she 
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is innocent and cannot discern humans from spirits, she recognises the evil nature of 

Caliban. She says, “’T is a villain, sir, I don’t love to look on” (I. 2 308,309). 

 She expresses her readiness   and offers her hand ‘with her heart in it’ (III.2.86-90) 

as a response to his love. She makes a perfect match to Ferdinand who is also gentle and 

sacrificing. Though she appears in I, III and V acts she remains dominant   and her position 

is next to Prospero. Without Miranda, the play loses its charm. Miranda is simple, angelic, 

pure, delicate and innocent. To borrow the line of Wordsworth, ‘she was a phantom of 

delight’. Many critics have lost their hearts to Miranda. Coleridge praises her much. 

Though she does not sing and dance like the fairies, she is the music of the play. In the 

words of Ferdinand, she is “so perfect, and so peerless’ and ‘every creature’s 

best”(III.1.45-47). 

V.III.2.1.3 ARIEL 

 Ariel is the superhuman force, ‘brave tricky spirit’ and the merry music. He is the 

‘blossom that hangs on the bough’ of the play. (V.1.93). he leads the play with his invisible 

presence. He creates the tempest, gets people together, introduces hilarity and makes 

people to mend their vices. Next to Prospero he occupies the place of the protagonist. His 

name is a Hebrew one, meaning ‘lion of God’. In the play he carries the magic of Prospero. 

Ariel is airy spirit. And he personifies the qualities of air; swift and restless motion, 

lightness, buoyancy and freedom. He speaks to Prospero thus, 

  “ I come 

  To answer thy best pleasure; be’t to fly, 

  To swim, to dive into the fire, to ride 

  On the curl’d clouds”….. (I.2.189-192). He loves freedom and hates 

service. He creates a tempestuous storm on the ship of Alonso bringing ‘Jove’s lightings, 

thunder-claps, fire and cracks’ but without harming anybody.   He is Prospero’s attendant, 

observer, and adviser.  He is grateful to Prospero for liberating him from the hands of 

Sycorax, a witch of the island.  He is intelligent and sensible.  He is ‘delicate’, ‘quaint’, 

’dainty’ and ‘tricky’. He is also mischievous. He takes different shapes to entertain 

Prospero and to tease the miscreants.   
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 He brings Ferdinand to the cell of Prospero and thus creates love between Miranda 

and Ferdinand.  He is known for his songs and music.  He uses music and magic to frighten 

the villains and to entertain the good ones.  He saves innocent people and punishes the 

wicked ones.  In doing this he follows the orders of his master closely.  He saves Alonso 

from the hands of Sebastian and Antonio by waking up Gonzalo.  (II. 1, 300 to 305) 

Though he saves people he does not claim any superiority.  He says “ 

 “My master through his art foresees the danger 

 That you his friend are in; and sends me forth” (II. 1,299) 

 He over hears the conversation of Trinculo, Stephano and Caliban and informs 

Prospero of their wicked plan, the comic conspiracy. He raises the Mock banquet and 

creates a sense of remorse in Alonso and a sense of fear in others.  He creates an excellent 

masque before the lovers.  He chases the drunken louts through “tooth’  d briers, sharp 

furzes, pricking goss and thorns”.   

 He brings the distracted people Alonso, Antonio and Sebastian to the cell of 

Prospero and asks Prospero his commander to show some pity.  After the scenes of 

reconciliation and forgiveness, Prospero gives him freedom.  Ariel embodies the “torment, 

trouble, wonder, amazement and heavenly power” (V. I 103-105)  of the island. 

V.III.2.1.4 CALIBAN  

 If Ariel is the air spirit Caliban is the Earth spirit. Thus he is the anti thesis of Ariel.  

Hazlitt feels, “his character grows out of the soil…………it is of the Earth, Earthy”.  He is 

the son of Sycorax, a witch who was banished from Argier for her ‘manifold mischiefs ’ 

and ‘terrible sorceries’.  She was left on this island by the sailors.  She confined Ariel in a 

rift of a Pine tree for twelve years.  In the mean time she died.   

 Caliban is “a freckled whelp hag/- not honoured with a human shape”. (I. 2 283,4) 

Prospero has kept him in his service.  Though Miranda hates Caliban, Prospero pities him 

for his servitude because he makes their fire, fetches their wood and serves them sincerely.  

But Caliban does not love Prospero.  He curses him both inwardly and outwardly.   

  This island’s mine, by Sycorax my mother, 

  Which  thou tak’st from me.  When thou camest first,  

  Thou strok’dst me, and made much of me; wouldst give me 
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  Water with berries in’t  ; and teach me how 

  To name the bigger light, and how the less, 

  That burn by day and night: and then I lov’d thee 

  And show’d thee all the qualities o’th’ isle, 

  The fresh springs,  brine-pits, barren place and fertile. 

  Cursed be I that did so! – All the charms 

                        Of Sycorax, toads, beetles, bats light on you!” (I. 2, 330-340) 

Despite the pains of Prospero to teach him civilisation he remains foolish.  Caliban protests 

against Prospero for usurping his kingdom.  He curses Prospero with his own language;  

 “You taught me language; and my profit on it  

 Is, I know how to curse.   The red plague rid you 

 For learning me your language”. (I. 2, 362-364) 

Caliban’s curses create much humour.  He is frequently troubled by the spirits created by 

Prospero and Ariel.   

 Caliban is a fool.  He feels that Trinculo and Stephano are spirits and gods.  His 

shape is not clearly determined. As observed by Trinculo he is neither a fish nor a man.  He 

smells like a strange fish but he is legged like a man.  He has two voices forward and 

backward- forward voice to speak well of his friend and backward voice to utter foul 

speeches.  Through Caliban Shakespeare criticises the dual tongued men.  Trinculo and 

Stephano offer him a drink and his intoxication he asks them to help him from his tyrant, 

his sorcerer.  He suggests them to possesses his books burn them, and possesses his 

beautiful daughter Miranda.   

 If Antonio and Sebastian are civilised villains, Caliban is an uncivilised villain.  His 

flaw is his nature and he can never be nurtured.  In the words of Prospero  

 “A devil, a born devil, on whose nature 

 Nurture can never stick; on whom my pains, 

 Humanely taken, are all lost, quite lost; 

 And as with age his body uglier grows,  

 So his mind cankers.  I will plague them all, 

 Even to roaring.”    (VI. I, 160-167) 
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He is better fool and better villain then Antonio and Sebastian.  He may be disproportioned 

in his manners and shape but he offers an apology, which is not offered by the real villains. 

He says “I will be wise here after, and seek for grace”.   

V.III.2.2.THEMES AND ISSUES 

    

The Tempest   is a romance with a several kaleidoscopic elements.  The play has music 

magic poetry love along with a great enchantment of supernatural powers.  Apart from all 

these, we can observe   the following themes and issues.   

1. As a Record of the Maritime Enterprise of the Elizabethan England.    

2. Illusion and Reality   

3. Prospero as Shakespeare 

4. Forgiveness and Freedom 

5. The Tempest as an Allegory 

6. The Tempest and the Masque and  

7. Supernatural element 

V.III.2.2.1.Maritime Enterprise of the Elizabethan England 

It is a known fact through sources that Shakespeare was inspired by the Virginia 

Expedition.  The ‘Sea Adventure’, the ship that carried necessary goods for Virginia 

was reported to have been lost.  The news had created sensation and a record of 

Sylvester Jourdain’s ‘A Discovery of the Bermudas’ was published.  Critics observe 

that this tract for the creation of the play influenced Shakespeare. 

 Gonzalo’s speeches (II. 1, 138) and his ideas on commonwealth refer to the ideas of 

the expansion of the British Emperor.  It reflects the countries new movement of 

thought and interest.  The strange tales about the ‘torment and wonder’ of the islands 

and the tales of the travellers about the monsters are evident in the play in the speeches 

of Gonzalo and Sebastian and in the portrayal of the character of Caliban.  Sailors used 

to bring the strange people of the islands, the natives to exhibit in the streets.  Trinculo 

wonders if he can take Caliban, the ‘moon –calf” of the island for such a show.  

 Caliban is not just a monster but he rakes up several serious problems connected 

with the idea of colonisation.  Kreyssig says that Caliban is the People.  Prof. Lowell 
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observes that Caliban Understanding apart from Imagination.  Daniel Wilson feels that 

Caliban is the missing link between man and brute.  He represents the colony of 

Virginia in a way.  His repeated words and curses expose the anguish of the colonised 

‘subaltern’.  Prospero is a European who has been taking the charge of Caliban’s 

kingdom and has trained the local inhabitants to work for him.  Prospero extends to 

Caliban his European hospitality, teaches him his language and in return is shown all 

the natural resources of the island in an act of love but Caliban refuses to live by his 

rules and Prospero fails to vanquish his resistance. He brings a change in Caliban 

through threat and punishment after his comic conspiracy.  Some how, the play has 

inspired several critics to study the play from the political viewpoint.   

V.III.2.2.2.ILLUSION AND REALITY 

The Tempest stands as an exploration of the Nature of Art.  It stands as a special 

theatrical play displaying all the resources of the theatre: dramatic action, special 

effects, music, magic, monsters, dancing, storms, drunken humour etc.   

 The theme of ‘Illusion and Reality’ becomes one of the aspects of the play.  As 

observed by Quevedo at the end of 16th century, “there are many things that seems to 

exist and have their bearing, and yet they are nothing more than a name and an 

appearance”.  The whole action on the island itself is the outcome of an illusion and its 

reality.  Critics observed several Comic and Ironic illusions in the play.  The tempest 

created by Prospero creates several illusions in the minds of characters and they come 

to be aware of reality: their original positions, nature and so on and they realise their 

sins.  As observed by Prospero  

  “We are such stuff  

  As dreams are made on, and our little life  

  Is surrounded with a sleep”   

      (IV 1, 148-150) 

 The illusion of Miranda about Ferdinand displays her innocence.  The illusion 

created by Ariel in the mock banquet scene opens the eyes of the sinners.  The Masque 

is also an illusion and it heightens the poetic nature of the play.   
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 Stephano and Trinculo take Caliban for a four-legged animal in their illusion and 

Caliban also takes them as gods.  They plan to kill Prospero and they come out of 

reality when they are punished.   

 All the characters think that they are dreaming on the island.  Alonso in his pathetic 

illusion thinks about the loss of his son and feels thrilled when he sees him alive.  As 

Prospero says 

 “They devour their reason and scarce think 

 Their eyes do offices of truth, their words 

 Are natural breath” 

They feel that Prospero (who should be dead) is some kind of vision and gasp when 

they find him alive.   

 Prospero tricks all people into illusion, even his own daughter Miranda.  Ariel 

deceives people through illusion either to do some favour or to open their eyes.  

Antonio and Sebastian tried to deceive their master in to an illusion that they are 

protecting him.  All others feel that the island, “full of noises, sounds and sweet airs” it 

self is a dream.  The name of the play itself is a result of an illusion and reality. The 

aspect of illusion and reality “ stands as a symbol of transformation in the play”. 

V.III.2.2..3 PROSPERO AS SHAKESPEARE  

Prof. Saintsbury, Bailey and George Brandis feel that Prospero is Shakespeare.  

Saintsbury feels that the lost words of Prospero expressing his idea of burying the book 

and breaking the staff symbolise Shakespeare’s own idea of quitting his job as a 

playwright, his farewell to the stage.  Prospero becomes and allegorical figure for 

Shakespeare. 

 Prof John Bailey expresses his views directly that “ in creating Prospero 

Shakespeare had some, at least occasional thoughts of himself’.  Prospero’s 

philosophical reference to his ‘spirits’ is extended to understand Shakespeare’s own 

ideas about his characters. 

 “Our revels now are ended: these our actors 

 As I foretold, were all spirits, and  

 Are melted into air, into thin air”.   
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      (IV 1, 123-125) and  

  “We are such stuff  

  As dreams are made on, and our little life  

  Is surrounded with a sleep”   

      (IV 1, 148-150) 

Even Ariel becomes symbolically Shakespeare’s art of genius- 

 “My dainty Ariel! I shall miss the 

 But yet thou shalt have freedom”. 

George Brandis explains most of the words of Prospero in terms of Shakespeare and 

his art.   

 There is another school with critics like Stopford.A.Brooke, which does not support 

this.  Commenting on a theory of Montegne, that Shakespeare is Prospero, Brooke 

says, “but Shakespeare was so impersonal in his art, that such argument has not much 

weight.” 

V.III.2.2.4FORGIVENESS AND FREEDOM  

V.III.2.2.4.1.Forgiveness and Reconciliation as the theme 

This is one of the themes that makes The Tempest a romance.  

1. Since the beginning of the play, Prospero’s noble virtue is forgiveness.  His stern 

nature though seen in the creation of storm is not literally harsh.  He creates it only 

to grab an opportunity of teaching his enemies a lesson.  He asks Ariel about their 

safety and this shows his intention clearly. 

2. Prospero forgives even Caliban in spite of his mistake and conspiracy which 

Stephano and Trinculo. 

3. He suggests Ariel to save Alonso from the hands of Sebastian and Antonio. 

4. He brings a great change in the sinners and forgives them. 

5. As he confirms, he proves that “rarer action is in virtue than in vengeance.” 

V.III.2.2.4.2Freedom as the Theme  

Freedom becomes the pivotal concept of the play because the whole play moves around 

Ariel, Who is the very embodiment of freedom.  Ariel gains it through gratitude for his 

sincere service and commitment.  Caliban also gets it but through pity and forgiveness.  
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Ariel knows well about the significance of the freedom but Caliban stands as the 

misrepresented form of it. 

 All the characters are free in the island and they are left to utilise the freedom in 

their own way.   

 Ferdinand achieves it through service and perseverance.  He serves Prospero 

honestly and wins his freedom along with his prize, Miranda. 

 Antonio and Sebastian lose their freedom as human beings by becoming guilty: 

Alonso realises his solitude and finds his freedom the movement he gets rid of his guilt. 

 Antonio misuses it and emerges out as a set villain and even spoils Sebastian. 

 Even Prospero achieves his freedom the movement he opens the eyes of his 

enemies he becomes free from the responsibilities of a parent by giving his daughter to 

Ferdinand in marriage.  He becomes free from the ‘wand of magic’ after achieving his 

‘goal’.  Prof. Dowden observes,” Shakespeare was aware of – whether such be the 

significance of this epilogue or not – that no life is ever lived which does not need to 

receive as well as to render forgiveness.  He knew that every energetic dealer with the 

world must seek a sincere and liberal pardon for many things.  Forgiveness and freedom – 

these are the keynotes of the play”. 

V.III.2..5THE TEMPEST AS AN ALLEGORY 

Criticism on Shakespeare shows that the play has the features of an Allegory.  All the 

characters in the play have some allegorical significance.   

 If the little island with its four elements – Earth, Air, Fire and Water, stands for the 

universe, Prospero with his powers of magic represents a shadow of Divine.  Ariel 

represents Air and Fire and Caliban represents Earth and Water.  Prospero grip over the 

sources of nature makes him a super man.   

 The play is interplay of five stories, which have natural enhancement.   

1. The sub-human enchantment of vice 

2. The human enchantment of vice  

1. The human enchantment of love 

2. The super human enchantment of service and gratitude 

3. The super human enchantment of forgiveness 
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The play is an admixture of   several themes and it is a celebration of different qualities. 

Observe the following chart: 

STORY   ELEMENT QUALITY  CHARACTER/S 

1. Story of Love  Human  Affection  Ferdinand and Miranda 

2. Story of Vice  Human  Greed for  

      Power   Antonio, Alonso and  

                                                      Sebastian 

  Story of vice  Sub-human Greed, lust  Stephano, Trinculo and 

         Caliban 

3. Story of service       1.Superhuman Gratitude  Ariel 

             2. Human Affection, 

      Perseverance  Ferdinand 

             3. Sub-human arrogance  Caliban 

4. Strory of forgiveness   Human to  

    Superhuman Virtue   Prospero 

5. Story of loyalty Human  sincerity  Gonzalo 

    Superhuman sincerity  Ariel 

The story of love is represented by Ferdinand and Miranda and is guided by their 

sincere affection for each other. 

The ‘story of vice’ works on human and sub-human levels. On the human level it is 

greed for power represented by Alonso, Antonio and Sebastian. 

On the sub-human plane, it is represented by Stephano, Trinculo and Caliban who stand 

for greed and lust. Prospero put these three to punishment to control them.  As observed by 

Bonamy Dobree, Shakespeare seems to be suggesting that “the natural instincts have 

constantly to be disciplined, scourged and whipped: they cannot be integral to a regenerated 

man”.  

The story of service works on human, sub-human and super human levels.  Shakespeare 

presents the degrees of differences as it shifts from person to person and plane to plane.  On 

the human level Ferdinand stands for it with affection and perseverance.  On the sub-human 

plane it is represented by Caliban who woks in a grudging manner.  On the super-human 
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plane its bliss is bought out through Ariel who works with gratitude, which results in his 

freedom.  The pivotal aspect of the story is the story of forgiveness.  It shows how virtue is 

greater than vengeance.  Prospero, the harmonious, fully developed will stands as the 

embodiment of forgiveness.  He shows how man can grow to the level of a super man by 

forgiving his enemies. 

 The story forgiveness is further strengthened by the story of loyalty on human and 

super human planes.  On human plane Gonzalo, the old and wise councellor who provides 

timely succour to Prospero represents it.  On the super human level Ariel represents it. 

 To sum up Prospero stands for forgiveness; Ariel and Gonzalo for sincerity and 

loyalty; Antonio, Sebastian, Alonso for human vice, Caliban Trinculo, and Stephano for Sub 

human vice ; Ferdinand for affection, perseverance and love and Miranda for innocence.  

 The crew of Prospero, the Characters of the play thus stand for different abstract 

qualities taking the play to Allegorical plane and in the end Shakespeare shows how good 

wins over evil through forgiveness and reconciliation. 

 As observed by T.S. Eliot the whole play is a conversation between the upper-class 

characters and the base people – Ferdinand, Miranda, Gonzalo, and Alonso are the upper- 

class characters and the remaining Caliban, Trinculo, and Stephano are base.  Antonio and 

Sebastian stand between these two.  Obviously Prospero and Ariel belong to the highest 

plane. 

The play is also treated as an Allegory on European colonial practices.  Apart from the 

morality angles the depiction of Caliban with his smells etc projects the European perception 

of alien New World cultures.  

V.III.2.2.6.THE TEMPEST AND THE MASQUE 

‘The Masque’ belongs to the Italian tradition.  In its earlier form it was enacted by actors 

wearing masques.  It was a kind of mime show.  Later on it became more elaborate and came 

to resemble an opera.  It was patronised by the court and the nobility.  It was popular during 

the reign of Elizabeth but it achieved its perfection in the reign of James I.  The Masques 

were performed on special occasions and they used to have elaborate decoration and scenery 

with amateur actors.  Ben Jonson distinguished himself as the writer of masques. 

The following are the characteristics of masques: 
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1.The themes are allegorical and mythological in nature with gods and goddesses as 

characters. 

2.The characters personify abstract qualities like Delight, Love, and Harmony etc. 

3. The characters are less in number. 

4.the scenes are laid in utopian regions like Arcadia, fortunate isles etc. 

5.They are written in rhymed verse. 

 Generally a masque contains an Anti-masque having the nature of a burlesque. The 

Tempest contains two masques - one a complete Masque in the fourth act of the play and 

another- an anti-masque in the mock-banquet scene. 

 The Masque is presented before Ferdinand and Miranda to celebrate their betrothal. 

The characters with reapers and nymphs, Iris (the messenger of Juno), Ceres [Mother Earth] 

and Juno are from classical mythology. The Masque is highly poetic and is in rhymed verse. 

It celebrates fertility and the new couple blessed by the goddesses. 

 The mock –banquet scene serves as ‘anti masque’.   It is described as “a living drollery”, a 

dumb show .It is inserted in the play to open the eyes of the sinners. 

V.III.2.2.7.SUPERNATURAL ELEMENT IN THE TEMPEST  

 Shakespeare’s use of the supernatural element always carries a special dramatic purpose. 

As in some of his plays like Hamlet, Macbeth, A Midsummer Night’s Dream etc, he has 

introduced this in The Tempest also. The supernatural element has not dominated the human 

actions and human will, but it is under the control of human will. If he has used it for the 

fulfilment of tragic purposes in Hamlet, it serves a comic purpose in the play. Here 

Shakespeare does not employ ghosts and witches with an eerie atmosphere, but presents the 

spirits of air, water and fire for gentler things and to bring reconciliation between enemies. 

Right from the creation of the shipwreck to the last scene, the whole play depends on the 

magical powers of Ariel, the spirit of Air. Every act in the play is replete with the merry 

supernatural music. 

 The gentle portrayal of characters dominates the supernatural element and it runs only as 

an undercurrent. Prospero’s use of magic is not wicked like that of Faustus. If Faustus 

perishes under the weight of black magic, Prospero comes out of it successfully by bringing 

a change among the evil ones. He abjures his magic, though it is white and even proposes to 
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break the ‘staff’ and bury it. The supernatural element forms the integral part while elevating 

Prospero to the position of God or Providence. 

V.III.3.CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 

1. What can you know about the sources of the play? 

2. How is The Tempest a romance? 

3. Sketch the greatness of Prospero? 

4. What differences do you find between Ariel and Caliban? 

5. Comment on the supernatural element in the play? 

V.III.4. LET US SUM UP  

 

After going through the lesson you will be able to understand how the play occupies an 

important place among the last plays of Shakespeare. The play is typical in construction 

because this is the only play that maintains the classical standards. The play has several other 

issues. The play holds key for the post-colonial critical enterprise. 

 

     -oooo000oooo- 
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UNIT     V.   
THE TEMPEST – II 

V. II. O Objectives 

 After going through the unit you will be able to 

 understand the theme of the play 

 discuss it critically 

 analyse the structure 

 know about the opinion of critics 

 

V. II. 1 Structure 

V. II.O. Objectives 

              V.II.1. Structure 

              V.II.2. Introduction 

   V.II.2.1. Out line summary of the play-with list of characters 

           2.2. Scene-wise/Act-wise Summary 

           2.3. Analysis of the Text 

           2.4. Structure of the Play 

           2.5. Critical comments on the play 

   V. II.  3. Check your progress 

 

V.II.2. Introduction 

This second lesson gives you  

 An out line summary with a list of characters 

 Act/scene-wise summary  

 Act/scene –wise critical analysis 

 A detailed note on the structure of the play and 

 Some critical comments by world-famous critics. 
 

V.II.2.1. Outline Summary of the Play 

Prospero is the wise Duke of Milan.  As he is an ardent lover of knowledge, he devotes 
most of his time to philosophical studies. He cannot concentrate on the affairs of administration 
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and hence he entrusts his brother Antonio to look after his responsibilities. As he is wise and good 
he cannot think ill of his brother.  Antonio, who grows ambitious, conspires to usurp his brother’s 
kingdom.  He replaces the existing ministers of his brother with his men.  He makes friendship 
with Alonso, the king of Naples, the inveterate enemy of Prospero.  With his help he drives 
Prospero out of Milan.  He puts Prospero and his three year old daughter Miranda in a boat and 
sets it afloat on the sea. 

 
 But Gonzala, a good hearted lord places food, water and books of philosophy in the boat.  
Fortunately, the boat carries them to an uninhabited island. 
 
 (The play begins with this background and all these incidents are explained by Prospero to 
his daughter Miranda) 
 
 Prospero masters the art of magic.  He frees many good spirits imprisoned by a witch 
called Sycorax.  Ariel is one of them.  Ariel is both good and mischievous.  Prospero brings 
Caliban, the son of Sycorax to his cave and teaches him to speak.  Caliban, who inherits his 
mother’s nature, tries to harm Prospero.  Prospero employs him as a slave, as he refuses to learn 
anything good and useful.  Ariel is asked to observe Caliban. 
 
 Prospero creates a huge storm on the sea and makes the ship of Alonso reach the shore.  
Alonso is returning home with Antonio, Prospero’s evil brother after attending the wedding of his 
daughter Claribel with the King of Tunis.  The ship is drawn to his island.  Ariel brings them 
ashore but everybody feels that all others are lost.  Ariel lures Ferdinand, the son of Alonso to 
Prospero’s cell.  Miranda & Ferdinand fall in love with each other at first sight.  Prospero tests 
Ferdinand’s mettle by ordering him to do menial jobs. 
 
 Alonso is convinced about the death of his son.  He drifts ashore with Sebastian, Antonio 
and Gonzalo. Ariel’s music lulls them all to sleep except Sebastian and Antonio.  They conspire to 
kill King Alonso and occupy the throne of Naples; but they cannot do anything because of Ariel’s 
watchful nature. 
 
 Prospero is pleased by the disposition and the   constancy of love of Ferdinand and he 
decides to leave the couple alone. At Prospero’s orders Ariel teases Alonso and others with a 
mock banquet.  Alonso realises that his sinful deed has taken away his son Ferdinand.  He feels 
penitent. 
 
 In the mean time Caliban joins hands with Trinculo, the king’s jester and Stephano, the 
royal butler and they plan to kill Prospero and possess Miranda.  Ariel over hears this and informs 
Prospero.  Prospero asks Ariel to teach them a lesson.  Ariel teases them and chases them out of 
the place. 
 
 After having confirmed about the change in Alonso and others, Prospero asks Ariel to 
bring them there before him.  Ariel lulls them with good music and they are all surprised to see 
Prospero before them.  He warns Antonio and Sebastian.  He takes the repentant Alonso into his 
cell and shows his son.  Alonso rejoices to find his son playing chess with the exquisite Miranda.  
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The captain arrives and informs about the good condition of the ship. Caliban and the other 
drunken men are brought by Ariel. Prospero frees them all from his magic spell.  They spend the 
night in his cave. 
 
 The next day they leave the island for Milan.  Prospero regains his position as the Duke of 
Naples.  Ferdinand and Miranda are united in marriage. 
 
V.II.2.1.b  List of Characters 
 
(NAPLES) 
Alonso – King of Naples. 
Ferdinand – Alonso’s Son. 
Sebastian – Alonso’s brother. 
 
(MILAN) 
Prospero  ----  rightful duke of Milan 

Antonio   ----  the usurping duke, brother of prospero 

Miranda   ----   Prospero’s daughter 

Gonzalo   ---   an honest, old counsellor 

Adrian       ---      ] 
Francisco ----        ]   both are lords 
Trinculo -----              a jester 
Stephano --------- a drunken butler 
Master of a ship, Boatswain, and Mariners 
Caliban ---------- a savage and deformed slave 
Ariel - an airy spirit 
Iris,  
Ceres, 
Juno, 
Nymphs and 
Reapers       Are presented by Spirits 
 
V.II.2.2 Act – wise / Scene – wise Summary 
 
Act –I   Scene – I 
 

The play opens with the scene of a tempest.   The atmosphere indicates a storm with 
thunder and lightning.  The crew of the ship is seen busy making arrangements to fight the storm.  
Alonso, the king of Naples, his brother Sebastian, Antonio, (the brother of Prospero) and his son 
Ferdinand are seen searching for the captain of the ship. The boatswain does not offer proper 
response and is cursed by Sebastian and Antonio. The confused noise on the ship indicates the 
sinking of the ship. 
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Scene II  
 

This is the longest scene in the play.  With this all the important characters of the play come on to 
the stage.  We see Prospero and his daughter before the cell on the island.  This scene has three 
distinct parts.  Prospero narrates his entire story to Miranda.  He reveals how by ‘heavens and foul 
play,’ (60) they come from Milan to the Island.  He was formerly the Duke of Milan.  He, being an 
ardent seeker of knowledge, involves himself in ‘secret studies’.  His ‘perfidious’ (68) brother 
Antonio took over the state.  In the words of Prospero himself – 
 

     “Being once perfected how to grant suits, 

How to deny them, who to advance, and who 

To trash for over-topping, ---new created 

The creatures that were mine, I say, or chang’d ‘em, 

Or else new form’d ‘em; having both the key 

Of officer and office, set all hearts I’ the state 

To what tune pleas’d his ear; that now he was 

The ivy which had hid my princely trunk, 

And suck’d my verdure out on  ’t.’  

                                                                                                  (I.ii.79to 87)  

 
He joined hands with the king of Naples, an inveterate enemy to Prospero and ousted him ‘one 
midnight’ ‘in the dead of darkness’; but he was helped by gentle Gonzalo with“Rich garments 
linens, stuffs and necessaries”. (163)  and above all with ‘volumes’ from his own library.  Here he 
became her ‘schoolmaster’.  Miranda then asks him the reason as to why he has created the storm.  
Prospero has brought all his enemies on to the shore with the help of his magic, his spirit Ariel.  
He says that he would never have his former luck, had he left that chance.  He puts Miranda to 
sleep.  Ariel comes with a report of the storm and how they reached with ‘not a hair perished’ 
(217).  The crew has left ‘supposing that they saw the king’s ship wrecked’,   And his great person 
perish’. (236,237)  Ariel then asks for ‘liberty’.  Prospero reminds him of his erstwhile slavery 
under Sycorax, a malignant witch.  He reminds him, how he released Ariel from the curse.  They 
speak of Caliban, the son of Sycorax, ‘a freckled whelp who is not honoured with a human shape’. 
(283) He threatens Ariel that he will ‘peg’ him again if he craved for liberty.  Ariel apologises.  
Prospero orders him to be invisible to all but for himself.  He awakens Miranda and they think of 
Caliban.  When Miranda says that she does not like Caliban, Prospero says- 
 
   “We cannot miss him he does make our fire, 

   Fetch in our wood, and serves in offices  

   That profits us” (311-313) 
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Caliban also tries to threaten Prospero.  He forgets all help received from Prospero.  Prospero 
‘pitied’ him, ‘took pains’ to make him speak and ‘taught’ him how to speak.  Caliban responds 
like this 
  “You taught me language and my profit on’t 

  Is, I know how to curse.  The red plague rid you 

  For learning me you’re language!” (362-364) 

Prospero forces him back to work.  

 

 Ariel enters with a song bringing Ferdinand, the son of Alonso.  Ferdinand mourns for the 
death of his father.  Miranda feels thrilled to see him.  Prospero observes how his plan succeeds 
and how  
  ‘At the first sight… 

              They have changed eyes’ – (440) 
 

He tells Ariel repeatedly that he will ‘free’ him in two days for the favour.  But outwardly 
he appears harsh and puts Ferdinand to labour and hardship. 

 
 

Act II   Scene I 
 

This act opens with the sorrowful attitude of Alonso.   Alonso worries about his son’s 
death.  He has given his daughter Claribel in marriage to the King of Tunis in Africa.  They are 
returning home after attending the marriage.  Alonso fears that he has lost his son Ferdinand.  
Antonio and Sebastian criticise him for his deeds.  They blame him for this tragedy.  Gonzalo tries 
to suggest to them to speak gently but they mock at him.   Ariel’s music puts them all to sleep. 
Sebastian and Antonio suggest Alonso to take rest.  Antonio provokes Sebastian to usurp his 
brother’s kingdom by killing the sleeping Alonso. He says, 

 
  “My strong imagination sees a crown 

    Dropping upon they head”.  

      (208-209) 

 

He takes pride in the act of usurpation . When asked by Sebastian about his conscience, he replies 

– 

  ‘Ay, sir; where lies that? If ‘twere a kibe 

        ‘T would put me to my slipper: but I feel not 

   This deity in my bosom: twenty consciences 
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   That stand twixt me and Milan, candied be they 

  And melt, ere they molest!” (275-280) 

 
They both draw swords to kill Alonso.  Ariel awakens Gonzalo, who awakens Alonso.  When 
asked, Antonio and Sebastian explain that they have drawn their swords to protect the sleeping 
king from the evil beasts. 
.  

Scene II   

 

 This scene offers ‘comic relief’ after the sight of much conspiracy.  Caliban meets Trinculo 
and Stephano, two jesters from the ship wreck.  Trinculo suspects if Caliban was a man or a fish.   
He passes strange comments on Caliban, his stature, his smell etc., Stephano is surprised  to hear 
Caliban speaking their language. 
 
 Caliban thinks that the true drunkards are gods.  They get him drunk and Caliban promises 
that he would be their guide. 
 
  Act III Scene I  

 

 Ferdinand is seen before the cell of Prospero carrying a log.  He is both happy and 
unhappy.  He forgets his strain thinking about Miranda.  He feels that she makes his ‘labours 
pleasures’ and he is refreshed by her sweet thoughts.  Miranda asks him to take rest because his 
father is at study.  Prospero observes them and feels that 
 
   “Heavens rain grace 

   On that which breeds between ’em”.  (75, 76)  

Ferdinand & Miranda want to get united in marriage. 

 

Scene II 

 
 We see Caliban, Stephano and Trinculo neck deep in their intoxicated enjoyment.  Caliban 
explains to them about the cruelty of Prospero.  Ariel overhears their conversation and they are not 
aware of it.  Caliban asks them to kill Prospero and possess Miranda.  Stephano boasts that he will 
kill Prospero and have Miranda as his queen, with Trinculo and Caliban as his Viceroys. They all 
enjoy at the thought.  Ariel wants to inform Prospero of this. 
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Scene III 

 
 We find Alonso, Sebastian, Antonio, Gonzalo, Adrian, Francisco and others in another part 
of the island.  Gonzalo is too tired to move.  Antonio and Sebastian plan to implement their 
thoughts.  Suddenly they hear strange music and see several strange shapes bringing in a banquet.  
Prospero surprises the whole event invisibly.  As they are about to have dinner, it is all removed.  
Ariel enters like a harpy.  He reminds them of their past crime and evil against Prospero.  Alonso 
regrets a lot.  They all leave the place.  Gonzalo remarks that they are desperate and 
 
   “their great guilt, 

     Like poison given to work a great time after, 

     Now’ gins to bite the spirits”. (104-106) 

 
 Act IV Scene I  

 

 Prospero realises that Ferdinand’s love is sincere.  He gives his daughter to Ferdinand.  He 
says – 
  “If I have too austerely punished you, 

  Your compensation makes amends; for I 

Have given you here a third of mine own life, 

Or that for which I live: who once again 

I tender to thy hand: all thy vexations 

Were but my trials of thy love, and thou 

Hast strangely stood the test: here, afore Heaven, 

I ratify this rich gift. (10) 

 
He commands Ariel to entertain the couple.  The spirits take the roles of Iris, Ceres and Juno and 
please them.  Ferdinand and Miranda observe the disturbed mood of Prospero.  Prospero cheers 
them up.  He makes a philosophical statement that all the material things will vanish away one day 
. 

  “We are such stuff 

  As dreams are made on, and our little life 

  Is surrounded with a sleep” -    (131-134) 

 
Ariel appears to inform Prospero how he had troubled Caliban, Stephano and Trinculo through 
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‘Tooth’d briers, sharp furzes, pricking goss, and thorns,” 

………and        “left them to 

  In the filthy – mantled pool beyond your cell  

  There dancing up to the chins”. (155-156) 

Prospero asks him to bring them there According to him  Caliban is, 

  “A devil, a born devil, on who nature 

  Nurture can never stick on whom my pains, 

  Humanly taken all, all lost, quite lost; 

  And as with age his body uglier grows,  

  So his mind Cankers.”   (162-165) 

Stephano, Caliban and Trinculo reach the cell.  But they are driven out by dogs and hounds, all 

spirits created by Ariel. 

 

Act V Scene I 

 
 Ariel describes the condition of Antonio, Alonso and Sebastian to Prospero.  They are all 
distracted with ‘brimful of sorrow and dismay’.  They are still under his charm.  Prospero says he 
feels pity for them, inspite of their wrongs. 
 

  “Yet with nobler reason ’gainst my fury 

  Do I take part: the rarer action is  

  In virtue than is vengeance: they being penitent, 

  The sole drift of my purpose both extend  

  Not a frown further “.   (25-30) 

Prospero makes a very long speech addressing the hills, brooks, standing lakes and groves.  He 
likes Gonzalo.  Ariel brings Sebastian, Alonso, and Antonio, who still make mad gestures.  They 
all enter the circle made by Prospero.  Prospero addresses Alonso and speaks about his crime.  He 
then discloses himself as the Duke of Milan.  Alonso regrets and offers an apology. 
 

   “……..and do entreat 

   Thorn pardon me my wrong”-    (118) 
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Prospero hears the ‘side talk’ of Sebastian and warns them.  When Alonso starts worrying about 
his son, Prospero shows him to Alonso.  Ferdinand is seen playing chess with Miranda.  Alonso 
wonders if the maid is a goddess. 
 

  “Is she the goddess that hath sever’d us, 

  And brought us thus together”?   (187-188) 

Ferdinand is immensely happy for possessing Miranda and a ‘second life’. 

Alonso says. 

  “I am hers: 

  But, o, how oddly will it sound that I 

  Must ask my child forgiveness”. (196-198) 

 
Ferdinand and Miranda get united in marriage. Boatswain enters announcing the preparations for 
the journey.  Prospero frees Caliban and his companions, as they are changed.  He commands 
Ariel to safeguard the ship till they reach Milan and then have his liberty.  In the epilogue, 
Prospero asks the audience to pray for his soul for his sins in practising magic. 
 
V.II.2.3.ANALYSIS OF THE TEXT 
 
ACT- I SCENE-I 

 
The first scene of the first act introduces some of the characters belonging to the side of the 

antagonist. The tempest itself forms the exposition. Shakespeare’s knowledge of seamanship is 
seen. The language is precise and this ‘noisy’ scene exposes the inner nature of the characters. 
King Alonso’s inability to command the boatswain indicates his loss of control over the event. The 
haughty and rude nature of Sebastian and Antonio is brought to the foreground. The yielding of 
human power to extraordinary powers of nature is observed. 

 

ACT- I SCENE-II 

This is the biggest scene in the play introducing all the important characters in the play. 
This scene exposes the sensitive nature of Miranda, kind-heartedness of Prospero and his love 
towards his daughter. His responsible feelings as father, his invisible agony for losing his kingdom 
through loss of trust, his painful experience of deceit in the hands of his own brother, his tactful 
command over supernatural spirits like Ariel, his control over ugly creatures like Caliban etc. 

 
The precision employed in the presentation of the dialogue is interesting. All the past is 

presented in an excellently precise way. Shakespeare’s deft portrayal of human nature is seen in 
sentences like “The ivy which hid……” (86), “good wombs have borne…..” (119), etc 
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One of the speeches of Ariel gives the suggestion of ‘Bermuda episode’ which inspired 
Shakespeare to the creation of the play. (….the still vexed Bermoothes”….) (229) 

 
The whole act stands as the exposition to the play. It is very lengthy but Shakespeare tries 

to observe the classical unities of time, place and action. We observe that prospero though not a 
tragic protagonist suffers from a tragic flaw- ‘the inordinate thirst for knowledge’. If Faustus 
perishes in his pursuit of knowledge with an evil bent of mind, Prospero flourishes with a kind-
heart.  Here he is aware of his flaw. He again utilises the opportunity of his possession of 
knowledge by creating a storm, by employing Ariel to make them repent and by taking control 
over the situation. He uses his supernatural powers to correct his errors. Prof. Campbell compares 
Shakespeare to Prospero.  This act comes to an end with the ‘love’ of Ferdinand and Miranda, at 
‘first sight’, which is a frequent occurrence and theme in the comedies of Shakespeare. 

 
ACT-II 

 
 The first scene is an inter - play of natural and supernatural elements.  Ariel’s magic 
exposes the evil nature of Antonio and Sebastian.  Both are evil and ‘usurping’ the kingdom 
springs up as the main theme of the play.  Caliban feels that his kingdom was usurped by 
Prospero.  Prospero’s kingdom was usurped by Antonio, who in turn advises Sebastian to usurp 
his brother’s kingdom.  This scene exposes how the greed of humanbeings leads to their ultimate 
doom. 
 The second scene exposes the foolish nature of Caliban and provides some ‘comic relief’. 

 
ACT-III  

 
 This act is very purposeful.  Prospero brings Ferdinand & Miranda together; Caliban joins 
hands with Trinculo and Stephano; and Prospero, with the help of Ariel creates a sense of fear and 
guilt in the hearts of the villains.  Ariel’s invisible power is brought out here.  His overall 
supervision makes Prospero greatly powerful. All the three scenes of this act are crucial to the 
structural aspects of the play. This act forms the ‘rising action’.  Towards the end of the last scene 
of this act, all the characters are brought together. 
 
ACT-IV 

 
This act is a wonderful admixture of natural and supernatural elements. This act projects 

the gentle and forgiving nature of Prospero as a learned and wise man. It forms the ‘falling action’ 
of the play. 
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ACT_-V 

 
 As in all plays of Shakespeare this forms the   ‘denouement’. It is comic in tone. The two 
lovers come together in marriage, the enemies meet with apologies and reconciliation, the slaves 
get freedom and the lost kingdoms are regained. 
 
 
V.II.2.4.STRUCTURE OF THE PLAY 
 
The Tempest is thoroughly ‘classical’ in structure. Though it is simple in theme, it has a complex 
design. It is neither a comedy nor a tragedy but as expressed by Dr.Johnson, it belongs to a 
‘distinct kind’. It is an admixture of comic and tragic elements. The loss of kingdom, deceit, 
shipwreck and hardships are all tragic, the foolish nature of Caliban, the supernatural humour of 
magic created by Ariel, the union of the lovers in marriage, the ending of the play on the note of 
reconciliation and forgiveness form the comic aspect which dominates the play. 
 
 Shakespeare has observed the three unities to a large extent and this has resulted in the 
compactness of its structure. As discussed in the first lesson the three unities are observed and the 
plot is in no way disjointed. The three unities are the unities of time, place and action.  
 
UNITY OF TIME 

In The Tempest the action of the play does not extend for days as in the other plays of 
Shakespeare. In the I Act Prospero asks Ariel about the ‘time of the day’. 
 
 Prospero: Ariel, thy charge  

   Exactly is perform’d: but there’s more work, 

   What is the time o’ the day? 

 Ariel:  Past the mid season. 

 Prospero: At least two glasses. The time ‘twixt six and now 

   Must by us both be spent most precisely. (I.2.235-241) 

Again in the last act prospero speaks about time and asks about the day. Ariel replies- 

 Prospero Now does my project gather to a head: 

   My charms crack not; my spirits obey; and time 

   Goes upright with his carriage. How’s the day?  

 Ariel  On the sixth hour; at which time, my lord, 

   You said our work should cease. 

        (V.1.1-5) 
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From the first Act to the last the time taken is four or less than four hours.  The play starts at 2 
O’clock and ends by 6 o’clock.  As per Ariel, their work came to end by that time. 
 
UNITY OF PLACE  
 

 The unity of place demands constancy in the place of action -the action of the play must 
not shift from place to place and it should occur at the same place.  In The Tempest the whole 
action takes on the island of Prospero. Observe the following chart. 
 

Act Scene Place 

I I 

II 

On board a ship at Sea. 

The Island before Prospero’s cell. 

II 

 

I 

II 

Another part of the island 

Another part of the island. 

 

III 

I 

II 

III 

Before Prospero’s cell 

Another part of the island. 

Another part of the island. 

IV I 

 

Before Prospero’s cell. 

V I Before Prospero’s cell. 

 
The play has five acts with nine scenes.  Of nine, four scenes take place before Prospero’s cell 
while the other four scenes occur on the same island.  The first scene which shows the shipwreck 
occurs near the island.  In brief the whole action takes place on the island of Prospero. 
 
UNITY OF ACTION 

   
 The unity of action depends on the plot.  In all plays of Shakespeare, the main plot runs 
with two or three sub-plots or under-plots.  The unity of a play depends on the central motive.  In 
The Tempest the main motive is ‘reconciliation and forgiveness’ through Prospero’s ‘exercise of 
magic power’.  The powers of magic are exercised by Prospero from the beginning to the end - the 
sudden creation of tempest, the frustration experienced by Alonso and others, the magic banquet 
and masque; the assembly of characters at the cell, the correction of wrongs with the help of Ariel. 
 
 The ending is not tragic, it is similar to that of a comedy.  The play ends with the marriage 
of Ferdinand and Miranda, with the reconciliation of brothers and antagonistic friends.  The charm 
of the play lies in its poetry and in its precision. 
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 The First Act of the play forms the exposition.  We find all important characters with their 
motives.  The Second Act forms the rising action the third act forms the crisis.  The fourth act 
indicates the falling sense of action and the fifth act forms the denouement. 
 

Act. Theme Purpose 

I The background is revealed.   The motive is 

explained. 

Exposition 

Initial incident. 

 

II 

  

Realisation in Alonso. 

Conspiracy by Antonio &Sebastian 

Caliban meets  Trinculo & Stephano 

Rising Action 

 

 

III 

Miranda & Ferdinand love each other; 

Caliban joins hands with Stephano & 

Trinculo. 

Crisis 

 

IV 

 

 

Alonso and others experience guilt. 

Prospero’s philosophical attitude comes out 

alive. 

Extension of crisis  

into falling action. 

 

V All the characters appear before Prospero; 

reconciliation and forgiveness and the play 

comes to an end. 

Denouement 

 
The main plot of the play is the ‘loss of power’ and its regaining through ‘reconciliation and 
forgiveness’.  
 

1. Prospero loses his power and regains it by creating the tempest, and by bringing a change 
in the minds of sinners in a peaceful way without creating any harm to others. 

 
2. Ariel who loses his power as a free spirit in the hands of Sycorax is released by Prospero. 

After considerable service to Prospero he regains his power. 
 

3. Caliban who loses his kingdom and freedom regains them, after losing his bad nature. 
 

4. Alonso, who finds his power in his son loses him and after the realisation of his sin attains 
him.  
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 The sub-plot is formed by the love of Miranda and Ferdinand and it suggests a diplomatic 
device, the need for negotiation through marriage-relations for dissolving enmity between nations. 
The central motif is about ‘virtue’ and ‘reconciliation’. 
 
 Shakespeare introduces masque in the fourth act. Music, magic, poetry and philosophical 
speeches of Prospero become the important aspects of the play and even theatrically the play turns 
out to be a good feast. The play also displays the qualities of a pastoral tragi-comedy. 
 
 Dowden says that Shakespeare has emerged from the depths of tragic anguish to the 
heights of serenity and wisdom. This is seen obviously in The Tempest. 
 
 The romances have certain characteristics. All the romances end happily and they work 
upon the cruel passions to end in a general reconciliation. The damage of human relationships 
created by Alonso and Antonio is compensated by the gentle and forgiving nature of Prospero and 
the love and marriage of Ferdinand and Miranda. Like other dramatic romances, The Tempest has 
a spiritual and philosophical mood of repentance and forgiveness. The play ends not with the note 
of death but with life and its regeneration through love. The play with these exquisite features 
belongs to a separate category of ‘romances’ observing at the same time the unities of ‘time and 
peace. 
 
 
V.II.5.CRITICAL COMMENTS ON THE PLAY 
 
A. ON THE SOURCES 
 

 1.“The Tempest can be dated with some precision, since there is a record of performance 
of it at court on November 1,1611, and since it borrows some details from accounts of the travels 
and adventures of George Somers in Bermuda which were not available in England before the fall 
of 1610. It is, accordingly, a work of 1611, and the last play Shakespeare wrote except for his 
collaborative labours in Henry VIII   and   The Two Noble Kinsmen. It is the culmination of a 
series of dramatic romances which begins with Pericles and includes Cymbeline and   The 
Winter’s Tale. Aside from the travel literature which provided for details for the storm and some 
for the enchanted island, the only positive source for   The Tempest is a passage in Montaigne’s 
essay “Of the Canniballes” in Florio’s translation of 1603. This provides material for Gonzalo’s 
description of an ideal commonwealth in II .i 147 ff. Caliban’s name is an anagram of “cannibal”, 
but the name originally meant merely an inhabitant of the Caribbean not necessarily an eater of 
human flesh”…..( From Introduction: The Tempest as a Kaleidoscope  by Hallett smith , 
Twentieth century Interpretations of The Tempest, edited by Hallett Smith ,A Spectrum 
Book.1969) 
 
 2.      ………. “Those who must always be searching for a “source” of every plot of 
Shakespeare’s (as though he could invent nothing) will be disappointed in The Tempest. Thomas 
Warton (or rather Warton misunderstood by Malone) started one false hare by a note in his History 
of English poetry ,vol. iii (1781), that he had been in formed by the late Mr Collins of Chichester- 
that is , Collins the poet- that Shakespeare’s Tempest was formed on a favourite romance , Aurelio 
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and Isabella ,printed in 1586 (one volume) in Italian, French and English, and again in 1588 in 
Italian, Spanish, French  and English;  The Spanish of Flores being the original.  But Collins’ mind 
was darkening towards madness at the time: and Aurileo when found, contained nothing in 
common with The Tempest.  Others have followed the clue of a German play, Die Schone Sidea, 
written by one Jacob Ayrer, a notary of Nuremberg, who died in 1605…….” 
(from “Introduction to The Tempest” by Sir Arthur Quiller – Couch, CUP) 

 

B. STRUCTURE OF THE TEMPEST 
 

 “…….In its genre The Tempest shows a marked affinity with dramatic forms outside the normal 
range of tragedy and comedy.  Among these is the masque:  besides containing an actual masque.  
The Tempest is like the masque in its use of elaborate stage machinery and music.  The magician 
with his wand and mantle was a frequent figure in masques, and Caliban is like the “wild men” 
common in the farcical interludes known as anti masques.  Another is the Commedia dell’ arte, 
which was well known in England.  Some of the sketchy plots of this half-improvised type of play 
have been preserved, and they show extraordinary similarities to The Tempest, especially in the 
Stephano-Trinculo scenes.   The Tempest  in short is a spectacular and operatic play and when we 
think of other plays like it, we are more apt to think of, say, Mozart’s Magic Flute than of ordinary 
stage plays.  (From Introduction to   The Tempest by Northrop Frye, 1959, Penguin Books.) 
 
V.2.3.CHECK YOUR PROGRESS 
 

1. How was Prospero deceived? 

2. What did Caliban think of Prospero? 

3. Is   The Tempest a tragedy or a romance? 

4. What are the features of a romance? 

Do you think The Tempest is an incomplete play? If yes, give reasons. 
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WILI,EAM SIIAKESPEARE (REVISED)
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I.I INTITODUCTION

This lesson lntroduces you to the life of Shakespeare from vdriecl angles. He occupies a
special place in the lvorld of litcrature. You can observe how he.has grasped the dmagic oi tifei
through subtle obscrvation

1.2 Grcatnoss of Shakespearc

Widely regarded as the greatest writerof all time, William Shakespeare occupies a position

uriqug in world literatrlre. Other poets, such as Homer and Dante, &od novelists, such as Leo

Tolstoy and Charles Dickens, have tran'scended national barriers; but no writer's liying reputation

"* ,"iioudy compdre with that of Shakespeare, whese playS,'iwitten in the late l6tl and 'early lTtn

ccnnrics for a small repertory theatre are now performed and read morc often and in more countries

than ever before.' The prophecy of his great contemporary, the poet and dramatist Ben Jonson, that

Shakespeare "was not of an age, but for all time",has been marvellously fulfilled. He has long been

recognized as tlre world's finest dramatist and a poet of high rank, and most modem critics consider

him the world's greatest figtue. The variety of gifts that enabled him to create imaginative visions

of pathcs and mirth, whether read in the book or witnessed irt the theatre, fill thc mind and linger

thercin.
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He is a writer of great intellectual rapidity, perceptiveness, and poetic powei. Other writers
have had these qualities. But with Shakespeare the keenness of mind was applied not to abstruse or
remote subjects but to human beings and their complete range of emotions and conflicts. The art
tbrm into which his creative energies \vent was not remote and bookish but involved the vivid stage
impersonation of human beings, commanding sympathy and inviting vicarious participation. Thus
many o1'Shakespeare's great merits have survived translation into other languages and into cultues
remote from that of Elizabethan England.

1.3 llarly Life and Education

William Shakespeare was born at Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire, in 1564. He was
baptized there in Holy Trinity Church on April 26. His birth date is not known, but is traditionally
eeiebrated on April 23 because children were usually baptized a few days after their birth.

William's father, John Shakespeare, dressed leather and made and sold such leather goods as
glt ve s and purses. He also dealt in grain and other agricultural products, owned several U-uitAilgs
in Stratford, and held sorne of the town's most important offices. His wife, Mary Arden was of G
Arden fanrily, prcrsperous farmers and landowners in the vicinity, she was the heiress to some land.

Strattorct was not a large to\4rn, but it was a thriving market place about 90 miles from
London. Its grammar school, King's.Neil School, was one"of the best in England. As in other
English schools of the time, Latin grammil and Latin literature were emphisized, with Greek
so:netimes taught in the upper grades. The boy's education consisted of Latin studies, leaming to
read'.write and speak the language fairly well and studying some of the classical historiins,
tnoralists and poets. There was instruction in logic, rhetoric., educbtic,n, and history, little or more
in the sciences. Shakespeare did not go on to the university, and indeed it is unltkely that the
tediotrs round of .lo!ic, rhetoric. and other studies then followed there would have interested tr:n.

|,4 llarriage and Employmenr

ln November, 1582, William was married'.ir Ann€ ltrathaway, rhe daughter of a farmer near
Stratford. A daughter, Susanna, was born to the couple in 1583. Hamlet and Judith, twins. were
born two years later. Little else is'kpown of Shakespeare's early married life.

'l Ho* Shakespeare spent the nexl ;ight years or so, until his name began to appear in London
thea'tre records, is not known. There'are stories, given currency long after 5is Alattr-of stealing
deer and getting into trouble with a local ma€nate, Sir Thomas Lucy of Charlecote, near Stratford;
of learning his living as a school master in thd country; of going to London and gaining cntry to the
world of theatre by rninding the horses of theatregoers; it has also been 

"onpct*.d ttrut
Shakespeare spent. some time as a member of a great household and that he was u roidi"r, perhaps
in the low countries. In lieu of extemal evidence, such extrapolations about Shakespeare's life have
cften been made.from the internal "evidence" of his writings. But this method is unsatisfactory, one
c;Ltlttot conclude, for example, from his allusions to the law that Shakespeare was a lawyer; for he

tM . A. English r
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was clearly a writer, who without diffrculty could get wliatever*nowledge he needed fcrr the
composition of his plays.

1.5 Shrkesp$re in London

Though there is little direct knowledge of Shakespeare's life in London before 1594
rpasonable assumptions have been made from records orlater eveNrts. Modern rescarchers bclieve it
more probable that Shakespeare simply left Stratford to seek his fortwre. He did not break ties with
his home town, and there is no indication that he lost contact with his family. It is also probable
that he left Stratford with the intention of seeking a theatrical career. He had many opp,-rrtunities to
see plays staged by touring cornpanies in Stratford and nearby towns.

th" firrt reference to Shakespeare irt,the literary workl nf London came in l)yt, u'hert e
fellow dramatist, Robert:Greene, declared in a panrphlet written on his death bed:

There is an upstart crow, beautified rvith our feathers, that'with his Tygers heart
wrapt in a players hide supposes he is as well able to bombast out a blank verse as

' thb best of you; and, being an absolute Johannes Factotum, is in his own conceit tire

only Shake-scene in a country

Greene's bitterness reflects envy of someone more successful than himdf. His nalice
provoked a defense of Shakespeare by a minor playwright, Henry Chettle, who wrote of him as one

whose "demeanoru was "no less civil than he excellent in the quality he.professes".

Shakespeare was by then making imponant friends, For, although the puritariical city of
London was generally hostile to the theatre, many of the nobility were good patrons of the drama

and friends of actors. Shakespeare seems to have attracted the attention of the 1'oung Henry
Wriothesley, the 3'd earl of Southarnption; and to this nobleman.werd dedicated his.first published
pocms, Yenus or74 I'lonts andThe Rape of Lucrece.

One striking place ot evrdence that Shakespeare.began to prosper eafry ano med to retrieve

the family fortunes and establish its gentility is the fact that a eoat of arms was granted to John

Shakespeare in 1596. Rough drafts of this grant have been preserved in the College of Arms,
London, though the final document, which must have been handed to the $hakespeare's, has not

survived. It can scarcely be doubted.that it was William who toot the initiative and paid the fees.

The coat of arrrs appears on Shakespeare's.monument (constnrcted before L623) in the Stratford

church. Eqrnlly interesting as evidence of Shakespearefs worldly success was his purchase in 1597

of New Place, a large house in Stratford, which as a boy he must have passed every day in walking
to school.

It is not clear how his career in the theate tegan; but from about 1594 onward he rvas an
important member of the Lord Chamberldin's Company of players (called the King's Men after the

accession of Jasres I in 1603). They had the.best actor, Richard Burbage; they had the best theatre,

-3-
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ihe Globe; they had the best dramatisi Shalrcspeare. It is no wonder that the conpany prospered.
Shakespeare became.a full-time professional man of :his own theatre, sharing in,a cooperative
enterprise and intimately concerned with the financial success sf thg playshe wrote.

Unfornrnarcly, written records gve little indication of the nny in ufiici Shakespearc's
professional life molded his marvellow artisty. .dll tbat-cen be deduced is, that for 20. yq{fs,
Shakespeare devorcil himself astiduorsly,to his i1g;witing mofe thsr a million words of po*c
drama of the hig}est quality:

1.6 Other Aspects.of Shakespcare'e Life

Shakespeare had little contact withjoffrcialdom, apart from walking,,'dressed.iq the royal
livery as a member of the Kingrs Men-at tlie coronation of-King James t in teO+. He continuedlto
look after his financial interests. He bought propenies in Londori and in Stratford. In 1605 he
purchased a share (about one-fifth) of the Stratford tithes-a fact that explains why he was event-ually
buied in the chancel gf its parish cburch. For some time he lodged with a French Huguenot family
called Mountjon who lived near St. Oleve'sChurcb, Cripplegate, Inndo.n. The:records of a llawsuit
in May 1612, due to a Mountjoy family liuarrel, show ghakespeare as giving evidence in i,genial
way (though unable to remembef cefiain important facts that would have decided the case) -O *
interelting himself generally in the fami$s atrairs.

-, No f:,po written by Shakespeare hbve survived, but a private letter to him happened.to..get
caught up with some official'bansactions of the topn of:Stratford and so haslbeen preserved in thc

lorough archives. It rvas writrcn by 9ne Richard Quiney and addressed by lum Aom the Bell Inn in
Carter Lane, Londoq whi,ther he had gong t9p sfatford upol business. On one sia" of the pqprf
is inscribedi "To my loving go0d ftiend and countnnna4 Mr. Wm.. Shaltespeare; deliver th*r."
Appar"ently Quiney.thought his fellow Strafordidn a.person to whom he:could.ap.ply for the loan of
{3t-a large sum ir Elizabethan money. . Nothing firtheris known. about the trqnlaction, bug
because so few opportunities'of seeini into Shafespearg's private life present themselver, tf*
bcgging letter becomes a touching document. 'It is of some interest, moreouer; that tg'iear.slarcr
Quiney's son Tbornas became the husland of Jtrditlu.Shakespeare's second daughter.

Shakespeare's will (rnadc on March 25, 1616) is a long and detailed document It entailod
his quite amplc property on the rinle beirs.of.'his elder.daughter, Susarina; @otb his daughters rrrrc
then married, one to the aforemqrtioned thomEs Quiney and the other to..John Ha[, ; rcspgctid
physician of Smaford.) As an afterdrought, hb bcqueath"d hiq trbecqnd-best bsd!,.to his,wife; but.oo
one can be certain .what'this notiidous lcryacy .means.. '[hq testato/s sigh4tlres tg :the witl .at€

apparently in a shalgy hand. Perhaps Shakespeare was already ill.. IIe died on:April 23, l6t6: No
&lme was inscribed on his gravestone in.the chancel of. the parish church of Stratford-on-Avo!.
Instead these lines, possibly his owt, appeared:
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Good friend, for Jesus' sake forbear
To dig the dust enclo#d here.

Blest be the man that spareslhsse stones,
. And crust be he.that moves my bones.

Shakespeare's family or friends, however, were not content with a simple gravestone, and,

rvithin a fcw years, a monument was erected on the chancel wall. It scems to have existed by 1623.

Its Latin epitaph, immediately below thg bust, attributes to Shakespeare the worldly wisdom of
Nestor, the genius of Socrates, and the poetic a$ of Virgil. This apparently was how his

contemporaries in Stratford-on-Avon wished their fellowcitizen to be rcrnembered.

The memory of Shakespeare survived long in theatrical circles, for his plays remained a

major p.art of the repertory of the Kings Men until tbe closin! of the theatres in 1642. The greatest

of Shakespeare's.great contemporaries in the theatre, Ben Jonson, had a good deal to say about him.

To Wilfiam Drummond of Hawthornden fui 1619 he said that Shakespeare "wanted art." But, when

he came to write his splendid poem prefixed to ttie Folio edition of Shakespeare's plays in 1623, he

rose to lbe occasion with stining words of ppise:

Triumph, my BritairU thou hast one to show'
'To whom all scenes of Europe homage owe

He was not of an age, but foi all time!

Besides almost retracting his earlier gibe about Shakespcare's lack of iut, he gives tcstimony

that Shakespeare's personality was to be fclt, by thoso who.lhew hiq, in fis poetry--that thc style

was thc man. Jonson also-reminded his repdbrs of the strong impression the'plays had made upon

Queen Elizabeth I and l(ing James I at court performances:.

Sweet Swan of Avon, what asight it were
To see thee in our waters yet appear,

AnC makb those flights upon the banks.of Thames
That so did take Eliza and our Jamest

Shakespeare seerns.to have been on afiectionate:tcrms'with his theatre colleagues. His

fcllow actors JLhn ueminge and Henry Condell (wtro, with.Burbage, were remcmbercd in his will)
dedicated t6e Firit Folio of 1623 to Oe nan of Pemhoke and the.Earl of Montgom€rY, explaining

rhar they had collected the plays ". . . without ambition either of self-profit or fame; only to keep the

memory of so worthy a friend and fellow alive as was our Shakespeare, . . ."

I.2 LET.US SUM UP

Hope this lesson has given you a detailed background of Shakespeare as an individual and

as a plapvright. A lookbt his personal life will strcngthen'our readipg of his plays.



I.3 CIIICK !'OUR PROGRESS

(l ) Where was Shakespeare born and when?
(2) Write about his rnarriage?
(3) How could Shakespeare becorne a playrvri.lrt?
(4) Write about the life of Shakespeare as a play vrighr?
(5)Why is Shakespeare is greatcr tlun othcr rvriicrs '.'

J.T SAMPLE QUESTIONS

l. Describe in detail thc lifb of Shakespeare as an individual and as a playv,right
2, W'hat was the criticism against Shakespeare?

I.5 SUGGESTED READINGS

l. charles \\'illiam. A short Life of shakespeare with*Sorrces (1933).
2. E.J. Fripp. Shakespeare, Man and Artist, 2 Vol. (1938)
3. Peter Aletander. shakespcare's Life and Art (1939) reprinted:in 196l "4. Hazelton Spencer. The Art and Life of William Shakeipeare (1940) reprinted in 1970.

* +*f'tl.
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2.I INTRODUCTION \

For your convenienc€, this lesson is divided in three separate unitS. After going through
theee lessons. you uiill be able to rurdentand the sccl t behind the success of a world-fanrous
dramatist.

\
2J SHAKESPEARE'S INTELLECTUAL AND THEATRICAL BACKGROUND

\

For a poetic dramatist, Shakespeare was born at the\.right tirne. He grew up during a period
of increasing sability and pmsperity iq England. Queen Elizabeth was uniffing the nation.
Patriotic sentinrent was increasing. Corrtinenal influences were helping in the transmission of
ciacsical knowledge which we call the Re'raissance. The a.rts in general were flourishing; those of
literature and drarna boudcd forward far more rapidly than in the earlier part of the century. 'fhe

years berwoen Shakcspearc's birth and his emergence in London saw the appearance of the first
major translatioru of Ovid, Apuleiu* Horace, Heliodorus, Piutarch, Homer. Seneca, and Virgil;
tihEkespearc s€ems io have known npst of these, anC those of Ovid and Plutarch, at least, had a
prcfound iniluence on hinr. Dwing the samc pericxl appeared William Painter's Palace of Plea,sure,

ra imponrnt collection of tales including some by Boccaccio that Shakespeare useC: Holinshed's
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chronicles; Lyl{9 .Elrhues', sidney's I rcgdia and ,a*ophii a4d stella; early books of spenset's
Faele 

Qyeenei!+dgels Rowlynde; prose romancei,and otheripamputets of Robert Greine; the
early writing of Thomas Nashe; an$ other books.thatShikespeare either rrsed op must haveknown.
Indeed, it is not exagrgeration to say that almost all Shakespeare's major sources arE in books nnitten
or fust translated into English dur-rtrg the ttrst.thirty yeers of his.life, though of course he coulshavc
read the Latin works, dnd, prgbably, thosc'in French and italian, ev-en if they had not been
hanslated. The grea!1l gg$"1 F-glis auhor'known to him was chaucer, and he was considerably
influenced by the pubticatiOn in'i603 of Florio's translatioo of Mongigne's .&rsqys. i

English dramatic literature devglgned grcatly'in.Shakespeare's early.'years Fou years
before his birth, b-lank verse was intnidriced.L a hrrtrutig nnediurh in Sackville and Nortons
Gorboduc. When he was'two years old, Geo-rge Gascoigne's Supposes, a,translatio" Ao^ a;CJo,
and the first play written entirely ipEnglish prose,'wasactgd; hc was to draw on it in The Taming of
the Shrew. -These are early landmarks. He was.already a young man before A" p*e'of
development really.accelerated.,.lo$ L.ly:s seu6ly co,medie.s, mosily in pr"r"; b"g*;;.d;;
1584, the year in which George Peelefs The frraignnei ofPariywas presenteA to-ai. qd;. Ii,
pace.increased in the later 1580's with Kfd's The.$paniyh,Tragbdl, Creene,s Jameq lv,'urd,above
all, the emergence 9r chi;t,onher flarlowt 'q!*{;sp"are *dmii"g tris reet in the theatre. out
.knowledge of the 

lxact 
ordering of evpnls-il thi" qriioa is so uncerrain tnat we,o*ooi,uffayriiy

whether he was influgrce! !f ttr" writers,of these plays or himself exeted injiironce on thern. 
"U4r;

is undeniable is that Engfish {rry was.ranidf increpils.ryr range, sc<ipe,,*o po*"i;-i;;r"';;
for.thc-first time becomilg a rich.aamatic'medium;ail thl nrore so for its intermingling with veise
styles that were immeasurably enriched-bf ft: cv€I nore flexible uses rtrat ruitb* i"rii i.tii, *blank verse. Growth ia thi sfze .of ;acting companies and in the popularity:of trrruui.a
entertainment encouraged' q: yqt of moi amuitiouq:br"yr, int*r*:ulilg ptor with subploi,
tragedy with comedy, diversified withpopgi, dancer,, -*q*i,'-a rp""1;il-.ff."t t"*yr?;
were unknown only a,few years bbfore.

The rapid p*g:,:tl^o.f {q+i, titerature was thus inextricabfy linked with equally importanr
developments in th-e theatrical arts... S$prpr"t".was'1w9lye. w*rea James Bqrbai.,,utreuay tn,father of the boy who was to,bectr q" greqte* actopi Shrt irp;;i ;*pany, erecled:the
Theatre, the first building in England de-sigr.red gignuib, ro.'th;;id p#;d;:,'B;il; ,ht;,
acting companiis had roamed the tand, tne ueuir ones undernobre prolctiorr pluvine ;i;;; th*could-in halfs of great houses, at the,Inns of Court; in guildhallt, *J ilil*ff ' N;;;:
company, at least, had a permanent bull.d.irng;ft.ryT fono;€d.by,others.: n 

" 
;;p*lr;-;;;

size' Thery had the facilities to.perform incitasingry 
"-Uitir* pr"^ 

-tr,"f'*o"coroffira 
frenthusiastic audiences and by the pleasure taken in &urna uy the qqpen *J i"t corrt; even though

they had also to resist the opposition of p.urilan forces.. ffrJyl*ere':ut Arl"*t, higlriy 
"o-pr-t 

t.
Some gained international repritations. Boi ictors, ptogrqsing tt""rghr- iirir"r of apprenticeship,
played female.roles in q fully professional manner,l 

- -

' The Elizabethan theater, witlr.ig open roof,,.thrust,. uncurtained ,stage, absence. of
representational scenert; rear opening, and -upper' level, ry; ; 'sophisticated, ti il;;i;
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simple, instnrrrent. It was a nonrepreserrtational, emblematic medium, shaped by and shaping the
poctic dramas thatprevailed on its stages,

We do not know when Shakespeare joined a company of players. In 1587 the Quean's Men
lost one of their actors through manslaughter in Oxfordshire. They visited Stratford soon afterward.
That they there enlisted Shakespeare is no more than an intriguing. speculation. Some evidence
suggests that he may have belonged to Pembroke's Men, first heard of.in 1592. Certainly he was
one of the tord €hamberlains Mcn shortly after the'. were founded, in 1594, and remained with
them throryhout his cqreer. Rapidly this becarng London's leading company, outshining its main
rivgl, the Lord Admiral's Men, led by Edward Alleyn. With the Chamberlain's MeR, Shakespeare

besam€ a complete man of the theater: actor, businessman, and dramatic poet. He is the only
leading phyrldght of his time to have had so stable to relationship with a single company. Hd
wrotewith their actors specifically inmind, and the conditions in which they performed hel@ also

to shry,hb playc Thcy flouished; built the Globe as their London base from 1599; survived the

cor-npetition of the successful children's companies in the early years of the new century; acquired

Kilg Jarne$,I.a.' their patron in 1603, soon after his accession;'increased in size while remaining

nelatively stable in membership; and by 1609 were using,the Blackfriars-as a wintel h9W-a
"privatel' theatcr, enclosod, smaller, more exclusive in its patonage than the Globe. Perhaps it
affected Shakespcare's playwriting style; yet his plays continued to be perbrmd at the Globe and

elsewhere.

Shakespeare lived at a time when ideas and social structures established in the Middle Ages

still informed rnenrs thought and behaviour. Queen Elizabeth I was God's deputy on earttr, and

lords and common$ had their due places in society under her, with responsibilities up through her to

God and down to thosc of more hurnble rank. fiie order of things, however, did not go

unqpestioned. Atheism was still condidered a challenge to the biliefs *9 *y of life of a majority

of nUzaUettrans, but ttp Ctuistian faith was no longer single.-Rome's authority had been challenged

by Martia,Luths, Jotrn Calvi& aqd a multitude of small religious ry"ts. Royal prerogative rras

cla1enged in partiamenq the economic and social orders were disturbed by the rise of capialism,

by the iedistribution of monastic lands rmder Henry VIII, by the expansion of educatioru and by the

influx of new wealth from discovery of new lands.

An interplay of new and old ideas was typical of the time, when offrcial homilies exhorted

the people to obcdience, while the ltalian potiricat thorist'Niccolo Machiavelli expounded a new

ptoti""l code of politics that carrsed .nng$si'rmen to fear O: IgiT 'Machiavilliain" and, yet

prompted thein to ask what men do, rather than what they should do)- In ltrartlet, disquisitions--on

marU-belief, a "rotten'r state, and time "out of joint't--clearly reflect a gowing disquiet and

skepicism. Thetranslation of Montaigue's Essays in 1603 gave furttrcr cur€ncy, r,ange, and finesse

to such thought;'.and Sbakespeare was one of many who read them, making direct and significant

quotations l1g fb Tempest. In philosophical inquiry the question 1how?u became the impulse for

ftu-*, ratber than th; mdidonal uwhycu of Aristotle. Shakespeare's ptays writrcn between 1603

and 1606 unmistakably reflect a new, Jaoobean distrust. James I, who, like Elizabeth, claimed

divine authority,.was far less able than she to maintain tbe authority of the throne. The so-oallod

-3-
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Cnrnpowder Plot (1605) showed a determined challenge by a small minority in the state; James,s
struggles with the.House of Commons in successive Parliaments, in addition to indicating the
shencth of the "new men," also revealed the inadequacies of the administration.

23 POETIC CONVENTIONS AND DRAMA'TIC TRADITIONS

Th€ Latin comedies of Plautus arid Terence wer€ familiar in Elizab€than schools ard
universitics, oDd fngUstr nanslations or adaptations of them'-t;;-;";4piqr;U;p"tt[r-i'Uy
strdents. Seneca's rhelorical and sensational. tragedies, toor lad bein'tanslatcd *i on* imitatcd,
both in structure and rhetoric. Bgt there was also a stnong native dramatiotradition deriving- ton,
tpmediwal.mirrclepliys, vlhich haC oontinued to b" pFfrr;; t";; towns *aiilfiiua*
during Elizabeth's reign. This native drama lsd b€en.able, to assimitate, French prtJ;ft rr,
clcrically i^pircd Por"lity glays on abstract themes;. and interltldes qi rtor, entertairrments that
nadc use of tfue "turnsn of individual clowns. and ]actors. Alttpugb Shrk"rp*;- i--.ail"
ercdccessors werc known as "university rvits," their plays tot" r"raoil *.r*n"i;;; ilil# ortu Fthad studied at oxford or cpmuriage; i"t6d;th"y used and d"*l"prd G;d;"!rI;
nerrative forms. Their subplots, for example, amplified themain actioq.and theme with a fr,eedom
and awareness of hierarphical coinespondences that are tnedieval rather tlJ af.rti.A

2.{ CHANGES IN LANGUAGE

The English language at this t'-: 
"fo 

changing and extending its range: ffis:r]oet E4m.nd
$penscr led with the restoration of,old wotds, *a rirtim"*" 1il[,;pbi"'rdo,"d il"**" *atnvellers all brougbt !fro contributisns tg* l-Tryg, It"ly, ."0, tn nil" "il;;;;;ilftom fartlrer afield. Helpe{ by tl" grgwihg'qv4pility of:ctreaper, pfnifr.uookq tne ig;;*.@n to become standardized in.grammar 11d uoc"botury ;A -;; slorvly, t" *;Iilr.Anbilous foi a European ana pqr q ient rynrt4ibu trrp .q$"y,st and philosopher Francis Baconu'rob in Latin as 1ell a5 ia Fnglish; but, if he had tived only a few decades il*, il;-**O;
have had total confidence in his own tongue

2.5 SHAKESPEARE'S LITERARY DEBTS

_ In Shakespeare's earlier works his dpbts stand out clearly, a pt"u* for tbe structulc of.\lte,
Conedy of Errors; to the poet.ovid and to seneca for rhetoric and incident i" ri+, iT#iiir,',
moralig drarna for a scene in which a father moums his dead soru and a *; ht"f"il;; niirfi'rc
to lv{arlowe for sentiments and characterization in Ricturd III ad TIE A"ritarrt of venice;to the
Italian popular radition of commedia dell'arte for ctraracterization and dramatic stylc n Ihe
Taning of ihe Shrew; and so on. But he did not then reject these influences;,rathetr, b";"d; th;
his onn' so that soon there was no line between tner efec,ts and his. I" Thti;;i;;Glrfi;
Fhaps the most oriqinal of all hisplayi info'nrr, theme, language, anA settngl folk inflrrcnces rna|
dso be fiace4 together.with a rpwer and more obvious aeUt ro a .ourtty dff. i;"G;;;fh,
masqrrc, as developed by Ben Jonson and others at the cou( of King.lames.
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2.6 THEATRICAL CONDITIONS

The Globe and its predecessor, the Theatre, were public playhouses run by the
Chamberiain's Men (later the King's Men), a leading theatre company of which Shakespeare was a

member. To these playhouses almost all classes of citizens, except the Puritans, carne for aftemoon
entertainment. The players were also summondd to court, to perform before the monarch and

assembled nobility. In the surnmer they toured the provinces, and on occasion they performed at

London's Ims of Court (associations of. Law students),. at universities, and in great houses.

Popularity led to an insatiable.demand for plays: repertories were always changing, so that early in
1613 the King's Men could present "fourteen several plays!'. The theatre soon became fashionable

too, and in 1608-09 the King's Men started to perfonn on a regular basis at the Blackfriars,.a

"private" indoor theatre where high admission charges assured the company a more select and

sophisticated audience.

Shakespeare's first associations with the Chamberlain's Men seem to have been as an actor.

He is not known to have acted after 1603, and tradition gives him only secondary roles, such as the

ghost in Hamlet and Adam in As You Like It, but his continuous association must have given him

direct working knowledge of all aspects of theatre: like Aeschylus, Moliere, Bertolt Brecht, or

Harold Pinter, Shakespeare was able to work with his plays in rehiiarsal and performance and to

know his actors ina nis audiences and all the different potentialities of theatres and their equipment.

Numerous passages in Shakespeare's plays show conicious concem for theatre arts and audience

reactions. Prospero in The Tempest speaks of the whole of life as a kind of "revels," or theatrical

show, that, like a dream, will soon be over. The Duke of Ygrk in Richard.I/is conscious of how

. . . in a theatre, the eYes of men, 
:

After a well-graced actor leaves the stage

Are idly bent on him that enters next,
Thinking his prattle to be tedious.

And Hamlet gives expert advice to visiting actors in the art of playing

In Shakespeare's day, there was little time for group rehearsals, and actors were given the

words of only their own parts. The crucial scenes in Shakespeare's plays, therefore, are between

two or three characters only, or else are played with one chai'acter dominating a crowded stage.

Female parts were written for young male actors or boys, so Shakespeare did not often write big

roles foithem or keep them actively engaged on stage for lengthy periods. Writing for the clowns

of rhe uompany-who were important popular attractions in any play--presented the problem of
allowing thlnr to use their.comic personalities and tricks and yet have them serve ihe immediate

interests of theme and action.

Theatre is a collaborative art, only occasionally yielding the right conditions for individual

genius to flourish and develop, and Shakespeare's dchievement must at least in part be due to his
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continuous association with the Chamberlain's and King's Men, who were as practiced in acting
together as he was to become in writing for them.

2.7 TH,E PROGRESS OF SHAKESPEARE CRIT.ICISM

Shakespeare criticism must take into.account the gertainty tirat Shakespeare intended his
plays.to be acted, that he *"t lfue.professional playwright.of a repertory company, that the success
of a play in performance by his compdny was what detemtined his income, rind that during his
lifetime he apparently made no effort (or perhaps was.too brrsy) to gain a "literary" reputation from
his plays. Yet, his contemporaries had no doubt about his literary eminence. Heminge and
Condell, his fellow playtrs, and Ben Jonson, his fellow playudght, commended the great Folio of
1623 to "the great variety of readers."

The situation has been complicated by the fact that the history of Shakespeare criticism and
the stage higtory of his plays have run parallel but separate cburses. It is fair to say that, from about
the mid-18'century onward, there has been a constant tension benpeen the critics and theitheatres
regarding treatment of Shakespeare. Although Dr. Johnson was the contemporary ot'David
Garrick, Coleridge and Haditt the contemporaries of Edmund Kean" Dowden of Sir Henry lrving,
and Bradley of Beerbohm Tree, the links between these critics and actors were not notablj, strong.
Theatregoers were usually impressed by character impersonations rendered by virtuorfi u.toru
while readers became ntore and more imprepsed by an awareness dnd admiration of the special
artistic form of the plays. Rather$an by stage perfonnanoes, Shakespeare criticism was influenced
by the dominant literary'forms of each age: by the self-revblatory poem of'the ilomantic pfriod, the
psychological^ 

1pd ethical novel of the Victorians, the fragmentary revelations of thb human
oondition in 20u-century poetry. It is a platitude that each ag€ nnds what it can. It can, only see
vtttat it must. But Shakespeare critics, if criticism is to be in a healthy condition, must pay more
ttan lip service to ttrat fact. However deeply. embedded in its contemporary situatipn, good
criticism, like all intellectual feats, is a leaping out of the situation. The history of Shakespeare
criticism is a subject of more than scholarly interest. It is a cautionary tale. Sometimes it ls an
awful warning.

As a basis for the criticism of an authods work, it is reasonable to begin by inquiring horv
his contemporaries assessed his achievement. But contemporary literary criticism was surprisingly
silent about the plays actually being written (though critics were reasonably articulate aboqh the
plays they thought ought to be written). Collections of references made to Shakespeare later, during
the 17- century, show that many importanJ writers paid little attention to him. Ben Jonson's
reputation was, for a variety of reasons, probdbly supe.rior for the first half of the century. He was,
moreover, the most vocal literary critic qf the early l70 century, and he thought of Shakespeare as a
natually girted writer, who failed to discipline himself. From his criticism.derived the distinction
between "nature" and "art" that for tong proved to be a pertinacious and unproductive theme of
Shakespeare criticism. It was further encouiaged by John Milton, when he contrasted Jonson's
"learned sock" with Shakespeare's "na1it's wood-notes wild" (which refers to the comedies but carne
to be treated as a general slaternl'nl rj:itrsc,4lll' the epithet "wild"). A good deal of the spirit of Bcii
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Jonson's cavillings, rather. than his magnificent praise in the poem prefixed to the Folio of 1623,
was continued by later l7h-centuary and l8e-cenhtary critics, censuring Slakespeare's car€lessness,
his artistic "faults."

John Dryden was the first-great critic,of Shakes.peafe.r: Much concerned with his own art as a.

dramatist, he judg€d Shakespeare in a practical spirit. For 100 years after him, the best literary
eriticisn of Shakespeare was an elaboration and clarification of his opinigns. Dryden on some
occasions praised Shakespeare in the highest.terms and boldly defended the English tradition of the
theatre, maintaining that, if it was contrary to the revered classical percepts,of Arisotle, it was only
because Anistotle had not seen English plays; had he. seen thenr" his precepts would have beert

different. Dryden nevertheless at time attributes artistic 'tfaultsu to Shikespeare, judging him
according to Neoclassical principles of taste that derived from France and soon prwaitea
tluoughout Europe. Shakespeare's dramatic art was so different from that ofthe admired tragcdy of
the times (that of Corneille and Racine) that it was difficult for a critic to defend or interpret it.in
reasonable terms. The gravest ciarge was the absence of 'loetical justice" in Shakespearels plays.

,\lthough some of the better l8h century critics, such as Joseph Addison and Dr. Johnson, saw the

limitations of "pgetical justice* as aR qrtistic theory, they;nevertheless generally felt ttrat the ending
of King Lear, especially, was intolerable, offending alt sense of natur.al justice by the deeth of
Cordelia The play was thus given a !'happy endingn--one congruent with "poetical justice"-by the
poet and plalnrright Natnrm Tate: I€qr was pstored to his authority, and Cordslia and Edgar werc
to be married and could loo-k forward to a proslrcrous reigq over a united Britain. This changc was

approved by Dr. JohrsorU and the rev-ised play held the stage for generations and was thc only form
ef King Lear pformed on.the ptage until the mid-l9o century.

r: the early 186 c€ntury the cumbrous folio editiorrs were ryflac99_lf q_".* convenieirt

editions, prepared for the reader" Nicholai'Rowe, in a six.volume edition of 1,709, ddjed up the text
of the plays, adding scene divisions, li$s of drarnatis llersonae, indications of locality, and so on.

Rowe thus made a start in tuming Shakespeareb plays.into literature to be rcad, yet wjttlout
nbglecting the theatical environment fiom which they emerged. lowe was himself a practicing

and su"cissful dramatisl and on,the urhole he gave a good lead to the dramatic criticism of thel

plays. The preface to Alexander Pope's edition of 1725, hovever, had an unhappy influ€nce on

criticism. Shakespeare's natural genius, he felt ryas,hampered.by his association with a working

theatre. Pope fully accepted the artistic fotm of Shakespear,e's writings as due to their being stage

plays. But he regarded this as a grav€ disadvantage and the sounce of their artistic defectiveness.

Lewis Theobald took the opposing vicw to Pope'g, claiming that it was an advantage of Shakespeare

that he belonged to the theatrioal profession. Dr. Johnson sinilarly, realized that methods of
producing thellays on the stage influenced the kind of illusion created. In the splendid preface to
his edition (1765), Johnson dismissed, o.nce and for"all in English criticissl, the Neoclassical

theories of "decorum,u flie "unities,'l and thp mutual exclusiveness of fagedy and comedy;thoories
now seen as irrelevant to Shakespeage's art and as having,corfirspd the. discussionrof it. In many

ways Johnson was the source of the nofioh of Shakespeare as a realistic drandisq, r*bose dingling
of tragic and comic scenes was j.ustified as "gxhibitingthe real state of sublunary nahlrg" in which
laughier and tears, rejoicing and misery, are fdund side -b.y 

side.
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Johnson censured Shakespeare as a dramatic artist for his lack of morality. Shakespeare,.he
wrote; I'sacrifices virtue to conveniepce, and is so much more careful to please than to instruct, that
he seems to write without any moral purpose." Later critics have felt compelled to controvert or to
circumvent such a judgment. :But Johnson's' preface, if it did not give the discussion of
Shakespeare's artistry a fresh start, cl-cared away some of the dead orirrelevant doctrines.

During the rest of the 18ft century, after Johnson, it was scholarship rather than criticism
that advanced in'England. The best of literary criticism of the time was in the discovery of new
subtleties in Shakespeare, especially in characterization;:indeed, the acceptance of Shakespeare as a
dramatic artist largely came about 'through his evident powers of characterization (to which
probably the growth of the realistic novel in the 18tn centuy had made readers more sensitive), and

attention was paid to other aspects of his drarnatic craftsmanship. There was nothing in
England comparable to the brilliant Shakespeare criticism of l,essing, Goethe, and August von-
ethlegel in German),. The lattes's essay orl Romeo and Juliet af 1797 demonstrated that, apart from
a few witticisms, nothing could be taken away fror:r the play, rtothing added, nothing reananged
without mutilating the work of art and confusing the author's intentions. Here modern Shakespeare
criticism begins. Indeed, from.the time of Lessing, in the 'l8s century, to the mid-l9th 

".ntury,Grcrman critics and scholars madq substarrtial and original conuibutions to the interpretation of
Shakespeare, indicating Shakespeare's superlative artistry, at a time when in England he w?s

4mited more as a grea! poet and a brilliant observer of mankind ihan as a disciplined artist.

Samuel Taylor Coleridge, the greatest English critic of Shakespeare, vigorously denred that
he had been affected by Schlegel (though he acknowledgecl the influence of Leising), but there are
many similarities between the two. His criticism'-which has to be put together from reports of his
lecttrres, from his notebooks, and from memories of his conversation, for he never succeeded in
writing an organized book on Shakespeof,g.-at first censured Shakqspeare's lack of artistry, but in
his lectures,.giy:n from l8l0 onward, and in hrs Biographia Literarii ltttii,he demonst#ed that
Shakespeare's "irregularities" were in fact the manifestations of a'subtle inrclligence. It was the
pt[pose of criticism to reveal the reasons why the plays are as they are. Shakespeare was a
penetrating psychologist and a profound philosopher; but Coleridge claimed that he was an even
greater artist, and his artistry was seen to be "unconscious" or t'organic," not contrived. Thus the
dor,ninalrt literary forms of Coleridge's age, which were those of self-revelatory poetry, influenced
the criticism of the age: Hamlet was felt !o sp.eak with the voice and feeting of Shakespeare, and, as
for the sonnets, William Wordswgrth, whoSe greatest achi&ement was writing a long poem on the
growth of his.own mind, explained that Shakespeare "unlocked his heart" in his sonnets.

These critical opinions were inclined to degenerate in inferior hands in the course of the l9s
century: the belief in Shakespeare's all-pervading artistry led to over-subtle interpretations; the
enthusiasm for character analysis led to excessive biography writing outside the strictly dramatic
framework; and the acknowledged assessment of Shakespeare's keen intelligence led to his being
associated with almost every school of thought in religion, politics, morals, psychology, ond
metaphysics. Nevertheless, it was the great achievement of the Romantics to have freed "iiti"i.-*om preoccupation with the "beauties" and "faults" in Shakespeare and to have devoted themselves
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instead to interpreting the delight thdt people had always felt in the plays, whether as readers or
theatregoers. Shakespearc'i nfaults" mw bccami 'problems;' and it was regarded an achievemcd
in literary criticism to have found an cxplanation for some hitherto drtrrcu[ or irreconcilablc dctail
in a play. Many of the most brilliant writcrs of Europe were critics of Shakespearc; and their
utterances (whether or not they may be regErdcd as having corlectly interpreted Shakespeare) arr
notable as recording the impressions he made upon gr€at minds.

2.E SHAIGSPEARE'S INFLI.JENCE

Today Shakespeare's plays are performe<l umughout the world,'and all kinds:of'ne{il.
experimental'work finds inspiration in'ihcm: ". . . in th9 .second ,balf of t[re twentieth century in
England," wrote the innovative theatre director Peter Broolg'uWe are faced with the infiriating fact
that Shakespeare.is still our model."

Shakespeare's influence on English theatre was eyident from the start. John Webste& Philip
Massinger, and John Ford ar-e arnong the better known dramatiss who borrowed openly from his
plays. His influence is evident on Restoration dramatists, especially Thomas Otway, John Dryde4
and William Congreve. John Osborne, Harold Pinter, Samuel Beckett, and George Bernard Shaw

are among 206-centuary writers in whose works Shakespearean.echoes are to be found. tvlany

writers haye taken over Shakespeare's plots and characters: Shaw rewrote the last act of Cymbelhe,

Tom Stoppard invented tte* charilct rs to s€t against parts of Hamlet..in Rosencranlz and
Guildensiern Are Dead (l%S); and Edward Bond used King Lear as the starting point for his own
Lear (1971\.

Shakespeare has also influcnced dramatists and theatre directors outstde his ovm country. In
6ermany, fngtisfr actin! troupc$ w€re welcomed early i4 ihe 176 cpntury, and the German vmion
of Hamlet, Der bestrofie Bnt&rmord CFrauicide Punisheil'),-testifies to the immediate influelrcc

of that play. His influence on later European dramatists ranges from a,running allusion to Han{ct
in Anton Chekhov's play Tlv Seagut to imitation and parody of Richard III in Bertolt Br€chtb

Arturo Ui,adaptation of King Johnby Moc Frisch, and Andre Gide's translation and simplification
of Hamlet.

Shakespeare's influence on acton since tris own day has been almost as widespread. Many

European and American actors have had thcir greatest successes in Shakespearean roles. h
England very few actors or actresscs reach pre-eminence without actingf in his plays, Each playcr

has the opportunity to make a part his own. This is not because Shakespeare has created only
outlines for others to frll but because,he lsft so many and varied invitations for the actor to call upon

his deepest, most personal nesourses.

Theatre directors and designers after S'hakespeare's time, with every technical stage r€sourp€

at their command, have'retur-ned r,epeatedly to his plays, which give opportunity fo1 spectacle and

finesse, ritual'and realism, music and controlled quiefiress. ,Their intrinsic theatricality, too, has led'

to adaptations into very different media: into opera (as Verdi's Otello) and ballet (as versions of
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Romeo and Juliet from several pations); into sound recordings, television programs, and films.
Musicals have been made of the comedibs (as Klss Me Kate fromThe Tamiig of the Shrew); even a
tragedy, Othello, was the inspiration of a f'rock" musical in l97l called Catch My Soul, while
Macbethhas yielded a politicai-satire show called Macbird! (lg6i.

Shakespeare has Hamlet say that the aim of theatre performance is to I'hold the mirror up to
nature," and this is what the histqry of his plays, from their first production to the latest, shows that
he has, pre-eminently, achieved.

2.9 LET US SUM UP

Shakespeare has taken inspiration from his predecessors like the University wits. Yet, he
proved his pw\ originality through his 

'representation of human nature in its tone and varied
colours. His influence is still seed on several podern writers.

2.10 CHECK YOUR TROGRESS

l. What is the contribution of the University wits?
2. How was Shakespeare influenced by I.. ylyZ
3. Write about Marlqve's influence on Shakespeare,
.4. Write about th{changes ih language duing Shakespeare's period.
5. How did Coleridgo'praise'., Shakespeare.

2.TI SUGGESTED READINGS

l. Allardyce Nrcoll led.) Shakespeare in His Own l,ge (1964).
2. A.M. Eastman. A short History of*shakespearean criiicism (196s;.
3. Harley Granville - Barker and Harrison. A Comparison to Shakespea4e Studies (1934,'reprinted 1960).
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3.1 SOCIAL BACKGROT]ND

At first sight the differenqes between the modem,age and.l {utp.ur"'s age can seem so

pronounced as tJbe almost friehteqing, suggosting ttnt it is impossible.fl.somgone to speak.across

the years to a present day aulienci,.l ir-tto" that a huge number of things have changed-since

itrt 
"rp"*r,s 

day: *ttui fii,r not,,change$, anb what still allow's thE.plays to be seen 11d read with

vast enjoyment across a wide range o{ cuttures and nationalities, is l1r31an ,t$""O:f,:l
charactlrs may dress.differently from ris today, and even speak iq a different'*aY1 but they think

;;f.;i;.;.aiy as human beings have done r* fiVe ttto.teattq yens,,.1nd'it is$is abiliU to percerv:

ffi;;l;;ift *d "i"t*r 
in ni-an natutE,that gives s[a\Qspeare his stength;and his appeal to all

audiences.

3.1.1 Personal Hygiene, Health and Habits

Some historians place the. population of Elizabethan England at one-tenth or less of its present

size. In London itrJitfr"r, wereprobably 150,000 jtttt"!il"t", unthinkably large to the average

Elizabethan, almost ludicrously mullfo.tU. modern Londgner, eccustomed t9 sherye lris.city 
with

twelve million ottrer intraUitanis. Ttrs'small size of queen- Blizabeth's England was due in large parl

i" Ii"-a"",rfi.. M"ty Snur.opeetesfust twq children died in infancy, a qu4rter of her familqand

""" 
f rst 

"kespeare's 

-urotner.dieo 
whilst stifl young, as, did Hamlet, thakespgare's own son. There
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rryas virhralty no medical care, as we know it, in Shakespearels time. Plagues ravaged London witl
almost clockwork regularity, emptying the city and forcing the authorities to close the theatrres fo
fear of spreading infection. Elizabethan iileas on hygieae and basic sanitation were either
rudimentary or non-existent. In the mid{le of city sueets ran an open gutter into which the night's
wultc was thiown together with any other foul nrbbish. Water wbs drawn from wells that were
often polluted, and'it was safer to'drink ale or bccr,ipurifi"i,by the brcwing process. Personal
hygiene was rudimentary. Body lice were conunon, and withoui prcpcr dental-care even youn€
.people could carryon their brcath the stirik of iouing teeth: it is no rccident that in Elizabethan
litcrature; and earlier, 'sweet breath' is a maj<ir feature to recominerrd a lover. Bathing was
infrequent when all water had to be'heated on open fires. Little.was knorrn about the body and
about proper medical care. There was no.protection against a host of illnesses that have almost
vanished from themost advanced countries nowadays, such as smallpox, choler4 and typhoid, with
bubonic olaque arnajor killer because of the absence of propdi sewcrig€ or hygiene.

However, the situation for an adult member of Elizabeftan society was not as desperate as it
night sound. The average life expectancy. may have been only just over thirty yean of age, but the
figure is made so low by the large numbers of child.ren who did nqt survive their fust eighteen
months or so of life. Those people who survived to adulthood stood at least a reasonable chance of
reaching a ripe old age, and there was no shortage of seventy year-olds in Shakespeare's time. The
rcal differences between the ages are moie diffirse and less oblious tlnn- ttrC pasic ngutgs of life and
d€ath might sqggest.

,3,!J Division of Classes - Attitudes

Elizabethan ,o"i:q was {,siflv and stictly divided into social 

".rr* 
* discussed below,

out thcre were other divisions wntln L1d ngtto bp"* in trte niJbry Urobl'prouuuty some eight
pcr cent of the population in Elizabeths England were living ; ;,*l;ironments, with the
raqiority of these being directly concerned in anO wittr thc ptoJuction of food. Travel was strictly
lryi,td'and most peasants or lowly rural farm workers would nevcr go bcyond twenty or so miles
of the village of their-birth dtring their wtrole lifttime.,Ejven qgeen gtizaUctU, a mlch-travelled
monarch nev€r went firther than the Midlands of Epgland, $r*;tt* ovcrtle winter period;;
very real possibility for many of the pop.l*.; a lqrge Aegrce of r"ff-tumciency in food was
nec€ssary since almost no produce could be'imporrcd out of season as today, and the 

^or, 
ttight-

pdzed cooks wire those who could invent iich saues to corcr the tastc of,salteddoum beef, often
kept in casks. for six mbnths or mor€, rancid, foul, and worm-ridden by the time it came to be
broached.

Road-s, b.y modgrn standards, wer€ mer€ tracks; Well into tlre eightcenth century potholes on
coUntry roads were deep enough to drown tln urfyary travcllCr,,anrl even major roads were

ItqTnlty_impassable when heary rai! had reduced thcm to mcrc mud barhs. By thi time of eueen
Elizabeth London's atrnosphere was already sarting to causa cgnccrn. Coal from the Norttr East of
Eogtand could be transported relatively easily to London by sea, and its hearry use by Londoners
wrr starting to produce the famous London smog that did not finglly vanish gntil legislation in the
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1950s allowed only the use of 'rmokeless! fuels in big cities. In London itself the River Thamel
dominated the city. It was a major transport routg in effect the biggest and best'road' in the city..a
source of water, an open seWer; aud a thrivi4g port for ships frorn:atl over Britain and Europe.

:

There were huge divisions qf wealththroughout-thekingdom. At the top, the King or Queen
and the nobility lived lives of what was then vast luxury, whilst at the bottom of the social ladder
the farrn worker lived in primitiveco-Rditisns that wolld be,unthinkable for a civilised society.today
to impose on any of its members. Thb monarch was, in effect, a totalitarian dictator, and the key to
power in the kingdom still lay in the acqpisifion of land. It was land and houses that Shakespe?I€

Lrought to finance his retirEment,rand it was land and propcrty that gave eligibility for election to
Parliament, ahd almost any worthwbile office. The great land owners - the nobility and the few
rniddle class families who, had risen in, the service of the crown - may have lived their lives at a
level unirnaginable to their poorer neighbours (a court l4dy's dress might take two years to make,

and cost more money than a farm labourer and'his family wouldsee in the course of a whole
lifetime), but'Dqath the Leveller' took hold of rich and poor alike, and the noble families could fall
by rebellion agaihst the crown with ortreme rapidity, tq face an ignominious death in public from
the executioner's axe.

An Elizabethan was closer to natUre in some respects than his modern counterpart - but not

in the sense that ihis phrase is sometimes used now4days, implying a completely harmonious and

happy relationship beiween marrkind and the natural environment in which he lives. An Elizabethaq

was close to nature because he had no option. He rose with the sun and went to bed at nightfall,

because candles and oil lights were both expensive and inefficienf If it suddenly becarne cQlder"hg

shivered, if it rained the Elizabethan got wet. Winter 1o an Elizabethan was a serious business,

requiring planning and skill for survival, No dryers cured the'grain for.the Elizabethan farmer, and

if it rained when the harvest was {ue, 9r the grain rotted, then people went hungry. '

3.1.3 Cultural and Emotional.sidef of the Elizabethan

For the best of all reasons,, it is wrong to dismiss Elizabethan England as a primitive society-

An Elizabethan nobleman, and perhaps some gentlemen, would be expected to know the immensely

detailed court etiquette, be well v-ersed in classical and other literature,.and have knowledge of the

science.and rnedicine of the day. He would be expected tb be able to fight, to lead his forces in

battle for his monarch, to sing,'to write poetry, and to dance, as well as having a passing knowledge

of the law, history, farming, accountancy, and languages. The variouscourts of Europe yerg hf^ens

for the very best in art, music, and literature, and we owe the survival of so many fine works .of a't

to the patronage and support provided by royalty and the noble families of Eurppe.No one who nas

seen Burleigh House, near Siamford in Lincolnshire, is likety to accuse the Elizabethans of being

primitive. Indeed, the typical Elizabethan cogntry house, with its subtle use of red brick, its long

mullioned windows, its trigh chimneys and its E-shape layout, is unsurpassed in any age for its
beauty, elegance, and practicality. In other are.as, too, the Elizabethans were a mateh for the modern

ug". in a deceptively sinrple manner they saw the whole,Universe,as a linked entity,-a unity in
*hi"h it is impossible to affect one area without also affecting others. A modern ecologist could be



forgiven for thinking that it was the truentieth:centr.rfy that.inventp{ fte idea that eyery item in $e
natural world'is interdependent, but the Elizabethans werc thete lon_g befor-e, There is no doubt that:

the modern age is mbreadvanced'in'ternirs of comfoand ofttt" p.!ySi4 sci-ences, and'that ex,isteye
in Elizabethan times was harsher, more dangerous" and m,o,p, paiqfi{, But there is no dgubt also that
Elizabethans laughed and cried at much'the same .thingg-'as;we do'nowadays, and ftir much the sagre

reasons,.and that in theii rigidly divided society those of the top end at feasJ were the equal,of any

of bu es in their artistic and cultunl:awa(pness.'

, 3.2 .HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In historical and potitical terms the reig4 of Queen.Elizabeth used to be seen as a'golden
age'in Englishhistory, a view whiehis almost cerAinly,q&unded. It is also wise to remember ttrat'

Slakspeare lived under two monachs; queen Elizabeth,I (lSff:1603) and James I (1566-1625),
and that Shakespeare is arguably as lrnuGh.a, Tacotean' lvriter ,as :?n Elizabethan' one. Queen
Elizabeth canre to the throne of England aftei a period qf !ryqense uptreaval, caused largely by the
action of her father, Henry VIU (1491-1547), who hrd:com€ to the throne iii tSOg. At Hengy VIII's
accession, Enlland was a full member of the Roman Catholic Church, and.Henry himself married
to a staunch Catholic, Katherine of Angon (14S5-1536). However,Katherine produced no male
heir for Flenry, and he began to tire of her, particularly .as he fell hotly in love with Lady Anne
Boleyn. Henry hoped that. the Roman Catholic chtuch would andul his marriage to Katherine, thi
only forur of divorce possible in those,days outside death,.and he persuaded himself that he h4d
rigbt (add, no doubt, God) on his side. However,'th.9 Pope was unable to face.th.e tide of hostility
that annulment wguld produce from'European royal:fanilies, and refirsqd: Thb resqlt was that a
furious and impassioned Henry decl.ared himself the.supreme:Head of qe English Chruch, thus
replacing the Pope, declarcd his mar.r.iage invalid io S" neyl capacity:as fhua of the C-hurch, and
proceeded to marry Anne Boleyn. She bore.him a female child,,Elizabettu but,was executed soon
afterwards, in theory. for adultery. Henry subsqquently took fou mere rrives, but could only
produce one rnale child, the sickly Rlrvardr who was to rergq bfiefly atqr his fathei.

3.2.1 Rolc of the Church

The takp-over of thg Church wds a major rebellioa. In the. aftermath the vast wealth and
property of the religious orders $'gre,grabbed by th9 s16u/q Fqd:either keptor, sold offto;ttre higftest
bidden. The excuse offered for this act was'the cornrption tbat,'had overtaken'the monasteries:an{
priories of England; wealth had undoubtedly causedicomrption" and scandals *"r" frrq.,"rrt; but
breed was the driving force behind the dissolution of the monastbries,'and this sudden inllu< of land
onto the markct - much of which went into the .hands of the new middle classes who thereafter
carne to be a force to be. reckgned with in a sodiety where pgw€r and land ownership were
inseparable - had wide-raqging social, political, and economic repercussions. Possibly the breach
between England and the- Ronian Catholic.chruch .could stilt have been bridged if the guardians of
the new king, the nine-year-old Edward Vl (1538-53), had not.sought and succeeded in changing
the actual form of church service used in England. Herlgy ,VIII had changed the ownership of the
Church; Edward's reigl changed its. nature, into that of a genuinely Pgrtestant as distinct from
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Catholic religion. Confusion was added to confirsion when Edward died in 1553; for the next five
years the new Queerq Mary I (1516-58); the daughter of 'Katherine of Aragon and married to the
Catholic King of Spain, tried to put the clock back and retuln English religion to the hands'of Pope.
Heretics (those who refused to accepl. Roman Catholicism) _were burnt at the stake; Mary had to
defend the Tower of London against attack by rebels and sup.porters of Protestantism; and the
average inhabitant of the country must have wondered. where the chaos, change, and suffering
would all end. When Mary died, the only descendent of.,Henry VIII was Elizabeth, despite rival
claimants: Erigland held its breath to See,what path Elizabetb, ddughter of a Protestant mother,.
would follow.

3.2,2 Queen, p,lizabeth

Elizabeth was very shreud: she saw how fragile her own hold was ov€r her kingdom (apart

from anything else England's two previous Queerrs, Matilda (1103-67) and Mary had produg€d,

disastrous reigns) and she realised that most of Europe was hostilg to Protestant England. She.

ilnounced that she did not wish a window into mens'souls; and whilst.enforcing Protestant

observance in her kingdom did so with comparatively little fierceness, at least during the early
years. With hindsight, Elizabeth's reign can appear as a golden age; in praetice, it was a worrying
time for all who could think more thqn u few months ahead. Elizabeth was a wonum, and therefore

expected to get manied if only to produce an heir to the throne. If she married it might be expected

that her husband would.become ruler in all'but narne. A marriage to an English nobleman could
split the nobility into warring and jealous factions, whilst- a mhniage to aforergn prince would be

unpopular with a nation forced into isolation by Henry's Reformation" and with a grudge against

Europe as a result. No marriage would mean no heir,.and that rvas worry enough for a nation with a
civil war only a few years behind it. Equally:worrying was the threat from Europe, and in particular

from Spain. Philip of Spain had a claim to the English thrqn"'through Mary, and the Pope had

dectared it no sin for anyone, internally or externally, to bverthrow the English monarchy and

replace it by a Catholic one. For practical and moral reasons Spain seemed set to mount an invasion
of England

By the end of Elizabethis reign ttie situauon was on$ slightly different. She had not marrie4
and there was therefore no direct heir. The nearest in line to the throne was James VI of Scotland
(1566-1625), and the problem here was two-fold: Jameds'.moalrcr was Mary Queen of Scots, who
had been executed in England on Elizabeth's orden for plotting agains! her; ar.rd James was King of
Scotland, perhaps England's oldest and'biuerest enemy.,No one knew whether James would be

allowed to take on"t th" throne, and what his.attitude woulp be towards the counury that had killed
his mother and been the bitterest enemy of his homelqpd. As it happened, the transition was
ier':arkably ensy, especially in view of James's attibutes. i{e nas q:stunted man whose tongue was
too large lbr his mouth, causing him to slobber; he had photric.fear:of bared steel (whilst he was in
his mother's womb she had witnessed a man whe may have been het loler, Rizzio, stabbed to death
with over fiffy incisions); he had a virtually maniacal dislike of tobacco; he had a:fondness for
interrogatin" witches himself; and he also tended.to form strong relationships with attractive young
men. . .
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3.3 CONCLUSION

This brief history helps to explain some of the worries and uncertainties that are visible in
Shakespeare's plays, and inparticulai ihe overriding concem with kingship, the rights of succession,
and political power. Government to Shakespeare and his fellows was not merely a question of how'
high the taxes were; it could. mean, quite literally, the differenqe between life or death, if *re
monarch of the day was unable to stop either rebeliion from within orinvasion from without. .

There is also another slde to the coin, Under Elizabeth England prospered. In the absence of
civil war or a major European war it began to grow in confidence and its middle classes, the trading
part of the nation, prospered. The early exciternent and spirit of adventure which is visible under
Elizabeth did not last for long, but we still hold as symbolic of her reign the great Elizabethan
sailors such as Sir Francis Drake (1545-96) and Sir Walter Raleigh (1552-161S), who sailed to the
corners of thd earth and in their puny boats, and, at least when they were lucky enough to meet a
Spanish treasure ship, brought back vast wealth to their sponsors. Elizabeth herself sponsored such
voyages. In an age when the monarch was expected to pay for many of the expenses of government
out of her own income, Elizabeth was desperate fo1 money, and not always too scrupulous about
where it came from. The rise crf the middle classOs (merchants, clerks, lawyers, civil servants) also
blought its problems to the monarchf, who needed their goodwill in Parliament to raise anything
like significant quantities of money. Parliament had to be silenced by Elizabeth with increasing
frequency, as it began to feel its muscles and test its strength against the monarchy. In under fifty
years after the death of Elizabeth that sarne Parliament would order the execution of a reigning
monarch, and attempt to run the country as a republic.

3.4 LET US SUM UP

Qy now you should have been through with the inteltectual, social and historical backdrop
of Shakespeaie, which hgd an unconscious spell on his ,geniqs. Along with.these you must also bL
familiar with the attitudes and outlook of the Elizabethani.

3.5 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

l. What do the historians think of the Elizabethan England?
2. Write about health and hygiene during 16fr century.
3. Describe the divisions of classes during the Elizabethan period.
4. What is the positive code of the Elizabethans?
5. Write about Qug_en Elizabeth's reign?
6. Whyi was Elizabethan Agetreated as the 'Golden Age'?
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3.6 SUGGESTED READINGS

l. Sidney Lee and Charles T. Onions.:Shakespcare'r England :. An Account of the Life enrt
Menrers of His Age,2 Vol. (1916\
Harley Grauville - Barker. Prefeces to Shakespeare (5 Sbries, 1929-47;4 Vol.. rcprinted in 196.
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UNIT.l (A). LESSON.4

THE NLIZABETHAN WORI-,DG EVISJD)

4.0 OBJECTIVES

This unit will make you familiar with the outlook and attitude of the Eliz4bethans. You will
understand what they thought of God and about the universe. This unit will also form the basis to
understand the concept of the world of Shakespeare.

4.I INTRODUCTION

4.2 HIERARCHY

4.3 THE UNIVERSE

4.4 KINGSHTP

4.5 LET US SUM UP

4.6 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

4.7 SAMPLE QUESTTONS

4.8 SUGGESTED READINGS

4.I INTRODUCTION

Every period in history h.as its own culture, a -collestion of ideas about the world, how it
works, and people's place in it. In some respects ttre Elizabettrans :looked at theii world very
differently from the average citizen of today. Their views were based on a mixture of ancient and
classical writers such as Plato and Aristotle, the Old and New Testaments of the Bible, and the
pereeptions of the Middle Ages, with a dash of the Renaissance, or new learning, that was sweeping
Europe. There are a large number of allusions in Shakespearels plays that might easily be missed, or
misunderstood, nowadays. Just as a modern writer would mention electricity or motor cars without
feeling the need to explain them, so Shakespe.are could talk abbut the'musie of the Spheres and the'
four elements and assume that his contemporary audienoeknew what he meant without orplanation.
The student needs to know about comparatively few of these; the major ones of which arE listed
below.
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The Elizabethans lived a very precarious existence, at least in physical terms, and were
much less able to influeirce, change, or alter their physicai environment than we are. In effect, they
were ntuch more at the nrercy of the elements. In. their political world there was no effective and
efficient transport system, with the result that local barons and lords could rule as kings, far
removed from the centre of authority, and effectively out of its reach. Slack or weak government
did not only threaten more tax or a bad balance.of payments, but also families robbedand left to
starve to death with no recourse to law, civil war in which whole towns could be reduced to ashes,
and total economic collapse for the regions affected. The uncertainties of Elizabethan political life -
a Queen with no direct heir, the threat from Spain, the response of a Scottish King to.England -
have all been mentioned. The result was that Elizabethans felt themselves much closer to chaos and
anarchy than might be the case today. To counter this fear, they had a finn and fixed concept in
order, which was both a belief and a need.

The Elizabethans believed that everything in the world had its natural mode of working, and
its natural ptacc irr the scltenre of things. Before the creation of mankind and the world there had
t-reen Chaos - an actual physical state in whichno one particle of matter was able to bond to another
and all things were in u prrnrun.nt statg of anarchic conflict *O frortifity. C"a1ft* t"rd;;il;
own law on inatter and formed the world out of Chaos. As everything was created by God, the
whole cosmos was like a carefully linked and complex machine created and kept working by the
one Being. The world is always on the brink of dissolution and a retum to Chaos; it is order that
keeps everything working and in its place, and ii is order that staves off dissolution. Order can be
seen in many things, such as a rigid class-structuire in which everyone has his or her fixed place or
the love and loyalty that a son owes tb his father. It oan also be seen on a wider and larger sc4le in
the heavens with the planetb following their fixed courses, night following day, and the progrdss of
the four seasons, all of which are manifestations of order. The most commonly-quoted expression
of this belief in and need for order in Shakespeare's work is a speech in his 

-play 
Troilus and

Cressida. The speech begins with a prime image of disorder. The planets are kelt in their proper
orbits by God's will. The author imagines them breakingifree from their proper paths and careering
randomly through the Universe, cauSing death and destruction. Since in Elizabethan thinking the
planets influenge events on Earth, so Earth will suffer too:

But when the planets \' "'

In evil mixture to disorder wander, I
What plagues and what portents, what mutiny,
What raging of the sea, shaking of ear$,
Commotibn in the winds! Frights, changes, horron,
Divert and crack, rend and deracinate,
The unity of married calm of states

Quite from their fixture! . . .

(l:3.94-101)

Shakespeare, after having drawn this honific picture of destruction, then talks about degree,
everyone having his or her own place in society. Degree is the social equivalent of order. Without it

a
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society will disintegrate, civilisation becorne impossible. Schools will vanish and all learning F&
will be disrupted, inheritance and famity succession will vanish, no one will respect old people, and

govemment will be impossible:. 
.

Oh, when degree is stiak'd,'

' Which is the ladder of aU high designs,

The enterprise is.sick! How could communities,
Degrees in schools, and brotherhgods in cities,
Peaceful commerce from dividable shores,
The primogenity and due.of birth,
Prerogative of age, crowns, sceptres, laurels,
But by degree, stand in authentic place?

(1.3,101-8)

The climax of the speech then follows, an appalling vision pf Chaos where Nature, ruuestrained by
order, rises up against itself and destroys the world, where madmen and lunatics have authority over
the sane, and sons kill their fathers:

Take but degree away. untune that string,
And hark, what discord follows! Each thing melts
In mere oppugnancy: the bounded waters
Should lift their bosoms higher than tfreshores,
And make a sop of all this solid globe;
Strength should be lord of imbecility,
And the rude son should strike his father dead.

(1.3.109-ls)

Order is seen as the frame upon which the fabric,of civilised:life is woven. Our own age ltas
discovered many secrets of chemistry, physics, biolory, and a host of related scie.nces, eaah'of
which has its laws. In this sense the'Elizabethans anticipated our concept of the structure of the
world, but for them the prime necessity was not for an understanding ofhow the laws work, but.for:
the very laws themselves to exist.

4.2 HIERARCHY

One aspect of the belief in order was that everything was ranked and had its place in a
hierarchical structure which had God at the top and the lowest mirieral at the boftom. A ptrasc
coined to describe this Elizabethan outlopk iS-the 'chain of being', in ir'hich everything that lives or
was created is seen as being like a link in'a vasJ chain. Oi:coursethe Elizabettrans did not really

' believe that there was a huge chaln stretching from heavbn to earth, but they used this pisture to
symbolise and represent their view of how the world worked;and was arranged, T]f ipage of a
chain is very useful, implying as it does that everything is linked, juqt as one link in a chain is
jo,ined to a link above it and a link below it, and so suggesting how nothing can happen in isolation.
Take out a link in a chain and the chain collapies;.hit'a link and the whole chain shudders.
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There were six leading links or classes of links in this chain of creation. The highest was, of
course, God, the source ot-everything. Under him was the next class, the angels, themselves djvided
into nine groups - Seraphs, Cherubs, Thrones, Dominations, Virtues, Powers, Princifalities,
Archangels, and Angels. Thus the highest form of angel was a Seraph, the lowliest an actual angel.
The third class was that of Man, who had the four, qualities of existence, life, feeling, and
understanding. The Emperor was the highest being in this class, the beggar or physically and
mentally disabled the lowest. Fourthly, there was the so-called Sensitive class, who had existence
life, and feeling. These were{ivided-lnto three sub-sections, those of the higher ;^"1r, ;*"1;,
and mere creatures. Fifthly, there'wqs the Vegetative class, which had existence and life, and which
would include flowers and plants. Fiiially, at the bottom, came the inanimate class, which had mere
existence without life, sensitivity, or understanding, ar.rd which included metals, liquids, rocks, and
minerals. Certain references in Shakespeare's.plays take on a new m6aning when this hierarchy is
understood. Fire, eagles, dolphins, whales, and gold are all at the top of their respective classes, and

so are powerful images of strength, pufity and goodness, just as a reference to a cur implies the
lowest of the low in the dog world, Macbeth's speech to the two murderers in the play Macbeth,
when he is discussing the murder of Banquo with them, contains a multitude of references to curs

and animals at'the bottom of their respective classes, and thus implies that the murderers

themselves are contemptible (lli.l.9l-107). There. are, of course, similarities between a chain and a

ladder, and the image used by the Elizabethans does contain within it the potential for upward
movement.

4.3 THE UNIVERSE

Elizabethan.ideas about science may seem very strange to modern understanding, and they

were in fact being challenged by the new learning of the Renaissance. The idea was still current that

the Universe consisted of a number of concentric spheres, possibly nine in number. God inhabited

the outermost sphere, the primum mo,bile, from which all the others took their movement. The two

innermost spheies were those of the moon and of earth. This is a double-edged concept. Looked at

in one light it makes the Earth the centre of aUniverse, but in another it makes it the cess-pit, where

all the diegs gather. The Elizabethans be'lieved that everything in thb created world was made up of
four elelrents. Earth. Air. Fire. and Water. In their pure state, or when mixed properly, these were

immortal. Whep God created Adam and then Eve as the founders of humanity, all on Earth was in

this pure state, ihcluding Adam and Eve, and there rvas, no illness, disease, or death. Then Adam

and Eve fell from grace by disobeying God, and this, the Fall, brought mutability into the sphere of
Earth. This was a state where the elernents were either impure or mixed in wrong proportions, and

so were subject to decay, death and sichtress. This only applied to the area enclosgd by the sphere of
the moon. Above this all was still pure, and a circle of ether Sealed offEarth from the other spheres,

like a sterilising layer. Meteors were thought to be fragments of fiery ether collapsing inlo Earth's

sphere. The spheres were supposed to produce a divine and mbrvellous music as they revolved,

though this could not be heard by human ears.

The Elizabethans also believed in corespondences. As everything had been created by the

one Being, so the same pattern would, logically, emerge throughout breation. Thus they saw links
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between the state and the human bdy; the king's equivalentrwas the brain, the guiding and

controlling force; ministers \ilere eyes and eats, and the humble peasant the feet, and so on. The four
elements also had their equivalents in tlie hriman body, known as the four humours: choler, blood,
phlegm, and melancholy. If they were mixed in perfect proportion inside the body then the person

would be healthy and have a good pgrs<inality, but most hqmars had an imperfect mix. A person's

personality would be dictated by his humours; for ex4pple a man with too much choler in him
would be bad-tempered and aggressive.

The Elizabethans believed that the stars exerted an influence on the world and events within
it, although Edmund in King Lear pows scorn in this ide4 sayrng the people blame the influence of
the stars for events because.they are too stupid, idle, or incompetent to dominate events themselves.

Again, before the Fall the stars were so ba[anced in their influence as to,have no evil or bad effects,
but this altered with the Fall

Despite their belief in ashology the Elizabithans were also very religious, at least in the
sense that very few Elizabethans would have failed to believe in the existence of a Christian God.
Failure to attend a Church service once a week was a punishable offence in law, and, in an age

when England's enemies were largely the Roman Catholic countries of Europe, politics and religion
were closely linked.

4.4 KINGSHIP

The Elizabethan attitude to kingship and monarchy also differed in several major respects
from the. attitude nowadays towards those who have responsibility for government. There was a

religious element in kingship, as well .as a political one, and the concept of the 'divine right of kings'
needs to be rurderstood betore many. of the cbmments and.attifudes found in Shakespeare's history
plays can be understood. This concept stated that it was God and God alone who was responsible
for the appointment of a person to kingship, operating as he did tbrough the hereditary principle: the
King held his office from God,.and was not appointed by other.humans. Therefore any attempt to
remove a King or to 'usurp'him was not merely a crime against human law, but a crime against
God, and an attempt to decide sometbing that only God could decide. Usurpation or the murder of a
monarch is therefore a huge sin and crimg against Nature in Shakespeare. The idea that the lChg or
Queen held his or her office from God was.,carefirlly fostered b] rnonarchs through the ages, not
least of all Elizabeth I, for the obviorrs reasori that it was an added protection against rebellion and
gave moral justification'for their atte.npts to resist any attack on theirttuone. There was also a very
practical elen:rent in the principle, in .that once it was sholvn that a reigning monarch could be

removed from the throne, a precedent would be created that could easily lead to chaos and civil war.
Shakespearc's su.pport for properly-constituted monarchs - even if they are weak at the job of
goverrrment - is support for stability as well as for kingship.
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4.5 LET US SUM UP

Hope you are able to understand the Elizabethan concept of God and their understanding of
the secrets of the universe. This will form the basis for a better assessment of the plays of
Shakespeare.

4.6 CHECK YOUR PROGB"ESS

l. Why did the Elizabethans feel themselves closer to chaos?
2. How did the Elizabethans look at the order of the world?
l. 'llyhat 

is the speech in Troilus and Cressida about?
4. . What did the Elizabethans think about.the Universe?

4.7 SAMPLE QUESTIONS

l. Comrnent on the attitude of the Elizabethans towards the universe and the creation of God?
2. How did Shakespeare reprisent his contemporary thinking in his plays?

4.8 SUGGESTED READINGS

1. E.M.W. Tillyard. The Elizabethan Wonld Picture (lg43,reprintad 1966),

2. Patrick Murray. The Shakespearean Scene; Some Twentieth - Century Perspectives
(le6e).

****r

Prof. R" SARASWATHI
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THB CHRONOLOGY AND SOURCES OF
SHAKESPEARENS PLAYS,

5.0 OBJECTIVES

After going tluough this unit, you will be able to understand

o different stages in the life of Shakespeare as a playwright
. aspects ofshakespeare's plays
. nature of romances and tragedies

5.I INTRODUCTION
5.2 TABLE OF SHAKESPEARE'S PLAYS
5.3 SI{AKESPEARE AS A PLAYWRIGHT
5.4 ROMANCES OF SHAKESPEARE
5.5 HISTORIES OF SHAKESPEARE
5.6 SHAKESPEARE'S TRAGEDIES AND THEIR SOURCES
5.7 LET US SUM UP
5.8 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
5.9 SAMPLE QUESTTONS
5.IO SUGGESTEDREADINGS

5.I INTRODUCTION

In the first edition of Shakespeare's collected plays, the First Folio of l623,the plays were
classified into three types or categories,'Comedies, HistoriEs and Traged.i€sn the three conventional
Elizabethan divisions of drama. This order was subsequently followed in later editions. Under
th' se headings plays were arranged irrespective of their date of composition. The book began with
Ti ' Tempesl and ended with Cymbeline. In fact, for a long time no gttempt was made to establish
tht chronological order of the plays, for the interest in the development of Shakespeare's are (and of
an art for that matter) was a relatively late phenomenon in the history of'literary studies. The first
attcmpt to work ottt the order of succession of the plays was made towards the end of the eighteenth
century and ever since the question of dating plays has been one of the major concerns of
Shakespearean scholars. To fix the date of a play scholars rely upon two tJrpes of evidencq, external
and internal. The former includes records of the performances of a play or allusions to it in the
contemporary literature or the date of its publication or references in the play itself to known
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historical events. Intemal evidence, for instance, evidence based on the style of the play and its
verificetion, ir generally less , because it is less objective, but is used to corroborate
other evidence.

decause of the enonnous difficulties posed by the task of datipg the plays no chronological
arrangement can be regarded as certain. However, in the f.ollowing table the order followed is the
one which was accepted by F,.K. Chambers and upon the approximate truth of which there is a
certain measure of agreement among scholars.

5.2 TABLE OF SHAKESPEARE'S PLAYS

Date Comedies Historieg Trasedies
1590-l Henry VI Part 2

Henry VI Part 3
r59t-2 Henrv Vf Part I
1592"3 The Comedv of the Errors Richard III
t5e34 T'he Taminc of'the Shrew Titus Andronicus
ls94-5 The Two Gentlemen of Verona

Lovets l-abour's.Lose
Romeo and Juliet

159s6 A Midsummer Nishtls Dream Richard II
r59G7
1597-8

The Merchant of Venice King John
Henry Mart I
HenryIV Part2

1598-9 Much ado about Ndthins Henry'V'
1599.1600 As You Lil@ It

'Twelfth Nisht
Julius Caesar

1600-l Merrv l{ives of ll,indsor Hamlet
l60r-2 Trsilus and'Cressida
1602-3 All's lllell That Ends l{ell
1604-5 Measure for Measure Othello
1605-6 King Lear

Macbeth
t606-v Antony and Cleopatra
1607-8 Coriolanus

Timon of Athens
1608-9 Pericles
1609-10 Cymbeline
l6t0-1 I The Winter's Tole
l6l l-12 The Tempest
l612-13 Henrv VIII
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5.3 SHAKESPEARE AS A PLAYWRIGHT

A glance at the above table will bring out'one or two things. First, that Shakespeare seems

to have passed through certain clearly defined stages in his development. For instance, the gleat
tragedies seem to be concentrated in one period, during which Shakespeare did not write many

comedies and the few he did write w.ere distinguished by their dark or sombre atmosphere. On the

other hand, it seems that the good history plays were written at the same time as the great comedies.
Likewise, in the final years of his writing career, Shakespeare appears to have relinquished tragedy
altogether and to have returned to the world of comedy. Because of these interesting features, in the
last quarter of the nineteenth century Edward Dowden divided the dramatic career of Shakespeare
into four main stages, which he called respectively: (l) 'The workshop'-11t1ti"6 is the pe.riod-'of
'dramatic apprenticeship and experiment'i (2) :In the world'-that is the period of later historical plays
and the.joyous comedies; (3) 'Out of the depths'-which is the period of the serious comedies and of
the great tragedies; (4) 'On the heights'-the period of the 'romantic plays' which, he says, 'are at once
grave and glad, serene and beautiful poerns'.

This 'four period doctrine', as it came to be known; has been severely criticised by some
modern critics, rnainly because of the sentimentality of Dowden's treatment. But it is difficult to
find any other theory to replace it. The picture of Shakespeare passing from apprenticeship to the
world of history and mirthful comedy and.from that moving on to the world of serious comedy and
the great tragedies, from which he emerges in the last romances, is basically true. Roughly
contemporary plays llke Henry VI and The Comedy of Ercors obviously belong to an early period of
experiment and apprenticeship and they show unmistakable signs of immaturity, while the lyricism
of Romeo and Juliet has more in conunon with the:sparkling world of the comedies than *'ith the
dark world of the great tragedies of Macbeth or King Lear. Pericles, Cymbeline, The Winter's Tale
and The Tempest clearly form one group, which represents the final stage of the development of the
noet dramatist.

Another thing that emerges from a consideration of the above table is the sheer bulk of
Shakespeare's creatiye output. During an active career, stretghing over a period ofjust over twenty
years, he wrote no less than thirty seven plays, at an average of approximately two plays a year.
When we recall that Shakespeare had to shoulder other burdens as well, like acting and sharing in
the management of his company, we realise that he must have worked exceeding hard.

As a dramatist Shakespeare rvas in a. sense a tradesman, catering for the needs of the time.
The demand for new plays was so great (as a result of the very keen competition between theatrical
companies) that dramatists had to work rapidly to increase the company's repertoire of plays and
sometimes two or three (or even more) playwrights collaborated on a play. Often when a company
put gn a play that drew a large audience, a rival company would commission its dramatist to
provide a play on a similar theme as quickly as possible. To add to a company's repertoire it was
not unusual for authors to get hold of earlier plays by other writers and make a few alterations in
them, adding a few topical allusions to make them look new.
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Given these theatrical conditions.we can understand one feattue of Shakespeare's drama,
namely the lack of originality in the stories on whichithe plays were based. Shakespeare was not
alone in this. Unlike modern playwrights, r'nist Elizabethan dranratists did not trouble to invent the
stories of their own plays. Their attitude to plagiarism was different from'that of modem writers.
Nowadays, wtren an author borrows thei plot of his play h9 has to.acknowledge his debt. Not so
with the Elizabethans who drew upon a cornmon body of literature freely and without
acknowledgement.

The stories of Shakespeare's plays came from a limited number of sources. They were
derived either from the prose and verse romances (English and foreign) or from North's rendering of
Plutarch's Lives, or from Holinshbd's Chronicles. Occasionally Shakespeare rewbrked the themi of
an older play. Each of these groups must now be considered in some detail, the object being to give
an impression of Shakespeare's. use of his sources, and not in any way to attempt * .*hurstiu.
account ofthe sources ofthe piays.

5.4 ROMANCES OF SHAKESPEARE

The romances, which were tales of love and,adventure, were very popular reading in
Shakespeare's time. Not all of them wcr,e English; in fact, Urere wefg a few collections of translated
tales, from ltalian, Spanish or Frenoh. The works which'wqe best known'and nnade most use of
were ltalian, Boccaccio's Decameron (c, 1350), Cinthio's Hecatommithi (1565) and Bandello's
Yovelle (1554). Tales translated from these works were to be found in such collections as William
lainter's Palace of Pleasure (1566), Barnabie Ri.che's Farewell to Mtlitary Profession (15S1) and
George Whetstone's Heptameron of C.ivil Discourse.s (1582).

The romances furnished Shakespeare with most of the stories of the early comedies. In the
very earliest of his comedies, when S.,-.rt .r eeare was still a beginner in the dramatic art, he derived
the stories for his plots not so much from ihc ir.rlian novella as from Roman comedy. In The
Comedy of Etors, and The Taming of the Shre:,., ie relied on Plaufus and Terence: the plot of the
former play is derived from Plautus's Menaechmi or The Twin; md Amphttruo, while the latter is
indebted to the Supposes (1566), Gascoigne's translation of a play by the Italian dramatist Ariosto
(which'was in part an adaptation from Plautus and Terence). It is-as if at this stage Shakespeare
could not as yet see the dramatic possibilities of the romagses, but felt safer in going straight to the
Roman drama for his sources.

. With \'hc Two Gentlemen of Verona begins Shake5peare's dramatic use of the romance
material. Here'the source is a translation of a Spanish romance, Diana Enamorada, by de
Montemayor (published in 1582). In the romanpes Shakespeare foud the framework of his early
comedies. Love is a common theme in these plays and the romances provided him with his pairs of
lovers ifivolved in intricate situations and complicated adveRtures, with such conventions as girls
disguised as boys and with the pastoral setting against which ths actions take place. To love and
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pastoral life Shakespeare only added the comic themes. Needless to say, the whole thing was
anglicised, so to speak: for the lovgrs, the simple pasloral life and especially the humorous
characters, all strike one as essentially Elizabethan. The'Merchant of Venice, Much Ado About
Nothing and Twetfth Night-all owe in varying degrees a debt to ltalian.romances. As You Likc It,
two, is in many respects-a dramatisation of a pastoral romance, Rosalynde (1590) by Thomas
Lodge. Unlike his comedies, Shakespeare's tragedies do not as a rule derive their plots from the
world or romance. Apart from the early tr.agedy Romeo and Juliet, which, as we have already said,
has much more in common with the world of the comedies than with that of the later tragedies,
Othello is the only which is based chiefly on .romance. The direct souice of R omeo and Juliet is the
narrative poem The Tragical His,tory of Romeus and Juliet (1532) by Arttrur Brooke, which,is
ultimately derived from Bandello's Navelle (1554), while the source of Othello is Giraldi Cinthio's
Hecatommithi (1565). In the last plays Shakespeare turned to.romance once more. The world of
the last plays with its pastoral setting, its idealiied love, its improbable adventures, its conventions
of lost children miraculously found and girls disguised as boys, is essentially the world of romantic
fiction. Cymbeline owes much to Boccaccio's .Decaderon (c, 1350) .and'in The lfinter's Tale
Shakespeare's chief debt it to a pastoral romance by Robert Greene, called Pondosto: The Triumph
of Time (1588).

The story of'shakespeare's dealing with romance material seems in fact to follow an
interesting pattern. He went to the romances iri tris early period when he was writing in a comic
vein and, after practically abandoning them,in his tragic period,,he retumed to them while ruriting
his last plays. One or two reasons for this may be suggested. First in the comedies, especially the
early comedies, there is on the whole a happy atmosphere of'love and joy. .It was thereiore *t5at
that for his stories he should go to the romances, since the romance *"tL tdet of love and adventure
with a generally happy outcome; Secondly, because the romances were stories of intricate
situations Shakespeare resorted tci them. during those peribds in his dramatic career when he was,
interested in s'ituation rather than character. When he was most intefested in.character--as h" ;; i"
the tragic period--he searched elsewhere for his plots. It is not without significanc" tfr"t tft"' oif'
mature tragedy based on romance, Othello,.is chiefly a domestic tragedy of intrigue.

5.5 HISTORIES OF SHAKESPEARE

Before turning to the tragic perio{ we must say a.word about the English history pleys.,
These were mainly derived from Raphael Holinshed's Chronicles of England, Scotland and lietand
(second and fuller edition, 1587) and Edward Hall's The Two:Nob1e and llhtstre Families of
Lancaster and York (1597). Both Holinshed and Hall furnish most of the historical material of-
Henry VI Parts 1,2 and 3, Richard III and Henry Z///. (Shakespeare is also indebted to Holinshed
for Macbeth, King Lear and to some extent Cymbeline:) In the history plays Shakespeare did not
slavishly follow his source, an his treatment of Holinshed was in a sense just as free as his treatment
of the.romances: he often felt the need to compress,.omit, add to his material or rearrange the order
of events. Generally he.went to his source to obtain a frarnework for his plays, although he did not
hesitate to follow the chronicle pretty cleisely if it happened to serye.his purpose. ln Richard III,for
instance, practicall,v all the details of the death of Lord HaStirigs come from Holinshed (or rather
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from Sir Thomas More.who is Holinshed's unacknowledged source). But on ttlc whole he chose
from his material only those events which revealed motivp.and claracter..In his handling of his
material for Henry IV and Henry V we notice quite'clearly the development of his interest in

The character stage in Shakespeare also'happens to be his tragic stage: and indeed the
relation is more than mere coingidence, for after all character assumes a larger importance in
tragedy than in comedy or even in historical drama. When Shakespere began to be interested in
character he first turned for his material to Sir Thomas North's translation qf Plutarch's great work
The Lives of the Noble Grecians and Romans (1579). Tlte Lives themselves contain a series of
lively character poruaits and it is interesting to note that from this work Shakespeare derived the

material of his first major tragedy, Julius Caesar, which contains his first serious attempt at

delineating a truly tragic character. It also furnished him with the material of his other Roman

tragedies, Antony and Cleopatra and Coriolanus, as well as with pqt of the material of Timon of
Athens, Shakespeare did not refrain dt times'hom following Plutarch very closely in the rich words
of North's translation.

5.6 SHAKESPEARE'S TRAGEDIES AND THEIR SOURCES

During this period.in whrch rre produced hrs most subtle ctlaracter portraiture, Shakespeare

also resorted to Holinshed's Chronicle--but this time with a difference- The story of Macbeth is
derived from the Chronicle, but if yoii compare the.way in which.Shakespeare used the Chronicle
in Macbeth with h:s handling of it in an eqrly play like Richsrd III,yov will realise the significant:
development of Shakespeare's.dramatic powers. ln Richard !II, as in the other history plays on the
whole, and despite the liberties.he granted l{qrself, Shakespeare followed history fair[y.faithfully,
but in Macbeth history becomes subservient to character. In Macheth character and the exigencies
of character become the prime consideration. Ricltard IItr.ils" basically a chronicle play, whereas

fuIacbeth is a tragedy, Indeed, if we go to.Holinshed we shall find the.source of,some of the details

in Shakespeare's Macbeth. For instance, the dialogue between,Ross and an Old Man in Act II,
Scene iv, in which they disctrss the various inanifestations.of disorder in nature accompanying the
sacrilegious murder of [Cng Duncan seemsrto corne straight tom Holinshed'(sec pp. 5l-3). The
resemblance to the original here may setim as close as that between.the delails'of the death of Lord
Hastings in Richard'III andthe account given in Holinshed- In fact there is an important diflerence
between the two instances The details borrowed in Macbeth do not come.from Holinshed's history
of Macbeth or Duncan, but from his account of the rnurder of King puf (who was the great
grandfather of Duncan) by Donwald. In Macbeth Shakespeare was obviously freer in the treatrnent
of his material. He found a detail in Holinshed which, irrelevant as it yas historically to the'death
of Duncan, he did. not hesitate to use because he saw that it could serve his .dramatic ptlrpc,si.
Similarly, in the actual murder of Duncan Shakespeare by no means followed Holinshedis history,
Holinshed dismisses the murder very bri6fly, but in the play the mtrder of Dtrncan could not have
been accomplished to simply. Shakespeare had to use it as a crucial scene for the sake of'the
dramatic exigencies of his tragic character. Also, to make,it more effective'he altered the age of
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Dunsan, who was historically q young man; just as in his portrayal of Macbeth he brought in the
details from the murder of King Duff, which seemed to him to have greater tragic possibilities.
From a single sentence in Holinshed he developed the whole character of Lady Macbeth:

'but specially [Macbeth'sJ wife lay sore upon him to attempt the thing, as she that
was very ambitious burning iri unquenchable.desire to bear the name of a queen.'

Hgre too he fuses her with Dohwdd's wife. It is this greater lieedom in handling his
material, this ability to seize upon anything that could serve his dramatic purpose however
urhistorical it might be, that makes the play a tragedy and not a history play.

Besides seeking his sources in North's Plutarch and in Holinshed's Chronicle, Shakespeare
in this period reworked the themes of already existing plays. It is now pretty certain that befoie his
Hamlet there existCd a play, now lost, by the rurn" nu-"-which was written by Thomas Kyd, the
author of The Spanish Tragedy. This play is often referred to as the Ur-Hamlet, that is, the original
ffunlet. Another of the great tragedies which was written on the thenre of a contemporary play, ttris
time extant, is King Lear, the main source of which is an anonymous play called' The True
Chronicle History of King Leir And His Three Daughters.

after the period of tragedies Shakespeare retumed to the romances for his sources.
Generally in the last plays Shakespeare seemi'to have lost interest in individualised character and to
be mors drawn to idialised tyrys and les.s probable situations. Moreover, the predominant theme of,eT $uyt. o'th1of regeneration and reconciliation, whictu howerrern are Urought about after much
suffering. 'Yet the evil in human existence, though by no means minied by thJpoet, ir t;;.;;;;
1a kjnd of mystic_al vision which finds more harmony than strife and discord in the universe. It is,
therefore, fitting for the poet to return to the wgqld of love and wonder which th; ;.;;;,
provided. For the atmosphere of the last plays is'oh the whole one ofjoy, it only differs il;th;i
o{the early brigbt comedies in ttrat the joy is more spiritual since it is tl"loy, not of innocence; but
of a vision of life that has'supped rut with Jtragicl h'omors',.but has also gone beyond trageay.

5.7 LET US SUM Uf

Hope you have become familiar with the stages of.shakespeare's life as a prayraright and
the aspects of his plays.

5.8 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

l. How is the date ofaplay fixed?
2. What are the great tragedies of Shakespeare?
3. How did Dowden divide the career of Shakespeare?
4. Comment on'the life of Shakespeare as.a dramatist.
5. How did Shakespeare gather themes for his plays?
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5.9 SAMPLE QUESTIONS

l. Comment on the tragedies of Shakespeare?

2. Assess the life of Shakespcre as a playwright?

5.IO SUGGESTED READINGS

1. Kenneth Muir and Samuel Schqenbaun (ed.). .d New Companion to $hakespeare Studies
(re7r).

Prof. R. SARASWATHI



Unit I-A -Lesson 6

SHAKESPEARE IN THE THEATRE OF IIIS TIME(REVISED)

6.0 OBJEC'TIVES

This unit will introduce you

+ to Elizabethan theatre - it stage-conditions.
+ different theatres duling the period
+ conditions or drama during l6th & l Tth centuries, and
+ Shakespeare's plays and their stagg conditions

6.1 INTRODUCTION
6.2 ELIZABETHAN STAGE _ ITS EVOLUTION
6.3 HISTORY OF I6TH & I TTH CENTURY PLAY HOUSES
6.4 THE TYPICAL ELIZABETHAN STAGE
6.5 SHAKESPEAREAN PLAYS AND HIS 'STAGE'
6.6 LET US SUM UP
6.7 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
6.8 SAMPLE QUESTTONS
6.9 SUGGESTED READINGS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The connection between Elizabethan.drama and the stage on which it flourished was close;
continuous and profoundly significant. Shaki:speare's drama was born in the Elizabethan tt r"t ,
and grew up by making the utost of all its a.dvantages. These facts are.o *"il known t"a"y ttt"ii$y
soutrci like plhtitudcs. Ariii yer severa.i details concerning tl,re stage and the staging of plays siill
remain to be settled. Th* Physical stage, which was the indispensable bickfto*a tf :O.
Elizabethan play, has received the attention due to it only during the present r"irtuly. We owelthe
phrase Physical Stage to Mr. A. H. Thorndike yho begi* tir account of tnis *p""t of
Shakespeare's theatre by rernarking: 'The sources of iur:information in regard to,the physical stage
of the Elizabethan theatre are uncertain and baffling.: Shakespearean bardlohtry in th. ig* "r"tr;had a tendency to drive Shakespeare out of the theatre into the study. It was Granville-Barker the
actor-manager and dramatist-critic wiro rescued Shakespeare from the pedantry of the scholar-
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critics as well as the charlatanisin of producers like Henry .Irving. The achrevemen! 9f Cianvitte-
Barker is thus deseribed by Bernard Shaw: He'(Shakespe.gre) was on the brink of the appalling

degringotade of &e British Drama Which followed his death and went on for three hundred yearq

uniil my time. And his plays were so abominably murdered and mutilated until Harley;Granville-

Barker iestored them to the stage, that it was shamefully evident that the clergymen who knelt down

and kissed lreland's fgrgeries and the critics who made him.ridicllous by their idolatries, had never
,read a line of his works and never intended to.' It is of course easy to be wise after the event. But

the great 196 century romantics, C.oleridge and Lanrb, would have written differerrtly if$:{ had 
9u1

advantage of being able to see Shakespeare aeted on the soJt of stage he wrote for. Coleridge, with

thc insight of genius and the evidence afforded by the text of the plays, was able to assert that

Shakespeare would fare far better on the bare boards of a platfoq,than on the picture-frame stage,

on whith contemporary actors mangled his lines so recklessly, that Charles Lamb could declare

with sincerp conviction that the gxeatest of Shakespearets plays cannot be acted! But neither Larnb

;;i C;*iJg. *"fa foresee thJ revolution that iras Ueen iroduced by modern research which

enables rls tn annreciate Shakespeare in an authentic ShakesDearean setting.

G2 ELIT,ABETHAN STAGE: ITS EVOLUTION

Elizabetharr drama was the product of a long evoltrtionary prooess. The tradition of the

mediaeval dram4 bross,fertilised during the renaissance by that of the classical; combined with the

spirit of the age to fashion it,in accordance with the exigencies of the rnomen! Towards the close. of

;il i;" r.",ity, bands of strolling players organised themselves into companies. for protection

ugli^t the law that classed them uritt ttii"n"s and ]lSaboryfs, 
u{es1 theyrlaimed service under

s6mc distinguished aristocratic patron and wore his livery. Tlius the'Lord Charnberlain's merl, the

Admiral's men, tord Strange's m9n were designations adopted by the various dramatic troupes that

h"d ;"ry a name, but as yet no local habitation, When. they toured the prgvinces they used to

improvise their stage of rough boards pr.opped up on bar,rel:heads in mootthalls or.inn-yards, and.

o.ruriottAty in theleception rooms atrO -*otial halls pf the wealthy., In the city of London, too,

ar first they seem to have found the mogt conyenient inexpensive places fo: *T'plays in the

,pu"iro inn-yards of the metropolis. The inn-yards had such, excellent facilities for happy

oollaboration anong audiences, playen, and manigemerrts,_llqltheV goltinuedrtg b.e poprrlar li"*t
of the drama.long aler regular.itay-trouses, came to be built. Fi-ve ojthery- are iy.luded in a list of

f Z reg,rfur playholises in li'ndon mentioned in the Vear,]!32t*d.?J t3{.tnrye of them-Ifte Cross'

W,-The beti Snoge and The Butl-+ontinued to exhibit plays till the thcates were closed .at the

outbreak of the Civil War (1642).

These inn-yards were generally square in shape and surrounded b1 three tiers of galleries

ovedooking them. Against oie of Oe foL sides a tirnporury stage could be easily set up, so that

the ClsriJs and the-open space in the yard in front of the stage'served to accommodate the,

adience. Enfrance to the y.ard, while a play was on, was regulated by the payment of a'penny, and

to tnr gallery by another penny, and to a.seat in the gallery.by a third. The stage was a large wooden

platform jutiing out into the yard from tfie gallery at the back and partly open to the sky' A part of
'th, 

,tug. ut thjrear used to be protected by u roof rupported by two pillars. The growrd-floor room
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behind the platiorm served as an inner stage, with 

9r without a curtain. 'l'he gallery above the stage
was used as trn upper stage for various'scenic effects as well as to accommodate the musicians.
Almost all these features of the lrvpyard stage were present in.an embryo for-m in the mediaeval
Miracle Stage: the'platea'an open, neutral groun l cooerponding.to the outer stage; and behind itthe 'loea' or 'domus.l constituting an_inner irug.t and an upper stage above it, for the god or angelin the machine to descend from. When p"r*urr"nt playhouses 

-were 
built, they were closlly

ntoclelled on the in'-vard stage in all its main features.'Tlius, ttrr uuJiiio;;ilh;;i,yri."i,i"ge r,fairly continuous and unbroken from the earliest mediaeval times .ight;t; the middle of the 176
century.

6.3 HISTORY OF I6TH & ITTH CENTURY PLAYHOUSES

- The first permanent playhouse in London-perhaps in the modem world--was built in 1576bv James Burbage and was called rhe Theaye. :sit ri.o i; ,rt" Jrt"."dil;;;ffi;;" jr"outside tlre city limits, The Theatre was a notable financial r*"rpri* ir the exploitation oforganised public entertainment as well ae a milestone in thc historyof moJ.*,tru*u. The inn-yardtheatres' llke The Cross-keys and rhe Bull; were wioin G,;itlirnil.'i"i,rr" players were soondriven to the suburbs by the persecution of the p*it*i.J'cil cJr;it or lonaon. RichardFlecknoe calls puritanism 'that fanatic spirit whioh it"r, f"g- with the stage and after ended withthe throne'' He sav1,i.t 'banished the playgrs thence to the suburbs., There *; i; gr.",,*r*h"hserved as homes of the drama at thistime- -The c)oss-lceys, The Bull, The Bei ior";;,-T;;;rii'*oThe Boar's Head' Theorderof banishm:ntwalissuedbyrh"c;;*lJ*rir in$76.Itwasnot,however, very rigorously enforced, ttranrcs to the intervenrt";.ffi;iil;ffi;il,';;',h"]fr;:,,
and patronage of the court. The 'Puitans attacked the drama * .on,rury to Holy writ, asdestructive of religion, and as arnenace 

P nyurig rnorurity.' il"it}*ilirt""r"oelled the players robuild their public playhouses in'the suburbs, the gankside to the south, and Finsbury Field inShoreditch to the t'oq of the city. By 1632 there were atogether eight public play-houses inaddition to the private houses and the inn yards.:They t"rt" O, Theatre, the Curtain,the.Rosg theswan' the Globe, the Hope, the Fortunt 
^aye yi auti, in the order oi'iil"i, o"ction. The privafiehouses were four in number, 

:he CoclEfr or tlie pnoeii'*, paul,s Singing school, the Blaclfriars,and the whitefriars. Both private'and-gr$fic.playhouyr ** open to alll'l*r", of play-goers onpayment for admission, though the pgrvatc n*!or charged ujn rates. ii" prluut theatres weremore compact, fi'rlly protected from the weather, ana:ptiilrfred with *tif;il;;l;:"t;;,
shakespeare wrote for.the public pl4yhoy" of hil d"y;';;; morEconcemed with the details of itsconstruction and working. we shall not therefore dra in this lesson witrr the private theatres and thecourt theatres of the lTth century "'$' uv'r'

From contemporary'accountd, it is pleer that these playhouses w-er€ very.much alike, being
39:tly modelled upon each other. For instance, the HopJburltin 1614 was a replica of the Swein
luift tvventr vears before. The rimber a:_weu as trre pr,; ;i,h;"n;;;;.;;t in 1576 served tobuild the Globe in 1599. All except the Fortune, 

"'rri.ii*L square, were either;il;;;;;il;;;in shape' The Fortune was square-and in oi" iCIp"ct r*rcptio"ur-*"**inJg0 feet each wav on
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the outside and 55 feet'inside, thedifference being accounted for by the depth of the galleries. The
foundation of the galleries was of brick on which was raised a wooden frame supporting three tiers
of galleries L2,ll and 9 feet in height; The widttr of the galleries was 12 feet 6 inches *d th"y 

"oo-tained four 'divisions' or rooms to dccommodate the more well-to-do.patrons paying higher rates
for admission. The galleries were provided with seats and the rooms had ceilings and plastere,cl

walls. 'The stage and the galleries were roofed with tiles, paled with oak and floored withdeal. The
width of the stage was 43 feet and it jutted 27% feet into the open space in front of it from the
gallery behind. The inner stage was aborit 12 feet deep. Between the.outer stage and the galleries on
either side there was about six feet of space. The total cost of the erection was f 1320 . Ttrc Fortune
was occupied by the Lord Admiral's men, who became the Prince's men, on the accession of James

I. The whole building was burned down by an accident on December 6,1621.

Accorcirng to John de Witt, a.Dutch traveller rqho vibited London in 1596, there were foru
theatres irr the city, 'of notable beauty'--the Theatre, the Curtain, the Rose and the Swan. The
rargest and the *oit -ugnificent was the Swan of which de Witt has left us a sketch. He says it had

a seating capacity for three thciusand persons which sounds like, but need not be, an exaggeration.'

The sketch givdn by de Witt has been challenged as inaccurate and fanciful but it is undoubtedly a

valuable piece of contemporary evidence. It presents the leading.features common to all ElizabeJhan

theatres. These are the circular interior, the three tiers of galleries, the stage extending into the pit,

the balcony in the rear, the two doors on either side of the inner stage, the hut above it, the flag and

the trumpeter, the 'heaven' or 'shadow' suppqrted by pillars in front of the inqer stage. The absence

of curtains secms to be the only notable omission.

Shakespeare belonged to the company that performed,in the Theatre;the pioneering venttug

erected by James Burbage in 1567. The Theatre was pulled down and its timber was utilized to
build the Globe.in Bankside in 1597. Shakespeare was a share-holder in the new enterprise.

Shakespeare served his apprenticeship in the Theatre and the Globe witnessed the perfection of his

art. The physical stage of his time exerted the greatest possible influence on Shakespeate's art as a

dramatist.

6.4 THE TYPICAL ELIZABF,THAI\ STAGE

'The sources of our information in r:gard to the physical stage of the Elizabethan theatre are

uncertain and baffling.' After this opening remark Thorndike admits that we have fow pictues of
theatre-interiors preierved from the 17S century, and in addition, the evidence of the stage

directions contained in the printed plays; and the testimony of fo. reign tourists like de Wittr who

came to London during this period and wrole about it. The four pictures are those of the Swan by de

Witt, the Red Bult by Kirkman (1672) and the general view of a thcatre-interior found on the title
pages of Roxana, published in 1632,, aid Messalina in,lfl9: ehil1n fe_nslorye's 

diaries and papers

hrinish much valuable infonnation. Finally, the stage diiectibn's of all the plays printed from 1550

to 1642, contain a wealth of information, if properly sifted; for, as Thomdike puts it, 'they do not

supply an open bbok'.



The typical Elizabethan stage consisted of a platform roughly 40 feet square, about half of it
extending into the auditorium exposed to the sky aud sunoundedlnthree sides by the groundlings
-'the lowest class of the audience who were not'provided with seats and wgre not even protected
from the weather. This projecting platform slage iemained iharacteristic qf the English tfnufi 

"fithrough the lTth century. Behind the outer stagi, or the proscenium, was the curtainfd recess 
"uttuathe inner stage. On either side of the curtain, there were doors leading to the wingq frdtth;

proscenium. Above the inner stage was an open gallery hung with 
"uttulor 

that coulj **"'* i
balcony. There were windows'orl either side of the baliony *rtuin correspondingio-tfr"=Jooo en
the stage below. The outer stage was sometimes parlly protected by a rooi callei O"i*"r*, *
the shadow, or the canopy, supported by pillars on eithei side. This feature,'prominent irrtn ^il,o,picture, is absent in the Messalina title page, and may have gradually dropped out Uecause 

"i 
i"

intrinsic clumsiness

The inner stage with its curtain was excellently adapted to selve as a sfudy, a bed-chamber, acave' or an arbour which could be suggested by the use oi uppr.opriate propierties and disclosea 6ydrawing the curtain. The upper stage or balcony could ,eprerent Ue. nrst floor of a house,l therampart of a city or fortress, or indeed-any place requiringilevation. The outer stage could serve
admirably for comparatively unlocalised r.en"., wittr ttre curtains closed and the inneistage ignored
altogether. It could also assume almost any chamcter with appropriate backgrounA 

"f..iJp;;drdby the skilful use of the curtains and properties on the imer stase

There was a srnall structure like a turet, commonly put up above the balcony. It was.sometimes called the 'hut', from the roof of which a flag could fly, to indicate a p.ir"ri"-;.'i,
prqgress; and a trumpeter stationed in-it, could give aloud blasi to mark;;;;;;*d
conclusion of a ptay' It was also the 'hut' that concealed the machin"r, 

"", 
of which goo, *rigoddesses would on occasions descend oh lhe stage below. There were several kid;i;il -drnachines for such descents and they w.ere called .tf,rones'

A few minor details may be added for the sake of completeness. The proscenium doorsplaced on either side of the curtain enabled the actors to enter ,ilj f""* rh;'il;;;;#;;ffi
crossing through the inner stage. The windows and balconies over the d;"rr;f i;; il;;;;g';;;;,
foturd more useful than the balcony directly above the inner staje ;hd;;;; b"il; d;""rlyused in the later plays arid not used at all in the Restoration=theatre. Trap-doors were tiberallyprovided on the outer as well as the. inner stage, and are glanced at in Hamietl;-nrp;#,iifr;
Ghost, as'this fellow in the cellarage'. BesideJthe main crirtai" ai.iai"g G-'ir-", from the outer
stage, there were others employed for special effects. Part of the inn'er stage ** ;"*ril;;
curtained ofi as b place of concealment. Beds were some6mes hidden behind curtairu. Thementioriof 'traverses' has led some scholars to confound them with the curtain in front of the inne*t"g;.
They 

^were 
more probably the iarras' or tapestry hangings rynning at right_angles to the rear rmll,

used for the purpose of dividing the innersiage into co-putt-e"ts]The iitti;fi."t;f ,h; G";seldom provided with seats, except in the private indoor thsatres, like ihe Btacpiars, fn"[t*r*
galleries in both private and public theatres. Footlights were not used 

"a 
flrd;i*;: il;il;;
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prayhouses performed in the aftemoon .by natural light. In the private theatres the stage was
britliantly illuminated with war<"candles.

The differenees between Shakespeare's stage.and ours are many and striking. But these

differences rruere of gradual growth: About a hundred years after. Shakespeare's time rsheridan's
School for Scandal was first acted on just that kind of lou$,'narrow projecting stage, with properties

and scenery far in the rear, so that the actors, when they came dorytl front, were sunounded on three

sides by the audience, in a way that is familiar to us inthe Elizabethan theatre. Sheridan's stage had

* **y points of resemblance with our modem stage as with that of the 17fr century

6.5 SHAKESPEABEAN PLAYS AND HIS'STAGE'

We have seen that the old idea of the Elizabethan stage as a crude and primitive afhir, on

which nothing but symbolical and descriptive back-ground effects were attempted,' is completely

wrong. ttre BtizaUe-ttran stage could achieve a sonsiderable degree of realis-m and serve as a

suggestive and harmonious background,tq the most daring imaginativB flights of the dramatist. An

incriAiUty high degee of freedom and sophistication .was pospible by the skiltul utilization of the

outer and inner stage together with the balcony. 'The chief characteristic of the Elizabethan stage

was its neutrality and its corresponding virtue, flexibilityl says a recent rlrniler on ShakesPlarean

Tragedy. 'Thers was no inevitable scehic background ot any other localising factor, such as a

choirs provides'. The flexibility was due not onlyr to the absence of the choius, but the presence of
the outir stage, which could remain unlocalised and neutral; while the inner stage could represent

very specifi" ,"en r, and also serve as a .suggestive bagkground.to the outer stage and give it a
potitiur significance when necessary. For instance, by setling the innerltage in a suitable.way, the

outer stagJcould.become the entrance to a street, the open place before a house, a palace or a

fortress, ihe sea-shore, the desert.landscape through which one.passes before reaching th9 forest of
Arden, or the desert of Bohemia in which Antigonus is chased and eaten by a bear within sight of
the storm-tossed ship, which si'nks prbsentlv without a single survivor.'

. In general, the outer stage was..used for unlocalised scenes. The inner stage:oylg represent

the most slecific and highly localised soenes with scenery and propertiel. Thg cu4ain being dT*
the settingfor temple, shop, bed-room, cavg or forest was disclosed. 'If the irurer stage was a bed-

room, the outer became a hall or an ante*qom. Indeed any exact'separation of the lwo stages

became impossible when once the curtains were opened. The inner stage then b.ecaml an lntegal
part of the outer stage or rather the outer now embracedlthe inner.' The staging of a play was

n,uint' the problem of distributing thp action guitably over the tbree parts of thg stage,.:the

prosclnium,'the domus, and the balcony. But this was no-t difficult since,plavs were unitten "'ith an

eye to these potentialities of the contemporary stage.

The conditions of the physical stage, which we have described, largely account for both the

idealism and realism in Elizabethan drama. The bare outer stage in full view of the audience and

;L"tt;ounded by them encouraged intimate subtle and expert acting. The soliloquies and asides'
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that are so frequent in the plays of the period were a natural outcome of such a situation. The stage
made it possible to.introduce an unliririted numbei of scenes into a play, ensured quick changes if
scene, and concentrated attentioh on the actor, on the lines written by,the dnimatist, instead of
distracting it by elaborate background effects and scenery

Sharespeare's stage has been described as mediaeval, plastic, symbolic and incongruous on
the assumption that the outer stage was all that really counted, the inner stage being a mere
appendage of very limited usefulness. This is of course a misconception. Both the inner itage and
the outeiwere necessary in almost equal measure to the staging of any play, so much so indeed that
a theory of the regular altemation of scenes *tween them as an unalterable principle of Elizabethan
stage-craft has been developed. There is.a certain justification for this theory, though in its extrcme
form it is untenable, since the plays themselves contain its refutation.

The plays of Shakespeare have come down to us with .few stage directions. Even the
division into acts and scenes was first adopted by the editors of Shakespeun in the l8th century. A
pause in the action to indicate a change of place or a lapse of time is marked on the modem stage by
the fall of the curtain. On the Elizabethan stage, since this was impossible, an empty stage deioted
by the stage direction exeurtt omnes would signlry the end o{a scene; the rhym-ing couplet-at the end
of a blank verse speech was another indicaiion. While thelscenes denoie'inteiral ;J ri;"iil;I
units of dramatic construction, the acts werg often mere conventional intervali between spells of
action introduced from extraneous considerations. From the point of vieru of staging there are three
kinds of scenes in Shakespeare. There,are scenes in whici the locality is valrrgly and casually
mentioned. There are no indications as to. the property required,.nor whettrer the inner or the outer
stage is to be employed. In such scenes, the action would invariably take place on the outer stage.
Secondly, there are scenes that have no reference to any losality at ali. thtdly, there are .""n"r]o
comparatively small number--which contain specific directions as to localrty,-requiring properties,
setting and scenery. besides the use of the cwtain and the inner stagg.

Though the regular alternafion or scenes between the inner and the outer stage could not
have been an urlalterable principle of presentation, it was.undoubtedly an aspect oiElizabethan
stage technique which had its influence on dramatic composition., Similarly, tn" f*itity for quick
scene-changing encouraged the dramatist to go in f,or an unlimited number of sqenes following each
other in quick successiorl such as, for instance, we find in antony and Cteopana,

A high degree of realism coe xisted with symbolical.action and scenery in the Elizabethan
theatre. Since the 'Wooden O? of the Globe could not hold'thevasty fields of France', hali;
dozensoldiers engaged in a rough and tumble clash and clatter of w-eapons would represent u Uutttr.
A few paste board tree-trunks, and painted leaves and potted shrubs, together with Rosalind's firm
announcement; 'Well, this is the forest of Arden', wete enough to conjure up that sylvan paradfbe.
The beautiful moonlight scene in The Merchant of Venice (Act V, Sc.'I) would have been exhibited
in the public playhouses by means of some'conventional stige symbol, like that which Bottom antl
his friends employed in their Py'amus and Thisbe : 'This lantern doth the horned moon present
etc!' While symbolism and cotwention must have persisted, theire was an increasing degree of
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realism in the later plays. The repeated exploitation of storm s@nes *ith thund"r and ligtlrring (in
King Lear, The Tempesf etc.,) the extensive rs9 of ghosts; witches, and, other supernatural''

apparitions (ii Macbeth,: Hamlet ard Tl.u Tempst) desert, seapoasl and shipv,rreck'scenes,in all thc,
plays of the last period Pericles, Winterts Tale ar:d The Tgmpesrl show that these could be extribited'

with adequate realism.

The wealth of.poetic description and wrird-painting, that.make Shakespeqre so uniqucly
enjoyable in the study, creates the impression that they we.re dersigned to.€ompelrytg for the,limita=

tions of the contemporary i1age,for instanse, it is maintained:Ox'.the virrid:and moviqg qgene of,

Ophelia's death could never have been acted on the Elizabettran-s?ge and hence the descliptive''
narative technique used in the play. This is,an extreme case and does not really prove.the poift.
Perhaps scenes like this would lose something by their repfqsentation on any stage by vblatingttrc
purity and delicacy of the poetic conception. trt qs take art average passage of descripdon fi'om

Mscbeth, and consider whether it can finction independently of stagesettingl.'

' Duncan: This castle has a pleasant s9dt: the atr
Nimbly and sweetly recommends itself
Unto our gentle senses.

Banquo: lrus B,u€st ot'summer'
The templg-haunting rnartlet does approve

By his loved nrasonry' that theheaven's'b.r€ath

Smells wooingly here- no jutty fi9129, buttress,
Nor coigne of vantage, but,this bird hathmade

His pendant bed and procrcant cradlt. , . 
: 
. 

(Rct I, Sc. V!

An exquisite piece of brilliant q;sld.pnipting! Drameticalln ho1vevery, its.sole justification is

the undercurrent of iragic irony of whicli the,spe,'akers are blissfirlly unconscious: CIt +:9t88e,
consider the effect of Eanquo'i litrcr without arr-adequate tobjectivg correlative' immediate{ in

front of him and the audience! Phrases like 'pendant b9<11 9d-'-n-rocrean!.11aple' 
tt,: h*d,*o"gh P

construe, even with the help of teachers and reference books. What would thgaudienqe liave made

of .the temple-haunting-'mJdet' thougb,they are told ttra.t,he.is a-Qirqr Efizabethan:plays w]rq not

written for .University-Wits' thorrgtr.somewere writtenbythom! Suctt descriptivg.plgsa^ges'abqund

in the plays. To imagine that thiy were interpreted by the actorwithout tlre help of,the,slage

manager,s art is to exaggerate the powers qf the Elizrbethan'oJgt and tty,pr{ence, of-1h9,agdience.

The Elizabethan actoriias not a .Xathatati artiste; and he could,not say'this gpest of srrmreq 6c
temple-haunting mrartlet' to tlre accompanipent of eloquentiestures aoa cootofoons of his fac,e and

body to convey an exact maamq&

ln fact, some of the fundanrental problems of realisnr'versns sl4tolism hav-e oeen poy{.by 
,

Shakespeare himself through the comic Interlude in ! Mlls.ammey Niqhtjs lream. The coqclusion

to be drawn from the experience of Bottom and his friends in.staging their absurd, playle!has.h99
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fomrulatec tnus by Duke fireseus: 'The best in this kind are shadows; andthe worst are no worse, if
imagination amend them.' Thig famous remark and the apologetic references to the Globe theatre
m 'Henry Y as 'this Wooden Ot and':tbis cockpit? rhave led'ctitiss 'to.the hasty,:conolnsion that
Shakespeqr€ did not set over-muoh store by'gtage.:illusion built up_ by careftl and elaborate staging
This conclusion is not borne out by his plays themselves, whioh4speeially those of the tast period-
-require careful and elaborate setting to be quite succcssful. Boffom,aod Cor, came.to grief over
their 'lamCntable come{y?, not because they attempted lo; be realistic, but bbcause they were too
PosY, and unimpginative in,theirirealism,lAs-'Dr, JohnSon says in,his' Preface to Shakespeare; the
aim of the drama is not to make the stagi pass for something real, but'to bring real things'to mindd.
Reality has to be kept at a safe disance from thg makc'believe world of the stage or.else it might
shatter the illusion altogether by prodtrcing a sense of [ncongnlity. On Shakespgareis stage thire
was-u constant siiving fog more and more tealistic.effects; !t iom*im"t'ptodu;d absurd o't ttugi"
rcsults. When Antigonus n The Winter's Tale is made.to rrur for his life chased by a tame be-ar;
hired by the Glo'ot:* from the near-by' Paris Garden Tno, the groundliggslmEst have roa,red.wjth
appreciativelaughter, lut it I tt" sdrt of thing that would make (the judicious grieye?, When real
cannon was tetoffin Henry YIII.toa,rake l Tottgtt utsty reali$dc effect, the explosion sparked,
off a conflagration in which thi theatrepefshed. But, on theivhole'the baiance between realism and,
symbolism, poefiy and framq action and nanation *as well preserved.

'The Elizabethan stage'says hdr,.prinkwater. 'was an instnrment magnificently equal tp any
demand that ttrey could make.upon- it. .., There *as no0ring that Sfra*espeare ana his players
yunted to do that they_coutd *1 dq. To. see Shakespear-e's g4ge as sorhgthing-crude and elemenlry
is not to see it at all. It'was neither primitive nor crude: .ft ror ttigUiciviilzed, op"rt *J;il"
hardly at all to experimen! but carryiqg an established uqdition to i6 nigtrest pniltfi.; -'- o' ' r

5.6 LET US SUM UP

The rurit has^g1{e y.ou familiar.yrlh.the copditions of tbe Etizabethan sl4ge andihow
Shalcspeareuseditforhisplay.s.,'Thi'swilthe.!pyou"to'rurdqstandhii'_;'"il.nu"ttei.*uy.

6,7 CHECKYOURPROGRES$

l. What did Bernard Shaw fy abou! the achievemelrt oferanvilleiBarker?
2. How were the 'inn-yards'?
i. Wbat were the theacres during l6h ceriAryt?
4. What rvere the populartheanes during tf centurv?
5. What were the theatrcs mentioped byJohri d€ Wii?
6. Desgribe the typical.Elizabe6an Stqgp?
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a.l SAMPLE QUESTIONS

.1. Dcscribc thecvolution of tb€ Etizabethan stagef
2. Writc about the 16r & l/century playhousesfi

6.' SUGGESTEIT nBAOTNCS

l, E.K. Cbambcrs: Tbo Etliibcthrp'Strgc,4 Vol. (1923)'

2. Atft,od llarbagc. Shrhrpcero'r Audience (1941).

attft
Prof. R SARASWATIII
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llpnry IV, Part I
List of Characters

The Scene: England and Wales

King Henry ihe Fourth, also called King Harry and Bolingbroke.

Prince Henry(Prince of Wales) also called Hal and Harry(King Elenry's eldest son and heir).

Lord John of Lancaster, also called Prince John of Lancaster, a younger son of the King.

Earl of Westmoreland (A nobleman loyal to the King'and a Commander of his army.)

Sir Walter Blunt (A nobleman loyal to the King and a Commander of his army.)

Henry Percy, Earl of Northumberland.(father of Hotspur, a rbbel leader)

Thomas Percy, Earl of Worcester, (Northumberland's younger brother and Uncle of Hotspur).

Sir Henry or Harry Percy, known as Hotspru (Northumberland's son.and nephew of Worcester).

Edmund Mortimer/Lord Mortimer, Hotspur's brother-in-law, also referred to as the Ear-l of
March, the son-in-law of Glendonrrcr and,claimant to the throne of England. '

Owen Glendower, a Welsh Lord, Mortimer's Father-in-law a supporter of the rebels (welsh of
wales) is a peninsula lvest of England, not politically united with England before 1536(King Henry

ruled England between 1399 &.1413)

Archibald Douglas, Earl of Douglas, a Scottish lord not an Englishman and hence not a rebel

against the King but an enemy of the King as supporter of the Rebels.

Sir Richard Vernon, an EngliSh Knight (4 nobleman; s IIlsrI of high social rank with duty to fight

for his King a knight will have ttre title'SIR' before his name). He is like Sir Walter Blunt, but he

serves not the King but the rebEls, percies.

Richard Scroop, Archbishop of York, a religious head and an ally (supporter) of the Percies in the

rebellion.

Sir Michae!, a priest or Knight in the Archbishop household'

Sir John Fal5taff, a witty fat Knight.

Edward poins, also called NeC arrd Yedward, Prince Hal;s companion at Boar's Head Tavem at

Eastcheap.

Bardolph, Associate of Falstaff.

Peto, Associate of Falstaff.
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Ged3hill, another associate.of Falstaff, and setter forthe highway robbery.

Fnfcii, a dralwer, or tapster, a supplier of beer.

Vintner, or tavem-keeper, a pe.rson wtro buys and sells wines.

First Carriel* or trans.porter of produce.

Second Carrier

ostler, or stable groorh, 'a man who talces cafc of guests'horses at an inn
Chemberlain or room $rvant.

First TrevetiLr .

Sheriff, an officer of the King, wtro performs somp tegal duties

Servant to Hotspur

Messenger

Second Messenger

Lady Percy, also called Kate, Hotsptrt's wife and Mortime/ssister. .

Lady Mortimer, Glendoweds daughter and Mortimet's wife.

Mirtress Quickly, Hostess of the Boads Head ravern in Eastcfeap.

Lords, officers, soldiers, Trrve[en at Gad,s Hill, - others attcndiqg.



Unit-I ; Hen1y.IV, Part-I, Lesson-I

I.I.O ,OBJECTIVES

After working through this unit, you will be able to

o understand the background to Shakespearens Historical plays

r know the Nature of kingship in England
o undgrstand the Tudor Myth
o discuss the date of composition and sourries of the plby '
. analyse the historical background to the play

I.I.1 STRUCTURE

I.I.0 Objectives
I.I.l Structure .

I.I.2 Introduction
I.I.2.l Shakeipeare's History Play : The lntellectual and Foli$cd Background

1.I.2.2 Introduction to Shakespeare'S Historical ptays

1.1.2.3 Nature of,Kingship
1.1,2.4 Tudor Myth
I.I.2.5 lntroduction to Henry IV - Part-I'- Its date of cOmposition and sorucqs

1.112.6 Historical Background to the play

I.I.3 Check your progress

I.I.4 Sample examination questions '

I.I.5 Let us sum up
I.I.6 Suggested Readings

I.I.2 Introduction

Before we go into a detailed discusiion of the play, Henry-[V,
stature and greatness of William Shakespeare.

. The great English playwright, William Shakespeare witll his dramatic and pggticornaments,

embelliphed the reign of QtreenElizabeth (1553-1603); He was: not bom when she first becarne the

eueen. He was born in 156/,, by wtrich time,,the queel completcd six years of her golie.1 $e he

p;sed away in 1616,13 years after the Queen's death,.Her Majesty, the great Qle9nt Yho llo$cd
io the Tudor dynasty, developed the Tudor concept of sFong rule and succeeded in taking England

through one ofits greatest periods.

Part-I, let us considcr thc
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Shakespeare was a. true son of this great Elizabettran Age. He imbibed the spirit of
renaissance ana tUe other cultuiol and :iitittttuA ourr,ents of his age. 'As a man steeped iu
patriotism, he rose above narow feudalisn and worked for the spread of nationalism in his pLyr.

"This royal throne of kings,,this scept'red isle,
This earth of majesty, this{eat of Mars.
This other Eden, demi-paradiss:. .. r

This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this Engtand.. --

Thus Shakesp€are paid rich tribules to his motherland in his. tribute tg John of Gaturt, father
of King Henry IV, in his play *Richard II'.

I.I.2.l Shakespeere'r Hirtory Pleyr : The Intellectuel,and Political Brckground

Shakespeares history plap, rhuch more than his'comedics and tragedies, tend to present
certain difficulties to the sttdent. Tlierefore a,few remarkd explaining *-"thiog of the backgound
issues they involve are included here.

The Elizabethan historyplay, er os it was.then calleq the chronical play, is a kind of &ana
which was of an entirely Engtish oriea-, Basicalty it is a doq"A*tion of qiad;;thr6;ilil
or a series of cvents. Unlike the comedy,*O ou!.ay *trirtr d*eJi-f"iil cerrain repog4isable

ryS|ns'the history play tended to be episg{ic in stmcturc; it bartened uacr to thelmir-acii pfays
which related the lives of saints in such a uray that one iircident followed another for no ,r*on
other than mere succession in time. tue cnronicte payt tueiefore;1ilil;; ;;;;rri"i'"f
FlTg formless. Because of the lack of models in this'tlpp,ofryritiig tt" 

"f,-rrirle 
plal esrpecially

in the hands of Shakespeare, sometines attemp[ed to iollow'the p":o* of tragedy (fb, ;;;d,
Rictard lll)while l other times itteant treaVilf$ the side of *rJy (nrrO.y=p;ri,ll- g.riiir;
an' early device to impose soll€: shape on tlie unwieldy ;mass of histofical material was for the
chroniclc play to-adopt thc patterp of a moralily'play where two opposirc forees of gooA'anJ eii
brttle for the soul of man: in the chrdnicle play 

-F€ 1ryI of nan is fpresenteO Uy OJfine'-a by
implication the Saa of Enlland;;a ilcar oliample 9f Ois stuctrrre is provided in:Henry yl-part 2,

No less rhan ten of Shakespeare's playg are classified as histories by the editors of the First
l9li". l}y_t" the playq ufrichdealwiltrrelrtivcly,rp(:crrf erentsfirom E4glieh,history: KingJoha
!!:Y! II, Henry u.Parts I and 2, Hew y,,Htry yI, pmts 1,2 and i, Rittodin"inirrrv
WI. SHrespeare was by no meanstheonly draqatist to urite about the higtory of England, for in
the Elizabethan period, the'chronicle plal eqioyed great popularity..'It islestimated tU.t U"nnoi
1588, the year the Spanisb Armade'w1s defe4e4 and 1603; rryhen eupn Elizabettr die4 about 200
ptlys dealingwith theu,res from Edglish Fittoty wcre produecd.,
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, Why did the Elizabethan audience demand history plays? It has been suggested that the
Elizabethan interest in Engtish higory was manifcstation of fic peoplels belief in thgir.4ationsl
do.y. Of.course, t!€re utas mtrc*r pariotic exrdtrtion.id t -'* nfiza*ifran days and oe.dan 

""" 
it

seeping into.serious works like Spense,fs Wic Tlv Facrte Qteez. lloweverpatriotiim cari only go
part of the way towards explainihg the Elizabethgqs' interest in p[ys dealing -with,seii-suinhistgry:.
Absolute patiotisiqand thersense of ntioml glory may account for c€dai4 things in flenry_V and
even Henry VI, Part /, luch asJingoism, gr,thc c1i:arly trctruirent of J.gaiiiof'Arc. But
nobody can elaim that plays like King Joln, ot Henry, Vf, tParllts I qrd:}wqlie meiely'attempts to
satisff patridtic feeling. The Elizabettrans,,'in fact, werp aorcerned about thd. funrre of their country.
The Wars of the Roses (1455-1435) didnot seem.to'lb3m such'anpient histo-ryas ttrqy do now: Nor
was civil war a thing of thp disiant psst. l,sbakespeqqer,as:onelscholar once reminaga tiA, was six
years old when the great rebellion broke out in the No,rth of E-ngland in a desperate attempt to
replace Queen Elizabeth by her sister, th Crtrolic lvlary Sniar-t lnKingJohthe Basard sap:

This England never did, nor ne.yer sball,
Lie at the proud feet of a sonqucror,
But when it first did help to wound itself,

(v.yii 112,:l t4)

The same senlimant is expressed in the anonymogs chroniclE p lay, The'Trgublesome Reign
of King John (printed in.1591). It was this'copcern about the future of England fhat gai19 the.

English history plays their peculiar urgencylat,the,dinc. Ther€ was much anxiegyilest'England
should make a wrong choice in the qdestion'of appoi4iing a slcc€qqor-to Elizabpth."T-e interest iri
English history then was not only a maqifestation ef ,patriotic. feelrng, put ralso pdit,of. 4 vitali
concern about national sun'ival- TheElizabethan preoccupation with politics was nolgsskeen,than
that of trrentieth century qrgn. por many Elizabothans'fear of Catholicisnr was-no less,iflnolmore.
real and oppressive than fear of Eommlnism or totalitarianigqn or colonialism on neeicolfiirialiill- in
certain quarters tg$y. This ferhaps explains rrfiy it'is only'in'the past far-d&ades;thaf
Shakespeare's history plays have.I€cgi--ved tbe afipntionof sritics on srch a,widc scale. Ambngst
other things Shakespeare's history plays showed the Elitabethans, in,a dramatic form,,lhe forg_es,,

that went to the making,and preservation, oi caused'the dsstnrction.of a nafion. That is why one
critic maintained that the real hero of Shakespgarcb,history,plalp is not'so much HegV Y:ot:
Richard II as England the Republica itsdtf. In this respepl Shakcspear,g r{as;stil uniting withiii the
English drarnatic tradition. 'For instar-rce, in: an early. Tudor play, perbgpr .the 'earliest. Er,gli$
chronicle play, King Johan (qitten'by John,Balc), ntrichiq a mixtutc'of a:moralily and a history'
play, we get histiirical and allegoricat chnract€fs'sidg, bf,side aqd'ampng$ the,allegorical:figures!!..
that of 'Engfand'which appears as.a \ridotr{,

What was the Elizabethan view'of hirtuy *mcn Snetespearc wove into his hiiitory plays?
In the middle agqs history was.largely a collection of record+sentred-en-the clurch. Ttrc eensre of.
the medieval wo*a ,* pligibn'and'it unas ttereeore nanrnit.tbat Oe riaig'OEneofnistory.,then''
was, as Till.,ard says'the revolt of ttre angels, the crwtion of mlsr the iqcarqation, thenedcgption
of man and the Last Judgmenf. Any humgn history was, concQived.onl.y,,in'reletiou.oto..lRpg"



theological scheme, which gavepattem to it and which lay behind the moralising comments on 9:
fall oiprinces and ttre mutability of fortune,. The Renaipsaric€, on the othgr-hand, dealt morervith
human history prop€rt it also broug$ in a rnore practical,pttitude to it. It is true that Sir Walter

Raleigh attempted t0 unite a histoly of the world which began:with creatign, but like a typical

Renaissance historian he went on to treat things more mundane and more applicable to people's

lives. The historian would select certain eren-ts of the pas! and interpret them in such a way that

they would help towards understanding and controlling:contemporary events- (The choice of such

events from qational history may be d.ue.to the growing self-consciousness of the nation as a nation
in the Renaissance whichlay behind the increasing,interest in recording imd treasuring national
events, and in giving embodiment to the memories of mtional figures to ensure national survival.)

Although it introduced or ratner. intensified interest iq humanhistory, the"Renaissance did
not lose sight of the relation between.human eveqts and divine Providence- The immediate theme
of Shakespeare's history plpys may be disorder in,the form of civil war in England and continua!
defeat in France, but that disorder is at the'.samp timerseen 4s irr:aspect of a larger order in the'

uriverse. There is a wider religious setting against whiph human'actlons take place, for God has

His own reasons for the occwrence of this disorder. He uses it as a means by which He reveals His
divine plan. That is why to an Elizabethan audience'shakespeare's history plays had a religious and
cosmic significance. ln this connection it is interesting to see the Elizabethan attitude to a

revolutionary modernist like the Italian:political philopgphet Machiavelli (146i9-1527). Machiavelli
maintained that politics are.essentially spqul+ that political ordpr or disorder are essentially matters
of technique of ruling which harrc no relation to religion For him politics did not have the
philosophical or rather the religious sig4ificance they ha{ for the Elizabethans, but are only secular
matters whosb aim is purely practical and related to the.quqgtion: How can the ruler keep control
and the unruly.subjects be effectively contolled? Machiaveili believed that to secure this end any
mearur was legitipate. It was largcly because he omifted the presenge of God in politics and denied
His hand in operating man's actions, that to the,Elizabethans the name Machiavel came to mean.an
intriguer and an unscrupulous atheist.

The religious significance of history which is impliedin Shakespeare's,history plays can best
be studied under the following.headinos:

COSMIC ORDER

The Elizabefhans believed that thc whole of the universe.presentecl an mtegrated pattern,

that all created things were linked together and arranged in a fixed ordpr based upon the pn4giple of
hierarchy. The details of this system of th€'universe are - firstly, for harmqny to prevail i4 the

universe all things must:keep to their appointed statipn in.the tgtal scheme.' Secondly, the universe
presents a significant pattern of corrgspgndences; for instance, the:oak to thp planls bears the same

relation as the dolphin to the fishes or the'lion to the beasts, Ttiirdly; there isa sympathetic relatiott
betrveen the various planes of being, so that any di4urbance on.one plane would be echoed, or
wouldhave its reverberation on the rest.
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POLITICALORDER

tli Thc cosmic order is also reflected,in the politicallorder. We,can bardly find.'a clerrcf
orlfooition of the relation between tho twg thao in the opening of a contemporary widely lcnowu:
hody called 'An exlnrtation concerntrg Go;od.Order and,,Obedierce.b:Rulers aTtd I'IaglsTaresl
(frst published 1547)

Almighty God hath created,and appointed all'things in beaverr, eiutb, and. Ir4crs, in
a most excellentand pqfectorderi, Inheaygn he,hath appginted di$nst and;sweral
orders aod states of archangels and angels. . In. earth h€ hath assigned arid appointcd
kings, princes, with other. governors under tllem, in all good'and necesgary ord4,
The water above is kept and raineth down in due time and season. The snrq'mgoq.
stars, rainbow, thunder, lightring, clouds,rant'all biids of the;air, do kpep fteir odef.
The earth, te€s, seeds,. plants; herbs, corn, gfosf, and all manner of beast3, kcry,
themselves in order:,all :the parts of the whgle yedr, as winter, gunm€r, montbsr.,

nights and days, continue in,theiq o*.r, u11':kinds of ,fishes.intbe,spq,rrivers, aod;
waters, with all fountains, spnngsr yea the .s-eas thCmselvegkeep their som.G.!y coqrse
and order: and qeq himself also'hattr all,hip,pqr-lq both withi$ nnd withotlf'as Flfb.
'hgart, Bipd, memo.ry, understandiig, reasoru speeclr" with dl and qingulsr'corpoiil,'
membcrs of his body, in a profitable nocessary,.and pleasant order" hath'a;rynintcd'
to them their duty.and order: some arp in high degre€, some'iri'tow, some,Eqgr d'
prinp€si'som€ inferiors and suljecjs, prie$s and=faprgq,imsstetsrand'$fiE$tq,
frthers and children, husbands and wives, rich and poor; and every one have nrcd:of
ottrer; so that iil qlt thhgs is to be lauded and .pnised .the gqodly $dcr of Go4'
without the whichno house, no crt!1:no,comnonwealth canicontinue and'cndrre u
last. For whg.re there ,is .qp right order, ,there,'reigneth all abrrye, aornat- .lilgtty,
enormity, sin and babytonical :confiNion..- Take. armay. kings, pdhccq,. hil€d;.
magismrcs,..judges:'qrd such'states of God's,,order, ng qgg s@ll ridc or.gO:bJ.tF.:.
high way. unrobbed, no run sball sleep in his oyn house or bed rrnkilled; no merl:

shall kegp:his rvife, childreq and possepgions in'quictress' all.lhiryt,qhall:bb:
comriion; and thcre :must needs follow' all .uiischief 'and gttq 'de*rtrclion both.of
souls, bodies, goods, and commonwealths

Thrs passage is particularly int€restingbecause itocsurs in a homily which was'rpad to tb€ pcodo

.'thmugbout thc reign of Oueen Elizabettr. Both as q bhild and as a groum marr" Strakespears murt
have lrcgd it in ahurpl. 'fire ideo exprerssd here.on tlb close link betrveen,tho,gosn0ic,0nd;
political order,fo-mred therefore an iqtegral p-ilt of thg religrous and civic education of thr coqmol'
m.o" Thc Book'of Homilies from ufuich the above e:rtact iS @ved, yrpg offieially-.placod,in
chrlchcg bV thc Euzabethatr Chinch, and intended to be read aloudlto the'eo"greg8tioo,"gS"Uin
as an efron to promote conformity of'doctring,amongst all It is not qlrprisi4g th@,lo.find.thcfc
comnonptaces in Shakespgare's historyBfays, wlrere,the par,affel benr.een potrdcat ana qgei{l,ord1q
ad nmrral order (as is exemplifed for-inqtance ih the bee kingdom O HeW V f ii).iS tti
drarvu.
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THE POSITION OF THE MONARCH

Among men, therefore, the king enjoy.s the same status as the dak among the trees, the eagle
among the birds, the lion among the animals. or the sun among the heavenly bodies. The king nrles
by undisputed divine right. He should therefore be obeyed because to rebel against him is to rebel
against God. This belief is crucial to:the undesstanding of the p'attern of Shakespeare's history
plays. For a clear and unequivocal statemenl of it we may go to the same homily, that reservoir of
the political commonplaces of the time: there we.find, backed by suitable quotations from the Bible,
the following principles. (l) The king has a divine right'to rule: 'as it is written of God in the book
of the Proverbs, Through me kings do reign. . . Here let us mark well, and rernember, that the high
power and authority of kings, with their making of laws, judgments and.offices are the ordinance
not of man, but of God'. (2) The king must always be obeyed, for: 'StFaul threateneth no less pain
than everlasting damnation to all -disobedient persorls, to all resister against this general and
common authority, for as much as they resist not man, but God'. (3) Il how-ever, the king's orders
conflict with God's commandments then disobedienqe is allowed, but tlien it must bJ passive
disobedience. Subjects should not resist but be content with suffering patiently. (4) Under no
circumstances then are subjects allowed'to show violence to the king, even when he is wicked.
'Christ taught us plainly, that even the wicked rulers have their power.and authority from God: and
therefore it is not lawful for their subjects tb withstand them, although they abuse their power.'
Subjects are not to withstand their liege lord and king; not.to take a r*-d by their private uutt ority
against their king'. .(5) 'Tiaitors and rebellious persons,bring upon their own hiads the tenible
punishment of Almighty God'. The evil consequences of ady rebellion are grearer than the evil it
was meant to redress.

This exaggerated religious aurh which kingship had acquired by Shakespeare,s time was in
fact the product of deliberate Tudor propaganda" designed to discourage further rebellion and civil
war. Coming after the Wars of the Roses Henry Tudor felt rather .nt"ury about his title to the
throne, and to strengthgn his position- he sought fust to encourage the notion of the divine light of
kings, secondly to propagatethrough his historians a particllar viewof English history u..ordi4g to
which the union of the two houses of York and Lancaster through his maniage with the york

,heiress was regarded as the inevitable and divinely ordained'happy Jnaing to the rietanctroty "*,
9f tht preceding period. Another factor conributing to the inciease of rlverence for the dgure of
the king was that after the breach with Rome the English Church hgan to view kingship-with a
flattering eye. Besides, in the hear.ts of the people the void created by the removal of the hgrue of
E Pop" was later partially filled by the king. '

In Shakespeaxe's plays in general, and not only in'his':histories, the religious significance of
kingship is only too apparcnt. Readers of Macbeth, to choose an gbvious example, are struck by the
profundity and abundance of itsreligious imagery, of which this comment on the murder of ifing
Duncan may serve as an example:
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Most sacrilegious murder hath broke ope
The Lord's anointEd temple, and stole thence

The'life o'th'building. (II iii 66-8)

The.history plays are full of references to the divine sanction of kingship. Nevertlieless in
Shakespeare's history plays we do noJ find the e:<treme priniiple of absolute obedience to an evil
monarch. Armed resistance against.Richard,III (and against Macbeth) is clearly sympathetically

portrayed, althoulh it may be argued that neither king laurfrrlly succeeded to the throne.

Shakespeare was clearly aware of the existenge of the traglc implication of the situation when two
cogent rights conflict; obedience to th: king and obeiiepce to the dictates of one's conscience. For

instance in Ri.chord II *e have such a situation where John of Gaunt stands powerless, unable to

avenge the death of his own brother, inspite of the enteaties of his.wife, the 'Duchess of Gloucester,

because it is the king who was responsible for his death, or, a* he put it:

' God's the quanel; for God's substitute;

His deputy anointed in.his sight,

Hath caus'd his death; the wtrich ifwrongfulli, '

Let heaven revenge, for I may npver lift
An angry arm against his minisfer (I ii 37-41)

Gaunt's words are clearly in accordance with the teachinlsof the homilies.

Because of this divine sanction of monarchy w$ch meant that to the king-the subjects owed

absolute obedience and allegiance, the king's rcslonsibiljty:towards his subjects was fe! and

believed to be truly great. Shakespeare's hisiory playg are full,of references to the heavy burden of
responsibility laid .[on trre shouiders gf the rnonatrt. 'To discharge his'duties to his,dubjects

properly and to see to it that order should prevail in thc starc, jo prevent chaos and disorde^r from

L"uging the state in the form of rebellion and cilil riqrs, tf,e king had to be a good,and efficient

ruler. He had to possess the right personality, ild that rneant, that he had to possess certain

traditional virtues, iik. rouruge, cunning, and justice or di$interestedness, symbolised respectively

by the lion, the fox and the pelican. Because so'much,degended on the stength of the monarchls

ciraracter, the subject occupied the attention of Shakespears rirhen he was interested in the theme of
man in his politicat setting. His playS provide,stttdies in kingly character: in som: way King John is

a study of a weak *orr-"h while in.Henry Vwe qregveathe study. of a strong king.

THE DIVINE PATTERN OF IIISTORY

Likewise, in Shakespeare's history plays is embodied thb Ttrdor view of recent English

history as expressed in the main souroes of the plays, especidly.Elall'q Chronicle. This view.states

ttrat the recent events leading up to tbe accesiion 
"f 

Hoity fuiot were closely linked together by a:

moral chain of cause and effecfand thatthe whole thing follou'ed a divine plan. Briefl! the detailf

of this divine.plan axe as follows: the fibuble started with the qtrarrel .between Henry Bolingbroke

and Mowbray, which Richard II was unable.to,resolve and'which resulted"in,the deposition of
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Richard. For that, and for his even more serious breaking of his faith in allowing the sacrilegious
murder of Riehard to take place, God prtnished Henry (IV) of Lancaster by making his reigr full of
intemal troubles. However, God's full punishment was poslponed in the reign of his. son Henry V,
because of his piety and his attempt to expiate his fathe/s sin by baving Richard reburied in
Westminster. Unlike Richard II, Henql V wag a good alrd strong king, but God'chose to make his
life short and His punishment was realised in itreieign of his *.uk rott, Henry VI, who was only a
child when his father died, a thing which was a bad omen in itself. His reign was marked by
intemal strife (incessant quarrethng md intriguing amongthe nobles) and by extenral defeat abroad
(whateveg his father had won in the wars in France.was forfeited by bim). The result was the
weakening of the house of Lahcaster and the emergence of the descendant of the house of Yoik,
Richard, Duke of York, as claimant to the throqe. Hence the Wars of the Roses, which occupy
Henry VI, Parts 2 and J, and in which many anocities and butcheries were committed and complete
anarchy and disorder reigned. This was symbolised by Shakespeare in a scene in whicb
unwittingly, a father kills his son and a soh his father. At first victory-fell to the house of Lancaster
but later the Yorkist Edward (later. Edward I{) returned and resumed'the fighting swearing that he
only sought his dukedom of York, not the th,rone, but he did not keep his oattr. Eventually he won
the war, but because he'was a'good king God postponed'His punishment for perjury tidafter his
death. (His brother, Gloucestei-later Richard lll:causcd his sons'to be murderea,j Richard m,
comrnitted many sins, including the murder of King Henry VI in the Tower, he was therefore
punished by his defeat at the hand of.Henry Tudor (ater Henry VII) who was cfearly God's minister
in delivering England at last from her long and {ark night of misery and in bringng order out of
disorder. The feud between the two houses was healed by his mani4ge to-the heiieslof the hogsc
of York. But the glory that was to be'England was attained only in thJreign of the irt* 

"f 
O" o""

houses, Henry VIU. ':

' Two things emerge froq this account: first, evil aud wickedness never pass unpunishe4 but
each sin brings about the punisilment it dcserves. Secondly, Divine ProvidenceorOain"a tnat events
should be such that they would cufuninate in the'triumphAirt rei.gn' of the Tudors.

Wten we tum-to Shakespeare's ten history plays we find that, apart from the two dealing
with the reigns of the lrtJ and last English kings, nameby King John and Henry VIII,theplays form
two groups, each consisting of fotr close.,ly linked plays. The fi.rst gr..oup or tetralogr, in the ordpr of,
writing, contains the three pans of Hena Y! a$ Riclwrd IlI. In thgseggnd th:re are Richard ll,tbe.
two parts of Henry IV and,Henry I/. In bbth $oups of plays this pattem of English history is clearly
revealed. The deposition and mlrder of Richard II is ref,-erred to,time and again as a heinogs sin
which eventually unleashed the forcOs of disorder that were only vanquished by the intervention of
Divine Providence through the person of Henry'VII. In both Shakespeare dramatises the wtrole
period of recent English history covered by Hall's Chronicle, begiruring with the indeption of,thc
trouble during the reign of Richard II and ending with its resolution by the victory.of Henry Tudor.

The ideas discussed above form only the political and ibtellectual backgrourd of the. histo.y
plays. However, it would be a mistake to assume that Shakesp€are wrote his plays to .*po*i
these ideas or that his aim was to preach to his contemporaries the folly and dangers of civil war or



to provide effective propagan{a for the Tudor regime., We cannot even prove that he personally
believed in the Tudor view of the War or the Rgses. In his histories Shakespeare was primarily a
dramatist whose chief concern was tol create enjoyable works of art. And it is as works of art that
the, plays ought to be approached and' not as historical documents embodying the political

"orltttottptace-s 
of the Elizabethan age-even though these commonplaces have tobe-grasp"i by th"

reader in order that he may have a clearer view of the situations i11 which characters. in
Shakespeare's plays are placed and h.ave to make signifioant choices. As a serious artist
Shakespeare irsed the political thoughl of his time, ,but onfy.as the raw material of the plays, To
read the.histories with a view to defining and traci4g the political tbi$ing of the time is n0 less

ludicrous than to go to Milton's Paradise Lost {or the ptolemaic cosmogony it embqdies. For fn
Shakespeare's history plays the apparent theme may.be Englistr history and English kings, bPl thq

real one'is obviously nature: man in his relatioh to ,the state:. the fascinating variefy of httman

behaviour revealed by the exigencies of public life; the attraction of authority and coqflict of
powers; the marriage or divorce between politics and, moraliry; the sufferings of individual human

b"ingt when caught in the grip of clashing national events.- These are etenral themes which are not

confined to a particular timi and place. Not long ago we saw some of them.lreated in the moving

Russian novel, Dr Zhivago (by Pastemak).. This point should be emphasised.because there is a
danger,.implicit in the historical appioactl of regardir-rg.tile.plays"as period pieces or historical

curiosities.

1.1.2.2 Introduction to Historical plays

Shakespeare wrote as many as 37 plays, including Comedies, Histoqies 
^9|*gtdids. 

His

l0 plays based on English History are known as Chro_niClt 4g:, t" th.9 empha5is there is on the

r"qu.n.r of historical events. "King John' and *Flenr-,y VIII" are indqPgndent plaf. and-the

remaining eight plays are called Fiist and Secpnd Tetalpgies (A tetralogy is 1 Sreln-of fguL nlafs
embodying strici chronological sequence of events. These play.s tell the stories of,the civil lvars
between the trnro noble houses of Yofk and lancaster in the l5u centpry knouqr as the_W11 of the

Roses, based.on the badges womby them - Ibe Lancastriang. wore the red rgse ar-rd the Yorks wore

the white rose.

The first tetralogy knoqn as thq Yorkist tetralogy comprises the tluee parts of "King Henry

VI" and "King Richard III". The second tetralogy known.tas ttre Langastrian tetralogy comprises

"King Richard II", the two parts of"King lle,nry [V" and "King Henry V?'

The present play, 'Henry IV Part I'., one of the plays of tlie Lancastrian tetralogy, is

continuation of the earlier play'Rlchard II'.

IACHARYA NAGARJUNA

-

UNIVEIISIry - 9 - cENTRE FoR DISTANcE EDUcATIONI

1.1.2.3 Nature of Kingship

As the play is concemed with kings and kingsli.ip, it iS desirable to go into a detailed

discussion of the nature of kingship. We know that pur society is different from the nature of the
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society q few hrmdred yean earlier. Similarly, Op society after a ferv hundred years will be

different from ours.

Let us now think about the society in England in the medieval period (A.D. 1100:1400),
People then lived at the subsistence lgvel. They had no surplus but only produced enough food for
the farmer and his family, leaving nonp to seli. Socigtl was organiSed'in a rigid hierarchy, a'system
with ,$ades of authority frolr the'lowgs! to the'highest. It was held together by bonds of loyal-ry

between individuals., The King Fqeived loyalty,from -the'lords; the lords from the knights; the
knights from their yeomen tfamem ufio qvmed their ovm lands) and the yeomen from theleasants
(poor fArmers renting small pleces of land), The locat peasants were protected by their lord and in
turn they would serye as soldiers in, his orrny:: This is called'feudalisr.n. In this system, bravery and
skill in battle and loyalty to the lord were rmportantand thgse values were called chivalry.

Chivalric loyalty towards the'king often came intb'.conflict with loyal-ry to the family and
one's own honour. These conflicting loyalties contributed to the constant state of war between the
medieval barons: This feudalism had lgng seemed unchangeable. But by the 14fr century, it was
already in transition and capitalism slowly-evolved from it.

The universal Catholic Church was organised in a hierarchy parallel to the social one and
belief in its authority in all matters of'religion was widesprean. Cutture was based on the calendar'
and ritual'of Catholicism. The Church became corrupt and the secular minded people dweloped
ideas which led to the Protestant'Reforrratbn.

Social mobility from hurrble stafirs to power *tatt"O and possession of land was not a
prerequisite any longer.

The absolutist Tudor Monarchy, wifr its ccnUalisirig tendencies, Succ-,eeded in doing.away
with the priyate armies of individual .lords, It conceiitrated to<ation and legal powers in a
govenrment bureaucracy base.d in ,[,ondon. Thgs kings' g?ve up. ruling the country with,the
cooperition of their armed fellow lords, but claimeci the God-given right to rule exactly as they
pleased.

The play 'King Richard II' shorrrs the dccadence of feddalism, and the internalforces wtrich
destroyed it.

King Ric.hard iegarded himself as God:s appointed representative on the earttr and.so
wanted to be obeyed in all matters. But he r1at also a warrior lord who had to respect the honour of
the other wanior lords of thd kingdom. .He deliberately violated this rule, in depriving Henry
Bolingbroke, after the death of his father Joh$ Garurl of his ihcomes anp titteq, FIe thought he was
righttn his action, but a feudal monarch"aould not actualllbehave like,an.absohltist monarch.



Richard believed that power resided within himself simply because herwas the king. Soon
he discovered that this was a fantasy and that power.resided in men and material, in troops and
weapons.

Though Richard was defeated,.'thc powerfirl principle of absolgte monarchy was his
contribution. And it was only at the end of the Wars of Roses thatthe Tudor Monarch, Henry VII,
established peage through absolute monarchy.

It was once believed that the right of succession.from father to son was inviolable and that
this right had divine sanction. So people showed their allegiance to Richard. And now this belief
had lost its validity, and people. felt *rat they could shift their loyalty to Bolingbroke owing to
political expediency. The disgruntled Bolingbroke was disinherited by Richard II and so he worked
for the latter's disinheritance. 

' 
He usurped the throne of Richard and thtis he innoduced kingship

based on power and political effectiveness, rather than birth ih a royal family.

Tlrere is indeed a pdrqdox here, Shakespeare knew that the world he described in his history
plays was one that had passed alvay. Yet, he seenu sometimes to write as if 'his characters were

actually living in the England of 1590s and nqt the 1530s.

1.1.2.4 Tudor Myth

Rebellion and usurpation were'-held to be "(n, in the sight of God and unmitigated

disasters would descend on the counfiies that experienced them. Bishop of Carlisle gave expression

to this myth in 'Richard II'. He protested againrst the dethronment of Ridrard Il as a sin against

God. He declared that Botingbroke'q usurpation of the Crown of Richard II would resull in wars

and bloodshed in England.

The violent events reported at the beginning of the play "King He.nry IV, Part I," support

this prediction. King Henry hirnself at the opening of the play referred to th9 troubles caused by the

struggle for power between him and Richard. After Richard's deposition and death, his supporter ;

raisJd may rebellions on his behalf and there wds no peace and security in Eagland. In the West, r

thousand of Mortimer's men were butcheted. In the North also a large number of Scottish corpscq

were seen. Thus there was news of gunq, drums and woturds throughout the play. \

This was really a changed:world as judged from the accepted theologiaal Peint of view. It
was.a world doomed to groan uqder ilie curse of impiety,(Fck of rysgec],for God and religion).

This world of outrage was already anticipated by Carlisle. 'It was a divinely appointed punishment

for the assault oq Richard

But there was another point of view, the Secular point of view. ff"rrry golingbrokegave a

new reading to the play, a changed world based on a secular, nonreligious modem i{ea. Henry's
world was secular and Shakespeare saw.in secularism the necessary condition of a usurper's

success.
!
:
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In physical and secular terms,'Henry was a successful usurper, not so on the mental plane.
The blood of Richard was on his mind and so he had no moral courage to build a lastirg orders in
the kingdom and remained hefpless on the wake of disorders initiated. Moreover, he was greatly
disturbed by the instances of discord on the wake of by Percy's rebellion, Prince Halls behaviour
and the knavery of Falstaff. Thus Shakespeile was justified in continuing the Tudor theme of the
harsh wages of usurpation.

But Shakespeare as Maynard Mack says, minimised and softened this theme. He took a
lenient view of Boligbroke, taking into consideration his strength, sagacity and efficient rule and
relaxed moral rules to enable him to rule the country for a.short period. He was not allowed to rule
indefinitely however effective he might be, the only solution was topass o4 the crown to his richly
deserving son, Prince Hal.

I.I.2.5 Introduction to Henry IV - Part-IV: Its date qf composition and sources

Many critics say that'Henry IV, Part I' was written and acted during l5g6-g7and published
in 1598, and the following points prove this statement.

(l) An entry in the Stationer's Register under the date 25s February, 1598.
(2) An echo of Falstqffs remark in the famous Mero's list.
(3) A reference to the fatness of Falstaff in the last lines of Jonson's play, "Everyman Out of

his Humour", in 1599.

The following points of evidence within the text also support this view. There is a reference
in the play to the events of 1596-97. In Act II, Scene I, the second carrier refers to thc high cost of
cats that killed Robin Ostler and this was an event of 1596-97.

Sources:

:shakespeare based his play 'Henry IV, lart'l:, on Holinshed's 'Chronicles, and on l.TheI mous victories of Henry v", an ano.nymous play of that period.

Holinshed's "Chronicles"lwas the main source for him. He borrowed many situations from
his Chronicles and a few are listed below: - -

l) The defeat of English army led by Edmund Mortimer bythe welsh.
2) The victory of the English army over the scots at Holtnedon.
3) Hotspur's refusal to hand ovet the prisoners of war to the King
4) Hotspur's request to the King to ransom Edmund Mortimer
5) Display of greatvalour by Prince }i.ory.
6) Death of Hotspru.

f*o*t" 
also deviated from Holinshed and a few deviations are listed below:



Hi infioduced new characters. - Prince John of Laicaster, Lady Percy and Lady
Monimer. They are not found in Holinshed

Shakespeare showed King Heriry as lesq valient and Prince Hal more valiant than in
Holinshed.

3) Shakespeare ctuingedtlre qge of King Henry an{ Hotspur. He represented the 30 ycar-
old king as an old nAn. Hotspur who was acfirally older than Flenry, was given the same
a,ge as Prince Hal.

Shakesneare tumed to the second source 'The Famous Victories of Henry V' for the
Falstaffian scenes. The scene of the highway robbery was also taken from that play.

Shakespeare was also indebled to thc book, Daniel's 'Civit Wars' and 'Ballad of the Chevy
Cluse'. The account of $e Battle of Shrewsbury was wholly derived from Daniel.

Finally, 'Morality plays'were the qource for Prince Halls triumphant,journey from tipling in
tavems to glory on the field of battle.

l.12,6 Historical Background to the Play

K.R.S. Iyengarlsays "England is the real theme of Shakespeare's historical plays. And
England was ruled by kings who had to wage wars for survival

The present play 'Henry IV, .Pait I, is a continuation of 'Richard II' of the Lancastrian
tetalogr.' It forms the historical'background to our play. Here Shakespeare concentrated on the
wars between Richard II and his urcles and gave an analysis of the process of order and disorder
resulting in selfish individual decisions.

Richard II was a'weak andvain king. As the grandson of Edward III he was the true heir to
the throne of England. He came to the:ttuone in his elpvcnthyear after the untimely death of his
father, the Black Prince, the eldest son of Edward III, As he was a mingr 'The Barons of the Royal
Council' managed the government, and the Duke,of tancaster (John of Gaunt, the father of Henry
Bolinbroke).unas the most'important member of this council. When Richard came of age, he started
.asserting himself as an absolute monarch. Owing to his misrule, he lost the support of the people.
He made Henry Bolingbroke his enemy by banishing him from the country for quarrelling with
hrke of Norfolk. Now King Richard confiscated his property and left for Ireland to put down a
rebellion there.

Henry took advantage of this absence and he landed in England with a sbrewd plan. Many
discontented people joined hands with him and with their support Henry seized the crown and

2)
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became King Henry tV. With the help of the Parliament, he deposed Richard and imprisoned him.
Richard died the following year and ityps rumourpd that he was murdered by.the King's agents.

i-t'':*" 
Richard had no heirs and after him,:Mortimer, the Earl of March, had a better claim to the

throne than Bolingbroke. He was hearer in blood to Richard than Bolingbroke. But, by his
cunningness and diplomacy Botingbroke bypassed Mortimer and became king. Then fearing a

rebellion from Mortimer, he imprisonedtrim. Mortimer's:supporters raised many rebellions but the
king put dowh all of them. Now Mortimer had no supportiis and the, King, seeing this, released
him and enlisted him as one of his supporters. Hoping that the civil wars had come to an end and
that peace had descended on England, he entertained the thoughts of going to Jerusalem on a holy
pilgrimage, and the play "Henry lv/?art I'begins'at this point of history.

.\ ....--

I.I.3 Check your progres

How did Shakespeare work for the spread of nationalism through historical plays?
What do ybti know about the natqe of kingship?
What is meant by Tudor Myth?
When was Henry IV Part-I written and what were the sources'/
Discuss the Historical background to the play.

1.I.4 Sample. Examination Quections

1. Describe the greatness of Shakespeare as an Elizabethan dramatist with reference to Henry-IV

2. Bring out the importance of Henry-IV Pan-I with proper comments on its time and sources.
a'

I.I.5 Let us sum up

. After going through aU the aspegts of this lesson we have understood the background to
Shakespeare's historical plays, the Nature of kingship in those days and rfie time and sourles of the
play Henry-IV, Part-I.

I.I.6 Suggested Readings

l. W.A. Arqrstrong. Shakespeere's Higtories.
2. L.C. Ifuights. Shakespeare: The Histories:
3. E.M.W. Tillyard. Shakespeare's History Plays.

**ff*

Prof. R. Saraswathi



Unit-I : Henry IV, Part,I, Lesson-Il

L[.0 OBJECTIVES

After going through this lesson you wjll be able to
. Know the characters of the play.
. Understand the sunmary of the play.

' Discuss the plot of the p!ay.
. Understand Act-wise, Scene-wise'critical analysis and evalrntion of the text.

I.II STRUCTI,]RE

I.[.0 Objectives
I,il.I Introduction

. I.II.2 Act-I
I.II.3 Act-II
LII.4 Act-III
I.II.5 Act-IV
I.II.6 Act-V
I.II.7 Summary of the text .

I.II.8 Check your progress

I.II.9 Sample examination questions
I.II.10 Let us sun up
I.[.] I Suggested readings

IJI.I Introduction

This is the second lesson of the play. Here, we discuss the plot of the play. It includes an
Act-wise, Scene-wise critical analysis and evaluation of the Tpxt. A slnopsis of the Act is given
and this is followed by analyses and evaluotions of the $cenps'. Fii'ially comes the surunary of the
entire play.

I.U.2 Critical analysis and evaluation of Act I

The first act has 3 scenes. In the Act I scenc I, King Henry gppgars in the royal cowt with
his younger son and lords. He spealcs about his crusade to Jcrrrsalem but postpones it owing to
fresh troubles. The outbreak of the \tr/elsh rebellion is one of thcur. The second trouble is Hotspur's
rebellious attitude arising out of his refusal to handovcr Se Scottish prisoners of war. The King is
unhappy for his son, who quite unlike Hotspur, is wasting his 6me in taverns. In the second scene,

Prince Hal, Falstaffand others talk about drinking, robberies and women. Fatstaffand others plan
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to rob certain travellers. The Prince and Poins then plan to rob these robbers, but with a different
motive. In the third scene, the King meets the Percies.and demands surrender of the Scoftish
prisoners of war. He threatens to punish them if they disobey him. This leads to the Percies plan to
join the rebels to unseat the King.

Act One. - Scene One
Critical Analysis

-fhe titular hero, King Henry appears in the royal court of England with his younger son and
other lords. He seems very unhappy though he has completed ayear of his rule. He feels guilty of
the usurpation of Richard's throne and his murder.' He sees that ttre civil wars have come io,a
temporary end and so he plans to vis.it Jerusalem to expiate his sins. But he has to postpone this
pilgrimage owing to a bad news brought by Westmoreland. It is the defeat'of, the English forc€s
under the still loyal Mortimer by the Welsh Lord Owen Glendower. He:also hears of the victory of
brave Hotspur over Archibal$ Douglas and about the large ndmber of Scottish nobles taken
prisoners. The king is jealous of Hotspur.as his heroism reminds him or the worthlessness of his
son Prince Hal. The King learns that Hotspur insists in ransoming Mortimer * u 

"otrdition 
for

surrendering the prisoners and thig nakes the King very angry and he orders the Percies to appear
before him to explain their stand.

Critical Evaluation #

. fittg H:1ry, ft" titular hEro is introduced in this opeqing scdne: Hehas a guilty conscience
as he is haunted by his crimes of usurpation and regicide.- ge Jso remembers the-Tudor-yth th"t
crimes against the anointed king result in retribution and so fears that he may be punished Ly God
for his crimes' So he tries to be acceptable to people by gaining moral strength through expialion of
his sins. That is the reason why he proposes to visit the Holy Land. And-now tre cannot do this,
owing to the problems posed by Douglas and Hotspur.

The nobles who know that the King is a sinner gain the moral courage to rebel against him.
Thus rebellion appears as the major theme of the play.

Mention is also made in this scene about the two major contestants, Prince Hal and Hotspur
and about their honourabfe and dishonourable conduct, thus hinting at thg second but important
theme of Honour.

Critical analysis of Act I, Scene II

This scene gives a picture of Prince Hal's merry life.' He is in his chamber with his friend
Jack Falstaff. They exchange jokes on topics of drinking and rsbberils. Then they plan'for a
hi8hwal robbery just for fun. The Prince first refuses to:go along with them but:finally agrees to
en)Qy the sport of robbing the robbers, just to dupe Falstaff. When aloae, the Prince speaks about
himsplf in a soliloquy. (A speech in a play in which a clraractet's secret throughts are spoken to the
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audience). He Says that his present behaviour is only a mask worn by Sfn to hide his serious
nature. He intends to detach himself from these ar.rti-sopial elements at the proper timo and,revcal
himself in true coloures.

Critical evaluation

The first scene is about the serious main-plot of King Henry and his problems.

The second scene introduces the comic'sub-plot and here the matter is not serious but jodal.

Falstaff is an immortal creation of Shakespeare, He is the Kiirg of the comic world. He is
an old white-haired Satan, a great drunkard and an incorrigible liar. Yet'he makes the audiencc

laugh with his wit and hirmour.

Prince Hal is the real hero of the play, whereas King Henry is the titular hero. Time could

affects change and at the present point in ti.me, the Prince is among the evil companions. But at tbe

proper time, he will emerge as the true Prince, like the sun among the clouds, and prove an ideal

King.

Critical analysis of Act I - Scene III

The King meets the Pgrcies in the CoWrcil Hall and asserts his authority. He demandr

reasons from Hotspw for not surrendering the prisoners. He scolds them and threatens to use forcc

against them. Hotspur's rurcle Worcester prgsents the Kings speech and demands courtesy and

reminds him that they were responsible for his kingship.: Northumberland speaks convincingly'
about his son Hotspur. Hotspur himself e;plains the position and'throws all the blame oa thc

King's messenger. This does not appease the King, for:he,suspects Mortimer to be in league with
the rebels. So he catls Mortimer a traitor and so refuses to ransom him. He leaves the Council
threatening to punish the PercieS if the prisoners are not surrendgred.

Hotspur is very angry. He scolils his father and uncle for placing Henry on the throne.

, Worcester reminds them ttrat King Richard II designated Mortimer as his heir and Henry 9:"T.
King by blpassing him. And:so the,King considcis Mortimer his bqrn enemy. Worcesterunfolds a

planto oppose tlie King. They have tii strengthcn themselves by ally.rng with Glpndower, Mortimer

and the A,rchbishop of Canterbtrry and thW pave the way.for installing Mortimer on tbe tbnonc.

Soon Hotspur agrees to join in the rebellion against the King. It is for this that he will be &iends

with Douglas, Mortimer and Gle. ndower.

Critical evaluation

t{otspur's refirsal to surrerrder the prisoners of war develops.the situation and this is tbe

tuming point in the play. It is the:conflict bet$yeen the King and the rebels.
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We see Hotspur's basic character - his heroic stature. He is. selfless, straightforward and
courageous. He is readyto do anything for thc sake of honour. He refuses to be loyal to the King at
the cost of his honour and here we find a clash between loyalty and honour.

I.II.3 Critical analysis and evaluation

This Act has four scenes. In the first scene, we come to know how Gadshill, a professional
thief gets infornration about the money the travellers have. The secortd;;; describes ihe robbery.
Falstaff, Gadshill, Bardolph and Peto rob the travellers. When they are about to share the booty,
Princd and Poins come in disguise, fall upon thenr and rob them. ln itre ttrira scene Hotspur appears
reading a letter from a lord. The Lord does not want to join in the rebellion. His wife LuAyi.try
appears and expresses her concern for his safety. Hotspur replies roughly but afifectionately. Th;
fourth scene is'full of comedy. The trick played on Francis-is funay, ih, ,rrrp also contains a
mock-play of the interview between the King and the Prince, played out by Falstaffand the prince.

Critical analysis of Act II - Scene I

The scene opens at au inn in Rochester, on the London-Canterbury road. It is early morhing
and two carriers are loading Jhe horses. Gadshill, a professiqnat *rief tries in vain to get
information from them about the money the travellers have with them. Chamberlain, one of ihe
seryants' who is in league with him, tells him that two rich merchants with plenty of money, will.be
leaving the inn, that morning

Cnitical evaluation

;\'lter the rebellion in the previous scene this scene supplies the necessary comic relief. The
carriers represent the honest subjects of the kingdom. Gadshil and the comrpt Chamberlain provide
a contrast to them.

Critical analysis of Act II - Scene II

In this scene, we see the robbery and tlre counter robbery, as planned earlier. prince Hal and
his friends asseble on a highway.near Gad's Hill to play a practical joke on Falstaff. They have
hidden Falstaffs horse and the fattest, big-bellied Falstaff cannot walli even a few feet. So he frets
and fumes for not finding his horse; The Prince jocularly'asks Falstaffto.lie down with his ears
close to the ground and listen if he can hear the.footsteps of the approaching-travellers. Falstaff
replies that once down, he cannot get up, unless a lever is brought to lift'him from the ground.

Now, the Prince and Poins withdraw on the pretext of keeping themselves in reserve. The
travellers approach and Falstaffandhis gang rob them. The Prince-and Poins see them sharing their
spoils, fall upon them and rob them.
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Critical evaluation

. We see comedy at its great heights. Critics say that this scene is written mainly for the

Elizabethan groundlings. Heie we have the gullir,g cf Falstaff. It is similar to the.gulling o1

Malvolio in "Twelfth Night". Here we see another side of Prince Hal. Though he is with lou
comrades, he is not one of them. Even earlier, he has roUbed the robters only to restore the monei
to iti'owners. That is the character of Prince Hal.

Critical analysis of Act.II - Scene III

It is a beautiful domestic scene between Hotspur and'Lady Hotspur. Hotspur is reading

angrily a letter from a lord who does not want to join the rebellion. He shows bis contempt of the

writer and think's that he may expose thE plot to the King. It is at this time that Lady Percv

(Hotspur's wife) enters and enters into a dialogue with him. She questions her husband about his

preoccupation and dreams of battle. But Hotspur ignores her and wants to rjde away hurriedly. She

suspects the truth but she does not Succeed in extracting anything from him. Hotspur assut'es het

thai she will be brought to his camp. '

critical evaluationo-, 

,^,,ch on, Jrnnr a soft au-* for hisHotspur is very rough and einotional and knows only war. Yet he has

wife and she dotes on him. She wants to know from her husband whether he loves her or not and

his indirect reply is that he loves her infinitely.

;f,ritical analysis of Act II'Scene IV

This scene takes us back to Boar's Head Tavern at Eastcheap. ffis scene is called the

Tavern scene and it presents many funny situations.

The Prince and Poins enjoy a.practical joke at the expense of the drawdr (tapster). Francis'
'First 

the prince and then Poins go on calling for poor Francis. TVrng to please them he ans\f,'ers

each call with ',Anon, Sir" and thus makes a fotl of himself. Then follows a humorous discussion

"iiiit"iu..y ut cuatrtill and the gulling of Falstaffthere.

A messenger comes from the King and informs Hal that he must appear before his royai

father, to discuss the threat posed by Hotspur and his allies. This provides a subject for the

rehdarsal in which the prince-and Falstaff play alternate;roles. First Falstaff plays the role of the

!$ng :.i.i t1e prince his own role. Then the rgles are reversed, Falstaff becomes the Prince and the

Prmce bdcomes the King.

The Sheriff comes to arrest Falstaff for his part inlthe robbery. Bul the Prince sends hirn

away saying he is not present. And Prince Hal suddenly decides to:pester Falstaff by taking him to

the battlefietd of'shrewsbury as one of the army commanders'
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Critical evaluatron

Falstaff is the central figure of this ryene.and his is the source of broad comedy, here. He is
not a historical figure, but an immortal creation of Shakespeare. He is noJ only witty in himself but
the cause that wit ig in other men.

I.II.4 Act III

The Third Act has three scenes and'in the first scene, the rebels, excepting Northumberland
and Douglas meet at Bangor, Wales and plan the carnpaign'against the King and rhe later division
of England into 3 parts. This is followed by a few happy moments between the leaders and their
wives.

In the second scene, the King meets the Prince and blames him for his irregular life. The
Prince excuse-s himself and promises to prove his loyalty and wonh by performing glorious deeds.

In the third scene, Falstaff appears at the Tavern and says that his pocket is picked, and
Prince Hal who exposes him, appoints him an officer in the army.

Critical analysis of Act III - Scene I

The rebels have assembled in the Archdeacon's house. at Bangor in Wales. Hotspur,
Worcester, Mortimer and Glendower discuss their plans to conibine thiir forces at Shrewsbury,
against the King. On a map they divide the country into three portions, the North going to Hotspur,
the West to Glendower and the South to.Mortimer. Hotspur ridicules Glendower's claim that the
earth shook at his birth. Worcester and Monin,er ."queit Hotspur.to be more friendly towards
Glendower and Hotspur promises to do so.

Mortimer's wife is sad that her husband is leaving soon. Hotspur cannot persuade his wife
to sing and he feels happy that he is not exposed to the trouble of listening to songs.

Critical evaluation

The rebels are sure of deposing the King and so they are serious about,dividing the kingdom
among themselves. So this scene is called the "Division Scene" and it is very important fiom the,
political point of view. By plaruring to divide the kingdom, the rebels.esbange the English people
who turn hostile to them. The people start sympathising with the King, who stands for the unity of
the countrv.
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Critical analysis of Act III - Scene II

The scene shifts to the royal palace and the King speaks privately to his son Prince Hal. The

[iiig rclls him that he is not worthy of his line and that he is more a sign of God's displeasure than

in obedient son. The same age as Hal, Hotspur is the.leader of armies in,the battlefield trying to
takeover the kingdom from Hr*li. But Hal is wasting timt in frivolotls pursuits. Hal is more likely
to surrender to the enemythan come,to his fathe/s aid

Agitated by his criticism, Hal excuses himself and swears obedience to his thther. He vows

that he will snatch honours from Hotspur in a single fight. King Henry is happy.and appoints his

.son the supreme commander of an army. The King hirnielf leads one of the armies, Vfestmoreland

and Prince John, the other two.

Critical evaluation

This scene thrgws light on the character of the King'and the Pnnqe and takes us back to the

play, "Richard Second". The King confegses that he is gurlty of usurpation and regicide. He knows

tnai ne is the real sinner and not his soru"H.al. According io 16o century political belief people

should be loyal to their King, as he is God's alent on earlh. In other words, $e Ki$ should 1tn the

support of his people. As a sinner, the [Cng is doubtful about,hi.s qgn'sfirture and so- wanrts him.fo

win ttre love'of his people by goving'himself an ideal..ruler. Atd the Frince, whole-heartedly

complies with this ideal.

Critical enalysis of ect III - Scene III

The scene moves from the Palace to Boar's Head Tayem in Eastcheap. Falstaff confesses to

Bardolph that he.is repentant and so ready to mend his ways. Then they indulge in mutual teasing

till the arrival of the hostess.

When she enteSs, Falstaffaccuses her,of having picked his pocket. So he 1e{ses to pay his

bill for wfure and other services. The hostess declares that this is meaningless, as he has no money

in his pockets. The Prince. enters at this mornent and attests to this

Prince Hal informs Falstaffthat he ano ms rather have become friends and the money taken

during the robbery has been.given bacli. He rejects Falstaffs proposal tq steal the treasury and

persuades him to join the army against the rebels, by rahing in him national sentiments.
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Critical evaluation

The comic and historical plots are beautifully blended together, in this scene. Falstaff is
seclt lt,-:t'c in his l-avourite attitude of mock repentance and finally enlists himself in the army in
reply to the Prince's stirring call to take up to arms.

I.II.5 Act IV

This Act has five scenes.. The firit scene opens in the rebel camp near Shrewsbury.
Hotspur, Douglas and. Worcester review the war preparations. They receive news that
Northuberland and Glendower are not cbming. Yet Hotspur and Douglas'dgride to face the thirty
thousand strong royal army

In the seiond scene Falstaff appeius as a military captain. He is on his way to Shrewsbury
with his new recruits, a group of hopeless people who cannot even walk steadily.

The third scene opens in the rebel camp near Shrewsbury. Worcester and Vernon
recommend delay in action brrt Hotspur and Douglas opt for immediate war. Sir Walter Blunt
Qomes from the King with an ofiler of peace. Hotspur, aftef narrating his grievances, promises to
send a reply, the neXt morning...

The fourth scene which shifts tq the palace of Archbishop of York, is a minor scene
indicating Hotspur's shaky position. He may face defeat as he is going into the battle without the
support of Northumberland, Glendower and Mortimer.

Critical analysis of Act IV - Scene I

It is the rebel camp near Shrewsbury where Hotspur, Douglas and Worcester assemble to
review the preparations of war. They learn that.Northumberland and Glendower are not coming
with their forces as the former is ill and the lattet wahts some more time to collect his forces. This
upsets Worcester but Hotspur and Douglas assure themselves that they can serve as reserve forces
and can come to their rescue in time of need.

Sir Richard Verncn brings news about the royal forces. He gives a glorious description of
the Prince and how he is leading a formidable army to the battlefield. Prince Hal appears as fresh
as the month of May and as heroic as the midsummer $ro. The King and Prince John also have not
forth with their armies.

But Hotspur is fearless and declares that the opponents will be killed and offered as
sacrifices to Mars. Douglas describes Hotspur as the King of honour and Hotspur too compliments



Douglas as the bravesr soldier of. the world: And both of them, and inspite of their shrunken

numbers, are eager to launch an attack on the innumerable forces of the royal army.

Critical evaluation

We see that the rebels on the royal forces are active and we have information about their

relative strengths and weaknesses. We see a falling action here,. The action which reached climax

in Act III - Scene II is now falling. The rebels' chances of success appear low and those of the royal

forces appear high.

Critical analysis of Act lV - Scene lI

The scene opens on a road south-east of Coventry. Falstaff, as the officially appointed

Commander of troops, is leading his newly enlisted soldiers to Shrewsbury. Th:y are good-for-

nothing people. First Falstaff piessed into service rich people whoqn he released after receiving

suffir:icnt nlone), fronr them. They are latteron replaced by hopeless people who cannot even walk

steadily. Irri'ce Har and westmoreland catch up with.them,anqcomment on the lawful condition of

the soldiers. However, they are in a hurry to join the King whp is already on the battlefreld'

Critical evaluation

Falstaff is totally dishonest and even war does not bring a change in his character' He has

enlisted in the ur*y **k and crippled men who are unfit for war' They are only food for powder

as callouslY remarked bY him'

We should not underestimate King Henry. He is a master strategist and is already in the

field readY to face the enemY'

Critical analysis of Act IV - Scene III

It is the rebel cainp near Shrewqbury. Thg rebel leadel-s, Hotspur, Worcester' Douglas and

vernon are discussing the pros and cons of immediate attack. Hotspur and Douglas are in favour of

it; but Worcester and Vernon are against it'

Sir walter Blunt comes from the King witfr a messag€ for peace talks' Hotsptu reminls him

how he and his f"ople placed He4ry oo=th" throne and. th3 {i"e it h'miliating his former

supporters. Ho*.i.i'tt" tut.t time tiifnext moming, to send a final answer to the King'



Critical evaluation

We see Hotspur here as the supreme Commander of the rebel forces. He argubs
convincingly like a good statesman and expresses a willingness to negotiate, if the terms-are
honourable.

Tlrg King is tnore statesrnanly than H'citspur. The King is a valiant warrior and yet he is not
interested in war. 

-So 
he.pursues a policy of conciliation and sinds a gracious off., oiun."iJiri"rA

pardon to theiebels. .*

Critical analysis of Act IV - Scene IV

The scene 
lhifts. to-the-palace of the Archbishop of York, who is sympathetic to the rebels.

He learns that Northumberland, Mortirner and Glendower are not coming to the ,uppoJoii""*:
So he fears that Hotspur will lose the battle. He knows that-he will be lhe target oi,tfr. King,.after
Hotspur's defeat. So he sends letters.to his friends and relarives, through sir r.,iict aet ,"Jii? ,fr."
support against the King.

Critical evaluation

This Archbishop is very cunning.. He makes an accurate assessment of the military situationrnd keeps away from the scene, just to save his skin.

LII.6 Critical analysis and evaluation of Act V

This Act'has five scenes. Th: lrsl *:y o.pe.ns in tlg,Kins's camp near shrewsbqry.worpester and verngn meet 9" Ki"g and give him the:reply of the re-bels. prince Hal desires torcttlethe issue in a single combat with Hotspur, but the xind is against tniJ, uut offers free pardon
!o all the rebels. Fdsta$, alone, comments uponrhonour'.

The second scenc takes us to the rebel camp. worcester and vemon come back to Hotsp'rand urge him to get ready for the battle. They ao not teil hi; 
"u"* rnr-rr"lt offer of pardon. Sotbe battle begins.

In the third scene, during the battle, Douglas attacks $lunt and kills him, and Falstaff looksftarfully at his body, and he wonders about.his cf,ance of sudval.

In the' fourth scene' some more details about the battle are' given. The prince rescues hisfath€r who is in danger and then tills Hotspur. Falstaffinorder to sarvehims.lffi.;;;;; f"lir.on tbc glound and pretends to be dead. Hi gets up aftei sometime and takes the credit for kiuinJHotryur.
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Now we are in the last (fifth) scene in another part of the battlefield. This short final scene

describes the events following tie victory of the royal forces over the rebels'

Critical analysis of Act V - scene I

It is the King,s camp near Shrewsbury. He appears along with his two sons, Prince of Vales

aird Lord John of Lancaster and others.

They opine that the sun by its red appeanrrce gd,fu.touth wind by its violence indicate a

tenible dayfoithe rebels, and thus appear confident of their victory'

It is at this time, Worcester and Veriion call 9tt tht King for J"tkt' Worcester repeats the

grievances of the ,.U"tt and declares $at the King has forgotten his benefactors' and the King

refuses to answer thbir charges. The prince pays a glowing tribute to Hotspur as a soldier. In order

to prevent loss of lifr 
";;iil"r'side, 

tre propoSes to settle the war by a single combat between him

und Hotrpur. fne iing does not like tirjs proposaJ.lut offers free pardon if the rebels lay down

their arms. Falstaff, ionr, begins his famoui soliloquy on honour' He considers that honour

achieved through death is not worthwhile'

Critical evaluation

The King is dignified and assertive. Yet, he wants to avoid boodshed and so tries to

establish peace through negotiations.

The prince appears a completely changed man hero. He has all the ingredients of an ideal

king.

Falstaffs soliloquy (catechism) on honour shows his cowardice and self-interest. The King'

prince Hal and Hotsp;r"took upon-to** as something viial, wonderful.and worthy of great

achievement. For falstaff- honour is a mere word and so he.does not care for it'

Critical analysii of Act V - Scene If

Worcester and Vernon return to the rebel camp. They keep Hotspur in !h9 dark about the

King,s offer of conciliation. But he speaks the truth about.the Prince's ofiler- of single combat to

decide the issue, una Hotspur welc-omes it. He gives Hbtspur the'impression that the King is

haughty and aggressive and agiinst conciliation'

Worcester and Vemon urge Hotspur and Douglas to get ready for the baltle without.delay'

Hotspur decides," tigrrt and shoJrs the war cry of the-Percies, and embraces his friends for the last

time.
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Criticat evaluation

'l'he l)rince appears different and glorious in this scene. . Hotspur,s character is alsocommendable. Vernon is good but timid, and'Worcester appears at lus *orr.t

Criticat analvsis of Act V - Scene III
'l'he battle of-shrewsbury begins and Hotspur inspires his friends to fight with courage.Douglas sc'es walter Blunt wearing an armour simitar to tir. King. He mistakes him for the Kinganti kills him' only afterwards, he finds the mistake and resolver io t itt .urry one in royal disguise.

I'-alstaff comes on the scene and.looks fearfully at Bhmt's.body_and says that his @lunt,s)desirc for honour has brouglrt him to this end. He declares that rrr *il["t work for this type ofhonour' The Prihce appears at this time and asks Falstafifor his sword and he gives him his pistol.The Prince is very angry when he realisesithat the pistol is nothing but a boffle of sack. He throwstirc bottle down and leaves in disgust.

Critical el'aluation

The King is very crafty. He send.s a number of lords to the battle in disguise, to impersonatehint' fhe foolish concept of honour does.not inspire Falstaff and so he prefers life to honour. ThePriuce.is a completely changed man now. He has given up d;;;iie 
"r 

Eastcheap and hasbeconre more serious.

Crrtical analysis of Act V - Scene IV

It is another piut of the battlefield, Dougfas attacks the King and is about to defeat. him.Seeing his father in trouble, Prince Hal comes ;-il ;;;;;;. il;d;r;;"t*t Douglas and forceshirn to llee fbr his litb' King Henry.is particularly touched by this neroit"r-"na praises his son.

'the King leaves and Hotspur comes face to face with Prince Hal. The prince appreciateshim for his bravery and fighting abiiity. They both fight with determinati; io snatctr away honourfrorn rhe other. Falstaffappears tu,d incites tir" prirr.Jto fight. Whilg the fight continues, DouglasapPears 
9n the scene and challen8es Falstaff."Falstaff falls down and pretenis that he is dead. Justas Douglas leavs5, Hotspur hiniself is fatally wounded and falls. Ae tells the prince that he isItsrried about his loss of honour and dot about his loss of life. .The prince has robbed him of .honour whic'h is dearer to him than life. ln moving tems, he begins to recite his own epitaph, but

cires before he can finish it. It is the prince who in lrnrro* tgrms, completes it.
'i

The Prince then turns to Falstaffand thinks that he is really dead. He bids him farewell andleaves the scene' Very soon Falstaffi rises and sees the deld Hoisp* on-it 
"-ground 

and suspectshim of feigning death' To make sure, he stabs him and lifts his body on to his bapk and carries it ashis trophy. He claims credit for.:i!ling Hotspur and looks rorwaraio ;;;;;;;, ;;;i.'"' ^' *
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Critical evaluation

Hotspur is really great. We admire his courage and gallantry. We sympathise with him in
his fall. His conqueror Prince'Hal emerges as a completely heroic fignre. He is mag4animous

Without any suggestion of personal lriumph. He is certeinly greatel than Hotspur and all other

persons. He is a complete man.

Critical analysis of Act V - Scene V

It is a short conciuding scene.ltsums up wlrat fo$owq the bettle of Shrewsbrrry.

Aftef winning a victory over the retels, King llenry issues orders for the execution of
Worcester and Vemon. Douglas is pardoned in appreciatiotr of his valour. Forces are dispatched.to

captue the remaining reb€ls to rid the country of rebellion

Criticalievaluation

some of us may think that ttie victory of the King is not morally justifiable. Shakespeare

may be of the view that life dqes not always follow a moral Oode. Moreovel the King stands as an

example of the survival 9f the f1tt9st., Thouglr a usqrper, h9 bas' turned benevolbnt and,proved his

efficiency by preserving the unity of tlrekingtlom.

I.II.7 Summary of the text

Shakespeare's play "Hengy fV Pa1 l' is l fle b.lend Oj$e.Sefous 19d 
the comic elements.

The serious element .o*irt, of sienes of historical intercst ftriS it tU" main ptof and itlells us the

story of separation between King Henryl*J tlt",Po.ibs.which leads to the revolt of th" !?tter rand
ends in thJ death of Hotspur in the battle of Shrewsb$ "The 

comic element appears i4 tflinor
plot and it gives an account of the happy, riotous life lived by the hincejn tlre company of Falstaff

and his jolly crew at Boar's Head Tavem;

The main plot deals with political affain - royal diplomacy, dft rovolts, and a few battle

scenes.

The minor plot deals with a merry world from whose proarit"t + T.t 9*".: is charmed

away. There is no activity here except dririking, swearing, playing practical jokes and conductin$

robberies.
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C[aracters in the Play
Suppqrters ind Opponents of King llenry

Suppofiers of King llenry .Opponents of King Henry

l. King Henryy or Henry Bolingbroke or
Henry of Monmouth:,,
2. Prince Henry (King's first son) or Prince
of Wales, or Princc Hal
3. Lord John of Lancaster (King's second
son)
4. The Earl of Westmoreland
5. Sir Walter Blunt
6. Falstaff and his companions

l.' Henry Percy (Earl of NorttrumberiilO
2, Hewy Pelcy or Hotsptu Son of
Northumbedand.
3. Thomas P-gr.y or Worcester (Brother of
Northumberland) (Uncle of Hotspur)
4. Mortimer, the Earl of March @rother-in-law
of Hotspur)
5. Owen Glendower, a Welsh man.
6. Mortimer's wife (Glendower's daughter. She
knows only Welsh)
7. Kate'(Hotspur's wife) Mortimer's siiter.
8. Archbald Douglas,(A dar.ing Scotsman)
9. The Aichbishop of York.

Henry Bolingbroke or King Henry Mas ruled England for a year and yet he bas no Deace
of mind. He knows he is sot a'lawtul lhe f h6 i1 a,15 r, So he plans t"'Urlt 6n{il1il6,
Christ's blessings but postpones the visit oT$19 th,.- c;uttreaf< of fresil rebellion. The still loyal
Mortimer has been taken prisoner by,the wildlGlendorryer ana ftotipul 1y|e; the King to oUtail
freedom of this Mgrtimer by paying parom, to Glendower;' only ttli'Hilfu *iil",'*;;;
King along with all ft: ttiett t"*io! 

ryis93lrs he has.,,caug!r, uner q$rii"s-ii;":ilttiii"u"r6*
led by-d'rchbald louglas. -This 

leads the Kiqg to compare-thi idleness of tis son prince HaI with
the valou and asrbition of Hotspur. 

-He is,ve-V u*rap.py aUout his son, whoiis wastin! hi;'ft;;-;
tavems with the humorous fUstaff ana other rO-p*id^.'

The tavern is thp domain of Falstraff where he and' his friends while away their time in
ygiS[ttl"g amusements and Prince Hal.is their insep*aute io*paJo;: A;"bbery is planned and
Prince Hal urwillingly agrees t9 narticinate in it. Fte deqires to expose Falsratr ro, ,.L;utioi *a
this is his motive behind the robbery. Helknows his mission'and will soon detactt trimsetiAol
these anti-social elements and reveal'himself in true colours.

The King surnmons Hotspur and the other Percies and demands surrender of the prisoners.
He tbreatens to punish them, if they disobey him. So the Fercies join the rebels and plan'to unseattheKing. r E --:----

The gulling of Falstaffbased on G^ad's Hi! robbery begins. prince Hal and poins keep away
from the scene on some pretext. Falstafl Peto, Bardolph and Gadshill wear masks, fall upoo ticir
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havellers and rob them. When they are about to share the money, Prince and Poins fall on.them anil

rob them. They look forward to'a funny dialogue about this incident with Falstaff, afterw..ards. ,

Hotspur is btrry enlisting the support of nobles against the King. He is so preoccupied that

he doesnot find time to speak tohis wife whom, he loves very much.

The Prince and-Poiris nieet at-the Tavem and play a practical joke on Francis, u]dru*", o,
supplier of beer. Both of them call on hlm alternatively and confuse him. Trying to please them he

answ€rs each call with'fuion, Sir'and,thus makes a fool Of himself.

The rebels Ho6pur, Woreste& Mortimpr and Glendower ar€ gonfr{ent of their victory over

the King. So they take a map and make a hypothetical division of the kingdom among themselves.

The Prince is summoned to meet his royal father. So Falstaff advises the Prince to make a

tphearsal of his explanation for his loose behaviour, and they begin a mock-play of the proposed

meeting. First Falstaffplays tlie role of the King wirile the Prince ptays his own role. Then Falstaff

becoines the Prince *d ttt" Prince becomes the-King. And their action and their dialogues during

this impersonation are both amusing and instructive.

' The King now meets his son Prinie Hal in his palace, He scolds his son for his riotous llfe
with Falstaffand asks him to mend his ways.,.The Prince excuses himself and promises to prove his

loydty and worth in the coming w.1r.

Hotspur, Worcester and Douglas are in a camp .near Shrewsbqry. They leam that

Northtrmberland and Glendower are riot joining them. Yet, they are bent upon facing the royal

aimy. They turn.down the King's offer of peace and the battle begins. Eouglas enlers'the fieldand

searches for the King. He pees Sir WalterBlunt in the guise of the King, mistakes him for the Kiqg
.and kills him. Falstaff, a new recruit lf, thr anny sees the fallen Blunt and declares that he foel not

want this tlpe of honour. He walts to survive somehow. That is the reason why he plays dead and

thcreby saves hisskin w.hen Douglas attacks him.

Douglas meets the King.in another part of the field and is about to defea! h: T" Pnye
finds his father in danger, goes to his resoue and saves him. He engages Douglas in a single combat

and forces him to run a*ay. The King who is greatly moved by his son's filial love and heroism,

praises him with all his heart.

The King moves to another front and'Prince Hal comes upon Hotspur. He realises that he

hai to t"Ae"h frm" by serious action. H9 fights against Hotspur with all his might and kills him, in

r single ,om'fiil," fne aying Ho8pur confesses that he is more" worried about,hisloss of honour than

thc loss of his life. The Prince, as a true hero, admires Hotspur for his valour and honours him by

.covering his deafl body. He leaves for another part of the field and Falstaff, wlo 
1s n-laVing dead,

.riscs from the grognd. He looks at the dead body of Hotspur and stabs him in his thigh to find out



whether he is actually dead or playing dead like,hrm. Then he barries the body on his back as his
trophy and claims credit for killing him. of course, nobody takes this boast.drio*tr-t- 

:--'- ':- '

The King wins victory over {he rebels. He executes Worcester.and Vernon for keeping
Hotspur in the dark about his offer. of peace but par{ons Douglas in fficiation of his valour.
Though triumphant, the King cannot resfat hom.. fu" has decided to rid his country of all rebellion
and so moves to capture the remaining armies of the rebels. -

I.II.8 Check your progress

l. Discuss the plot of the play.
2. Describe how the play is a fine blend of the serious and comic elements?
3. Analyse the summary of the play.

I.II.9 Sample examination questions

l. Comment on the structure of Henry IV part I.
2' Bring out the rich relationship betrireen history.and comedy in King Henry IV part I.

I.U.10 Let us sum up

This lesson enables us to understand the structure of the play and it also presents us with theAct-wise, Scene-wise critical analysis by,which we cll appreciate the play from all aspects. The
detailed summary at the end of the lessonhelps us to unde*Lmd ft" pr"y, irtbief.

I.[.f l Suggestbd Readings

l. D.A. Traversi. Shakespeare: From Richard II to Henry v.2. M.M. Reese. The cease of Majesty: A study of shakespeare?s History Flays.3. John Palnrer.' Political Characters of Shakrrp"u"". :
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Unit-I : Henry IV, Part-I, Lesson-III

LuI.O OBJECTTVES

After going through this lesson you will be able to -

wrderstand the riain characters of the play.

I.IIT STRUCTURE

I.m.0 Objectives
I.UI.1 Introduction
l.Ill.2 Main characlers of the PlaY

I.III.2.l Character of Prince Hal

l,lll.2.2 Character of HotsPtu

I.III.2.3 Character of King Henry

I.IIL.Z.4 Character of Falstaff

I.III.3 Sample Annotations from the play

I.III.4 Check Your Progress
I.m.5 Sample examination questions

I.III.6 Let us'sum uP

I.III.7 Suggested readings

LULI Introduction

This is our third lesson ahd we have a few character sketches and annotations taken up for

close study. We will appreciate Shakespeare's powers of ch3ryqterization or his manner of

presenting charact"rs o, tir" way in wlictr ire rnakes the persons in his play seem real' "Henry IV-

part I,, belongs to the middle peiioa of his dramatic development and here characterization is not as

;;i;;;ti, in ioirt. Yet in Henry IY-Part / Shakespeare shows a good understanding of

irurnu' nature and presents his characters convi'cingly.

A character is a person in the play. He is the sum of qualities and features that rnake him

difterent from others. we will discus, *irut he is like and how he changes and how he.differs from

oth., p"rrons.and finally judge his impoitance in the play as a whole.



I.III.2 MAIN CHARACTERS OF THE PLAY

I.III.2.1 Charadter of Prince HaVprince.Henry

Prince Henry is the real hero of the play'Henry IV Part I'though it is aamed after his father.
He is the eldest so1 of the King and so he is the Pr-ince of Wales, t"it upp*"nt to the throne ofEngland. He is a loving and lovable 

.young hero and yet he has ,ro p.ur" of mind owing tolihis
righteous principles. He knows that his farher, the King, owing t"ttiJrgtp"tion and regicide has
no-legitimacy to preside over the nation's destiny. yei he halproved himself r"o-"fiili* *a
indispensable to the kingdom at least for the time being.

So, the Prince avoids the Court temporarily and spends nrs time at Boar,s Head Tavem, oneof the haunts of the common people. He is.so drawn to the witty ana n;;;i';ir"tr;;,L
latter becornes a temporary rubrt'itut" for his father. Thus he has two fb,h;;;"ffi;?"ff'u'o
Falstaff and the double blessings of a mixed upbringing :Falsraff b"ro111"r ttir *oa"iroi ul"'*living, of course temporarily. He soon outgro*, thir-udoration and succbssfully withstands thedegrading effects of this low society. He knows that his rife here, c* "iL" serve as the bestmeans of democratic training, by affording contac[ with the masses.

we cannot agree with critics.like Masefield who have said some sharp things about thcPrince' we better sail with a critic like Gervinus who a""r*"r ttut;;-;;; is a wonderfrrl manIt is as if to caution those who misjudge him, he revears rrli-i"a ir,;;'di"jti;nrr. -ii"'.ril"
the mask of a bohemian (a p"tton w-iro does not roiiow;;.-"p;J'Jl^ii'u"turriour) only as atemporary measure' and promises to redeem himself at the proier time. Then stands forrh in histrue character.to the great surprise and gratification of the entire world.

Even the King fails tg iudg: his son properly. He considers him a wastrel steepod in riotand dishonour' He compares him with the heioic goirprr.*tom he considers more respoosible andhonourable than his son. ' -f, ---

By staying at the tavem, the Prince- is not squandenng alvay his time. He is actuallyfunctioning as a link between the nobles and the.orntnonr, and between the main-plot and subplot.

The Prince is steady and philosophic compared with the unsteady and emotional natue,of'Hotspur. His greatness and filial iove are seen in his interview with the King. H;-"-;tff;-t;
father's criticism that he-is more a sign of God's displeasure than an obedient son. so he excuseshimself and swears obedience to his father.. He declares that percy i" onry ni, iu,o, and that he willredeem all this on Percy's head. The King who is convinced, appoints tiro tt";;;;;;;;";
of an army

The Prince is very chivalrous on the field of battle. He rushes to his father,s rescue when thedoughty Douglas is about to kill him. The King who is greatly touched by this noble act praiseshim with all his heart. Then the Prince comes face to face with Hotspur. First, he appreciates him.



for his bravery and fighting ability. Then, he engages Hotspur in a single 9o1bat. He and Hotsptu

fight with deiermination to snatch away honotr from the gther. True to hiq,claim, he kills Hotsplr

aid snatches all his glories. But he is kind enough to bid farewellto him in a fitting mann€r. H:jt
magnanimou, ,no.,fh to be tolerarnt to Falstaffwhen the lattqr claims qedit for-killing Hotspur. He

is equally great in ixtenaing unco4diti.onal pardon t9 q" brave Douglas. In view of all these

,ffiutinrlualities, prince Hrttry.o.-ands our admiration as thereal hero of the play'Henry IV-

Part I'.

I.IIL2.2 The character of Hotspur

thumberland and the nephew ot the EarlHotspur or Harry Percy is the'Son of the Earl of Nor

of Worcester, and the cirief votary of honour which is the main theme of the play "Henry lv-Part I':."

His father is cold and potite wttit" ,his uncle:is scheming and^galculating. But Hotsptu has not'

inherited any of these qontiti.r. .His ir-rnate nobility and,:ense of honour .*e- 
v^.ty great and * l" -lt

fit to be the hero "f;J;ilt 
ttrough he is rash ana iris rashness is his tragic defecl 

- !9.nlar is b.ylt

;ild ,h;;&i; "i.ontr^t 
u,id uotrp* is conceived g u foil to Prince FIal. The King sges lim

as a bdtter crown prince than his o*n rrfurup so'ir. tne rcing hears of the victory of brave Hotspur

over Archibald Douglas and about the large nrnber of Scottish noblesi*"t as prisonerl' Ht lt
jealous of Hotspur u-, t i" |reroism reminas-1ii 9f theyorthlessness of his son Prince Hal. He is

also envious of Northumberland for being the father of such a blessed-son.- He admires Hotspur as

the embodiment ofhonour and trre ttremb-of honour's tgngue, and wishes thpt he had such a son asr

Hotspur.

That is the admiration that Hotspur commands at the beginnin-g 9f tho play, continues-to

enjoy the same impression till the end, uut wi*r a few variatigns. It is already noted that his

rasbness is his 
""gi" 

ri"* il tlri, is strccesstully exploiteo b{ F-r 
wrc\e{ urcle worcester. It is

under his instigation that Hotspur raises the ban'nei of youthtu-l revolt:against the King' His'

,urogance is the r"ruti;ihit rurcie's influence'

Hotspur is not generally'arrogant. He has been v.ery loyal to tfre Kfre and fights against the

Scots with dedication 
-and 

wins the rrrar. He is ready to'iuirender the prisoners to the King' He

makes a request to ttre King to do him a favour. His brotherjnjaw-)fo-rtiryr is taken ptiry".o.bt

Grendower and he ;;"t*" the Kinj to ransom Mortimer. The King not only refi'se_s aris but

brands Mortimer 
" 

trlitoi and this infiftates Hotspur. Hotspur feels dishono-ured by the King' He

remembers how he and his people trave liblped irir tu'b""o*" king.'and'thinks that the King'is

ungratetul. S" il;;; .",e-ttAit ,iltghtt ;f deposing the Ki1g,a1d installing Mortimer on the

ttr"on , as he is rn" Jgrt ntr successorto ihe previous'lawful'King Richard II.' :

Hotspur is fortunate to have a loyal an{ loving wife in Lady Pt*t alias. Kate,.t* i: -{yy
concerned about tris heaa and haffiss. she.is woged about !i1 olsession with thoughts of

armed conflict, anJioaiff r"r,re to hir, she notices that.her husban! has no peace of mind and that;

he mutters about w.ar even.in slepp. ' She derirands an explanation:q9* hiT but he evades a reply

;fi;rt",;;; aner att a woriian and so he cannot take her into'his,gonfidence. Yet he assures
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hcr, without an oufwrd drsplay of tender feeling,lbat sbe will be brought to hiq camF, very soon.
Iaspn? of his otrgh .exterior and showu of manline.ss, be tras. his moments of tenderness, he deeply
loves his l(arc, just as she dotes on him.

Tsr&rness is not alien to him.' ,It,appears,ttnt he,is rrot properly groombd by his uncle
Ymcsnor. FIe is not less idealistic than Princs Hal. He too is ready for a siryle comdat with the
Ptbo! to rettle the issue of war:to avojd blqodshed and the loss of innocent lives.

f
llmour is Horspur and Ho1sprn is horpur. For him honour means glory in the battlefield

ryd te. will Q ayuing:to achieve ii lt is in pursuit of it that he nrshes heedlessly into the batrle
ytD &. K.q. He faces thc Prince at Shrcwsbqry,and fighs with,determination to snatch "**hmur qonlb. But destiny wills- otherwise.and, iata[y,wounded bJ,the,prince, Holspw falls
&m qiB. As.h tclls tbe Prince hF ip wonied,pbout hislloss of.honoL'arid not about iiir rort or
Eft. l'h h Oe mgpdy of Hotspur.

LItr 2,t Ct"nct" of King Henry

Kirry llenry is the titular Hero of the play tlenry lV-pdt I. Kingship has not come to him
Crough larvfrrl succession but tlrrough crmning'and troactrcry. Abctted ;d 

"ia"a 
Uy tfr"f"rr;" h"

has_deposed ttre tawful King Richard II and seized his cro.wn. He is also accuse.d of murdering
Ricirrd in jail, sonrc time after coming to the throne. Thru he is guilty of usgrpation and r"dtd.

Tbis is only one side of the coi* Coniqg to tba other hightcr side, he has many redeeming
fcanr€s. Hc is a brave.soldier, a carefiil adthinismrermd.a *L.ntrt*r14. Hp cutlvates good
rclatios with'the people and wtrrks fgr tbeir ucterrrear 'IIe-G; il[g, and diplomacy to6tNbli$ pesde and maintain unif,of thc countrt. Thrs hc beco-mes:agavioru of the p"opf" *no -disgusted with civil wars and rebellions.

. The jlGttg ad his actions can be interpreted in both positive and negative ways. The
negdivc si& showrs him o be I villai8, a usriqrer, 

" mrrOerer, and.a. wearet of the mask ofgoodq6s. The positive side affirms Oat ne ica nati-ondist and rqpr€sentative 
"f 

*Ofa;J"d"i.""y.

An incfficiart !p b 
To 

Hge 1 alt {irq Hcnry is wery iach a king, a very dignified and
asseitive persomtity. He maintains tbc kingly digpity-dl tn-,rya ttr pf"i fte ctaiis peoplels
adrriration by beiag scen very iarcly,likc a comc in Oi rty.

Suspicion is an inherent qreility of a Kipg and,King H.ory is always suspicious. He
luspects everyone incltrding his son Prilc! flal. HJsuepect$ Mortn i wnohas vatianity fought,for
him- Hc also suspects Hotsptn as the latter dtrman& Mortimcrs:.raosom. ,*

Hocpur and his people have mlde Bolirybmokc'X--$Fg by-thcir hclp ln deposing Richard tr,
wg-ignoring &e clidms of Morfucr,the,rtbdt*..heir; TESln rdpc, i"Horspufs brother-in_law
and he is taken prirm by Glgndower md Hogrn writs te l-cng t" tuqs;i hi-i";1.[ f.,

o
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surrendering the Scottish prisoners of war. This naturally rouses the King s suspicion of theit

intentions. So the King, out of self-interest exercises his iovereign power and vetoes Hotspur's

demand. Hotspqr, who feels incensed at this refusal, detetmines to depose the King, by joining the

rebels.

For Henry Bolingbroke, I(ingship is not a bed of rgrgq. He knows that his life 1d positiol
are very insectre. He is always in fear of being robbed oftlre crown. He fears thal thg Tudol mlth
will become operative and destroy him. His tnagedy !s heightened by his son yho-i.s wasting his

time at the tavirn, by'6voiding the Court and public resgnnsibility. So he considers his son a thom

in his flesh and he wishes very much for a brave son like Hotsprn

In the King's interview with Prince Hal, the,real father h him cgmes t9 9: fore. .His
patemal love and ir""* succee.d in impressing his son of.&F nPPd for 13\n8c h his behaviotrT.

i{e is happy that prince Hal, who is not redly loose, is.ready to prove his [oyalty by performing

glorious l.LAr. He wholeheartedly showeis Plaitt on hie so1 when h sayes- him fom th;.brve
bouglas. He.is overwhelmed wittrjoy rfhen tbc Prince kills Holsgqin.t siggle, combat and.brings

victo-ry to the royal forces. Thus King Hgry, inspitc of his'untroly backgrornd not only gains the

acceptance of the people but also wins orr a&rriration.

I.III.2.4 Character of Fahteff

6trG like a Colossus, His character is

very subtle and rc defies alt analysis. As Chdes Enrb oyr, Fdqqfives o8side the kingdom of
moral laws.and so he should noi U" luaged by mord stlrdrdr known !o w. The following few

sentences can, at best; be a rough sketch of'this irnnrod figUrc.

Falstaffis an enormously fat,,rliite-besded tnigfut of 'the kingdom. His pot-belly is so big

ttrat lre cannot see his own knees, He ir so huge that he 9aq9t easjlf.. Set-un: lf lt". falls down, he

can get up only with the help of levers. Th*.is why he is called a,ihorse-bact breaker, and a huge

hill of flesh.'. He is a military free.thinker and enjoys unfettered frde$om of soul. He moves in the

world of taverns in which there are,no. moral laws, Even if therg'are an1 lqoral laws, they arc

suspended for tris benefit. He is given to endless drinking but it does not dull his wit, it loosens his

tongue and makes his wit flow. His wit and humo.g are so powerfril as. to infect thc Prince

thoroughly

In fact, Falstaffs introduction in the play has a dramatic purpQse. He,is tp serve as a suitable

comnaniorr to the Prince in his rorstering day9.

Falstaff is the prince's boon companion. He m rn a tyay, a temporary substitute for his

fo.her. It is in the prince's chamber in the palacc that we first see him. He and the Prince are

exchanging jokes on topics like drinlcing robberies and women. Falstaff exchanges sPontaneous

gooA.natut,i reparativc with the Prince. First hc asks the Prilc9 wtpt time o-f $e jef i.t 5. The

F io"" reminds him that it is nigbt time add so he should not ask for fre horn of the day. Moieover
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time is not his concem as he spends his time in eating, drinking and sleeping. Falstaff who can
enjoy a joke at his expense, agrees with him. He is also a thief and so pckons his time by the moon
and the stars in the sky. He tells him that he can only address him as Your Majesty. He cannot
address him as Your Grace as the Prince has lost all his graqe by joining them. Thus they exchange
puns and jokes very freely. The Gadshill robbery is planned to bring out Falstaffs ftrnd of humour.
We know that the Prince and Poins stay'away, and Falstaff aqd others rob the travellers. Then they
are attacked and robbed by the Prince and Poins in disguise. It is a sport for all to expose Falstaff as
a coward and a liar and then see how he defends himself.

Falstaff returns from the place of robbery,.he is very angry at being robbed. He forgets that
he has run away like coward. Prince.and Poins have not joined him in the robbery and so he calls
them cowards. Then he begins to boast about his heroism. He says that he and his three friends
were attacked by a hundred fighters.

He fought against all of them, then he went on changing the number. Then he refers to two
men in buckram suits. They become successively 4,'1,9 and finally l l. The prince reveals the truth
and Falstaff defends himself by saying that he knew all this. EIe was a lion in valour -A ro ftr Jia
not hann the true prince.

In the mock play enacted by Falstaff and thp Prince, the role of the former is a comic
masterpiece. .First Falstdfftakes up the role of the King;.'with'a chair for his state, a dagger fo, nis
sceptre and a cushion for his crown'. Then he and the Ptingq exchange posltions and Falstaffsteps
into the role of the Prince. Falstaff makes use of this device for a brilliant defence of himself and
his ways of life.

Falstaff in his soliloquy on honour says that honour achieved through death is meaninglpss.
Honour is the dream of soldiers and heroes. It is hoqour that has inspired men to lay down their
lives. But Falstaff prefers life to honour.

Falstafffeigns death when Douglas fights with him. He geis up and declares that d.iscretion
is the better part of valour.

Then he looks at the dead Hotspw on the ground and thinks that he may be feigning death
like him. tle stabs him to see whether he is really dead or not. Then he'carries it on trii Uact
claiming that he has killed Hotspur. Both'these incidents are comic masterpieceg and excite
laughter.

Thus, Falstaff is a man of irrepressible humour by the use of which he retrieves himself
from diffi cult situatigns.

So it is practically for one to pass moral judgements on his character.
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. He is so popular that Shakespeare honorus him with resurrection. He is made to'die in
tlcnry [V' but he is restored to tbo lifC of a lover in 'The Me. rry W.iws of trV.indsor!'. '

LIII.3. SampleAqnotations from the play

l. No morp the tbinty ennanse of this soil
Shall daub her lips with her own children's bloo4;
No more shdl trendring nlar channel her fields,
Nor bruise her flowerets with the armed hoo$ ,

Of hostile pace ;

In the begin4ing of the pfay,:Kidg Henry is representd as bejng ${,ofgpd disgustcd with'
:thc ciyil sEif€s tbat had been agitating England for too long. He ir anxious that the pedg9, u,hich
brs bc€n just estpblishe4 should not be disturbed, and so thinks of paling his peop& forga tbir
.hostilitics at home bytuming theirminds to a Crusade in'the Holy Land.

ThsKing is';esotved tbat the.Civil War should no longe,r taint witb blood$ed tte frit od
lovely lard of Egland. Tlie parphed and gracked-up earth slalt'nol drink ib'{be bld.of hcr own
'e,hitdrcn. The fields shall not be firnowed with trenches cu(.91t br,war, nor,shall'the flowcrsts of
Sc meadows be trampled under the hoofs of opposed cavalry,

Entrarce is the Quarto reading and seems to be the'correct one, though it is rathcr rmuslrat
b'use tbe word in thc seule of 'mouth'. There carurot be ;any dorrbt.r€garding.!bc nFaoin&
bowcvcr, as it is definitely indiceted.by the words 'daub her'lipst, in.the line;.&ltr.dk;,&s
F.ding of the Fourth Folio, does.not make any meaning.in the,conte:rL, Steevens', encodatioq
entrqnts (invaden) is also inappropriate as no invasion hql begn refe-ned to. .Ano6er'in1ere.sti4g.

cnedaftion is that offered by Masso!-Erimys ithe sense ef fie.firrv of 4iqg-ord,

Trenching crlting out Eenches,in tbe earrt forpufposes.sf defeipc.

2. Marry tbpn, sweet rrag, when thou artking letno! rs thbi are squi*diof tbc'ni.gnt:t
bsdy be galled thieves of the day's beauty; let us be Diana's forcsters, gcntlg of
the shade, minioru of the moon, alrd let men say we be men of ggod goyernpcn$
befuE.. governed aS,fre sea is by our noble and chaste mistressthg moon'u u6osc
eountenance weStebl.

0. ii.23_t0)

Falstaff speaks to the kince, about his companion robbers as though thgrarc valiafrt and
ciivatrcus dcftnders of the beautiful damsel,'night. He entr-eats tbE Prince, when he becomes Ki4g
b give up thc practice of calling them "thieves of the day's beaury". They.should be callcd by s,ryh

namcs.as 'Dirnt'g foresiers; gentlemen of the slrade, minions of thi moonlr. Itmqpt be undentgod.
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that they, like the sea, are well disciplined, for ttrey too are under the control of Diana, the chaste
moon goddess.

Squires of the night's body, and thieves of the day's beauty: The Arden editors are.of
opinion that these may be respectively euphemisms for 'highwaymen' and 'loafers'. In the first, a,

Pur is intended on 'night', and 'knight'. There is also possibly a pun on 'beauty' and 'booty'. The
latter word was suggested as a substitute by Theobald:

Diana's foresters: attendants on the goddess Diana. Diana, the goddess of the moon, wzts
aiso reprcsented as a great huntress. Falstaff wishes that he and his companions should be spoken
of as the valiant guardians of her forest. He says that she controls them even as she (the moon)
controls the tidgs of the sea:

minions: servants

countenance.' favour or patronage-with a play on the literal rneaning of the word 'face'.

3. Well, for two of them, I know them' to be as true-bred cowards as ever turned
back; and for the third, if he fight longer than he sees reason, I'll forswear arns.

(r. ii. l8l-184)

Poins unfolds to the Prince his plot of robbing the rob'bers. The Prince doubts whether they
two would be able to overpower the robbirs who outrumber'them.' Poins replies that he knows two
of the robbers to be thorough cowud( As for the third (Falstaff), he would not fight longer than he
sees reason

This passage is of great importance in any discussion of the problem of FalstafPs cowardice.
Maurice Morgann, in'his essay, The Dramatic Character of Falstafr, discusses at length the
significance of this passage. It must be noted that Foins does class FArtuf with the oth'er two
whom he has styled arrant cowards. Falstaff.to be sure, is no hero, rio valiant fighter; driven to it,
he would certainly show fight, but would not fight longsr than he considers it safe. He knows that
discretion is the better pilrt of valour. He can fight if it is necebsary, but would rather prefer saving
his life to risking it in pursuit of 'grinninghonour'

4. So, when this loose behaviour I throw off,
And pay the debt, I never promise{,' By how much better thpn my word I.am,
By so much shall I falsifr men's hopes. (I,ii.207:210)

Poins leaves the Prince to hirnself after persuading him to join in his plot of robbing the
robbers. Left alone, the Prince soliloquises. This soliloquy reveals ttrat there is hidden strength in
the Prince, of which, as yet, he alone is aware.
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For the present, the Prince is content.to.play his part-in rnadcap adventrues. When the time
comes, he can give up his loose and illdisciplincd life. He will deceive all men in their
expectations of him. Judging from his wild ways, moit people ,would predict him an inglorious
futtue. He will prove all their prophecies wrong

The introduction.of this soliloquy is.for the purpose'of preparing us for the later reformation
of the Prince. Such thoughts as aie uftercd here are always present in the Prirye, and in Henry IV,
Part ll,when'he has become King, he says.

"I suryive
'To mock the expoctationof the world-
Th fi:ustrate prophecies, and to raze out
Rotten opinion, who trith writ me,down
After my seeming."

Dr. Johnson says of this passag€ ttrat it is artfully innoduced to keep the Prince from
dppearing vile in the opinion of the ludience; and '\vhat,is yet more valuable, 9x]llbits a natural
picture of a great mind offering excuses to itself, and palliating those follies which it can neither
justiff nor forsake."

t

5. I have foreswornhis compaqy hourly uytme thi-s two and twenty years, arid yet.I
am bewitched wittr thp ro.'gpgts company. If the rasoal have not given me medicines

to make me love him,I'll be hanged; it could notbe else; I have drunk medicines.
,(u. ii. 15-17)

On the highway near Ga{shill, Poins.removes.Falstafs'horse and hides himself. Falstaff
enters cursing Poins for removirlg lit hstrc and,'forcing t f,at man like him.to walk. He tells the

Prince that he would kill the rascal Poins and,tre hanged for.it.. He does not know, he says, what thg,

matter is with him. For the la.st twegty:two years, cvcry hour he has been swearing to give up the,

company of that villain, Poins. And yet he has not bccn ablb to give up his company. That rogue

must have given him some medicines to make him love him, It canr-pf be otherwise.

medicines: tove philtres. The belief was very current at the time that certain medicines had

the power to inspire or to repel lova

This speech of Falstaff shows how good-humow.ed hg.really is, even when he is greatly

annoyed. A fat man like him has beerl forced to firdge on foot O long ggeven road, and y9t he

manages to forget his physical suflering in his seilrc of'humour. Even his curses on Poins have

something essentially cheerful abotrt them; He is e jotly good'fcllorn'and can never think of giving
up a companion like Poins just becalse he played a practical joke on him. :
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6. And in thy face strange motions have appear'd,
Such as we see.whenmen resfiain their breath
On some great sudden hest O, what portents are these
Some heavy business hath my lord in hand.
And I must know it, else he loves me not. ([, iii. 62166)

Lady Percy tells her husband Hotspur that she:is very'much worried about him. For nearly a
fortright she says, he has not.been himself. Something is preling on his mind. Her'is always
melancholy. Even in those rare moments of slumber, hp munnurs "tales of iron vfollS," Thg
motions of his face indicate that he mus.t .have received, some important commend. What do thesc
things signif? she asks. She must know what it is that has been agitating him. Qtherwise, she will
conclude that he does not love her.

These.lines give' an excellent description of Hotspur's condition ever since the plan of a
campaign was unfolded by Worcester. Some light is also,thrown on Lady Percy's clraractcr. She is
a devoted wife and believes firrnly that she has aright to know herhusband's,.secrets.

'

hest: command,

7. They take it already upon their salvation, that though I be but Prince of Wales yet I am thc
king of Courtesy and tell me flatly I am no proud Jach like Falstaff, but Corinthian a lad of
mettle, a good boy, by the Lord, so they call me, and when I am king of England, I shall
command all the good lads.in Eastcheap. (tr.iv. 8-1'5)

The Prince and Poins are awaiting the arrival of Falstaff at the tavern. The hince is in a
mood of self-revelation, and opens out his heart to Poins. H6 is a Frihce, and yet he is moving on
such intimate terms with all sorts and conditions of men. He calls fne waiters at the inn familiarly
by their Christian names. Though as ye! he is only the Prihce of Wiles, his comrades in Easrcheap
have already crowned him King of Corrrtesy. They tell liim ptainly that he is a brave, jolty good
fellow-"no proud Jack, like Falstaff'. When he becomes King, he feels sure that.all tbc brarrc
fellows in Eastcheap would be at his beck and call.

This passage gives us an even better insight into the character of the Prince than thc
soliloquy in Act I, scene 2. The Prince seems really proud of the homage of his comradcs in
Eastcheap. He is conscious that he is laying the foundations of his success as a King by asruring,
himself of the loyalty of such people.. There is even a touch of sentiment in his reference to the love
that these revellers in taverns bear him.

takc it upon their solvation: $ilear by their'hopes of.salvation.

Jack: a term of contempt. There is also perhaps an'allusion to Falstaffs Christian namc.

Corinthian' a cant term for.ajolly good fellow.
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8. I am not yet of Percy's mind, the Hotspur of the north; he that kills me some six or
seven dozen of Scbts at a brealtfast, washes his hands, and says to his wife 'Fie upon
this quiet.life! I want work.' (II. iv. l0l-l0s)

Tired of amusing himself at the expense of the poor distracted waiter, Francis, the Prince
tells Poins horv people take their pleasure differently. Here he is fooling a half-witted waiter who
can only murmur 'Anon, anon, sir,' in reply to all questions. He is not yet in a mood to emulate
Hotspur who thinks time is wasted, if it is not'spent in bloodshed. Half amusingly the Prince
represents him as killing some six or seven dozen Scots before breakfast, and afterwards teiling his
wife that he is tired of such a quiet life!.

It is interesting to contrast the Prince's estimate of Hotspur's character with Hotspur's
judgment of the Prince in an earlier scene. Hotspur speaks contemptuously of the Prince and thinks
that he deserves rfo better fate than being."poisoned with a pot of, ale. The Prince's estimate of
Hotspur's character, on the other hand, is as shrewd as it is amusing. He cleverly hits off the
essential spirit that animates Hotspur.

9. Diseased nature often times breaks forth
In strange eruptions; oft the teeming earth
Is with a kind of colic pinched and vex'd
By the imprisoning of unruly wind
Within her womb; which for enlargement striving,
Shakes the otd beldam earth and topples down
Steeples and moss-grown towers. 0Ir. i.27-33)

When Hotspur tells Glendower that King Henry trembles whenever he hears the
Welshman's name, Glendowei receives the compliment with complacent egotism and proceeds to
give an account of the portents.that attended his birttr. Hotspur treats this accorrnt with disdain and
yet Glendower, without any sense of humour, persists in telling him that at his birth the heavens

were all on fire and the earth trembled.. It it was so, Hotspur"replies, it has a simple enough
explanation. If the earttr shook, it was to see the heavens: on fire, and not in ,fear gf his
(Glendower's) nativity. Moreover, Nature, when troubled with some ilisease, frequently bursts out,
in strange eruptions. The earth is often tormented by a kind of colic as a result of thb imprisonment

.in her stomach of all kirids of unruly winds. These;winds striving for fteedom shake the earth and

topple down steeptes and ancient towers.

colic: a disease attended with severe pain and flatulent distension of the abdomen.

pinch'd and vex'd: griped and tormented. .

womb: stomach.

enlargemenr: freedom-release, especially from prison.



10. And then I stole all courtesy from heaven.

And dress'd myself in such humility.
That I did pluck allegiance from men's hearts,
Loud shouts and salutations from their mouths.
Even in the presence of the crowned King. Gr. ii. s0-s4)

(Context and general remarlcs some as in the previous annotation)

The King tells the Prince how slowi! and deliberately he set out to win the crown. He
assumed a god-like graciousness and adgpted an air of such humility that men were forced to pay
him the homdge of their hearts. So high was he in the esteem of the people that loud shouts and
salutations greeted him even when he was in the presence of the crowned King, The people
regarded him as greater than the King himrclf.

King Henry's account of the methods he adopted to win the crown reveals him as a skilled
diplomat who would stop at nothing to achieve his object. Everything about him is deliberate.
There is an utter absence of spontaneity. We feel that the;e is some justice in epithets like "this
king of srniles" and "this fawning greyhound," showered on him by the irate Hotspur.

stole all courtesy from heoven: FIe was so courteous and regal in his behaviour that it
looked as if he had robbed the gods of their special attributes. There is perhaps an allusion here to
the story of Prometheus who stole fire from Heaven.

pluck..:.. .... hearts: for.cedmentobefaithfultomethoughtheymigbtnothavelikedit
at first.

I l. A hundred thousand rebels die in this:
Thou shalt have charge and sovereign trust herein. (ru. ii. 160-l6l)

Henry has been so much vexod with the course of his son's life and so jealous is he of the
renown Hotspur has won by his valour, that, in bitterness, he tells the Prince that he believes him to
be capable of the basest treachery. Even this unjust accusation does not give offence to the Prince,
for he feels that his father has a rrght to be incensed with him. In a frank and manly m'anner, he

assures his father that he would hereafter give him no reason to be ashamed of him. ,He would
make Percy his agent "to engross up glories'? on his behalf.

These words move the King deepl . He is nqw confident that the rebellion can be easily
quelled if his son shows himself as valiant as.he promises to be. He gives up his suspicions and is
now ready to take him into his confidence. The Prince's assurances are now as comforting to the
King as the news of the death of a hundred thousand rebels.



12 Let them qome;

They come like sacrifices in their trim,
And to the fire-eyed maid of smoky war
All hot and bleeding witl we offerthem:
The mailed Mars shallon his altar sit, .

Up to the ears in blood (IV: i. ll2-ll7)

To tlte rebels'carnp near Shrewsbury, Vernon brings the news of the strength of the King's
arnry and how the King, Westmoreland and Prince John are marching towards tn"ttt. .They are
welcome', says Hotspur, and.asks for news about 'the nimble-footeimadcap Prince 

"fWuf"r.'Vernon gives a very glowing description of the Prince as he appeared on trorseback. When he
jumped on to his hors-1V9rnon says,.the Prince looked like an'angel dropped down from the clouds
to charm the world with his horsema4ship.

Hotspur's jealousy is ro,tseil by this glowing description. He refuses to listen further. Let
the Prince and the others come in all their gallant attire, he says. .To him they are only so many
gaily decorated victims whom he will offer.as sacrifice, alt hot and 6leeding; to the goddiss of war.
The war-god Mars also shall sit in his altar up to his ears in hlood !

spite of this proud and boastful speech.and in'spite of his refusal to regard the prince as
anything more than a fit sacrifice on the altar of the god of war, he is really jealou-s of the prince, as
in his heart.of hearts he knows him to be his rival.

There is an instance of dramatic ironyin this passage As events turn out, it is Hotspu and
not the Prince who is offered as a sacrifice at the altar of the god of war.

sacriJices in their trim: victims decked for sacrifile. It was the custom to decorate animals
with garlands of flowers before leading thcm to the sacrificial altar.

fire-eyed maid of smolcywar: thegoddesr of war, named Bellona by the Romans.

maileil Mars.. the god of war clad in armour.

l3 And move in that obedient orb again
Where you did give a fair and natuial light.
And be no more and exhaled rneteor,
A prodigy of fear,'irnd a porient
Of broached mischief to the unborn times ? (v. i. l7-21)

When Worcester entefs the King's c:[np near Shrewsbury, bearing the message of the
rebels,'the King greets him with a speech from which these lines are quoted. In a truly regal
manner the King tells Worcester that it is not proper at all that they should -r"t on such terms. He
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accuses him of deceiving his trust and forcing him to take part in a ruinous civil war. Will he give

up all this, he asks, and become once again the loyal subject he formerly was ?

The King contrasts the erratic course-of the meteor with the reguiar course of the planets

moving in their'obedient orb'. According to the King, Vloicester is now like the wild and irregular

meteor.

obedient orb: thepath of obedience. according to old astronomy, planets circled the earttr

in a regular orbit.and did not, like the meteors, pUrsue an irregular path.

exhaled meteor: It was belieyed that meteors were exhalations or evaporations from the

eirrth caused by the sun's heat. :

prodigy of fear , times?: Meteors were believed to be portents of disaster.

broached mischief: mischief which is now originated but will run its course only at a later

day. To broach is to tap a cask of ale, so that the ale overflows. Mischief is compared to a cask of
ale which is tapped now but from which the ale will overflow only later.

14 And being fed by us You used us so

As that ungentle gull, the cuckoo's bird,
Useth the sparrow: did oppress our nest;

Grew by our feeding to so great a bulk
That even our love durst not come ne.u your sight
For fear of swallowing; (v,. i. 59-64)

Worcester who has come.to the King's camp near $hrewsbury,'bearing the message_ of the

r bels, tells the King at length about the injuries he has done them and the wrongs he has'

c .,mmitted. He remiids the ft.ing orhis oath at Doncaster that he would'do nothing against the

S ate and that he would claim no more than his right, the dukedom of Lancaster. This oath was

b^oken and so were many others. Worcester, his brother and'his brother's son, had rendered him

every assistance when he was a poor lonely outlaw- He has forgotten his debt and has treated them

wittr scant courtesy. They have been forced, Worcester says, to seek safety in rebellion;

Worcester complains that the King treateJ them as.,the cuckoo bird treats the sparrow's nest

where it is brought up. When the King grew powelful he forgot tht ltt owed his power to

Worcester and others and even threatened them with ntin.

that ungtintte gutl . sparro:\e: The cuckoo is believed to fay h9r eggs in the nest of
some small bird suchl a spilrow. The poor sparrow notknowing that there is a stranger egg in it:
nest, hatches it along wittr its own.. We are-told that when the young cuckoo grows strong it
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oppr€sses the nest wlrere it was brotrght gp and intercppts the'meat from the other young birds.
Referenccs to this habit of the cuckoo,arp very @trent in Shakespeare.

gult : anunfledged nestling.

cuclcoo's bird: the chiclq or youn€ of ure cuckoq,

even eur love: evenwe with the love we naa *rown you.
.'..

for fear of swallowing: for fenr of beipg dwoured by the'cuckoo. It was a common belief
that the cuckoo bit offthe heads of the othei nestlings in the nest where it was brought up.

l5 For treason is but tnrsted.like the fox,
Who, ne'er so tame, so cheristred and tockld up,
Will have a wild nickof his ancestors: (V. ii. 9-11)

Returning from the King's presence, Worcester tells Vernon that it would be unwise on their
part to convey the King's gracious offer to'Ho1spur. The-King, he says, qinnot love them as he
prpmised. He will always suspgct them. FIe will rnake any trivial fault they might commit, an
exiuse for prurishing them for their earlier offences. Men like them once suspected of treachery
will be trusted only like the fox,. which, however tarne and well brought up, will inevitably have
something of the inherited guile of its race.

"fhis passage is on great importance.in estimdting the chanoter of Worcester. Worcester
decides on suppressing the King's message of clemency, bec.ause he feels it, safer to risk everrything
on immediate war.than being subjected tg the torrrent of ceaseless srspicion by the King

,re'er so tome . zp: however:tame, cheiished and carefully brought up the fox might
be.

Wilt have . ancestors; is stue to liave inherited something of the wickedness of its
ancestors.

16. Ill-weaved ambition, how much art thou strrunf. (V. iv. 88)

Hotspur, defeated by the Princb,,lied dead on the field of battle. Gazing on his corpse, the
Prince pronounces a noble eulory.. When Hotspur was alive, a kingdom was not enough for his
prord spirit. "But n6w two paces of the dlest earth" suffice"him. All his anrbitions are shrunk to
this.
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Ill-weaved . . .shrunk: The metaphor is taken from a loosely and badly woven cloth
which shrinks when exposed to the weather. The Prince implies that there was nothing noble and

definite about Hotspur's' ambitions.

17. 'Sblood,' 'twas time to countprfeit, or that hot termagant Scot had paid me scot

and lot too; Counterfeit? I lie, I am no counterfeit; to die is to be a counterfeit; for
he is but the counterfeit of a man who hath not the life of a man; but to counterfeit
dying, when a man thireby liveth, is to be no counterfeit, but the true and perfect

. image of life indeed. (V. iv. 113-120)

Prince Henry after killing Hotspur on the field of battle, turns round and is shocked to find
Falstaff lying apparently dead. He bids a sad farewell to his companion in dissoluteness whom he
believes to be dead. If it were not for the seriousness that has come recently over him he would
miss Falstaffeven more. He proposes to have him properly buried later on.

Falstaff rises up when the Prince is out of earshot, He has been feigning death to avoid
being killed by Douglas, 'the termagant Scot.' He assures himself that though he counterfeited
death he is refilly no counterfeit. Only a:dead man can be salled a counterfeit, because he is then the
image of a man without life in him. To live and to counterfeit dying is an altogether different
matter, because such a counterfeit is "the true and perfgct image of life indeed."

This passage is of importance'in understanding Falstaffs character. He is greatly in love
with life and gives a number of sensible though facetious r€asons to prove that it is the height of
wisdom to counterfeit death when hard preqsed.

termaganti'Termagant' was originally the na14e of a deity worshipped by the Saracens.

The name was frequently given to violent and passionate characters in the Old Morality Plays (Cf.
Hamlet,III, ii, 15: "I would have such a felloW whipped for o'erdoing Termagant; it out-herods
Herod; pray you, avoid it.") The word now meiuu 'a scolding woman'.

that. . . .Scot had paid me'scofand lot too: The phrase 'scot and lot' means 'utterly'
or 'flronrughly'. To pay scot and lot was originally a legal expression meaning the payment of tates

or other municipal taxes. There is a pun'on the word scot herg.

I.III.4 Check your progress

l: :'rillllf:Jffr1"f';:t-ilT#fitHotspuri,, justis this with rererence to Henry rV, part-r.

3. Sketch the character of Falstaff.
4. King Henry is the titular heio of the play Henry-IV, Part I. Discuss. .
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I.UL5 Sample examination questions

l. Sketch the character of King Henry.
2. Skerch the character of Prince Hal.
3. Sketch the character of Falstaff.

I.III.6 Let us sum up

If this lesson we have studied about the major clraracter of the play in a very detailed
manner.' This lesson provides sample material to answer questions regarding c.haracter sketches in
the e;4nilation.

I.III.7 Suggested readings

l. E.M. Wouth (Ed.) Shakespeare: The Histories.
2. Edward Dowden. Shakespeare: His Mind and Art
3. R.G. Moulton. Shakespeare as a Dramatic Artist.

*t+**
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Unit-I : Henry IV, Part-I;:Lesson-IV

I.ry.O OBJECTIVES

Aftergoing through this lesson you will,be able toI understand Honour as the main thCme ofthe play,
analyse the comparison between tlotspur& prince Hal.

I.IV STRUCTURE

I.N.0 Objectives
I.N.l Introduction
l.IV.2 Honour as the main themEof the play
I.tV.3 Prince Hal and Hotspur - A comparative study
I.ry.4 Select Literary Criticism
I.w.5 Check your progress
I.tV.6 Sample examination questior-
I.IV.7 Let us swn up
I.IV.8 Suggested Readings

I.IV.l Introduction

This is the fourth lesson of the play, First there isa discussion of the important theme of
honour. You will also find a comparative study of the nvo leading cluracters prince FIal and
Hotspur. This way, an attempt can be:made on any otlier questioir iot forgetting to base it on a
thorough reading of the text of the play. Select Liter-dfy Criticism ooli11po-rtuot issues and
characters has also been included.

I.IV.2 Honour as the main the theqe of.the phy

An eminent critic, K.R.S' lyengar. says that Englarrd'is the.real theme of Shakespear,eb
historical plays and England is ruled by kings who wege w.ar.s against iritcmat and external ;;;
for survival. 'Henry Mart I'is concerned with the succegsful.effortb of the t<i"g at cnrshing the
rebellion of the Percys. The rebellion takes its origin in Hotspu/s feeling 

"f'fturiiiiuti* r1ufi ,h"
King has dishonoured him by refirsingto ransom his brother.in-law, Mortimei.

All the characters- in the play are concerred with honour .in varying degrees, and'6G
development of'the play depends upon tlreii'reaction to'the:sentiment of hoqorlr, il.lonoqr is aa
important theme of the play, which contributes to the unity of the play.
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r King Henry makgs a mention of holnior in the opening of the play. He does this envious of
ltis,gallant Hotspur for his crushing deftat of Douglas and,his forces. ''For the King, Hotspur is the
tlreme of honour's tongue and the staighe$ plant among a grove",'He is equally unhappy that his,
sq.riPrince Hal, who is of the same age as Hotspur is sieirding'his time dishonourably with
disreputable companions like Falstaff. Tlre King values honour highly though he himself has acted

strqqnefully in usurping thq throne ofRiohard'Il. ' '

Hotspur is the chief votary of honour. Excited by Worestet's guggestion of a great exploig
Hotspur is driven beyond the bounds of palience. :He wil.l face any danger, if there is honour in it,
He is ready to pluck bright honour from the pale-faced moon or from the depths of the ocean. As;

he jumps into the battle with his war-cry uEsperance'i, all his peers are inspired with heroism. -The

doughty Douglas admiringly praises him'as the King of honour;: Even Prince Hal graciously

admires Hotspur as the most valiant young man alive. When he is killedrby Prince Hal, it is the loss

of his honour that hurts him and not the,lgss'of his life., One,natuially feels that his love of honour

has gone beyond limits.

Prince Hal is another votary of honour, brrt more, reasonable and restrained than Hotspur.

Hc has the strength of character to k€ep up his hong.ur rntact inspite o.f his contact with the

dishonourable friends of the tavern.' 'Fle is so honourable 4$'to offer'to fight a single combat with
Hotspur to settle the issue of war in order to save the loss of innocent lives. He comes face_to with

' Hotspur on the'bafilefiend of ShrewsbUnl. He first ,appreci.ates the grgat valour of Hotspr-u.

Afterwards he fights against him with all his might arrd kills him, Thus he snatches awly all the

honours of Hotspur and emerges as a complelely heroic figure. Even afterwards, he is so

honourable and magnanimous * tu pay tributes'to Hotspru as brave Percy and great heart in
recognition of his knightly virtues-.

Falstaffs conception of'honour is.of quite a different t1pe, He does not untlerstand the

greatness of honour and so dismisses it as an airy nothinS:apd a figtnent of-the imagination' when
Doug.las at&acks him, he saves hirqself by falling down,and pretending to bb dead. For him,
discretion is the better part of valour and it'consists in saving himself by running away from danger.

But occasionally his conscience wakes up and he becomes corrscious of honour. He thinks of his

past and talks about the necessityof repentrince, but he soon drinks and forgets everything.

There ile many other characters in the play.who cherish.honour. John of Lancaster, the Earl

of Westmoreland anO Sir Walter Bltmt uphold honour as much asNorthumberland, Glendower and

Douglas as against Falsaffwho,pours ridipule on honour.and all of them succeed in lending unity
to thg play as a whole.

I;IV.3 Prince Hal and Hotspur - A comparative study

Harry Percy and Prince Hal are thdtwo stars who find the sphere of Henry IIV unwieldy for
both of them. Their personalities are so great that they Cannot exist together. Both of them are

high-spirited young 1en created for thg purpose of providing'a strong contrast to each other. Their
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fathers, the Earl Northumberland and Henry Bolingbroke were friendly nobles who worked together
for deposing Richard tr and for.making the latter iing of England. Northumberland's sqn H6tspur
and his uncle Worcester also played an active roie inelevating Henry Bolingbroke. That **'th"
background.

- King Henry in his endeavour to win thp people's confidence has to ignore these benefactors,
and so resentment among-the,discontended started growing up. Hotspur ii still loyal to the King
and.is yey a.gtive in political matters. He is leading tlie armies on King's behalf and winning
glories in battles. Prince Hal, on the other hand, disgqs.ted with the c.ramped and chilly abnosphere
of the court, leaves the royal palace and all responsibility and spends his precious time in the tavem,
joking and drinking with the low companions, Falstaff and others.

Hotspur the loyal supporter o{the King tiil the Scottish war; turns hostile to the King as the
latter hurts Hotspur's sense of hongur by refusing to ransom Mortimer. Provoked by hi-s *"i"
Worcerter, he joins him and othei rebels in a plan of rebellion against the King.

The King is filled wlth jealousy of Hotspur for his military adventures and glories. He is
sorry that his madcap son has lowered his prestige through his wiia anO dishonourable behaviour,
he feels that Northumberland is a wicky father in his son Hotspur and wishes very much for a son
like him.

But the Prince is not a debased charaifer and his father has only mistaken him. The princels
present life with the.d!1en{able company is only a mask worn by frirr1 t" f,ii" ht;;;;j;"*, -ahe.makes thiS clear in his first soliloquy, where he lays bare his heart. He.knows the character of
his associates. .He is in their riotous company only for recreation. But at the proper time, he will
redeem himself publicly by appearing in his true noble character.

Hotspur is a great votary of honour. He is'excessively and blindly committed.to honou. He
i-r t uAy to face any danger, if ther€ iS,honoru in it. He iq readyto ptucl Uright honour either from
the pale faced moon above br from the depths of the ocean below.

I But Prince Hal's love of honour is pragmatic, more reasonable and restrained than that of
lotspur. He is so honourable is to offer to figbt against Hotspur in.a single combat in order to save
re lives of innoce4t people.

Prince Hal is detemrined to \u€st all the honours won by Hotspur at one stroke. But when
otspur falls, fighting with him, the Prince is magnanimous endugh to recognise his opponents.
rlour. He calls HotspuS a warrior of great heart and bids,him 4 moving farewell.

''
Thus Prince Hal and Hotspur ar€ gr€at herces tiorn:tci complement and supplement each

her. Between the two, Prince Hat is more practical and reasonable and hence ru"""riful in life.



I.IV 'select Literary CriticisP

Slwkcspeare and His Predecessors by F.t Si Boas was publishgd in 1896, it lnaV
conveniently form our starting pgint, Dealing with the historical plays 9f Sb-alcesryare, JvIr. Boas

points out ihat England is the heroine',of ev'e,1y.play. But the plays alsg show how individtial

"tu*rte1 
affectq, o;tional lifp. For iqstaqce, in Herrlt /Z.politicp are sUbordinated to the.clash

between individuals. And in this clasL the fingib not abfe:b become even the dramatic celtre- But

his character is effectually brought out in co.Btasc wittl Frince John qn the *9 h-9 and Northuq

berland on the other. Princ€ John seemb_P F ?:qle,replica 9f $s_-fStber';+d. 
thus.helps us'to

measure the full statsre of Henry IV. Northurrbeland sharys wi$-the King a .foodness for gret and

i"oi*",,but lacks courage. Hitny rV nas At the qualities,of'the sugcessful m49"5u1 his very

success turns to ashesio fXr mouttras U"fuprciO"afifrt f,nt; BTs sugecsts thatthg Pringe o{W{9s

frequents tave-rns because of his disgust wiih his father's hfpocrisyr T" Tg$ notable p"Tt ryt Y'
Boas makes about Falstaff is that,thi corpulerrt Knight deyelopi a.vulnerable,spo! b-y getting fond of

Hal, And it is through this that he is fatally wounded'inthe end.,

Dr. Brandes,s book on Shakespeare appealed abb-ut th3 same lTe as that of Professor Boas'

He pays a striking tribute to Heqryllas tuli of-arti$9 elcellences. It ir ttggq|fd$ll,tf:ltT"
Henry, Shakespeare concealed great qualities UeUinA a,misinterpreted exterigl; Dr. Brandes triel to

^rrrr-th, 
position of Falstaff,in E oop"* come$: He co-impares hirn to Rebel.ls's. Panllee' bltt

ranks him higber as the gayest and rnoJ entertaining figure in Eur.opean comedy.-He showshow the

theme honour occupies:an,important position in the 'scheme of the play. "It is digtuty to ttre kil8'
renown to Hotspur, O" t"net; of shbw to the 'prinei ltril9 fallta$. nroyes how 'a ryallcan live

without it.* ln an interesting sketch of.gotspur, dr, Brandes,shows him to be an embodirrrent of,thg

;;;;;pirii of i"uaar nobility. Prince:di bec;ing,the,19{o.n{, hgrro as l{".ry V:.:Iftes-'him as

the prototype of those who were to conqu€r I!4. HenrJ V,is-:" thq,tlpical-{Utisf conqueror'

aOventurei-and politician" unscnrpulo,rs, ,iod on occasions,Gru€L undismayed though.the enemy

outnumber him tenfold.'!

Dr. Bradley's famous lecture, The llejection of fclstaf;wasdelivered in- l?03.,As is.well-

known, Dr. Bradley comes to thelconc-lusion,that Shakcs.peare pq{ls'us pt F" ""9 
of HenTy IV even

thoughhe did nor intend to do so. Falstaffoutgrely snakespgqret.original inlention and wrecked all

his dramatic plans. He is the greatest ;;i" c-n.t*At in',iit"rattne, *.: "::*:e Sing. $e lttt:.,tt
freedom gainia in humour. Shakespege has conferred o{rbtn an inexplicable toucx.ot infinrU' thus

making tim of a class with Hamlet" Macbeth and Cleoiatr-o ' : '

Sir Walter Raleigh (1907) :looks upon Falstaff as a comic Hamlet w.hosi''l.s3apqdes

demonshate the triumph-of spirirover matrcr._By-his side Prince Hal appears a_s_ateilite. The

ijnce,s qgalities ao ttot rnad him dgar to us. professor.fterford (1912) coSsiden Hul19.^be the

centre of irrl phys on Herrry W. fire'Falstaffscenes show us tle humorous quinteqsence of life,.

,.Stopford Brooke in his Ten More PtV of Shakespeare (\9l3)pronoFqce s Henry IV, Part I
among the greatest of Shakespeare's.plays; the'play is a dr.amatic r'gpresenlation in tableaux of a



continuous series of wents. Prince Hal is estranged from hisfather on account of lack of sympathy
with his father's character. But he also inherits. his father's craft. This iS seen in his deliberate pi* to
forsake his boon companions whep he becomcs KinB: The inost notable thing said about raitaff,is
lhat wc forggt rather than forgive his faults. : We are 

-compef 
led to ,do so 

,*r.' - - :*;- ;;;t;t ht[;;;
humour and intellectual power and because'he bas the courage of hii*ituation

Professor. Stoll's important,essay on '.Fblstatr appe4red in 1914. He considers Falstaff to be
'he conventional stage - coward of the Elizabethan age. tle beloags to,the tlpe of the braggart
rPta!. He is entertaining rather tharl plausible. i{is cfaracter is full of psychoJogical inconsi-st-en-
cies. Falstaff has become fascinating. on;accoutrl.,of the supremely pqiti" tt*rguq* in which
Shakespeare r44es him speak. '

. Sir Arttrw atll"tfgryl...--lq: Shakcspgare's Worlonanshtp (1918), declares that Falstaff
is the heto of HenyIU Falstdtris derived from Gluttony of ttreroldrnrfe.tuAes. fndeed; ttr;;fi"
play deals withthe-conversion of the Prihce on tn" -oJai-oiA;il;ilJil;;;;;rt"d;;;,he
rejection of Falstaff is the most damnable piece of workmanship ih 

-Shakesp€ir€; 
The prinJs

soliloquy poisons him.in our imagination for.good; :

. SirI. A. !. Yt*iol'"-Englirh History and Shakcspeare appeared in the sarne year. In this
worr he tries"to fi+d3"t Shakespearelsconception of,hiitory..firJ'poet looked upott'tirrorl*.
field for the .Pl"i bf personal: 

-iot"".. 
ft1w IY fi"r,,'to ,r"pr"sent social orde.r, ecclesiastical

gtnodgxl and parliamentary governrnent, It -cogtings history of a high order with:some of the
$st English cgmedy. Falstaff 

1t $" despair of comruentatort. someto* o1 o,rrr, ;i;k" 
-rfi:

This can hardly be'on account of.his r,ascality, but isprobably due to his'rare wit and superb self-possession :

Mr. Midoteton Yllq'r, Falsnf (19?3) regards the corpyrlent lsrigbt as the greatest creation of
shakespeare's yet undivid.a u"ing. e tundarrdtal it*rpo*iuil6 iidfi;"iiffid;il:;6;,
carelessly pursued honow, the other sack." ln Henry fV. pirt.I; Shakespeare gets tired with
Falstaff. When tlie poefs creative light fails,'Fat-staff is seenlto be a rather disreputabii udu.rrtur... '

IvIr. John Bailet's Essay on Shakespeare's Histories.belongs to the same year. Henry IV is
here- considered to Ue arnol8 tfrg very greatirrof sft"f*pu.."'";;f,r:Fartuf,ir a votary of the life
of the senses and uses his inrcllect uniservedly.in theii';;.r.iW" f""i htlb"ru*" we know all
tlat is to be known about'him. The giftbf sblf-revelation rnakes him near to *. fr{n g"iLt--*lri"k",
hbwever, that there are som€ inconsistencies inl,the''charactbr:of Falstaffw*cn could have been

19id{. H" fggds'Falstaffas a liar and,a coward, and considers the ocpasional praises of
Falstaffs warlikr! prowess as oril of placa Falstrffs firndamental dgfect is that he lacks will and
confidence. But he is vitat enough to nrn away at times with his creator and makes it difficult for
Sbakespeare to paint Prince Hal as worttry of praise and hono*. fn" pri"o" ;;y66 "|[.i]l];d1i'righteous, but his soliloquyrerreals him to be a song man full of self-confidencl.



Priestley in his fhr:Engt9h Comic Chhracterc (1925), gkilfully apalyses .the,lvlr. I. B, l

Oancter of Falstaff. He pOints out tbat the'falStafrof the $age was more,or lesp a bloated buffoon.

In his view, Molgann conceirtates on Falstaffs incongnliti"f *9 tellg_ us what he is; while

Professor ntuOf"y-ao" atten$on to,his,bliss in tredJm and tell us what he dT,-1..-,F:,ryo,
tog.thrt give us idstafs r"c*r He is:the supreme exampJe of ths clubblble ry1 '{e fdb T.+t
g1n A€ca11s" he cannot laugb away-rhis kivg for Henry. Herry rbjects Falstaff with the fervoqr of th9

convefted rake. He wasr gf courqg, neve a genfleman and waq something of-a prig.

L.L.Schncking u brs Charagter lioffiinns in Shalespeare's ltayl Qn4.lo9l51 up,on f{99q
as a self-conftsqedllown. 'To be witty.hirpself and to'stimulate lalghter; and.wit in'otherslis the

business of thie cto","l 'Falstaffis tn" dtioe and gr-and-master of at-Orafnetic clowns, and belongs
rto the dramatic tiadition which makesltheiclown the dente'of the comig underplot in ttre serious

d'ao'",;-
, Mr. Cbarles Williams in:his E,rdy of Hepry V (!930) has some inter-egtibq thg: ,.*y

about Falstaff. The distinction of Falstaffis that though:he may want_ a lo1 for his comfort, he.does

not nced it for hig complacency: l'Holspu4 without a"sense of his oum tronou-r" feels E*telf
deficient; that is why he iebels. Falstaff, without the sarne sense, feels himself free;'that is why,be

ru1s away or figtrts as circumstances and his own cornmonsense dictate.'l

.::
Mr. G. B. Hanison in a couplg of articlesjn the-.Ttf1tlitelw Supplemic4t in 1930* traced

allusions b IIenry rto th€ potitics gf'Essex',Ile belic!'es'that the 'lor4 neat and qinly aryse4
*,to O"ruoOt the p.risoners fiom Hotspur.must have Uue.n 4T reco4*bte*-Certain clr1ry'cteristics

of Esggr arp foqnd in Hotspqr. They uelimilar t9 eryh gthgr both in theirlove'for glory and in their

lack oJ sclf-conuoljG d, Hotrpi" is Esseil " Shekespqarq finds' oppo4uqities in the ctial-acter of
Hotspru for significant speeches'&d talsgs thenu but he iswriting arplay an$ not an 4l"g9ty of the
dnes,, Falstds catacbistn on honour' showg 1hat, S,lAkespqrds; sympatlry is definirely lurylng

".V"y 
fiom glory.,(Republished inslwkaspeme Criti4sm;t919-i935.editadby{4ne,Brad1eY):

' 
, . Professoi H. B. Charlton's importa* Vcidr .:$tukcsAe'arter"t' A!1{4,:t!?LS):srlgget$-@

Shakespeare's original intention about Henry./Zwas upt"l b{ falqtl$,"ThisihuEc-g3s1of flesh'
'this;Sir-John, Us aistortea the drift of th.g historic story and of $9 deliteratgPlan of Shake5p:are's

pUy. ff" has coaverted an inrendd,hb- into'a heartlesg,;.qqti!:it" 1r{, a'happ; e4ding into a
r.*bftiog conclgsia&" prioscII4appearscomqqn, splfishand withgut,feeling,,.$3rfl:his.spliloquy iS

an offencs ngninst humaoit',:

Mr. G. L. Kit€dgFb cdition af Henry IV, Par I,--Olo g vindicate the c!45acter of Prince tlal.

"His riots are rcle fio1irt,n Andhis soliloquy should be:understood as a statement by the dramatist

, of t4e trend of his plol hofessor Gordon's Sftalespzariani Camedy and Other SWdies (1944) Points
gNr that Sbakespe; has fixed for ever.,iri Se immor.tal pcgses of Falstaff,a humorous, massuline,

;iffi;.tu;ipUor. "Cheerful abuse of each other,is the principal.deligfut of Falstaffand his

ti"Gl -Ol-haie authdritv for saying that this is'wholly dnfeminiry."
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PROFESSOR DOVER WILSON ON THE FORTUNES OF FALSTAFF

In his work entitl edThe Fortunes of Fatstaf (F 43), Professgr Dover Wilson attempts a new
interpretation of the characters of Prince Hal and Falstaff; His thesis is that rn LIenry IV, parts I and
//, Shakespeare was giving his own version of a theme frequently used in the -otaity plays. He sets
out to show how a madcap prince became an ideal king. In other words, Shakesp.*L ir teating the
theme of the return.of the prodigal. Prince Hal is the prodigal son. Falstalf is the tempter, the lord of
misrule; Hal must free himself from the toils of Falstaff and return to virtue. He is called upon to
make a choice between vanity and Government. He chooses Governmen! but his choice is made, so
to speak, in two stages. ln Henry IV, Part /, Hal is shown as returning to chivalry and displaying
prowess in battle. In H:- IV, Part //, 

fhe 
P;ince makes his atonement with justice.

After stating his thesis briefly,,Professor Dover Wilson makes a plea for returning to the
sanity of the l8th century and the commonscnse of Dr. Johnson. He finds that all the romantic
critics from Morgann downwards have miquirderstood Shakespeare. They have glorified Falstaffat
the expense of Prince Hal. It has'beeri their favourite contention that Falstaff is a gentleman and a
brave warriorin spite of all seeming eviilence to the contrary. They:aqe unalgle to eicuse the prince
for rejecting Falstaff. Professor Dover Wilson contends that they have not understood Shakespeare,s
intention and have not followed the plays closely.

Professor'Wilson discusses at length the vexed question of Falstaffs cowardice, but he
comes to the somewh4t startling conclruion that the whole question is incapable of solution. He
contends that so far as the battle al Gadshill is concerned, Falstaff shows himself to be a true
coward. He runs away precipitately, roaring for mercy like a bull-calf. But in the tavern scene
Falstaffs lies certainll Tem to be too palpablc to be serious..When he sptaks in the sa6e breath of
the night being too dark even.to s€e onc'q hgnd, of, his identiffing two men in Kendal green, he
seems to be deliberately playing into tbe hundr of tn Prince and Poins. uThus when th-e climan
comes," he writes, " alert minds are ready to take Falstaffs word for it that he had recognized the
men in buclaam from the beginning and'are almost prepared to doubt their ovun eyes and ears which
had seen and heard the running and the roari$ on Gadshill." From this, he 

"o*rl to the conclusion
that Shakespeare did not intend to offcr any dcfinite opinions of Falstaffs cowardice. And in order
to confrrse us still further, Shakespeare ipmediately afterwards shows us Falstafffaced by thethreat
of imrninent drrrest by the sheriffon a capitel charge and taking it all'with superb non"hulrtt"e. Thus
so far as the Gadshill episode is concemod, we first see,Falstaffas an unmistakable coward. Then
Shakespeare shoys him full of .impudent wit and selGassurance; Hints are conveyed to us that the
panic at Gadshill had been merely actirrg. Lasiiy, Falctatr is shown as calm and self-possessed
before the imminent threat of arrest and exebution, fire characteristics that ate s[o*o are
inconsistent with one another, but Shdkespcare somchow succeeds.inpassing them offupon us.

Professor Wilson.interprets in a similar way the part playe<t uy Falstaff at Shrewsbry. He
concedes that Falstaff is not a mene miles gloriosus, a braggart soldier. He is shown as an old
soldier knowing all the hicks of the.game. Tbough,he was,not prepared to throwaway his life for
honotu, he was prepared to run certain risks. But he was always alert to take care of himself without
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incturing the charge of cowardice. But he is not a good soldier and it is absurd to-talk, as some

romantic critics do, of his militagy repu$ion

At Shrewsbury too, Professor Wilson thus points out'Some notable rnconsistencies in the
picture of Falshffs character. He is both brave and cowarfly. But Prcifessor Wlson goes stightly
tarther than the text warrants him and suggest's that Shakespeare is now be$pr-iingto emphasize his
unlovely qualities. That'is why Falstaff.confesses how he, nnisused.the Kin$s press darnnably. He
r:nrolled well-to-do men who we-re reluctant to serve in .the army,'Therr he allowed them to buy,
themselves out at two pounds apiece. What ultimately remained with hifn was a:set of 'pitifuf
rascals." But Falstaff cynically confesses th4t they are good: enough as food for'powder

Professor Wilson contends that Falstaff is here really serious. It does not matter to him
whether his men live or die so tong as he is able to tnake some rroney out of them. Professor

Wilson also finds an ugly sigruficance ih Fbistaffleading hiC men into the hottest part of the battle
at Snrewsbury. While Morgartn and Bradley take this as evidence of Falstaffs bravery, Professor

Wilson suggess that it *as the usual practice of officers in Elizatiethan times to make their men

face the enemy and then leave the battlefield under the pretenge'of fetching supplies; In:faimess to
Falstaff, it must be pointed out that there is,no evidence in Shakespeares text to suggesr that

Falstaffleft his men in the lurch and ran ryaV.

Professor Wjlson'rthen surveys the fortunes of:Falstaff inHewy IV, Part II. He finds a
progressive deterioratiolr[in Falstaffs chalacter in Part Il. Towards the end of Part.II we are ready to

;ingi"Ar *rat f'Ustafi rql; irpossiblp c6mpanion to. a klng. IIis rejecton by the King strikes us as

itiEt, prop€r and inevitablef

.As in the case of Falsufi so in.that..of Prince HaL .Professor Wilggn offers'a re-
on. He disaggees with the rotnantic vipw wlich.tends to lookupon Prince.Hal as a @

and a sanctimonious hlpocrite. The P.rince's soliloquy in Part I is not to bo'understood literally. In
the Elizabethan theate, it was a dramatic gonvention to use the soliloquy to convey information to
the audience about the general drift of a plby.In Ricltwd flJ for instaqc€. Shakespeare makes his
hero inform the audience that he is detemined to p,rovera villain. So all.that we are gntitled to iqfer
from the Prince's soliloquy.is that in spite of all evidence to the conEary, he will reform ilr the end.

Shakespeare here merely skerches,fo{ us the theme of the,play; The soliloquy.also,su.ggests that
Prince Hal is b€ginning to tire of his companions and is eagerly looking forward to the day when he

can assume tbe burden of kingship andrdiScard them fol eyer,

The interview with his father.on the outbreak of the Percy rebllion shows the Prince

conscious of the resporsibilities of his.position and anxious to establish his prowess in anns by
meeting Hotspw in the fietd. The battle bcenes at Sbrewsbtrry.demotr$tat€ how the Prince keeps his
promise. He comes to his fatheds rescue wtien the lattet is in danger,&om D,ouglas. He fights and

kills the formidable Hospur. He shows himself not merely brave andskil'fuIat arms, butalso full of
chivdlry. He pronounces a noble eulory on hls 4l* foe. After thls displaying his greatness as a

soldier and general, the Prince is generous enough -to allow Falstaff to ,steal his honours. Prince

Hal's reform is shown stage bystage.
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In Hevry IV; Part II, we s€s.the Prince proge$sing firther towaris his predesned goal.
:\[&en the time for the rejegtion of falstaff comgs, we ire ready to siQ]ffiibfr hince. Profestor
Sfilson.suggests tbat Falstaffs iriiprisonment in:the Fleet rtas- only, trmporaii.'The Fleet in those
pleys was a State prison in which only men of position and r,ank were conlined. Indee4 Falstaffs
;cbmmittal to the Fleet is something of a cotnplainf" for-it implies tlat'he is a distingllishe4'person. ff
'King Henry V speaks rather harshly to Falstaff, it is on account of his being obliged to discharge an
-rurpleasant duty.

Falstaff should not be regarded'as having taken to heart the Prince's rejection. In fact
Shakesp,gare shorvs him aftenvards as being Self-assured and'brazen:evel in:his disgragelHg tells
his satellites that he will be sent for by.the King,in private. It,is Eue that this hlryothesis does not
square with the end of Falstaff as described, n Her.ry {r:Bql frofessor Wilson contends that this:
accotmt should not be taken into consideration in judgrng the epimde of the rejection of:Falstaff.
For one thing, I{enry Y was written at a latel date. For turother; Shakespqre was opliged to kill
Falstaff, in all probability because Will Kempe,. thg actor, w.ho used to do the pa(, left
Shakespeare's company

Professor Wilson's criticism of Falstaff and Prince Hal challenggs the wtrole tnend of
sodern Shakespearean criticism starting with the ,famous essay of Mauril Motg*o on fAsaf..
Hc is quite conscious of the weight of critical autrority tu"ged against'him, but he Qels that a study
Of the two parts of Henry. IV, scene after scene, will lead inevitably to the conclusions he has,
rtac-hed. Though Professor Wilsonts strdy is vallable in rnany respects; it, seenis on tbe whole to
lufrer from being obliged to prove a ,preconceived theory. lt H .etry U, Parts / and, II, erc to. bb:
regarded as representing the well-known morality theme of ,the repentance of the prodigal son,
naturally we have to admfu€ Prince Hal and:despise Falstaff. ProHsor Wilson seems also:to be
animated by a desire to uphold Pnnce Hal'as the would-be minor of all Christian.6,ings.,Natioilal
tadition obliges him to'follow the same lines of interpretaticin as;the morality theme. It is quite
plain that Shakespeare and his audienc€ kngw froni;,the.begirgrin-g,that Prihce ltral would havc to:
reject Falstaff. Professor Wilson's thesis merely points out tE nepeisities of piol and story"6y. which
Shakespeare wasbound.
.t

IJV.5 Checkyour progress

l. E Alain how honour is the main theme ofthe p.lay,

2. Bring out the comparison between Prince Hal ar.rd Hotspur.
I

I.W.5 Sample exomination questions '

l. WhEt kind of view of history does Shakespeaqe.devetop in this play?

2. History is the msfui theme of the play, dfuquss.



LfV.7 Let us sum up

In this lesson we have undershnd that honour is the main theme of the play and.we.have rnade

a comparative study of the charu"t"r, of Prince Hal and Hotspur. We have also gained a primary

knowledge of the pronilnent Criticism on the play.

I.f.V.8 Suggested readings

l.
2.
3.

John Dover Wilson. The Fortuneiof Falstafi
L.C. Knights, Some Shdlcespeorian Themes,

William Shakespeare.Ifenry IV, Part I; Arden Shakespeare Series.

*tt**

Prof;.R. SARASWATHI



Hamletr' Prince of Denm,uFk



k .2. SHAKESPEA

Homlet, Prince of Denmark

List of Characters

Hamlet, Prince of Denmark.
Claudius, King of Denmark, Hamlet's Uncle.
Gertrude, Queen of Denmark, Hamlet's mother.
Ghost of Hamlet's father, the former king of Denmark,
Poloxins, Counsellor to the king.
Laertes, his son.
Ophelia, his daughter.
Reynaldo, his servant

' Horatio, Hamlet's friend and fellow-student.

Marcetlusl
Barnardo I ambassadors to Norway.
Franciscoi

\
Rosencrantz I former schoolfellows of Hamlet
Guildenstern J

Fortinbras, Prince of Nonray.
Gaptain in the Norwegian army.

Other Players.

Osric I
Lord I Courtiers
GentlemanJ

First Gtown, a gravedigger and sexton.
Second Clown, his assistant.
Seilor
Messenger
Priest
English Ambassador
Lords, Attendants, Sailons, Soldierc, Guarde.

Scene: TheDanish royalpalace at Elsinore
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II. HAMLET.I 
 
Structure 
 
II. I. 0       Objectives 
II .I. 1       Introduction 
 
II.I.2.1      Background 

2.2     Aspects Of A Shakespearean Tragedy 
2.3     Out Line Summary Of The Play 
2.4 Act/Scene-Wise Summary 
 

II.I.0 Objectives 
 
After working through this unit, you will be able to 

 Understand the background to Shakespearean Theatre 
 Discuss the aspects of Shakespeare’s tragedies 
 Analyse the significance of Hamlet as a play.    

 
 
II.I.1 Introduction 
 

This lesson enables you to understand the conditions of drama before Shakespeare. You 
will know about the theme of the play analytically. 
 
 
Shakespeare : Hamlet 
 
II.I.2.1. Background. 

 

Shakespeare is THE BARD, the greatest poet of England. And Hamlet is perhaps the most 
popular play written by him.  Certainly it is the most fascinating play.  It will be interesting to see 
the reason for its this immense popularity and utter fascination. 

Quite a number of the plays Shakespeare wrote end in the death of the protagonist.  In plays 
based on British History or Greek and Roman history, only about six plays do not end on a tragic 
note. That means that Shakespeare wrote as many as fifteen plays out of a total of thirty-seven in 
this genre.  Of course all of them cannot be called tragedies, though they may be ‘tragic’. 

‘Tragedy’ is one of the genres and literary features the English writers happily borrowed 
from Greek and Latin literatures during the Renaissance.  Tragedy, like comedy, was the gift of 
the Greeks to European literatures. Aristotle had laid down the characteristics for a tragedy.  It 
represents the sorrows of a king or a leader of men, and presents action of certain magnitude.  It 
involves a reversal of fortune of the good, not absolutely ‘good’ man carrying a certain weakness 
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in the shape of over-confidence or error in judgement, resulting in a catastrophe, evoking pity and 
fear among the audiences. Great tragedies by the Greek masters, Aeschylus, Sophocles and 
Euripides, were read by all the 16th century scholar-poets of England. 

But another strain of tragedy developed in early Roman literature, and underwent 
considerable modification in the Italian literature of 12th-14th centuries. Seneca of the 2nd century 
admired the Greek masters, but gently shifted the emphasis in his plays from the moral-religious 
aspects of retribution and atonement to sociological aspects of revenge and personal vendetta, as 
being more in tune with contemporary social psychology.  This was further diversified by the later 
writers. It was this that caught the attention of the early English writers.  The reason was that the 
English society of the times was psychologically closer to the 13th, 14th century Italians than to the 
Greeks of 5th century B.C., with their pre-Christian beliefs in the relation between man and the 
gods, their rituals and philosophy. 

Particularly England in the 16th century, under Queen Elizabeth, was passing through a high 
tide of success in her position with respect to other European nations. Britain’s emergence as the 
queen of the high seas gave the people a tremendous self-confidence, bordering on arrogance. The 
sky was the limit for their aspirations.  But pride always went before the fall, and at least in 
psychological terms, this was true of Britain as well.  This can be clearly seen in Marlowe’s 
Doctor Faustus.   

Before Marlowe there were two major ‘tragedies’ in English, Gorboduc and Kyd’s The 
Spanish Tragedy.  Both of them imitated Italian models.  The first play has a garbled revenge 
theme, unrelieved by any poetry.  The Spanish Tragedy was much better organized as a drama for 
the stage.  Even if it is a revenge play, there is an attempt to present the agony of a character 
consistently in dramatic terms.  Some features used in the play reflect the general tendency of the 
Elizabethan writers when they came to write. The Spanish Tragedy revels in bloodshed and 
presents killings on the stage (contrary to the norms of a Greek play).  It presents madness, real as 
well as assumed, on the stage.  A ghost is brought in as a dramatic personage, either to further the 
action of the play, or to throw light on some events or happenings in the course of the action.  The 
Elizabethan audiences were very excitable, and wished for something sensational.  So these three 
features, bloodshed, madness and ghosts, appealed to them enormously.  Child-like in their 
attitude to life, the public were pleased by the appeals to their imagination on the lower planes. 
(After all, they revelled in watching ‘bear-baiting’, baiting of helpless bears by a pack of hounds 
for public entertainment, as much as in drinking and in sex.) 

Thus The Spanish Tragedy became a kind of trend-setter for the later Elizabethan tragedy,  
but for Christopher Marlowe.  Marlowe, a poet first and foremost, or a poet who was also a 
dramatist, wrote five plays in full: Tamburlaine, Part 1, Tamburlaine, Part 2, Doctor Faustus, The 
Jew of Malta, and Edward II.  Apart from being tragedies, these plays are full of highly evocative 
poetry.  The presence of poetry in these plays was a great saving grace, in that it mitigated the 
otherwise grim and gruesome atmosphere in them.  The second, and perhaps the most significant, 
contribution of Marlowe to English tragedy was the presentation of a growth in the character of 
the protagonist.  This resulted in a sea change in the basic tragic vision as presented in a play.  For, 
Greek tragedy was built upon certain principles, and was controlled by the stagecraft and costumes 
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in vogue then.  The Greek actors wore masks to give identity to individual characters, 
distinguishing one from the other.  The playwrights were using popular themes to present their 
own view of human predicament, divine justice and human culpability. As such, a Greek tragedy 
was, in broad terms, a statement of man’s relationship to God.  Man commits an error, either 
unknowingly or prompted by destiny.  He cannot avoid punishment, and all his efforts to justify 
his actions are negated by divine justice, which prevails at the end.  The play would catch the 
action almost at the climactic stage and employ strategies of narrative and reportage, and present 
the anguish of the protagonist.  This results in a static character presentation.  In other words, we 
do not see any ‘growth’ in the character. If the plot structure precludes any growth in the 
character, the physical condition of the actor wearing a single mask through the entire play, in tune 
with the artistic intentions of the playwright, prevents any possibility for a growth in the character. 
In view of the importance the Greek thinkers gave to Destiny in the scheme of things, one can say 
that “destiny controls character” in Greek drama. 

But in Marlowe’s plays we get the contrary vision of “character as destiny”.  The Marlovian 
hero (protagonist, we should say) has certain tendencies and aspirations.  He suffers from the 
typically Renaissance man’s extraordinary self-confidence and boundless aspiration, be it for 
territorial power, for monetary power, be it for love, or for intellectual supremacy.  This 
overarching ambition in him leads to a stage where he overreaches himself and heaps destruction 
on his own head.  These plays present the protagonist seeking glory, power and grace, growing in 
confidence, growing arrogant, and in the face of calamity, striving to undo what he had done.  This 
interplay between character and action, the growth of the hero’s personality, the ups and downs in 
his path to glory or ignominy, taking him to the zenith of his aspirations, and then dashing him to 
the very nadir, -- all this is as gripping, and evocative of pity and fear as any Greek tragedy.  

Marlowe was at the height of his popularity, when Shakespeare came on to the scene.  
Apparently, Shakespeare was not only familiar with Marlowe’s work, apart from the other popular 
plays like The Spanish Tragedy, he also realized the significance of Marlowe’s twin contribution 
of poetry and character-growth to English tragedy.  His earliest attempts, the three parts of Henry 
VI (apparently, a redoing of another’s handiwork), Titus Andronicus, and Richard III, carry the 
traces of the horrendous, more in the line of Gorboduc, and just a little of The Spanish Tragedy. 
But with Richard II he developed a strain of tragic protagonist who is more akin to the Marlovian 
hero.  With Romeo and Juliet and Richard II, he established himself as an unrivalled tragic artist. 
(Marlowe had died in 1593). He himself described Romeo and Juliet as a tale of “star-crossed 
lovers”, thus perhaps indirectly paying tribute to the Greek belief in the supremacy of destiny over 
character.  Yet we see the young Romeo, fashionably romantic and wild-mannered, undergoing a 
mellowing of his personality after meeting Juliet, while Juliet, an obedient daughter of the 
Capulets maturing into a defiant young woman.  Here is a tale of impossible love pursued in the 
face of bloody family feuds.  It is the enmity between the two families, rather than any error of 
judgement or flaw in the protagonists, that leads to the tragic end.  Richard II presents “the 
arbitrary, weak, imaginative king who is the victim of his own vagaries”. In a sense, we can see a 
continuation of the mood of Edward II here, but at the same time, Shakespeare’s characterization 
is stronger and sharper than that of his model, Marlowe. 
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Of the remaining nine tragic plays he wrote, from Julius Caesar to Antony and Cleopatra, 
four stand out for their artistic greatness: Hamlet (1602), Othello (04), King Lear (05) and 
Macbeth (06). Shakespeare’s reputation as a tragic artist rests on these four plays, called by the 
critics as the ‘Great Tragedies’.  Hamlet is the most fascinating as well as puzzling, Othello the 
most well-constructed as also most naïve, King Lear the most poignant and most popular, and 
Macbeth the most poetic of the plays written in English.  Critics deduce the traits of a 
Shakespearean tragedy from an analysis of these four plays. 

 
II.I.2.2 Aspects of a Shakespearean Tragedy 

The protagonist is a man of ‘high degree’; his fate affects the welfare of a nation, and when 
he falls, a whole nation or a body of people suffers.  The fall shows the powerlessness of man 
against the caprice of Fate or Fortune.  This may appear to be similar to the vision of a Greek 
tragedy.  But the calamities do not simply happen, nor are they sent: they proceed from the actions 
of the protagonists.  With Shakespeare, as we have already seen, “character is destiny”.  There 
may be a supernatural element, there may be a conflict of opposing factors / elements, but in the 
final analysis, these events / accidents are nothing more, nor less than tragic facts.  The conflict is 
interiorised in the hero’s soul: we see him torn by inward struggle. (The anguish and spiritual 
conflict of Faustus in the closing scene of the play illustrates this.) 

Shakespeare’s tragic protagonists are made of the stuff we find in ourselves – leading to an 
easy empathy with them – so that the heroes not only evoke pity but admiration and awe as well. 
Prompted by the necessity to act, they come into clash with forces that are evil and inimical to 
human aspiration and progress.  In the end they may be crushed and destroyed, and leave an 
impression of waste.  We may exclaim in horror, “there is no ‘poetic justice’ in the tragic world” 
(critics complain that there is no poetic justice in any tragedy, classical or Elizabethan.).  But the 
Elizabethan world-view postulated a ‘moral order’ which is sought to be disturbed or destroyed by 
a ‘moral evil’, and something had to restore the order.  The protagonist steps in and takes up the 
gauntlet. Tragic suffering and death may result from the conflict, but it is not the hero’s death that 
makes the play ‘tragic’, nor is tragedy in the mere defeat of evil forces and reestablishment of 
‘moral order’.  If the end involves “waste of so much good”, mere “waste of good” does not 
constitute the tragedy, unless it is accompanied by the restoration of ‘order’ in the moral world.  In 
the process, the agony and the ultimate destruction count as nothing against the heroism and 
fortitude that the protagonists display. They appear as being larger than life. 

Othello tells a tale of betrayal of trust, vulnerability of innocence, and of relentless reign of 
malignity that cannot bear the sight of ‘goodness’. The trust Othello placed in I ago is turned to 
machination against the gullibility of the Moor and his intense love is soured into blind jealousy, 
leading to the catastrophe.  Not only the final exposure of Iago’s villainy, but Othello’s belief in 
the innocence of Desdemona, whom he strangled in her bed, constitute the tragedy. 

King Lear is the story of the inability to distinguish true love and loyalty from pretense and 
hypocrisy.  The stubborn refusal of cordelia  to accommodate the equally stubborn egotism of Lear 
leads the tale through a devil’s dance of ingratitude, lechery, souring of filial relationships and of 
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loyalty to the King. The final tragedy of King Lear is the inevitable consequence of his passion 
and thoughtless action, but the evil is defeated and the king recognizes the truth for what it is, 
before his heart breaks. 

Macbeth is promised a promotion by powers beyond his comprehension and, mistaking a 
casual visit for an opportunity, he commits regicide, and follows it up with further villainy, until 
the evil he perpetrates doubles back upon him and destroys both him and his partner-in-crime, 
Lady Macbeth.   

Prince Hamlet is called upon to repair the time that is “out of joint”, when his father is killed 
and his mother marries him who committed the crime.  Basically averse to action and unequal to 
the needs of the challenging task, Hamlet lets loose a set of events which ultimately engulf him, 
but not before he had helped to restore order to the disjointed world. 

 

II.I.2.3 The Play. 
 

Shakespeare never thought twice before taking up for dramatic treatment a tale he found 
anywhere, whether in translations, books of histories, or in popular ballads.  What interested him 
were two things: one, that the story was popular and, two, that the theme was dramatically viable 
and exciting.  It fired his imagination, peopled his mind with unforgettable men and women, and 
resulted in the creation of a memorable dramatic composition. 

The story of Hamlet was much more popular and well-talked about than many others he 
handled. It appears to have its ultimate source in Icelandic saga; it was included in the history of 
the Danes written by the 12th century monk, Saxo Grammatik’cus.  The story appears among the 
tales of the French Belleforest.  In England there were references to the Hamlet theme as early as 
in 1587-88 (to Senecan tragedy, tragical speeches etc. in Nash’s letter), 1594 (Henslowe’s diary 
refers to a play called ‘Hamlet’), 1596 (Lodge refers to a ghost in a play ‘Hamlet, Revenge’), a 
reference again in 1598 (?), and a phrase in a play of Dekker (“my name’s Hamlet, Revenge!”.  
Perhaps the play referred to was a play on the Hamlet theme, a revenge tragedy, very similar to 
The Spanish Tragedy, with assumed madness, a ghost, and a play within the play.  Some stylistic 
features as well as the inversion of the plot, -- the father avenging the murder of the son in The 
Spanish Tragedy being inverted to the son avenging the death of the father in the Hamlet story, -- 
give credence to the assumption that the early play was penned by Kyd himself, and had proved 
quite popular with the Elizabethan audiences. (One wonders why Kyd should have written another 
play with a similar story with the same dramatic devices in such a short time: but it is difficult to 
answer the question.) 

  But what one quickly realizes is the fact that whatever be the source of a tale that 
Shakespeare handled, it gets so transformed in his hands that it becomes altogether distinct, and 
fascinating.  The ‘normal sources’ merely furnish the raw material for his creative imagination, 
and do not in any way constitute his genius.  For, as Furness points out, “how much did he ‘draw’, 
or what did he ‘find’? … Of whatsoever makes his tragedies sublime and heaven-high above all 
other human compositions, -- of that we find never a trace….” 
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In outline, the story of Hamlet, Prince of Denmark as written by Shakespeare runs as 
follows: with a father killed and mother defiled, Prince Hamlet is called upon to avenge the killing 
and to restore the moral order. Essentially given to thinking and averse to action, he procrastinates, 
wishing to ensure that the course of action he would take is right. In this process, he kills the 
Minister inadvertently, for which he is shipped away to England, with a secret instruction to that 
King to eliminate the Prince.  He learns of the villainy, escapes providentially, and returns to 
Elsinore, only to face further treachery.  He is able to establish the villainy of his uncle at last, and 
kill him.  But he himself could not escape death. 

 
II.I.2.4.The Play: Scene by Scene. 

 

Act I.: Scene 1.  It is midnight. The sentries on watch are troubled because they had seen a 
ghost haunting the battlements, and think that it is the ghost of the late King.  Horatio, a friend of 
Prince Hamlet, called to investigate, challenges the ghost when it appears, but it sulks away.  
Seeing the ghost clad in armour, Horatio links its appearance to the war-preparations going on in 
the state; but decides to report its appearance to the Prince. 

 Scene 2: King Claudius decides to send envoys to Norway to caution that king to avert a 
possible battle. He then turns to Leartes the son of the Chief Minister Polonius, listens to his 
request to be permitted to return to his school in Paris. Learning that he had his father’s 
permission, he grants the request graciously. 

Queen Gertrude turns to her son Hamlet and asks him to be more cheerful.  The King asks 
him not to grieve over his father’s death.  He also asks him not to return to Wittenberg for studies, 
declaring that he would be the next king of Denmark. 

Left alone, Hamlet speaks out in a soliloquy his mind, troubled by the unhealthy haste with 
which his mother had rushed into another wedding so soon after the death of her husband. Sorely 
distraught, he would like to commit suicide but for the fact that his faith forbade it as mortal sin. 

Horatio and friends find him thus, and narrate their encounter with the ghost. Swearing them 
to secrecy, Hamlet decides to meet the ghost that night. 

Scene 3. Leartes is getting ready for his journey to Paris.  He counsels his sister Ophelia not 
to be too prodigal with her affections towards Prince Hamlet who was showing marked preference 
for her.  Polonius comes urging his son to make haste, all the while delaying his departure with his 
exhortations. After his son’s departure, Polonius talks to his daughter in regard to Hamlet’s 
affection for her, and orders her not to encourage his advances. 

 Scene 4. Hamlet is on the battlements awaiting the arrival of the ghost.  He comments on 
the vice of drunkenness among the people of Denmark.  The ghost appears and beckons to Hamlet 
to a more secluded place. He follows the ghost for a distance, and demands to know what it wishes 
to impart. 
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Scene 5.  The ghost tells him how he had been treacherously murdered by his own brother 
and how it had been given out that he had died of snakebite. Not content over usurping the throne, 
Claudius had seduced the queen into marrying him. The ghost asks Hamlet to avenge his unnatural 
murder, but to spare his mother. 

After the disappearance of the ghost, Hamlet swears his friends to strict secrecy, and not to 
betray him even if he chooses to occasionally act ‘mad’. 

Act II.  Scene 1. Polonius sends his servant to Leartes with money, but instructs him to spy 
on his son before meeting him. Ophelia comes in, hands over a letter she received from Hamlet 
and describes the pathetic state to which he seems to have been reduced because she had turned 
cold towards him, as advised by her father.  Polonius assumes that the indisposition afflicting the 
Prince could have been caused by unrequited love, and he decides to report the same to the King 
and the Queen.   

   Scene 2.  The King calls Hamlet’s schoolfellows, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, and asks 
them to spy on Hamlet closely to learn of the cause of his disaffection.  The ambassadors he had 
sent to Norway in Scene 2 are back with the word of reassurance that the King of Norway had 
admonished his son against any designs of war against Denmark. And to keep him from mischief, 
he was being sent to attack Poland, and Norway and ask Claudius for permission to cross through 
Denmark.  

Polonius gives the King and Queen his explanation for Hamlet’s malady, and lays a plot to 
let Ophelia meet the Prince and proposes that he and the king eavesdrop on them while they talk. 

Hamlet had assumed the ‘antic disposition’ to prevent some people from probing his 
intentions.  He talks to Polonius rather wildly and inconsistently.  Rosencrantz and Guildenstern 
inform him of a troupe of players on their way to Elsinore. This information cheers Hamlet 
greatly.  He welcomes the players warmly, and arranges with the head of the troupe to enact a 
particular play, ‘the Murder of Gonzago’, to entertain the courtiers. Having got one of the actors to 
speak a passage from a play he had seen earlier, he is struck by the involvement of the actor with 
the imaginary character, and wonders why he is delaying to act on the word of the ghost. He hopes 
that the play he proposes to get acted by the troupe would expose the guilt of the King. 

Act III. Scene 1.  The king learns from the two friends that Hamlet is eagerly planning a 
show with the visiting players. He welcomes the change, and is ready to attend the play.  

The king agrees to the scheme of Polonius to eavesdrop on Hamlet and Ophelia.  She is 
asked to wait with a book in hand in the passage where the Prince is in the habit of walking. He 
does come there, but absorbed in his metaphysical speculations. When she accosts him hesitantly 
and returns the love tokens she had received from him, he suddenly gets angry and bursts out 
against women in general, advising Ophelia to enter a nunnery, and leaves as suddenly as he came, 
leaving a shattered Ophelia behind. Hamlet’s outburst does not appear to the King as the raving of 
a jilted lover, but something much more serious. At that moment, he decides to send him off to 
England.  He agrees with Polonius that the queen should have a talk with her son later that night.            
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Scene 2.  Hamlet gives a pep talk to the players about how to deliver the dialogues. The 
King and the courtiers gather. A Dumb Show followed by the actual play, ‘The Murder of 
Gonzago’, is played. Claudius watches the scene in which the player King is poisoned by his 
relative, and is greatly agitated.  The play is abandoned, and everyone exits separately, but Hamlet 
is pleased with the success of his scheme through which he could catch “the conscience of the 
King”. Polonius tells him that the queen would like to speak to him immediately. He brushes aside 
the two school fellows like a pest and proceeds to his mother’s closet. 

Scene 3. Claudius tells Rosencrantz and Guildenstern about his decision to send Hamlet to 
England, and asks them to escort him. He is shaken by what he had seen and, touched in his 
conscience, he kneels in an attempt to pray. Hamlet, on his way to the Queen’s closet, comes upon 
the praying King, and though the prospect of killing is tempting, yet he spares him for another day 
lest killing him now, and sending him to heaven, might not be proper revenge.  

 Scene 4. Before Hamlet could arrive, Polonius briefs Gertrude, and promises her that he 
would be at hand in case of need, and hides behind the curtain. Hamlet comes straight to his 
mother and charges her with being insensitive. She cries for help as he forces her to sit down; 
Polonius responds with a shout, and unthinkingly Hamlet strikes and kills him, He hopes that it 
might be the King. 

He then charges her with crimes that she could not comprehend, and with insensitivity in 
marrying so different a person from the one who had been her husband.  His harangue is cut short 
by the appearance of the Ghost, in night attire. The Ghost had come to remind the Prince of his 
promise to avenge.  But seeing the puzzled Queen, the Ghost asks Hamlet to help her fight her 
own spirit. And then the ghost disappears, disillusioned by the realization that his ‘dear’ wife 
could neither ‘see’ nor ‘hear’ it.  Hamlet seats her down and brings her to an understanding of her 
own lapses, asks her not to return to the incestuous bed of Claudius.  We also learn that Hamlet 
too knows about the King’s decision to send him away to England. 

 Act IV. Scene 1.  The Queen informs the King about the killing of Polonius.  Considering 
the affection in which the people held the Prince, he wishes to act at once and send off Hamlet 
without any delay. 

Scene 2.  Rosencrantz and Guildenstern chase Hamlet around the castle to learn about the 
whereabouts of Polonius’ body, but putting on his queer disposition, Hamlet gives them a run all 
around. 

Scene 3.  They go to the King and inform him about their inability to locate the body.  The 
King informs Hamlet to get ready to leave immediately for England.  The latter bids farewell to 
his mother.  We learn from the King’s soliloquy that he had asked the King of England to 
eliminate the Prince. 

Scene 4.  Walking towards the seashore, Hamlet comes across Fortinbras and his soldiers 
crossing Denmark on their way to Poland. The determination of the young Fortinbras to find a 
cause for fight in such a small thing as a straw strikes Hamlet as remarkable, and he compares his 
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own aversion to action and procrastination in avenging his father’s murder, to the enthusiasm of 
the young Norwegian Prince. He resolves to put aside his passive mood and act.  

Scene 5. The sudden death of her father, the lack of the comforting presence of her brother, 
and the mysterious disappearance of her lover, unhinge the mind of Ophelia, and she goes mad.  
The King and the Queen request Horatio to keep an on eye the poor distracted girl. 

Leartes comes to know of his father’s inexplicable death and hurried burial, and returns to 
Elsinore in an angry mood, demanding an explanation and reparation. The sight of the insane 
Ophelia agitates him further.  The King talks to him gently, and diverts his anger to the ‘real’ 
cause of Leartes’ sorrow, namely Hamlet. 

Scene 6. We learn that the ship in which Hamlet and others were sailing was attacked by 
pirates, and that Hamlet had crossed over to the pirates’ ship. While the Danish ship proceeded to 
England without Hamlet, he himself persuades the pirates to put him on the shore of Denmark.  He 
sends word to Horatio to meet him. 

Scene 7.  As Claudius is convincing Leartes that it is Hamlet who is to be blamed for all the 
disasters, the sailors bring a letter to the King informing him of the return of Hamlet.  This 
perturbs and puzzles him greatly.  But he is quick to seize the opportunity and using Leartes’ 
eagerness to avenge his father’s death and sister’s madness, shapes him into a fine-tuned 
instrument against Hamlet. They plan their stratagem carefully.  The queen comes and announces 
the death by drowning of Ophelia.  This makes Leartes all the more determined to kill the Prince. 

Act V. Scene 1. Horatio meets Hamlet and they wander towards the churchyard, where a 
new grave is being dug.  They exchange pleasantries with the gravediggers for some time when 
they notice a funeral procession coming there.  The King and the Queen as well as Leartes were in 
the crowd. Hamlet realizes that it is Ophelia that is to be buried. When Leartes jumps into the 
grave, Hamlet also jumps in and they wrestle each other, and are separated. 

Scene 2.  Hamlet tells Horatio about the letter Claudius wrote to the King of England to put 
him to death.  He had altered and sealed the letter with the ring of his father he had on his finger, 
and put it back where he had found it.  Providentially the pirates save him the next day. 

 As they are talking, word from the King is brought that a friendly fencing match between 
Leartes and Hamlet is being arranged and all the courtiers are gathering for the event.  Though 
Horatio is ready to seek a reprieve on his friend’s behalf, he goes ahead with the challenge. 

As the match progresses and Hamlet is winning, the Queen rejoices and takes up the 
poisoned drink Claudius had intended for Hamlet.  Leartes wounds Hamlet with a poisoned sword; 
in a sharp exchange of fight, Hamlet takes possession of that sword and finds it ‘unbated’ and hits 
Leartes. Suddenly realizing that he is dying, Leartes discloses that the sword is poisoned and he as 
well as Hamlet has only a short while to live, that the queen too is poisoned, and that it is the King 
who is behind the entire scheme.  Catching him at last in the midst of his villainy, Hamlet stabs 
him to death. 
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Before he himself is overpowered by death, he requests Horatio to stay behind to tell his 
story to the courtiers and people who are puzzled by the events. He proclaims Fortinbras as the 
successor to the throne of Denmark, and dies. 

The poetry that brings out Hamlet’s meditative nature and imagination, the course of action 
which careens towards the inevitable catastrophe, the fatalism the poet puts in the mouth of this 
philosophic Prince who walks towards his own destruction, have such an impact on the audience 
as to make the response highly aesthetic.  The puzzles remain, the pain gathers momentum, and 
the audience are plunged along with the protagonist headlong into the vortex of tragic irony.  We 
look for some answers to our doubts and questions, some explanations for the apparent 
inconsistencies, but are caught in the tragic denouement from which we emerge, cleansed of all 
dross, having experienced the catharsis. The puzzlement, the inexplicability, the very dubiousness 
of some central issues constitutes the tremendous spell the play casts upon us.  This is the cause of 
the fascination of the play and the character of Hamlet, and the cause of the play’s immense 
popularity.  Playing the role of Hamlet on the stage is considered by every serious actor as the 
summum bonum, the ultimate height of achievement for his talent, and no artist would think his 
career is complete until he had an opportunity to portray Prince Hamlet. 

 
Glossary  
 
addition  title (II, 1. 42)    miching  lurking, sulking (III, 2. 128) 
admiration  wonder (I,  2. 191)   mallecho mischief  (III, 2. 128)  
anchor  recluse (III,   2. 208)   marry  by Mary 
ancle  to give unction to the dying  (I, 5. 71)  mazzard  head, skull (colloq.) (V, 1. 86) 
batten  feed coarsely (III, 4. 67)   mobled  muffled  (II, 2. 482) 
beaver  visor of a helmet (I, 2. 229)   nonce  for the occasion (IV, 7. 160) 
beatle  to overhang (with shaggy eyebrows)  noyance  hurt, harm  (III, 3. 13) 
    (I, 4. 71)  ore  gold  (IV,1. 25) 
bilboes  fetters (or a sword) (V, 2. 6)  paddock  toad  (III, 4. 189)   
bissom  blinding (dim-sighted) (II,2. 486)  pat  exactly (as expected) (III, 3. 73) 
blench  to flinch (II,2. 575)   plurisy  excess  (IV, 7. 117) 
cautel  deceit, craft (I,3. 15)   porpentine  porcupine  (I, 5. 20) 
censure  judgment  (I, 3. 68)   quaintly  skillfully  (II, 1. 26) 
cerement  winding sheet  (I, 4. 48)    quiddity  sophistry, subtle arguments (V, 1. 95) 
chopine  high-soled shoe (II, 2. 409)  quietus  acquittal, discharge from a debt 
chough  red-legged crow (V, 2. 88)     (to life, here)  (III, 1. 75) 
clepe  call (I, 4. 19)    quillet  legal subtlety  (V, 1. 95) 
coil  ado ((III, 1. 67)    rack  drift (with clouds) (II, 2. 465) 
complexion  disposition ((I, 4. 27)   rede (read)  advise  (I, 3. 50) 
cote  overtake, pass (II, 2. 3076)   rheum  flow of tears  (II, 2. 486) 
cousin  relative, like nephew (I, 2. 64)  rival  partner  (I, 1. 3) 
cozen  cheat, deceive (III,  4. 77)   romage  tumultuous hurry  (I, 1. 107) 
eisel  vinegar  ((V, 1. 269)    sconce  the head  (V, 1. 97) 
escot  maintain  (II,  2.  334)   scrimer  fencer  (IV, 7. 100)   
eyas  young hawk  (II,  2. 327)   secure  fearing no danger  (I, 5. 61) 
fee  value  (I,  4. 65)    shrewdly  keenly (here)  (I, 4. 1) 
flaw  gust of wind, passion (V, 1. 209)  simple  herbal sample for medication, 
fordo  destroy  (II, 1. 97; V, 1. 214)    medicinal herb  (IV, 7. 144) 
frets  stops on a stringed instrument  sledded  on sledges  (I, 1. 63) 
  (like guitar)  (II, 2. 292)  spill  destroy  (IV, 5. 20) 
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grained  dyed with a fast colour (III,  4. 90)  sterling  of full value  (I, 3. 106) 
handsaw  heron  (II, 2. 363)   stuck  thrust  (IV, 7. 161) 
hent  seize (III, 3. 88)    tax  censure, reproach  (I, 4. 18) 
his  its (here) ((I, 2. 215;V, 1. 214)   unbated   without the protective tip (V, 2.) 
housel  sacramental  (I, 5. 77)   union  a fine pearl  (V, 2. 260) 
humour   temperament  ((II, 2. 12)   valanced  fringed  (II, 2. 406) 
lazar  beggar (afflicted with disease like                      wassail  a carousing, drinking revel  (I, 4. 9)                        
  leprosy) (I, 5. 72)   yaw  to steer unsteadily  (V, 2. 113)   
learn   teach (here) (V, 2. 9)   yeoman’s service   invaluable service (V, 2. 36) 
let  hinder  (I, 4. 85)    yesty  foaming, frothy  (V, 2. 181) (V, 2. 136) 
luxury  lust  (I, 5. 83)     
     

     Prof. S. Krishna Sarma 
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II Hamlet II 
 
Structure 
 
II.II.0 Objectives 
II.II.1 Introduction 
 
II.II.2.1 Introduction to Annotation 
II.II.2.2 Sample Annotations from the Play 

 2.2.1. Act I 
  2.2.2 Act II 
  2.2.3 Act III 
  2.2.4 Act IV 
  2.2.5 Act V 
 
II.II 0. Objectives 
 
 As you are aware of the theme of the text, this lesson gives you a revision of the study 
through seleted annoted passages of the play.  You will be able to recall the play and analyse the 
skills of Shakespeare as a playwright. 
 
 

II.II.1 Introduction 
  
 You will now understand how to annotate a passage, the divisions of an annotation and 
some passages from the text. 
 
II.II.2.1 Introduction to Annotation 

Annotating a passage is explaining the passage in its context and estimating its artistic 
significance.  This procedure is nothing but a formalization of what a teacher has to do in the 
classroom when he analyses a passage for the students.  As such, any passage from anywhere in 
the text, poem, drama or prose piece, can be annotated.  But for examination purposes, only some 
passages, which carry a greater significance and a more pregnant meaning, are set. 

An annotation comprises three sections: context, explanation and critical comment.  
Context is not merely a reference to the Act and scene in which the passage occurs, but it is a 
narration of the most important events that lead to the point where the particular statement is 
made.  That not only clarifies the background, but also establishes the set-up for the utterance of 
the passage.  Explanation is the attempt to bring out the significance of the passage in relation to 
the context (already established).  It also includes any allusions (classical or Biblical) or parallel 
references.  If the context and explanation explain the passage in context, the critical comment 
tries to relate it to the larger artistic scheme of the work (play, here), by throwing light on the 
speaker or the situation in the play, bring out the attitude of the speaker, or of the writer to the 
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speaker, and bring out the artistic features involved. (This structure for an annotation is a norm 
that can be used any time an annotation is attempted.) 

II.II.2.2  Hereunder are some sample annotations for selected passages from Hamlet. 

II. II. 2. 2.1  47-49   The head is not more native to the heart, The hand not more 
instrumental to the mouth   Than is the throne of Denmark to thy 
father. 

Leartes, the son of Polonius the Chief Minister, had come to Elsinore from Paris where he 
was at school. The occasion was either the mysterious death of old King Hamlet, or the wedding 
of Queen Gertrude and the new King Claudius. At the end of the festivities relating to the 
wedding, Leartes appeals to the King to let him return to Paris. 

The King is all graciousness in his response.  He announces how close his father Polonius is 
to him.  He is dearer to him than even the head is to the heart or hand is to the mouth.  Head and 
heart function in unison in man, and hand and mouth are linked closely: even in dark the hand can 
feed the mouth! 

This is obviously an expansive statement, but expresses the relationship between him and 
his Chief Minister.  It shows Claudius in a regal light, however briefly. 

Though we do not suspect at this point in the play, a little later we begin to wonder how 
much the King would have depended on the support of Polonius to get the approval of the 
courtiers to ascend the throne, even while a grown up young Prince (Hamlet) is at hand. This 
passage, from the play Hamlet, reflects one side of the King’s character. 

2.  I, 2. 67  Not so, my lord; I am too much in the sun. 

Old King Hamlet is dead; his brother Claudius ascends the throne, and he succeeds in 
marrying Queen Gertrude as well. Claudius shows himself as a ‘peace-loving’, ‘gracious’ and 
‘loveable’ King in the way he deals with the neighbouring King, his Chief Minister and Leartes. 
After the two items, he turns to Hamlet (who should rightly have been sitting on the throne, being 
a young and popular Prince).  His relation to Hamlet is dubious: as his uncle he should call him 
‘cousin’ or ‘nephew’, but as his mother’s husband, he might call him ‘son’. Unable to decide, he 
uses both words: “But now, my cousin Hamlet, and my son”. 

As his mother refers to his continued sorrow for the dead father, Hamlet quips that he is not 
under clouds, -- sorrowing, that is, -- but quite in the sun; --in fact, too much in the sun.  He is 
punning on the word ‘son’ used by the King in the earlier speech, and implying that he is being 
made into a ‘son’ more than he liked.  There is also the hint about his having been kept out of his 
rightful position, kept away from the throne, unsheltered and exposed, and so, “too much in the 
sun”. 
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Shakespeare is a master of this kind of punning and playing with words (quibbling, as it is 
called).  But the passage gives a lead to the inquisitive reader about the possibility that his 
unhappiness might have stemmed from his losing the throne. But later events show that that is not 
the case. 

3.  I, 2. 151-53 married with mine uncle,   My father’s brother; but no more like my 
father  Than I to Hercules; 

   Old king Hamlet had loved his queen very much.  But soon after his death, she was 
persuaded into marrying Claudius, his brother.  Prince Hamlet, who had been called home to 
attend his father’s funeral had also to witness the wedding of his mother.  Claudius ascended the 
throne, and married the Queen, “the Imperial jointress”, as he calls her.  When the King, Queen 
and all the courtiers depart, having been assured by Hamlet that he would stay back and not return 
to Wittenberg for his studies, he remains behind, and gives expression to his anguish in the first of 
many soliloquies he indulges in through the play. 

He is greatly disturbed by the moral disorder that he sees around him.  The world appears to 
him stale and unappetizing.  He cannot commit suicide, because it is against the religious tenets. 
He is particularly upset by his mother’s behaviour.  He had known her love for his father, and 
witnesses now the way she allowed herself to be seduced by Claudius, -- and so soon after her 
dear husband’s death. He is not able to fathom the frailty displayed by her: he even generalizes 
from her conduct: “Frailty, thy name is woman”. He is shocked as to how a woman who had tasted 
the heavenly love of his father could now be content with the base love of a person like Claudius. 
For Claudius had hardly any resemblance to his brother: we learn later that the old King was 
majestic, and almost god-like. There is something bestial and besotted about the character of 
Claudius. Even as he himself cannot compare with Hercules in strength, so too Hamlet cannot 
compare Claudius with the old King in any of his qualities.  Hercules is an early Greek demigod, 
noted for his strength and endurance. 

The passage throws light on a different side of the personality of Claudius, and on the 
character of Gertrude as well as the love that she had enjoyed through her first marriage. It also 
tells us much about Hamlet the protagonist, his pensiveness, tendency to get lost in thought, his 
soliloquizing.  Above all, the passage brings us close to the heart of Hamlet, the problem that 
vexes him, and the crucial conflict wherein this quiet man is called upon to ‘act’. Tragic irony 
starts operating even from this early stage in the play, for, soon after this soliloquy, he learns from 
Horatio about the visitation from his father’s ghost, a meeting with whom changes the whole 
complexion of his life.   

4.  I,  3. 61-62.   The friends thou hast, and their adoption tried,  Grapple them to thy soul 
with hoops of steel. 

Leartes the son of Polonius had come from Paris, where he was at school, for the funeral of 
the old King Hamlet, and stayed for the royal wedding of Claudius and Gertrude that followed 
soon after.  He was granted permission by the King to leave for Paris. Everything is ready for 
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departure, and he is chatting with sister Ophelia when Polonius enters, urging his son on, 
admonishing him for delaying, asking him to make haste, and yet delaying him with his parting 
parental lecture. 

He advises his son on human relationships, moral aspects of life and on money 
management.  Among others, he touches upon the nature of friendship.  He says that true friends 
are hard to get, and casual acquaintance should not be mistaken for friendship.  He points out how 
one should evaluate the other’s tendencies, and when once a man with integrity is found, one 
should hold on to him at any cost.  Such persons should not be abandoned, he declares 

Polonius is portrayed as a comic character, a clown, a busybody, a well-meaning fool, fussy 
and shallow.  His style of speech and his manner distinguish him for what he is. He expresses all 
platitudes, which he had evidently gathered through his life.  Apparently he himself had not 
experienced in his own life any of the virtues he exhorts his son to follow.  This is comically 
ironical because it contrasts sharply with his own shift of allegiance from the old king to Claudius. 

5.  I, 5. 166-67 There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, Than are 
dreamt of in your philosophy. 

Prince Hamlet had been called back from his studies at Wittenberg when his father was 
reported dead. Soon followed the wedding of his mother with his uncle, Claudius, who also 
usurped the throne. As Hamlet was feeling despondent over the moral disorder that seemed to 
envelop him, he learns from his friends that they had sighted the ghost of the old King, haunting 
the battlements of Elsinore.  He joins them for the night watch, meets the ghost of his father and 
learns some truths about the nature of the death that took him away and the villainy of Claudius. 
The Ghost urges him to take revenge for the foul murder. Horatio and his friends who had brought 
news about the Ghost to him, are naturally curious to know what transpired between him and the 
Ghost. 

Hamlet respects the Ghost’s desire for secrecy, and does not wish to give out all details 
about the conversation.  But he has to allay their doubts and reassure them that the Ghost was 
honest and had not come to harm him as they surmised earlier.  A scholar trained in scientific 
explanation of natural phenomena would be skeptical and pooh pooh at the idea of ghosts. But his 
encounter with the Ghost had assured him that experiences transcending scientific explanation are 
possible. So he tells Horatio who is also his schoolmate about the honesty and reliability of the 
experience. 

Superstition and scientific skepticism co-existed in the Elizabethan period. While belief in 
ghost and devils was prevalent among the common people, the new sciences tended to make the 
scholars doubt not only the common beliefs but even the concept of divine. Therefore Hamlet’s 
declaration here is perhaps Shakespeare’s attempt to answer the doubting Thomases that one 
should be open to newer experiences constantly. 

6.  I, 5. 189-90 The time is out of joint: O cursed spite,  That ever I was born to set it right! 
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Prince Hamlet comes home to Elsinore to attend his father’s funeral. But soon there was the 
wedding of his mother with Claudius. Very early in the play, Hamlet is seen feeling puzzled and 
despondent over the moral turpitude (e.g. his mother’s senseless wedding with Claudius). At that 
juncture, his friends bring him news that the old King’s ghost was haunting the battlements. He 
accosts the Ghost, and learns from him how he had been murdered by Claudius. The Ghost asks 
him to avenge the foul murder. His companions, who were not present at the meeting, are curious 
to know what transpired.  Hamlet gives them unsatisfactory explanations in his impatience, 
because, fresh from his promise to the Ghost to ‘fly to vengeance’, he is eager to act. He gets his 
friends to swear that they would not betray him or divulge the secret of the encounter with the 
Ghost. 

He is by nature contemplative, of studious habits, given to cogitation. Any need to act, like a 
common man or a common soldier, is displeasing to him. It is not as if he was unmanly or un-
prince-like in his training. We learn later that he was an excellent athlete and skilled fighter with 
dagger and sword etc. Having promised the Ghost that he would avenge the murder, he is 
suddenly struck by the untenability of his position.  Averse to action, yet he is being forced by 
circumstances to take action. He bemoans his destiny, which is prompting him to a course of 
action that is contrary to his natural inclination. He feels unequal to the task he is being called 
upon to perform. 

As the tragic protagonist, it falls to his lot to restore order in a world thrown ‘out of joint’. 
What he sees around him by way of moral disorder, exemplified by his mother’s wedding, and the 
unnatural foul murder of old Hamlet by Claudius, which is both a regicide and a fratricide, 
symbolizes the disharmony and corruption that had crept into the core of the universe: “it is an 
unweeded garden, . . . things rank and gross possess it merely”, he had lamented earlier. The 
universe is structured on the principle of moral order. Any disruption or violation anywhere would 
throw the entire universe “out of joint” Thus the statement underscores the basic irony in the plot. 
It also throws light on the central conflict in the protagonist. 

II.II.2.2.2. 7.  II, 2. 294-97 1.  …What a piece of work is man!  

2. How noble in reason!  
3. How infinite in faculties!  
4. In form and moving how express and admirable!  
5. In action how like an angel!  
6. In apprehension how like a god!… 

Prince Hamlet, engaged in scholarly pursuits at Wittenberg, is called home to attend his 
father’s funeral. He is shocked by the indecent haste with which his mother goes and marries his 
uncle, King Claudius.  The Ghost of the dead King appears to him and tells that he had been 
murdered by Claudius, and asks him to take revenge. Basically averse to action, Hamlet is upset 
by the need to act. With a view to postpone the necessity to act, he wants to make sure that the 
Ghost’s story is true, and for this sake he puts on an ‘antic disposition’, in order to distract 
watchful eyes. The King, naturally suspicious over Hamlet’s movements, but unable to probe the 
mystery, seeks the help of Hamlet’s schoolfellows, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern. Hamlet soon 
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realizes that the schoolfellows are here at the behest of the King, and for a purpose. So he projects 
another basis for his indisposition for the benefit of his friends. 

He explains to them how he had lost appetite for the good things of life, and the beauties of 
nature. He describes the nature of man in glowing terms, that he is a marvellous product of 
creation, endowed with reason, noble, majestic, admirable, angelic.  His power of reason and 
ability to comprehend makes him nearly god-like. Yet, he goes on to say that man is nothing more 
than “a quintessence of dust”, and does not interest him. 

This passage not only displays Hamlet’s intellectual stature and imaginative vigour, but also 
exemplifies his, and Shakespeare’s, poetic power.  The poetic-imagination is one of the important 
qualities in Hamlet’s character, and constitutes one of the reasons for the popularity of the hero 
and the play.  Apart from this, the passage leads us to a central conflict in the Elizabethan world-
view. The new Humanism has brought man to centre stage and shifted the emphasis from moral 
supremacy as laid down by religion to human endeavour. It is a part of the Renaissance ethos that 
saw man as invincible, admirable and ambitious.  But underneath the new philosophy one saw the 
“learned doubt”. The sceptic and the cynic questioned the conclusions of the neo-humanism for, as 
Donne lamented, “the new Philosophy puts all in doubt,  / The sun and moon are quite put out”. 
Even before Donne, Shakespeare seems to have shared in this cynical approach to the new 
thinking, and to sense the negative side of existence where man is seen as “quintessence of dust”, 
and “food for worms”.  This attitude becomes more pronounced as the play progresses, till he is 
ready to face death, because one cannot escape one’s fate. 

8.  II, 2. 536-38 What’s Hecuba to him, or he to Hecuba,  That he should weep for her? 

Hamlet comes home for his father’s funeral. He witnesses his mother’s hasty wedding with 
Claudius, and is disturbed by the moral disorder that surrounded him. He encounters the Ghost of 
the old King, and learns that he had not died but been murdered by his own brother. The Ghost 
asks Hamlet to avenge the murder. For complex reasons, he put on ‘an antic disposition’. The 
King, Polonius and others around have their own theories about the cause for the Prince’s 
behaviour. The king calls two of Hamlet’s schoolfellows and puts them to spy on him. As the 
schoolfellows were chatting about Hamlet’s melancholia, a troupe of players arrive at the court. 
The Prince who knew them earlier welcomes them enthusiastically. He arranges with the leader to 
have a particular play put on show that night. Then he asks one of the actors to speak a touch 
dialogue from a classical play about the fall of Troy. On the spot, the actor reels off the long 
speech, gets into the mood of the situation, and as he describes the plight of Hecuba at the death of 
her husband King Priam, there are tears in his eyes. Hamlet sends them off to rest. 

Then he falls to pondering. The actor is not Hecuba, nor is he related to her by blood ties. 
Yet, describing her woeful condition, he heaved sighs, panted and shed tears. If he could identify 
with an imaginary situation so closely, what would he not do if he had a father murdered and a 
mother seduced? he asks himself. He feels guilty for having let pass occasion after occasion to 
take revenge. He compares himself with others who are prone to passion and are ready to jump 
into action. He blames himself for his lethargy, his inertia in taking revenge. 
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At the fall of Troy, on the last day of the War, the Greeks entered the city by deceit, and 
burned and killed indiscriminately. They kill King Priam in bed. Hecuba his queen is seen running 
around helplessly and shouting for help, before she too is killed. (The long passage quoted by the 
actor came perhaps from Dido, Queen of Carthege written by Marlowe and Nash.) 

This passage is from another of the six or seven soliloquies of Hamlet. These soliloquies are 
the heart and soul of his character. In other words, we begin to understand Hamlet’s character, the 
reasons for delay, and so on.  Without them, Hamlet appears as a weak, inconsistent, even mad, 
and bloodthirsty person, unreasonably angry or peeved. The soliloquies are perhaps the key to 
unravel the mystery that is Prince Hamlet. 

II.II.2.2.3    9. III, 1. 66-68 For in that sleep of death what dreams may come,  When we 
have shuffled off this mortal coil,  Must give us pause;… 

Hamlet is called away from his studies to attend his father’s funeral. There followed the 
wedding of his mother Gertrude to his uncle, Claudius. As he was brooding over the moral 
disorder rampant in the world, the Prince is accosted by his father’s Ghost, and is told that he had 
not died a natural death, but was poisoned by Claudius. The Ghost urges Hamlet to take revenge 
for his foul murder.  Faced with the need to take action when he had no liking for it, he seeks time 
for himself, and to escape scrutiny, he puts on an ‘antic disposition’, and puzzling the King, Queen 
and Polonius with his queer behaviour. The scholar in Hamlet comes out often, particularly where 
he is faced with moral dilemmas. Here we see him pondering on more serious issues than personal 
sorrow or love. 

He is lost in an analysis of the human predicament.  How easy it would be if only one could 
escape from sorrow and pain through the simple act of suicide! So easy to meet death, and go to 
peaceful sleep! But then, one may dream while sleeping, and one does not know, nor can control, 
the kind of dreams that might visit one.  Death is compared to sleep here, and the idea of dreaming 
emerges logically out of that.  In ordinary sleep, a nightmare or a bad dream would waken the 
sleeper, and he may feel reassured.  But death is such a sleep from which there can be no 
awakening. Death leads to a land from where no return is possible: no traveller returns to tell us 
how it is like, there.  That, argues Hamlet, makes man desist from killing himself; and as a result 
some of the most magnificent activities of man lose their savour, and ‘lose the name of action’. 

Soliloquies are the only way a reader can attempt to enter the heart of Hamlet, and have a 
peep into his real self. Without them, he would appear queer, mad, and blood-thirsty, and then the 
play would not be a tragedy at all! In fact, in all his plays, and especially in the four great 
tragedies, Shakespeare has used soliloquy with a remarkable effect. This particular one, “To be, or 
not to be,…” is the most poetic-philosophic among all the ones Hamlet indulges in, and is perhaps 
the most famous soliloquy in the entire English literature.  

10.  III,  2.  352-54.   ‘sblood, do you think I am easier to be played on than a pipe? Call 
me what instrument you will, though you can fret me, you cannot play upon me. 
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Old King Hamlet is killed, and Hamlet’s mother marries again. He is brooding over the 
moral discord around him, when his father’s ghost appears and tells him that he should revenge his 
foul murder. Temperamentally averse to action, Hamlet assumes a queer disposition, which 
disturbs the King, in particular.  He invites Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, two schoolfellows of 
Hamlet to probe the secret behind his apparent madness. A troupe of players comes to the court, 
and the Prince, who knew them earlier, arranges with them to put on ‘The Murder of Gonzago’ to 
entertain the courtiers. Through this means he hopes to verify the truth in the words of the Ghost. 
A scene in the play is a near re-enactment of the way in which Claudius killed his brother, the old 
Hamlet. Seeing this presented before his eyes, the King is greatly upset, and breaks up the show, 
leaving in anger. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern try to tackle Hamlet at this point and try to see if 
they could not unravel his secret in this unguarded moment. 

Hamlet takes a pipe from a passing player and asks his schoolfellows to play upon it.  But 
they say that they have no talent towards playing a pipe. Hamlet bursts out at them and says that 
the poor wooden pipe has so much music in it, and they could not bring it out. Yet they presume 
that they know his stops and could play on him and make him ‘sing’, -- blurt out his secrets. He 
admonishes them for considering him less complex and less worthy than a simple pipe.  As he had 
said the first time he met them, man is a wonderful piece of divine creation, with a heart and a 
mind, and with a complexity of nature, far superior to that of other creatures. He rounds up on his 
schoolfellows angrily and says, they might call him by whatever name they choose, fret and tease 
him as a beginner might, but they would surely be disappointed.  In other words, he warns them 
off his back, saying that he knows what they are, and that they would not be able to pluck the 
secret from his heart. 

Hamlet shows no respect for these two chaps; it is because they were hired spies, and had no 
respect for friendship and loyalty. The statement he makes about Horatio’s character at the 
beginning of this scene takes added significance in comparison with the scant respect and 
generosity he shows to these two fellows.  Later, he shows no qualms in sending them to their 
certain death in England. 

11.  III, 4. 136-38.  This is the very coinage of your brain,  This bodiless creation 
ecstasy   Is very cunning in. 

The Ghost tells Hamlet that he had not died a natural death, but had been poisoned by 
Claudius, his brother, and he asks him to avenge the murder. To avoid the discovery of his 
knowledge, initially, but later to establish the truthfulness of the Ghost’s tale, Hamlet puts on a 
mask of madness.  Polonius believes that his daughter’s rejection of his love overtures caused the 
Prince’s ‘madness’. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, Hamlet’s schoolfellows, employed by the King 
to spy on him, conclude that Hamlet was disaffected by the loss of the throne. Hamlet organizes a 
play resembling his father’s murder, with the help of a visiting troupe of players. The King is 
disturbed by what he sees in the play, recognizes that Hamlet knows the truth, and is upset. 
Polonius arranges a meeting between Hamlet and his mother, on which he wished to eavesdrop. 
While hiding behind a curtain, he is killed by the Prince inadvertently.  
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 Hamlet charges his mother with killing the King and marrying his brother, Gertrude is 
puzzled and looks uncomprehendingly. At that juncture, the Ghost reappears, in night gown, to 
remind his son about the promise to take revenge. But seeing the queen puzzled, he wants Hamlet 
to comfort and console her. As Hamlet turns to her and says that he is talking to his father’s ghost 
standing near the window, the Queen, who cannot see or hear anything beyond the two of them, 
says that he is seeing phantoms, and that it is the frenzy of his brain that makes him believe that he 
is talking to his father’s ghost. Realizing that the wife whom he had loved so much while he lived 
is incapable of seeing or hearing him, the Ghost becomes saddened and disappears, with the 
injunction to Hamlet not to hurt her, but to “leave her to heaven”. 

Like others in the court the mother too believes that Hamlet is really mad. She mentions the 
common symptoms of madness, the frenzy of the brain and the phantoms the overheated brain 
projects to mislead the individual. But what we should note here is the fact that Gertrude is 
incapable of seeing or hearing her husband’s ghost, while Hamlet could. Perhaps that is the 
measure of love for the old King that the two possess. The reader notices that basically she is a 
very average and insensitive character; and wonders that the old King had so much love for such a 
woman. Even the cunning Claudius is so enamoured of her as to kill his own brother in order 
probably to possess her. 

II.II.2.2.4 12. IV, 7. 185-86. Too much of water hast thou, poor Ophelia,  And therefore I 
forbid my tears; 

Hamlet had loved Ophelia, but before leaving for Paris, Leartes had cautioned her to be 
careful and not be ‘too prodigal with her virginity’. Polonius too had warned her against 
encouraging the youthful fervour of the Prince.  But when Hamlet had put on the ‘antic 
disposition’ for an entirely different reason, Polonius, and even Ophelia, assumed that 
disappointment in love caused the madness in him. Polonius told the King that he would 
eavesdrop on the Queen and Hamlet when they meet (after the play) and bring the news to him. 
But, standing behind the curtain, he was inadvertently killed by Hamlet. To prevent any public 
uproar, the King decides to send Hamlet to England the same night, and conduct the burial of 
Polonius hastily. Ophelia had to face alone the sudden death of her father and the mysterious 
disappearance of her lover, and not having her brother to turn to, goes mad. In that mad condition, 
she decks herself in flowers and gets into the stream, singing a love song. Slowly she is dragged 
down and drowns. 

Coming to know of his father’s mysterious death and hasty burial, Leartes comes in rage, 
seeking explanation and reparation. As he is being mollified by the King, he learns about his 
sister’s drowning. In a mood of gentle irony, he says that she had drowned and thus has too much 
of water already, and did not need the addition of his tears over her death.  But the trick of nature 
is such that it overrides man’s resolve and melts him in tears. 

There are two points to be noted here. Leartes is basically a good and innocent young man, a 
little immature in comparison with Hamlet and Horatio: he is more like Fortinbras. Faced with a 
situation similar to the one Hamlet faced at the beginning of the play, yet he responds more 
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violently and impetuously than Hamlet. He demands explanation for his father’s death and hasty 
funeral, but very soon he is shaped like wax in the hands of the crafty Claudius. He emerges as 
simple-souled at the end of the play. The second point is Ophelia’s madness. One major problem 
in the play and in Hamlet’s character, is that of his ‘madness’. Medical experts of the early 
twentieth century have opined that Hamlet shows, in the play, all the typical symptoms of 
madness. If Shakespeare intended Hamlet to be mad, he need not have created another mad 
character. Clearly, the real madness of Ophelia was intended to throw the assumed madness of 
Hamlet into relief. 

II.II.2.2.5 13.  V, 2. 328-29. Never believe it: I am more an antique Roman than a Dane. 

Hamlet is dying, having been poisoned by Leartes’ sword. But he had redeemed his pledge 
to the Ghost and avenged the foul fratricide and regicide. The villainy of Claudius is fully 
exposed, and declared by Leartes. So the two uncertainties, about the authenticity of the Ghost, 
and the religious dilemma about killing the King at prayer, are cleared. Yet, the villainy of 
Claudius and the vengeance taken are both personal, so that the courtiers are but mute audiences to 
the grim drama of retribution. They would be confounded. So Hamlet wants Horatio, his intimate 
friend, to “report me and my cause aright to the unsatisfied”. 

But Horatio admired his friend for his nobility and sweetness (Ophelia is the other character 
who refers to this side of Hamlet, which is not displayed during the course of the play). He 
believes that he should follow his friend into death rather than outlive him. Elsewhere in his plays, 
Shakespeare uses ‘a Roman’ to court death to avoid disgrace (as in Macbeth and Julius Caesar. 
But here Shakespeare is stressing on the nobility and loyalty in friendship, in contrast to the 
Danes’ love of liquor and self-indulgence. So Horatio looks for any remaining dregs of poison that 
the Queen had drunk from. But Hamlet forces him to stay back, to absent himself from the felicity 
of death in order to clear his name.  

This most poignant context in the entire play projects Horatio as an admiring friend. We 
meet him in the opening scene, and on some more occasions, when we see him as passive. 
Hamlet’s enumeration of his soberness and imperturbability (“not a passion’s slave”) in III, 2 fills 
up Horatio’s personality with positive virtues. Even after Hamlet’s return from his curtailed sea 
voyage, Horatio is still seen as a passive figure. Leartes and Fortinbras on one side (as impulsive 
action-mongers) and Horatio on the other side (as a sedate and sober scholar, but not given to 
brooding) serve as foils for Hamlet in the play. 
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